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PIRST PART
DOCUMENTS OP THE SOCIAL COMMITTEE AND OF THE COMMITTEE OP MINISTERS

Section I

Fourth session of the Social Committee
(April 1957)

1!

COUNCIL OF EUROFE
CONSEIL DE L' EUROPE
Strasbourg, )j.th April, 1957

S 0 C I A L

Restricted
CE/Soc/WPI (37) 2

C 0 M M I T T E E

(Third Session)

EUROPEAN SOCIAL CHARTER
(Draft text of certain articles
prepared by the Social Division)

Introduction
1.
At its Third Session, the Social Committee instructed the
Secretariat to prepare draft texts of certain articles of the
Social Charter, based on the replies of the Governments to a
Questionnaire concerning one following rights and principles:
(a) Individual and collective rights and principles
connected with the existing system of worksr/ 1 anagene n
relations.
(b) Right of the disabled to rehabilitation and
resettlement.
(c) Right of nationals of member countries to access
to employment in other member countries.
(d) Right of migrant workers t-

(e ) Provision of facilities for rcc
training.

<;!. and assistance.
re' nut

]2

The replies received from Governments have been circulated
in document CE/Soc (56 ) 1 3 .
2.
The Secretariat was also instructed to prepare draft
articles concerning the right to social security and pro
tection of the needy.

3.
At its Third Session, the Social Committee adopted in
a provisional way certain draft articles of the Charter
corresponding to rights relating to employment and working
conditions (Doc. CM (36 ) 63, Appendix III).
Certain dele
gations, already during that Session, proposed changes in or
additions to these articles, see Appendix IV to the same
document.
On the other hand it was understood chat the
preliminary draft articles should be reconsidered by the
Governments, who were requested to comment upon them.
The
comments received from the Governments have been circulated
in document CE/Soc (56 ) lk.
The Secretariat has considered it useful to prepare new
draft texes of these articles, based on the remarks made
during the Third Session and the comments of Governments.
k.
In drawing up all these draft articles, the Secretariat
has been faced with a considerable difficulty as a con
sequence of the uncertainty which still prevails with
regard to the basic nature of the Charter.
In qualifying
the Charter as an instrument which, in the social field,
would be complementary to the European Convention on Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms,(1) the Committee of Ministers^
seems to have indicated that it should go beyond a mere dec
laration of principles.
The Committee of Ministers has also
instructed the Social Committee to consider in particular
whether the Charter, in addition to general principles, should
contain more definite provisions binding upon the signatories.(2 )
The Social Comma tree
a ncov
ocuj). nas so
ar inorcarea i*cs
preference for an instrument of a declaratory nature, drafted
in very bread, general terns.
The Consultative Assembly has
draft Social
taken a quite different view.
It has drawn up
Charter which, apart from a number of general principles of
social policy, is of a binding nature and which is worked
out in
sonsiderable detail.(3 ) The International Confederation
/*
*03 0i ( Message from the Committee of Ministers t:
(1) Special
t-is A*
! /(2) Gl-r-prtn'
L .b *
*
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of Free Trade Unions and the International Federation of
Christian Trade Unions have also strongly indicated their
preference for a binding instrument.
Certain Governments,
particularly-the Governments of Belgium, Italy and Sweden, which
have made express statements to this effect, share the view
that the Social Charter must.contain binding provisions.

6.
In these circumstances, the Secretariat has chosen to pre
pare the draft texts of some of the articles mentioned above in
two alternatives, one of a declaratory nature and the ether
based on the assumption that some provisions at least should
be binding.
In an effort to clarify the sense in which rights
in the social and economic field may be conceived as binding,
the Secretariat has prepared a study of the nature of such rights
and their formulation in legal t e r m s . (1 )
7*
A strong argument used by the delegations who favour a
declaratory instrument is that many important ^revisions of the
Charter would deal with matters which are usually settled by
collective agreements and with regard to which the Government
have no right to intervene. This situation might be met b- a
provision, either in a general article or in the specific articles
dealing with labour conditions, limiting the undertakings nf*'
the Governments to areas net covers u by collective
agreements,
The latter of these alternatives hass oeen used
is draft
Charter of the Assembly. Thus, the article dealing with tne
right to fair and stable conditions of work, starts with the

following phrase:

"With a view to ensuring the exercise of thi s right, the
H.C.P. undertake to secure for every worker, insofar as
those measures are not put into effect by me ans of
collective agreements or in any other way:", ...
re
follows an enumeration.of rights).
This formulation appear
It might be construed to mean that even in fields covered by*'
collective agreements, the Governments would be obliged to inter
vene if the collective agreements di^
did not reach the standards
other
laid down in the Charter,
On th
______ evident!^
____ ........
it iv'ould
nou be desirable that a Government
itrv lagged far behind the
If social standards in the country
standards laid down therein, simply by referring to the fact
that these conditions depend on collective agreements.
//*
Doc. CE/;

(56 )

15 .
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A possible solution might be to make ratification of the
Charter dependent upon the fact that social conditions in a
given country were equal to the standards, either through
legislation or other public action or through collective
agreements.
(It night be added that even in fields covered
by collective agreements, the Governments may exercise a
considerable influence through their good offices in general
and through the conciliation and arbitration procedures which
exist in all countries).

8.

Another provision which might be included in the Charter
and which would render the ratification less burdensome is
a provision to the effect that implementation of the Charter
may be progressive.
This is the case with the Assembly
draft.
It presupposes some machinery for planning programmes
of implementation by stages and for control.
In drawing up the draft articles which follow, the Sec
retariat could hardly ignore the fact that the Consultative
Assembly now has submitted to the Committee of Ministers the
above mentioned draft Charter.
It is true that the Assembly
did not consider this text as final, since it recommended to
the Committee of Ministers "to establisn a European convention
on social and economic rights, taking into consideration the
present draft and the observations and suggestions made during
the debates in public session, in this matter".
However, the
differences of opinion in the Assembly which led to this formu
lation, that was very carefully chosen, although bearing to
some extent also on the substance of the draft, concerns much
more the institutional and procedural aspects of it.
10.
The draft articles contained in the present paper nay be
considered to be too elaborate, particularly as compared to
those provisionally adopted by the Committee at its Third
Session.
It appears, however, from the remarks of certain
delegations set out in Appendix IV to Doc. CM (5 6 ) 63 , as
well as from subsequent observations by certain Governments,
that even some Governments who may not accept a binding instru
ment feel that the previsions of the Charter should be worked
cut in some detail.
In these circumstances, the Secretariat has considered
it preferable to prepare somewhat elaborate texts, which may,
with relatively small efforts, be redrafted cn more general
lines if the Committee so wishes.

PART I
DRAFT TEXTS OF NEW ARTICLES CORRESPONDING
TO THE FIELD COVERED BY THE SECOND QUESTIONNAIRE

Individual and collective richts and principles connected
with the existing system of worker/mananement relations.
(with particular reference to: (a) association and collective action;
(b) collective bargaining;
(c) joint 'consul
tation and other means of collaboration between workers and
employers;
(d) provision for settlement of labour disputes)*
Considerations:
Among the Governments which have replied to the Question
naire, there is a majority in favour of binding provisions
concerning points (a) and (b) abcv^.
With regard to (c)
and (d) the contrary is the case(-/'.
The following Member States have ratified ILO Convention
No. 87 on Freedom of Association and protection of the Right
to Organise:' Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Iceland,
Ireland, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, United Kingdom.
The
Right to
Belgium,
Iceland,

following have ratified Convention No. $8 on the
Organise and Collective Bargaining:
Austria,
Denmark, France, Federal Republic of Germany,
Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Turkey, United Kingdom.

Certain Governments have referred to these conventions
and stated that the Charter should be in harmony with them.
There is no ILO convention on worker/employer consulta
tion, but there is a Recommendation (No. $4 of 1$52) concern!
consultation and co-operation on matters of mutual concern
not within the scope of collective bargaining machinery.
There is also a number of resolutions of the Conference and
other organs of the I.L.O. stressing the importance of such
consultation and co-operation.

(1 ) It should, however, be stated, both in this connection
and with regard to other rights, that two of the Governments
which have indicated their wish to see the Charmer establishes
as a binding instrument had not, at the cate of the preparati
of this paper, replied to the Questionnaire.
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The term "collective action" should presumably be taken
to mean or include strike*
ILO conventions and recommen
dations contain no explicit recognition of the right to
strike, but it is implicitly recognised for example in Recom
mendation No* °2 of 1951 on voluntary conciliation and
arbitration, as well as in several Conclusions of the
Governing Body Committee on Freedom of Association.
The
draft Charter of the Assembly contains express recognition
of the right to strike.

Draft text. Alternative I (Declaratory):
See ILO
Conv. 87
Arts. 2
and 5 and
Assembly
draft,
Art* 1, B
See
European
Conv. on
Human
Rights,
Art* 11
(2 )

Workers and employers have the right to form local;
national or international organisations and to join
organisations of their own choice for the protection
of their economic and social interests, subject only
to restrictions prescribed by law in the interest 01
national security or public safety, for the preven
tion of disorder or crime, for the protection of
health or morals, or for the projection of the
rights and freedoms of others*
This provision
snail not prevent the imposition of lawful restric
tions on the exercise of these rights by members of
the armed forces, of the police or of the admini
stration of the State.

The signatory Governments will endeavour to encourage
See ILO
and promote the full develop?
?nd utilisation of
Conv. $8, machinery for voluntary negotiation between employers
Art. 5*
°r employers' organisations and workers' organisa
tions, with a view to the regulation of terms and
conditions of employment by means of collective*
agreements.
See Assem-The signatory Governments will endeavour to encourage
bly draft and promote the development and utilisation of
Art* 1,
organs of joint consultation and co-operation of
workers and employers. both on the level cf the
D.
undertaking and on the industrial and the national
level.
;
See Assem- Adequate machinery, in eluding organs for conciliation
bly draft, and arbitration, s'nould be set up for the settlement
1^
of labour disputes, whether the dispute is of a
E*
legal nature or a conflict of interestWorkers and employe rs
mgrit to take ccllecLau'>ppage cf work, in case a
tive action, includ
conflict of interne " canno '
by rhe means
< be settled
;
rei'errs
tc in *j-pnj
-a P- rapraon*

Alternative II:

With a view to ensuring or promoting the exercise
of the rights of workers and employers in their mutual
relations, the H.C.P.

1

undertake to grant workers and employers every oppor
tunity tc form local, national or international
organisations of their own choice for the protection
of their economic and social interests, subject only
to restrictions prescribed by law in the interest of
national security or public safety, for the preven
tion of disorder or crime, for the protection of
health or morals, or for the protection of the rights
See ILO
National law shall not be
Conv. 87, and freedoms of others.
Art. 8
such as to impair, nor shall it be so applied as
to impair, this guarantee.
This provision shall
( 2 ).
not prevent the imposition of lawful restrictions
on the exercise of these rights by members cf the
armed forces, of the police or of the administration
of the State;
.
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2.

undertake to set up, where necessary, machinery for
voluntary negotiation between employers or employers'
organisations and workers' organisations, with a view
to the regulation of terms and conditions of employ
ment by means of collective agreements;

3*

undertake to grant workers and employers the right
to collective action, including stoppage of work, in
case a conflict of interest cannot be settled by
the means referred to in paragraph 4 of this Article.

4.

will endeavour to set up adequate machinery, including
organs for conciliation and arbitration, for the
settlement of labour disputes, whether the dispute
is cf a legal nature or a conflict of interest;
will endeavour to encourage and promote the development and utilisation of organs of joint consultation
and co-operation of workers and employers, both on
the level of the undertaking and on the industrial
and the national level.

Right of the disabled to rehabilitation and reset lament
whatever the cause and narure cf the incapacity.
Considerations:
All the Governments who have replied to the Question
naire prefer a declaratory prevision.
The replies
refer to a wide range of measures, such as: Vocational
training and special industrial rehabilitation courses,
including the creation of special institutions for this
purpose;
training allowances and other forms of finan
cial aid;
special placing services;
sheltered employ
ment;
obligation on the part of employers to employ a
certain quota of disabled persons;
conversion of certain
installations so as to fit disabled persons;
aid to
purchase various surgical appliances, invalid carriages,
etc. or for the establishment of independent business,
as well as other forms of economic aid.

t9

Chapter V of International Labour Recommendation
No. 88 (1950) sets out certain principles for the voca
tional training of disabled persons, and Recommendation
No. 99 (1955) deals with principles and methods for
enabling disabled persons to prepare for, and have
reasonable prospects of recovering and retaining, suitable
employment.

Draft text:
See ILO
Rec. 88,
Arts .
26 and
27

Disa bled pe rsons have th e right to rehabil itat ion
and resettlement, wha
er the orig;in and natu re 0
thei r disab lilt'?*
tever their' age. insof a r a
and
wha
--^
medical and educa tion a-1 conditi ons permit and so
long: as the re are re a son able po ssib ilities of trai
ing and emp loyr.ient *
For this pu rpese adeo uat e measu res should be taken
for the pro vision of ^tra ining fsoil ivies, incl udin
spec ial ins i-ituti ons whe re nece ssary *
Adec uate me asrres sheuld be tak en for the plac ing '
disabled re rsons in eir*oloyment, sue h as sp ecia 1
plac ing ser v'*ces^ f ac iii ties fo r sh eltered emp loynent , and m easure s to en courage er:p
to a drniu
ovment.
disa bled re rsons to 61

Cash allowances and other forms of aid should be
available to permit disabled persons in need of
such aic to take advantage of existing training,
facilities or to purchase necessary surgical appliances
or other equipment needed to enable them to carry
out their work.
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Right of nationals of member countries to access to
employment in ouher member countries.
Considerations:
Certain Governments have seen this question partly as
one of not preventing their own nationals from seeking
employment abroad, and so far as this aspect is concerned,
one Government would include it in the Charter in bind
ing form.
The same Government stares that as regards
the right to be assigned work abroad, it should not be
included in the Charter in any form.
Another Govern
ment states that Article 12 of.the European Convention
on Establishment should be sufficient in this field.
The other Governments who replied, were of the opinion
that the right to access to employment in other countries
should be inscribed in the Charter in a declaratory form.
The Articles of the European Convention on Establish
ment which are of particular interest in this connection
are:
Article 10
Each Contracting Party shall authorise nationals of
the other Parties to engage in its territory in
any rainful occupation on an equal footing with its
own nationals, unless the said Contracting Party
has ccaent economic or social reasons for with
holding the authorisation*
Phis prevision shall
apply, but ncu be limited, to industrial, commercial,
financial and agricultural occupations, skilled
crafts and the professions, whether the person con
cerned is self-enolcyec or in she service of an
employer.
Article 1 2 , which states that the rights mentioned in
Article 10 shall be enjoyed without the restrictions of
that Article by aliens who:

(a)

have been lawfully engaged in a gainful occupation
in the country concerned for five years without
interruption;

(b)

have resided lawfully in the country for ten years
without interruption;

(c)

have been admitted to permanent residence.

2)

However, the second paragraph of Article 12 weakens the
article very considerably by allowing the Governments a great
latitude to make conditions stricter.
The system established by the Q.E.E.C. for the liberalisation of the circulation of manpower appears to go further
and to be more precise than the above mentioned provisions.
A Member of the O.E.E.C. shall raise no ojbections to appli
cations from foreign workers if after a period, of one month
it has not been possible to fill a vacancy with a national
worker.
With regard to renewal of working permits, there
is a distinction between cases where the foreign worker has
been employed in the country during less than five years and
cases where he has been employed for five years or mere.
In the latter case, renewal must be granted unless
"imperative reasons of national policy necessitate an
exception".
In the former case, renewal may be refused
for less strict reasons.
\
In general, all Member States apply some system of
working permits for foreign workers, and the most the Social
Charter could aim at, would presumably be a liberalisation
of the rules governing the gran* ing and ren ei-ral of sue h
permits.
Nor may one, in view of the fair-iy re cent develop
ments in rhis field both in the Counc il of Er rep e and in the
O.E.E.C* expect that the Charte; ' coul d lay do m precis e ,
detailed rules more liberal than[ uij0 e exis ti ng *

o

o

ient" may be r.'iore or le s s
strictly interpreted.
Strictly sp.-ea ------a s a teenni cal
term, it dees not cover the free circ
n of nanoow er
in the sense that a worker nay g
ecu ntry i
anothe
search of employment.
It cover s onl y the si era tion w here
the worker is already in touch w irh a icrer
er.plover *,-;ho
has a job for him.
In the Soci al Ch arter it sh ould,
however, presumably be taken in she b rcad.es 13 eos sible sense.

In order not to fall short, of the European Convention on
Establishment, the Charter should even apply to independen
workers, the free professions^ etc.

Draft text:
The Governments signatory to t^ls Charter accept as an
aim of policy the establishment of conditions permitting
the nationals of any of them to engage in any gainful
activity in the territory of any of the ethers, on a
footing of full equality with the nationals of the latter,
subject only to restrictions based on considerations of
security, public order and public health.
To this end, the signatory Governments will endeavour:
(a)

to apply existing restrictions in a spirit of
moderation;

(b)

to simplify existing formalities and to reduce or
abolish chancery dues and other charges payable by
foreign workers or their employers;

(c)

to strive, individually and collectively within :he
framework )f appropriate international organisat .cns
to liberalise and harmonise national regulations
governing the granting of working permits to aliens,
to increase the period of validity of such permits
and to extend their validity to larger sectors of
economic activity, as well as to reduce the periods
of employment or residence required for the alien
to obtain full freedom to engage in any gainful
activity.

The signatory Governments will permit their own nationals
to engage in gainful activity in the erritories of
other signatory Governments without y strictions.
Risht of migrant workers to -protection and assistance.
Considerations:
Among the Governments who have replied to the Questionnaire, there is a large majority in favour of a declaratory
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provision in this case.
One Government even wishes to
restrict the principle to the field of social security.
On the other hand, one Government states that if the
definition of this right does not go beyond the contents
of ILO Convention No. $ 7 , the provision should be binding.
The following Member States have ratified ILO Con
vention No. 97 concerning Migration for Employment:
Belgium, France, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, United
Kingdom.

The contents of the right in question must presumably
correspond to the basic provisions of this Convention.
Whereas the Convention, however, by definition applies
only to workers who are engaged by employers in a foreign
country, the Charter might extend the protection and
assistance also to independent workers, in so far as the
measures in question are of such a nature that they can
,apply to independent workers.
It should be recalled in
this connection that the European Convention on Establish
ment, as well as the above draft article of the Charter
concerning access to employment, cover also self-employed
persons.
ILO Convention No. 97 provides, amongst others, for
equality of treatment with regard to social security, and
some Governments have stressed this point in uheir replies.
Since the Social Charter will contain a special article
on social security rights, ar sin ce it was und erstood
at the last Session of the Sc .&1 Committee tha t thi 3
article would cover the prob] i of equal treatment, then
; quesvion were dealt with
.on of migranu wo rkers *
On the other hand it would not be desirable to deal with
equal treatment in the field cj' social security only in
the article concerning, protect' .on of migrant wo rkers .
particularly if it io not agree d ^hat the lette r art icle
This
should cover wider categories 1nan wage earners .
might lead to a too restricted interpretation of tne provi
sion for equal treatment with regard to social security.
For these reasons it is suggested not to refer to social
security in the article on the protection of migrant
workers.
Draft text, alternative I fDeclaratory)
Migrant workers have the right to protection and
assistance. With a view to the exercise of this
right measures should be taken:

24

1.
See ILO
Ccnv. 97 ,
Art.2 and

3.

2.

Idem,
Art.4
and 5*

3.

to provide adequate and free services to assist
migrants, particularly in obtaining accurate
information, and to avoid misleading propaganda
relating to emigration and immigration;
to facilitate the departure, journey and reception
of migrants, and to provide appropriate services
for health control and medical! attention;
to secure for migrants equal treatment with nationals
in regard of the following matters:
(a)

Idem,
..-Art. 6.

in so far as such matters are regulated by law
or regulation, or are subject to the control
or influence of public authorities:
(i) remuneration and other employment and
working conditions;
ions and enjoyment
(ii) membership of trade m
of the benefits of ccl lective bargaining;
(iii) accommodation;

4.
Idem,
Art. 8.

(b)

employment taxes, dues or ccntriouuions payao-e
in respect of employed persons, s.no

(c)

legal proceedings relating to natters r-eierred
to in this Article.

to secure that migrants, subject to the completion
of a reasonable period of employ gnt or residence.
are adequately protected againsu Involuntary
repatriation or expulsion;

5*

to permit, within legal limits, tke^^^ansier ci^suci;
parts cf the earnings and savings of the migrant as
he nay desire.

6.

to extend the protection and assistance provided^
for in this Article also to self-employed migrants
in sc far as such measures apply to this category.

Idem,
Art. 9.

/

A
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Alternative II:
With a view to ensuring or promoting the exercise of th
rights of migrants to protection and assistance, the H.

1

.

undertake to provide adequate and free services to assist
migrants, particularly in obtaining accurate information,
and to take measures to avoid misleading propaganda re
lating to emigration and immigration;

2.

undertake to adopt appropriate measures to facilitate the
departure, journey and reception of migrants, and to
provide appropriate services for health control and
medical attention;

3.

will endeavour to secure for migrants equal treatment
with national; in regard o the following matters:

(a)

remuneration and other employment and working
conditions;

4.

5*

(b)

membership of trade unions and enjcpmei t of the
benefits of collective bargaining:

(c)

accommodation;

undertake to secure for migrant
-oual treatment with
nationals in regard of the ratters reflerrea
in tne
preceaing paragrapn in so
as sucn ratters are re-gulated by law or regulation, as well a; .n regard of
the following matters:
(a)

employment taxes, dues or contributions payable
in respect of employed persons, and

(b)

legal proceedings relating to natters referred to
in this Article;

undertake further:
(a)

to secure that migrants. subject to the ccnoTeticn
of a reasonable period of employe :ent or residence.
are adequately protected against involuntary
repatriation or expulsion
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(b)

to perr.it; within legal U n i t s , the transfer of such
parts of the earnings and savings of the migrant as
he ray desire;

(c)

to extend the protection and
:isrance urcviaec for
in this Article also to self-employed migrant? j
so far as such measures apply to this category.

Against both these alternatives one nay raise the
objection (amongst others) that in so far as other
articles of the Charter apply to "everyone", or to'&ll
employed persons", the article on migrants could be
restricted to measures of protection and assistance for
migrants as such.
In that case it would not be necessary
in the Article on migrants to provide for equality of
treatment.
' ovisica of facilities for vocational guidance and training.
Considerations:
None of the Governments who hae. replied to the Question
naire wish to include in the Charter a binding prevision of
this kind.
There is no ILO Convention concerning this matter, but
several Recommendations, such as Rec. No. 57 on Vocational
Training, No. 87 on Vocational Guidance, and No. 88 on
Vocational Training of Adults.
;o work, the Social
in the article dealing with the ri
Committee has already included a reference to the provision
"vcc< ticnal guidance and adequate opportunities for
training".
[he corresponding article of the Assembly draft
contains a similar provision (in binding form).
If the Charter should contain a soecial article on
iu appears oovicus, urneravocational guidance and
fere, that it should set out in some detail-the nature and
organisation of such guidance and training, and in that cast
pies of
i t It*cul d be natural to ba se
t on the main orincitlc
rrespend to
the abo ve-n entioned ILO R ec
son e ex tent with the de 3 0ri
>n of the national services of
-- s
*'"-d ^iven in sone f :ne reclies of the Go ernments
uO the Ques tiennaire .
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Draft text:
The signatory Governments recognise that the prevision
of adequate facilities for vocational guidance and
training is essential, net only to the individual in
cheesing and exercising an occupation suited
to his
personal aptitude and likely to give him full epportunit
for personal development and satisfaction, tut also to
society as a '-.'hole in putting available manpower to the
best possible use. thus stimulating, productivity and
facilitating the maintenance of full,employment.
With these aims in view,
endeavour:

1

.

See ILO
Rec. 87,

I, 1.

See ILO
Rec. 57'

the signatory Governments will

to provide or promote the provision of the following
facilities:
(a) assistance to individuals in solving problems
related to occupational choice and progress with
due regard for the individuals' characteristics
and their relation to occupational opportunity;
such assistance to be available both to young
persons, including school children, and to
adults.
(b) technical and vocational education and training
according to a general programme established in
consultation with employers' and workers' organisations and adapted to suit the needs both of
young persons who have net entered employment,
and of adult workers, including theoretical and
practical instruction in schools or institutions
established for that purpose, as well as practical
training during employment or in schools before
employment where necessary;
(c) a system of apprenticeship;
(d) special facilities for retraining of adult workers
where this is necessary as a consequence, par t i 
cularly, of technological developments or of
dislocations on the employment marker;
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2.

tc encourage the full utilisation of the facilities
mentioned in this Article by appropriate measures.
such as:

(a) reducing or abolishing any fees or charges relat
ing tc vocational guidance and training;
(b) granting training allowances in appropriate cases;
(c) including in the normal working hours time spent
on supplementary training courses during employ(d) ensuring, through adequate
efficiency of apprenticeship arrangements and
the adequate protection of apprentice's.

Rishts relating to napes
Considerations:
Most of the rights or principles mentioned in the Question
naire under this heading are included in various other inter
national instruments-.
Fair wares: The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(Art. 27j**"speaks of "the right to just and favourable remu
neration", and the UN Draft Covenant on Economic and Social
Rights includes, in Article 7d the right to fair wages.
Minimum w a g e :- The right to a minimum wage is specifically
referred to in the Philadelphia Declaration of the I.D.O. and
in the.Inter-American Charter of Bogota.
Ecual ray for ecual w o r k : This right is included both in the
Universal Declaration (Art. 23), the UN Draft Covenant (Art.* 7)
and in the Bogota Charter (Art. 2).
Extra cay for ninht work and over-time is specifically
referred to in the Bogota Charter, Art. 12.
Protection against attachment is included
Protec tion of wanes:
Art. 10.
in the Bogota Charter
Public holidays with cay:
Bogota Charter (Art.

This right is also included in the
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Waxes in relation to oroductivitv: Under, the Philadelphia .
Declaration, workers s h a l T h s ^ a just snare of the fruits
of progress in regard to wa&es and earnings , anc uhe -.ogoca
Charter includes the right to annual bonus (Aru. 9) and the
right to a share in the^profi^s (Art. 11)*
Although the rerlies of^ s Governments refer to questions
of wages as beTiig generctlly n'itbin the scope oi voluntary
collective asreem^^*t^, it aoo^ars uha^ in many c<-ses laws ^r
reguls tiC!TS "intervene 1
and the Saar there are
legal previsions for a cn^nauteed minimum- wage*
Restricted
regulations in this field also exist in Ireland (agriculture,
apprentices and limited grouts of other occupations) ana
Norway (hone workers).
other countries have established
wage fixing machinery for fixing minimum wages for certain
All the countries tnat have replied to the Question
workers.
naire have legal provisions for the protection cf_wag6s, at
least so far as a*certain freedom from restraint is concerned*
Six Governments state that they have legal previsions governing
notice of dismissal.
Laws or regulations govern the question
of extra ray for nicht work and over-time in prance, Ireland
(night work in industry between d p.m. and midnight, as well
as over-time), Netherlands (partially), Norway (over-time),
Saar, Turkey.
Equal cay for enual work is guaranteed by Constitution
in Italy and by law in Saar and Turkey.
Seme statutory provisions concerning the right to public
holidays with ray exist in Ireland (certain classes of workers),
Saar, Turkey and the United Kingdom.
A bill is in preparation
in the Netherlands.
With regard to the inclusion of rights relating to wages
in the Charter, the replies are net always clear, but.there
is in any case a majority in favour of including all the
rights mentioned in the Questionnaire in a declaratory form.
The Danish Government does not-wish to include the right to a
fair wage, the right to a guaranteed minimum wage and the
right to wages in relation to increased productivity.
The
Government of Ireland does not wish to include the right to
a minimum wage and the right to wages in relation to family
responsibilities.
On the other hand, the Governments of
France, the Netherlands and Saar are ready to accept binding
provisions concerning certain of the rights involved.
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The main instrument,
of wages are the following:'

by
jJdfO* in the field

*

(a) Boual_Bemuneration Cnn^.^thn^ 19 ^,
rat:
IS
ratified
by Austria, B e l g i l N ^ T ^ ^ c e '
P^).
ederal Republic of
Germany, Italy
(b) Minimum Wane Firing Nach-'nerv
It is ratified by: Belgium, pr<mue,
nr:^ *r. rti.cn. 1928 (Xc.„ 26 )
Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands/uo/-B ^ ^ c n i c ^

-* -'3 rwtT^._, jriuea Kingdom.

(c)

Minimum Mere fixing machiner-"

(d)

Minimum. Wase Fixing Machinery ocnv.—

(No.

30J.

**— *— -

1QS1 7xcl 9 9 ) . T t l "
.y
ir'
*

-=-=—

— ^-^^^ommenoatucn,

-KSHAAca

:

Austria,

/, --

^

' '

Corresrcndins Recommendation, 19 5 1 (xo. 59 ).

(f) Wases, Hours of Work and Manning (Sea) Convention.
1949 (No. 9 3 ) . This Convention provides, inter alia/'
for a basic monthly wage.
it is not ratified by any
Member of the Council of Europe.
(g) Labour
(No. 94)*
is ratified
Netherlands,

^

(agriculture),

Repuclic of Germany, Netherlands, United Kingdom."
(e)

l$2o

Clauses (Public Contracts) Convention. 1949
It deals with the protection of wages.
it
by:
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Italy,
United Kingdom.

(h) Protection of Wages Convention, 1 9 4 9 / N o . 95).
It
is ratified by:.-Austria, France, Greece, Italy, Nether
lands, Norway, United Kingdom.
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Draft text. Alternative 1 (Declaratory):
See Pre
amble to
ILO Con
stitution,
and Art.
36 of the
Constitu
tion of
Italy.

All employed persons have the right to fair wages,
sufficient in all cases to provide them and their
families with an independent and decent livelihood.
To the end that this right may be effectively
exercised, the signatory Governments recognise the
following principles and will, within the limits of
their constitutional and national orccecures,
endeavour to take appropriate steps to apply them
or encourage their application:
(a)

A minimum wage adjusted to the cost of living
should be established, and it should be unlawful
to fix individual wages at a lower level;

(b)

Work which at the request of employers is exer
cised in addition to normal working hours or
at such hours that it is considered, under
national regulations or practice, as night work,
should be paid at increased rates, rhe increase
to be at least 25 per cent of norms! ra^es;

(c)

All employees should be entitled to vheir
normal wages on recognised public.holidays.
Work exercised on suck days should be paid at
increased rates;

See Phiia- (d)
delpkla
Declaration
Annex, III
(d).

See ILO
Conv. No.
100 and No.

97-

Measures should be taken, through appropriate
systems of payment or othe "wisej* to secure for
all employees a fair ^?hare of increased prcsparity resulting from incir- :ased oroductivity;

(e) Subject to systems of wage differenciation based
on length of service or similar factors, no disscrimination of whatever nature should be made
in' the fixing of wages.
In particular, women
should be entitled to the same wages as men for
work of equal value.
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See H O
Conv.Nos.
30 and
99

Appropriate minimum wage fixing machinery should be
established for groups of employees not covered by
collective agreements or subject to special wage
regulations.

See ILO
Conv.Nos
94 and
95.

Appropriate measures should be taken to ensure that
wage-earners may dispose of the full amount of their
wages, including, particularly, measures to restrict
the right of employers to make deductions from the
wages, as well as measures to protect wages, within
prescribed limits, against distraint and against
the consequences of the bankruptcy of employers*
Appropriate measures should be taken to protect
employees against arbitrary dismissal, and to pro
vide in all cases for a reasonable notice of dis
missal*

Alternative il:
With a view to ensuring for all employed persons
the right to fair wages, sufficient in all cases
to provide them and their families with an inde-.
pendent and decent livelihood, the H*C*?*, within
the limius of their constitutional and national
procedures,

1

.

2.

will endeavour to establish a guaranteed minimum wage
and to prohibit the fixing of individual wages at a
lower- level: to take measures, throuck
_
u.ecorooriate
ut
systems of payment or otherwise, to secure for all
employees a fair share of increased prosperity
resulting from increased productivity, and to secure
for all employees the right to normal wages on pu&lac
holidays as well as pay at increased rates for work
on suck days;
undertake to:
(a) secure for all-employees increased wage rates,
the increase to be at least 25 per cent of normau
rates, for work exercised at the request of em
ployers in addition to normal working hours or
-1 r*
at suck hours that-it is considered, under ra
1-jorK:
regulations or rractice.
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(b) abolish discrimination of whatever nature in the
fixing of wages, subject to systems of wage dif
ferentiation based on length of service or similar
factors, and in particular to secure for women
employees the same rates of wages as paid to men
for work of equal value;
(c) establish a minimum wage fixing machinery for groups
of employees not covered by collective agreements
or subject to special wage regulations:
(d) ensure that wage-earners may dispose of the full
amount of their wages, and, particularly, to take
"measures to restrict the right of employers to make,
deductions from the wages, and to protect wages,
within prescribed limits, against distraint and
against the bankruptcy of employers; and
(e) take adequate measures to protect employees against
arbitratry dismissal;
to provide for a reasonable
notice of dismissal, and to prohibit dismissal on
the grounds of maternity or military service*
In the article on just conditions of work provisionally
adopted by the Committee at its Third Session, a space was
left open for a possible reference to rights relating to wages*
In view of their basic importance, a separate article dealing
with these rights may, however, be justified.
Rights relating to the family
Considerations:
Only one Government would favour the inclusion of such
rights in the Charter in a binding form.
With regard to the nature of the rights or principles to
be included under this heading, several Governments mention
in their replies various social security benefits as well as
measures to protect women in employment.
In view of the fact
that the Charter will contain a special article on social
security rights, ell measures of that nature should presumably
be included in that article, end as regards protection during
employment, the Committee has already adopted a provisional
article for this purpose, and several delegations proposed to
redraft that article in a more detailed form.
It is suggested,
therefore, that all measures of protection during employment
should be included in that article as redrafted, see Fart III
of this paper.
t//*
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Other measures mentioned in the replies are: .
Various forms of economic protection of the family,
such as tax relief, rent reduction, assistance to
conscripts' families, advance payment by public
authorities of maintenance allowances, etc.; establish
ment of maternity aid institutions for social counceHing
and legal and medical assistance;
family counselling;
general and special child welfare measures, including
particularly care for orphans and for children in
social or moral danger;
guardianship;
measures con
cerning adoption;
protection of children born out cf
wedlock (equal legal position);
general legislation
regulating the relation between marital partners as
well as between parents and children born in wedlock.
Since the legislation of the latter type is con
cerned with the legal position of marital partners
and children in relation to one another, it falls pre
sumably outside the scope of an article dealing with the rights of the family as such.
With regard to the ether measures mentioned
above, a distinction may be made between those which
relate to the family as such and these which concern
mothers and children irrespective cf marital status
and family relations.
In view of this, and following
the example cf the Consultative Assembly, it is
suggested to cover this field by two separate
articles.
The right of the family to social and economic
protection
Draft text, Alternative I (Declaratory):
See Art.l
(J) of the
draft
Charter
appended
to Eec.104
(1956 ) of
the Consul
tative
Assembly.

The signatory Governments recognise the importance cf
the family as a fundamental unit of society.
With a
view to ensuring the economic and social protection
of family life, the following measures should be
taken, directly or in co-operation with local*authori
ties and competent private organisations:
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(a) the grant of allowances' in proportion to the
number of children;
(b) cheap loans for the founding of homes;
preferential allocation of housing to families a
persons wanting to quarry, and rent reduction (or
reduction of interest on building 1 cans) for low
income families with many children;

(d) allowances to families who need such assistance
because the breadwinners are subject to military
service;
(e) tax reductions related to the size of the
family;
(f) organisation of home help services;
(g) organisation of family councelling.
Alternative II:
1.

The H.C.?., recognising the importance of the
family as a fundamental unit of society, will en
deavour to ensure the economic and social protection
of family life.

2.

They undertake to make available or to encourage
the provision of the following facilities and
advantages:
(a) to (g) as above.

The right of mothers and children to social and
economic protection
Draft text, Alternative I (Declaratory):
See Art.l
(K) of the
.draft Char
ter appended
to Rec.104
(1956) of the
Consultative
Assembly. .

Mothers and children, irrespective of marital status and
family relations, are entitled to special protection.
For this purpose the following measures should be taken:
For the protection of mothers:
(a) prevision for the necessary economic and other
assistance during a reasonable period before
and after childbirth, in all cases not covered
by social security or otherwise;
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establishment, directly or in col adoration with
rivate organ!local authcrit ies or acrropriate
number
of
maternal andsauj.ons,
*** sufficient
infant welfare centres, capable of providing
social counsel J.Hlg 3 S r'O1 1 as medical and legal
3-SSj.SL5.nGOf
For the or;
.) provision icr

child welfare services;

/
(b) provision for specialised organs with powers to prevent
the neglect of children;
(c) measures to ensure that every minor is provided with
a guardian and to regulate guardianship by law;
- (d) establishment of special services, including appro
priate institutions, for homeless children and
young persons who "are physically or mentally handi
capped^ and for juvenile delinquents and children in social or moral danger;
(e) measures to protect the interests of minors in case
of adoption;
(f) measures to prevent legal discrimination against
children born out of wedlock.
Alternative II:
1.

2.

The H.C.?. will take all necessary measures for the
effective protection of mothers and children, ir
respective
cf marital status and family relations, in
cluding the establishment or maintenance of appropriate
institutions for the purpose.
They unaertake, for the protection of mothers:
(a) and (b) as above, with the necessary change of form,

3.

undertake, for the protection of children:
(a) to (fj as aoove with the necessary change of form.
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PART II
DRAFT TEXTS INTENDED TO COVER THE FIELDS
OF SOCIAL SECURITY AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE

Considerations;
It appears from the conclusions of the Third Session of
the Social Committee that these provisions should be based
on the work undertaken by the Committee of Experts on Social
Security and that a reference should be made uc the desirability
of eliminating obstacles to the free movement of manpower
arising cut of social security legislation.
It is obviously impossible in the Social Charter to
enter into the details regarding previsions for social security.
The most practical method is presumably the one ad: )ted by
'.Ticai
the Assembly, which involves a reference to the Ewn^.'
of Social Security.
It is, however, nor sufficient in a Charter
which is intended to se?t one .ms
' sccr' al policy, simply to
since such ratifiprovide for the ratification of the Code
cation can be effected on the basis of
limited number only of the nine branches of social security
covered by the Code.
Moreover, it should be taken into account
that an instrument is in preparation i .ich will embody standard
considerably higher than those laid d: n in the Code.
r replies to the
one lamely m a ^ social

j

urc^r**
iaries with
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With regard to the question of equal treatment
as between nationals and aliens, the Assembly draft
refers to the European Interim Agreements on Social
Security.
This is practical, but has the disadvan
tage that those agreements are cf a provisional
nature and may be replaced by another instrument.
Draft texts:
Social security:
Alternative I (Declaratory):
See Art.
1 (H) cf
the draft
Charter
appended
to Rec.
10 ii
(1356)
of the
Assembly.

Everyone has the right to social security.
With a view to ensuring the exercise cf this right,
the social security systems cf the signatory Govern
ments should bo raised to a satisfactory level,
based on standards at least equal to those laid
down in the European Cede cf Social Security for
the following typos cf services;
medical care,
benefits relating to sickness, unemployment, old
age, employment injury, family benefits, maternity
benefits, invalidity benefits and survivors' benefits.
The signatory Governments should take steps,
through the conclusion of appropriate bilateral and
multilateral agreements, tc ensure full equality
of treatment with regard to social security rights
as between their own nationals and nationals cf
other signatory Governments, as well as to provide
for the maintenance cf social security rights
acquired or in acquisition by migrants, nationals
of any of the signatory Governments.
Social security benefits should be fixed with
due regard to the family responsibilities cf the
beneficiary.
They should be adjusted to*moot any
currency depreciation.
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Alternative I I :
With a view to ensuring the exercise of
the right to social security, the H.C.P. under
take to:
1.
raise their systems of social security
gradually to a satisfactory level, basing them
selves on standards at least equal to those laid
down in the European Code of Social Security for
the following types of services? (enumeration
as above).
2.
take steps,
(as above).

through the conclusion, etc.

$.
ensure that social security benefits are
fixed with due regard to the beneficiary's
family responsibilities and that they are adjusted
to meet any currency depreciation.
Social Assistanc e ?
Alternative I (Declaratory)?
Everyone without sufficient resources and
not entitled to adequate benefits under a social
security scheme should be granted the necessary
means of subsistence and, in case of sickness,
the care necessitated by his condition.
See Art. 7
(b) of the
European
Convention
on Assist
ance.

Such assistance should be granted by any
signatory Government also to nationals of any
other signatory Government who are legally present
in its territory, subject to prescribed procedures
of repatriation.
Such procedures should be applied
with the greatest moderation and only where there
is no objection on humanitarian grounds.
Alternative II:
With a view to ensuring the exercise of the right to
social and medical assistance, the H.C.P. undertake:
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1.
to adopt adequate provisions by which every person
who is without sufficient resources and not entitled to
adequate benefits under a social security scheme be granted
the necessary means of subsistence and, in case of sick
ness, the care necessitated by his condition.
2.
to apply the provisions referred to in the preceding
paragraph on an equal footing to nationals of the other
H.C.i*. legally present in their territories, subject to
prescribed procedures of repatriation.
3.
not to have recourse to repatriation except in the
greatest moderation and then only where there is no objec
tion on humanitarian grounds.
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PART III

NEW DRAFT TEXTS OF THE ARTICLES PROVISIONALLY
ADOPTED BY THE COMMITTEE AT ITS THIRD SESSION
(BASED ON THE OBSERVATIONS OF DELEGATIONS
AND GOVERNMENTS) (l)

Article 2: The riant to w o r k :
The Irish Government.has proposed to draft
this article in terms more general than these
adopted provisionally by the Social Committee and
to omit any specification of the machinery to be em
ployed by Governments for the maintenance of a
high and stable level of employment.
Cn the other
hand, several delegations expressed, at the Third
Session of the Committee, the wish to see further
details included in the text.
Draft text, Alternative I (Declaratory):
Everyone has the right to earn his living by
work which he freely accepts.

Dutch and
Swedish
amendment
Irish am
endment.
U.K. am
endment.
Danish
amend
ment.
Belgian
and Greek
amendment

To the end that this right may be effectively
exercised, the signatory Governments will endeavour,
inter alia through the establishment of long-term
development programmes, including she planning of
outlie worms, to acnieve and maintain a high and
stable level of employment and, by providing ade
quate free public labour exchanges, vocational
guidance and adequate assistance in cr opportuni
ties for training as well as appropriate educational
services for workers, to assist in the realisation
of the aim that all nay have the opportunity of
working in the occupation test suited to their
capabilities and aptitudes.
All restrictions cn the right to work should
be abolished, with the exception of those needed to
protect tne standard of certain crofessicns, and
those necessary to protect women and young workers,
or for public health reasons.
/
'/ '
(1 )' Lee Leo. (H? (y6)
. Appendices III and IV, and

Doc. CE/'SOC (g6) lie.
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Alternative I I : (4 )
With a view to ensuring the exercise of the right to

work, the H.C.?.
1.

recognise that everyone should have an opportunity to
earn"his living in a freely accepted occupation;

2.

accept as one of their primary aims and responsibilities
the achievement and maintenance of a high and stabl-e level
cf productive employment through the pursuance of policies
which will ensure adequate opportunities for work, such
as, for example, the fixing of national employment tar
gets, the preparation of national manpower budgets, and
the establishment of long-term development programmes,
including the planning of public works, which may be adap
ted to the changing employment situation;

3*

undertake to:
(i) . establish or maintain the freedom from any res
trictions on the right to work, with the exception
of those imposed by the need to assure the techni
cal qualifications required in certain professions;
those aiming solely at the protection cf children,
adolescents and women against the risks inherent
in certain prescribed occupations, and those needed
for purposes of public health.

1
S^e ^Article
Rec. 10h (ia^6)

(A) of the draft

-y -

r-. d to
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(ii)

protect effectively the right of the wage-earner
freely to choose any available occupation;

(iii)

establish or maintain both general and specialised
free employment services;

(iv)

promote appropriate educational services and voca
tional guidance, training and rehabilitation.

Article 5

Just conditions of work:

A large number of delegations proposed v arious additions
to this article.
Among these proposals there were several
dealing with rights relating to wages.
These proposals have
been taken into account in the draft article on wanes contained
in Farr I above.

This raises the more gen; ra 1 cue stion of tVie proper
delimitation of the various a: 'ticles.
Thus, th e above n entinned draft article on wages contain s a provi s on for notice
ti on ag a inst arb urary dis nissa
ve been included in the ar t i d e
on just working conditions,
nd the p resent A r t icle ii corres
ponds to what in the Assembly dr CdU 1s include d in tne A rticl
on just working conditions u n  6r the h eading " sa fe and h ealth
working conditions".
Draft text, Alterna ti ve I

(Declaratory):

All employed persons have the right to just conditions
of work.
To the end that this right may be effectively
exercised, the following measures should be taken
by all signatory Governments; in sc far as these
measures are not put into effect by means of collective
agreements or in any other way appropriate to national
conditions:
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Dutch
amendment
to Art.

1. Provision for adequate protection of life, health
and morals during work;

Amend
2. Fixing of reasonable daily and weekly working hours,
ments pro
the working week to be progressively reduced^ to the
posed by
extent that the increase of pro: nativity and other
the Dele
relevant factors permit, the aim b= ---O the establish
gations of
ment of the hD-hour week as a maximum, subject to
Belgium,
essential adjustments for certain occupations, and
Denmark, ?rance,without reduction of wages; (l)
Greece,
Luxembourg
and Nether
lands.

$. Provision for a minimum Oi

two weeks' (2) annual
holidays with pav. and ^^^^uional
paid holidays for
workers engaged in dangerous or unhealthy
^
occupations as prescribed;

Belgian and
Dutch amend
ment.
Italian
amendment.

^.'Provision for a guaranteed weekly rest
period (of at least 32 hours).
Renunciation of the
this Article should
effect, except with
and annual holidays

rights referred to in
be without legal
regard tc weekly rest
with pay.

Alternative II:
With a view tc ensuring the exercise of the
right of all employed persons to just wo r k 
ing conditions, the H.C.P. undertake to
adopt the following measures, in so far as
such measures are not put into effect by
means of collective agreements or in any
way appropriate to rational conditions:

International
npean Regional Organisation of the
d,
at its
ration of Free Trace Unions &.C-Op*CC'
aticn
calls at Frankfort in May 1$ 56, a Reso
of
the
ing for - the immediate cr gradual re ductio
: ween re k 0 r curs.
'ocise
(2 ) The following Delegations could accept
annual
tr:*. e^ra^-'-On 0 — ^u
rux—roourg,
Denmark
l!
holidays:
Netherlard
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(l) to ('4.) as above.
Renunciation of the rights referred to in
this Article shall be without legal effect,
except with regard to weekly rest end
annual holidays with pay.
Article ii: Protection of life and health:
The contents of this article would be covered
by point (l) of the above new draft of Article 3.
Article 5 : Protection of children and youn? persons
Several Delegations proposed the inclusion of
various detailed previsions in this article.
The
corresponding article as crafted by she Assembly
was referred to as a basis.

Draft text, Alternative I (Declaratory):
All children and young persons have the right
to a special protection against the physical
and moral hazards of their work.
With a view to ensuring the exercise of this
right, the following measures should be taken
by all signatory Governments, in so far as
these measures are not put into effect by
means of collective agreements or in any
other way appropriate to national conditions:
1 . The minimum age of admission to employment
Amendments, of
should be 15 years, provided that children
Belgium, Italy
over lb. years of age may be employed in
and Netherlands.
prescribed light work;
Belgian
amendment.

2 . A higher minimum age of admission to employ
ment should be fixed with regard to prescribed
occupations regarded as dangerous or unhealthy.
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See Art. 1
3*
(C) of the
draft appen
ded to Rec. 1 C{^.

The employment of children under the pre
scribed minimum age, as well as the employment
of children or young persons in work which is
physcially or morally injurious should be
punishable by law;

i}.. Persons of under l6 years of age who are still
subject to compulsory education should not be
employed in such work as would deprive them
of their education;
5 . The working day of persons under l6 years of
age should be in ac corda nee with the needs of
their dev elcpr.-lent and pa rticularly w ith their
need for vocat'ional trai King;

!!

__ 11

6.
gian
and
Bel
Dut ch araendment.
7.
Amendment of
Belgium, Italy
and Netherlands,
Amendment of
'8.
Belgium, Italy
and Netneriands.

Emplo yed persons of unde r 18 years c
shoul d b e enti tied to no t less than three
weeks ' an nua.l holid ay wi th pay;
Persons of under 15 years of age should not
be employed in night work;
Employed persons of under 21 years of age
should be subject to re.gul
medical control

Alternative II:
With a view to ensuring the exercise of the
right of children and young persons to a
special protection against the physical and
moral hazards of their work, the H.C.P. under
take to adopt the following measures, in so
far as such measures are not put into effect
by means of collective agreements or in any other way appropriate to national conditions:
"

(l) to (8) as above, with the exception that
the word "should" be replaced by "shall"
throughout.
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Article 6: Protection of women:
' .3e Ig iu ^ y Fra no ^ y Greece and
Italy proposed to draft, this art icle in q more el aborate way.
The Frs? L De le ga ti on ref orred in th 1 3
CE/Soc
case to the sussestic
cent a ine d in oc
ont en ts 0f th i s ar ticle.
nt ha s pr opos ed aji amendme nt
_____ ,
-Jcnstituticn, would
stress the principle that mothers should not be
obliged by economic necessity to engage in labour
to the neglect of their duties in the home.
The
purpose of this amendment would to some extent be
covered also by the introduction to the proposed
^ges,
article dealing with rights relating t<
where it is said that wages should be sufficient
to provide employed persons and their families
with an indecendent and decent l i v e l i h o o d
Draft text, Alternative I (Deciarato: . .j. s'
See Irish
amendment in
Doc. CE/'SOC
-d ,

Subject to the principle that mothers should
not be obliged by economic necessity to engage
in work to the neglect of their duties in the
home, all emplcved women, and particularly
.ght
expectant or nursing mothers, nav=
With

i ui*j u)uercj.ss: cl this
should be taken
bv all
mcr.tS; in so far a s
these measures are nor put into effect t y naans
of collective
yre^neuit s or in any other nay
appropriate to national. conditions:
c<n
/
view

See Art. 1
1 . The employment of wo'men in work which is
(C) of Assemr
physically or morally injurious, i n d u c i n g
bly draft and
night work, should be punishable bv law:
Belgian
amendment
(night work)
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See Belgian
amendment
and ILO
Conv. 10$.

2 . Expectant mothers should he granted leave with
pay before and after childbirth up to a total
of at least 12 weeks;

Belgian and
Greek amend
ment.

3 - Dismissal from employment on grounds of
maternity absence should be prohibited.
i{.. Mothers who are nursing their Infants should
be entitled to sufficient time off for..this
purpose, such time to be considered as^included
in the working hours;

Italian
amendment.

5 . Women should not be prevented by their work from
fulfilling their functions in the family.
Alternative II:
The H.C.P. recognise the principle that mothers
should not be obliged by economic necessity to
engage in work to the ;6 pJ.6'Ct of their dmt/ias
'deaveur to attai n ccndinciple may be re alised.
vented by their work from
ons in tn^ lati—-j.
should be granted at le ast one dav off Der xonth
for this purpose.

right
urins i1U1 'ttXG
With a view to
^
of employed women, and particul
or nursing mothers,, to a specia
?.C. und-rtax
their work, the H.P.C.
undertake'to adopt the
following measures,9 in so far as these meas
are not nut into el 1 act e
of collective
agreements or in any other wav annrepriate to
national conditions:
(l) to (4) as aoove,
the word "should'
throughout.

wl
rapia

0O0

.xcepaion tnat
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The Committee decided at its Third Session to consider
at its Fourth Session the rights listed in Appendix VII
to Doc. CM (p6) 63.
It was further decided to include in
a new Questionnaire the field of public health on the
basis of a cuestion to be drafted by the Committee of
Experts on Public Health, and to consider the inclusion
of "workers' education".
It is suggested to add to this list a question
intended to ascertain to what extent Member States would
be disposed to grant certain social and economic rights
to refusees.

Section II

Fifth session of the Social Committee
(April/September 1957)
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OUNCIL OF EUROPE ----------------------------- CONSEtL DE L' EUROPE
Strasbourg, 12th April 1957*

Restricted
CF./Soc (57)

5

Or. Fr.

CONSULTATIVE ASSEMBLY
SOCIAL

COMMITTEE

(Fifth Session)

RETORT
of the Working
appointed to draft articles -or a European
Social Charter
presented by M. Delperse, le^pcrteuu

At its fourth session (2$th Januery^m 1st February 1 5 5 7 )
the Social Committee was unable - for
ct
to examine
all the draft texts proposed for inclusion in the European
Social Charter.
- ^-,*t m e
<=**!<

The Working Party's first tasx
oy the first two"groups of cue
Secretariat to Governments and
,*where appropriate), with"cue
Committee (including alternat
^1*16 LrGV61*71)Il:3rits , one
regard to the points
^ of view 6X?31*'OSS€C
-- _and -he su _
-ions seopinions given by the Social Committed
cut in Lee. CE/Soc/WF I (57) 2 (formerly_Cn/3cc (p-) 13) tre
pared by the Secretariat and i n Re co rH K en c aticn 104 o f t ! r
Assembly.
/
-/ -
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Doc. CE/Soc/WP I (57) 2, used by the Working Psrty as its
basic document, contains, in parts I and III, draft articles
relating to the two questionnaires referred to above. These
questionnaires dealt with the two following groups of rights:
First group: right to work, fair conditions of work,
protection of children and adolescents, protection of women;
Second group:
individual and collective rights and
principles arising in the field of industrial relations, right
of disabled persons to rehabilitation and resettlement, right
of nationals of one member country to take up employment in
other member countries, right of migrant workers to
protection and assistance, adoption of measures to facilitate
vocational guidance and training, rights relating to wages,
rights relating to the family.
The Working Party's second task was to prepare a pre
liminary draft of the report to be drawn up subsequently by
the Social Committee for submission to the Committee of
Ministers in pursuance of Hesoluticn (5 6 ) 25, instructing the
Social Committee to report to the Committee of Ministers on
the result of its work before 1st July 1957- The preliminary
draft set up by the Working Party has been added as Appendix IX.
The Working Party met at Strasbourg from $th to 12th April
1$57 in the absence of the French delegation.
The meeting was opened by the Research Director,
M. von Schmieden. Ihe Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the
Social Committee did not attend the meeting. M. Geller
was elected Chairman of the working party and h. Delperee
Rapporteur.
Appendix I gives the list of members present.
gives the agenda adopted by the working Party.

Appendix II

After a general discussion on the nature of the Charter,
a discussion taken up again at tne end of the session (a brief
account is given below), the Working Party re-examined in
detail the draft texts contained in the pro part of Doc.
CF/Soc (56) 19 (reproduced subsequently under reference CE/Scc/WP
I (5 7) 2). In this connection the Working party had before it
an opinion by the I.L.O. (see Appendix III) dealing with the
followers questions:
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1.

2.

Is it possible to reconcile the previsions of
Article 2, paragraph 3; sub-paragraph, (ii),
dealing with freedom to choose any available
employment with the so-called "closed shop"
practice?
How far would the implementation of the Social
Charter through collective agreements really
solve the problems of the responsibility of those
States, where certain important labour questions
. (wages, hours of work, holidays etc.) are settled
exclusively by direct negotiations between
employers' and workers' organisations?

The I.L.O. Representative gave an oral explanation of
the questions covered by his organisation's Opinion.
Below are certain comments on the draft articles pre
pared by the forking Party (reproduced in Appendix IV).
Right to work
The Working Party adopted with modifications alternative
II of the text prepared by the Secretariat-General (CE/Soc/W?
I (37) 2). On the proposal of the Kcrwovian delegation,
it adopted the amendment proposed by the I.L.G. for (former)
sub-paragraph (ii) of paragraph 3 cf this text, concerning
the "closed shop". Thq Italian delegate entered a reser
vation on this matter on the grounds that the Italian Con
stitution did not recognise the validity of clauses on
"closed shop". The United Kingdom delegation proposed that
(former) sub-paragraph (i) of paragraph 3 should be deleted
as in its'opinion it duplicated paragraph 1. This was
agreed. The United Kingdom delegation still considered it
impracticable to ensure free choice of any particular
occupation /the words "to compete for" might be substituted
for "choose*^7.
Just conditions of work
Ike Working party examined Alternative II of the text
prepared by the Secretariat-General (Lee. Cl/Sec WP I (p7) 2).
A discussion developed oven the fact that this text provides
that matters relating to working conditions snail be settled
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by regulative measures insofar as these matters are not
already covered by collective agreements. The Working party,
adopted an amended version of this clause'proposed by the
German delegation. At the request of the Norwegian delegation
the representative of I.L.O. explained the task imposed on
the governments when the provisions of the collective agree
ments fall short of the standards envisaged by the Social
Charter. The United Kingdom and the Norwegian delegations,
taking into account the opinion expressed by the I.L.O.
representative, made a reservation regarding the text adopted
by the Working Party. The United Kingdom delegation also
made reservations regarding Points 2 to ip of the text adopted
in respect of which the Government of the.United Kingdom
could not accept even a residual obligation. Ihc Italian
delegation stated that, in its opinion, the text adopted by
the Working Party should be absolutely binding in character.
It also opposed the exception contained in the last paragraph
of the text of the Secretariat craft relating to renunciation
of the rights referred to in the Article. After a discussion
on this paragraph, during which several delegations opposed
the Italian point of view, the Italian delegation announced
that it would not object to a proposal by the Norwegian
delegation to delete the whole paragraph concerning renun
ciation of the rights referred to in this Article.
Protection of life and health
The Working Party unanimously considered that the Article
in question called for no further examination, as its
contents were covered by Point 1 of the preceding Article.
Protection of children and young persons
The United Kingdom delegation questioned the need of special
protection on the lines proposed for all young persons and
made the same reservations as above regarding the possibility of
residual governmental obligations.
It made other reservations
regarding the binding character of Points 2, ip and 5 of the
text adopted by the Working party.' The Norwegian delegation
made the same reservations.
The German delegation made a
reservation in respect of the clause fixing IP years as the
age of admission tc employment, as provided in Point 1, instead
of which it proposed lip years. Ihc Greek delegation made the
same reservation. The United Kingdom delegation suggested
deleting Point 2. On-the proposal cf the Italian delegation,
Point 3 (old) was deleted; the Greek delegation made reser
vations regarding this deletion, point 7 (old), now Point 6,
was amended at the suggestion of the Norwegian and German
delegations.
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Protection cf women
Cn the proposal of the Belgian delegation, the first
paragraph of the old text was deleted. The United Kingdom end
the Norwegian delegations repeated their former reservations
regarding the clause referring to collective agreements and
regarding the general tenor of the text. The old Point 5
was deleted at the suggestion of the Belgian delegation. 4
discussion took place on the final form cf the old Point k
(now Point 3). The Working Party decided to delete the dis
puted part, which provided that time off for nursing infants
should be considered as included in the working hours. The
Italian delegation made reservations regarding this matter.
Rights connected with industrial relations
The Belgian delegation proposed the insertion cf the
term "trade union" in paragraph 1 of the text and the
omission of the words "for the protection pf their economic
end social interests." After discussion, the Working Party
decided to retain the text with a few changes cf detail.
A proposal by the I.L.O. Representative to omit the words
"or of the administration cf the State" was rejected by
the members of the Working Party, with the exception of the
Belgian delegation which entered reservations on-the subject.
After discussion, (former) paragraph 3 of
emended to take account of the requirements of
interest in respect of the right to collective
Italian delegation entered reservations, being
recognise the right of employers to bring work

the text was
the public
action. The
unable to
to a stop.
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An amendment ty the German delegation to paragraph ^ of
the text concerning arbitral procedure, was net agreed upon
after meeting with the opposition of the Belgian,Italian and
United Kingdom delegations. The Norwegian delegation called
attention'to the difference between the settlement of con
flicts of rights and conflicts of interest, only the latter
lending themselves to compulsory arbitration.
In order to
solve this difficulty, the working'Tarty inserted the words
"and agreed" after the word "appropriate".
The Belgian delegation entered a reservation concerning
the omission, in paragraph 5 ? of the word "organisations"
for consultation. The German delegation made a reservation
concerning the last part of paragraph 5 .

Right of the disabled to rehabilitation and resettlement
The Working Party introduced into the former text the
amendments shown in the text annexed to this report (Appendix IV).
Right of migrant workers to access to employment in other member
countries
"
'
*
'
The United Kingdom delegation considered that an article on
the lines'proposed was unrealistic and inappropriate for
inclusion. Cn.„e_proposal of the Belgian delegation, based on
the existence of the European Convention on Establishment, the
Working Party decided to limit the scope of the present text
to^wage-earners. The Italian end Greek delegations entered
reservations'on this matter. The United Kingdom, the German
and Greek delegations entered reservations in view of the
rejection o"* the amendment they had proposed. This amendment
is included, for documentary purposes, in Appendix IV.
The Italian delegation proposed certain amendments which
are reproduced in the attached craft (Appendix IV), end
suggested the deletion of the word "reduce" in paragraph (b)
concerning chancery dues end other charges. It entered
reservations in view of the rejection of these amendments by
the Working Party.
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A proposal by the Chairman that the final sut-paragrsph
of the text should be omitted or its application limited to
wage-earning and salaried persons was not accepted, after
observations had been made, inter alia, by the Italian dele
gation based on the fact that the right to emigrate is a right
that is net guaranteed as a whole by the totalitarian countries
of the Bast.
Bight of migrant workers to protection and assistance
The Italian delegation made reservations regarding the
text adopted by the Working Party on the grounds that it did
not provide an effective safeguard for migrant workers and
was limited to provisions of a declaratory character.
The Belgian delegation commented that this Article must
have a binding character, particularly in respect of equality
of treatment with regard to remuneration and membership of
trade unions.

/ Provision of facilities' for vocational guidance and
training
'
The Working party accepted a proposal by the
Belgian delegation to emend the first paragraph of the
text examined, pertly for reasons of simplicity. A
proposal by the United Kingdom and Norwegian delegations
to delete point 2 (c) was negatived at the rcouest of
the Italian delegation.
Bights relating to wages
^T'he United Kingdom delegation stated that in view
of the system of industrial relations in that country
it could not approve any binding and detailed provision
in the field of wages. The delegation of the Federal
Republic of Germany expressed a similar opinion. The
Greek delegation supported this point of view and pre
ferred the simple adoption of a number of general direc
tives. /
The Italian delegation felt bound to take up a
diametrically opposed position.
It agreed with the text
prepared by the Secretariat-General (Alternative II).
The Norwegian delegation stated that the existence of
collective agreements and the part they played conflicted
in its opinion, with the idea of binding and detailed
regulations.
'
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A draft amendment proposed by the United Kingdom
delegation was discussed at length. The draft was scoo
ted with a number of alterations.
The Italian anc pelgian delegations made reser
vations on account of the purely declaratory character
of the text adopted.
The Working Party expressed the opinion that the
Provision in Point 2 should be considered in relation to
s general clause which would appear in the final pre
visions of the Charter and would apply to cases of natural
disaster and other exceptional economic circumstances
(Emergency).
With regard to the question of reasonable notice of
dismissal (Point 2(e) of the Secretariat's text (Doc. CE/Soc
(56) 19)), the Working Party, after s detailed discussion,
shared the opinion of the Norwegian delegation that the matter,
should be submitted to the Social Committee at its plenary
session. This question should, in principle, come under the
heading "Just conditions of work".
The Working Party then decided to submit a second question
to the"Social Committee, namely the period of notice, together
with the relation between compensation in case of dismissal
^and the age of the worker.
^fhe right of the family to social and economic protection
The Working Party only adopted the first paragraph of
the text prepared by the Secretariat, since the majority
of the delegations thought it best to avoid previsions which
were too detailed or which did not come directly within the
scope of the Social Charter. The Working Party did not
support the proposal mace by the delegation of the Federal
Republic of Germany on the basis of an amended text
(Appendix V to this report).
; Right of mothers and children to social and economic protecticn
"
*
The Working party was unstle to accept an amended text
(Appendix VI) presented by -he delegation of the Federal
Republic of Germany.
It adopted the text contained in the
first paragraph cf alternative II of the craft prepared by
the Secretariat, amended in accordance with a proposal by
the United Kingdom delegation.
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finally, the Italian delegation raised the question
whether the Social Charter should not te limited"to wageeainers. Alter discussion, the working rarty adopted the
^yinion of the Norwegian delegation tnat the Charter should
nct.pe._,altcgether limited to wage-earners,*"ss indeed follows"
from the various previsions concerning' social security in
the draft prepared by the Secretariat? The Working Party
however shared its Chairman's opinion that it is not
always easy to delimit the social sphere exactly, par
ticularly in respect of the question of education.

Having finished preparing the draft articles repro
duced in the Appendix IV to this report, the Working
Party took up again the question of the nature and legal
scope of the Charter. In order not to anticipate the
final solution of this question, the Working Party was
obliged to adopt an essentially pragmatic approach,
the various articles in the draft were given an alterna
tive declaratory or binding form, a choice being offered
between the words "will endeavour" and "undertake".
However, the United Kingdom delegation thought tnat the
substance of some articles.was such^ that the use 57*.
.the*words ""wfll endeavour" was not sufficient to make the
articles declaratory in character.
The Working Party had before it two drafts on this
subject, one presented by the United Kingdom delegation
(Appendix VII), and the other by the delegation of the
Federal Republic of Germany (Appendix VIII).
'barter would
Under the Uni.te.d Kingdom..pro.ocs.
applicable
have a first part of a declaratory charec
ticnal
to all States end a second part containin,
r would
binding provisions. The first part of
set out in general terms the various rights which Governments would recognise, The Governments would also undertake to accept as an air:' of policy, to be pursued by all
appropriate means both national and international in
character, the attainment of conditions in which the full
enjoyment of these rights,could be realised. The first
part of the Charter would thus be more than a mere
declaration, and acceptance of this Parc would be required
of ell Governments desirous of ratifying the Charter. The
Second part would contain more precise obligations relating
to each right. It would set cut various measures to be
taken to make more effective the full enjoyment of the
ights and wcuic
.U the ;Xtent
t nick-*
contain ccri ein elaborations Ul
rigkrs sot out in tne
First Fart, Cn ratifying he Cher ter, Goverru-rnto uould
be reouired to declare ok
i o union tray accepted
oblirations in this pert. Ratification uould not
U user depend on ^ ccentence of all these ctltreasons.
*r would be a m
uinirnun
er lor ciscussicn
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In addition to the British proposal the Social Committee
examined a proposal by the delegation of the,Federal Republic
of Germa.i%which took the form of an optional clause. The
German proposal advocates a solution which, whil-e respecting,
in principle the declaratory character qf the text relating
to the various aims of the Social Charter, offers the possi
bility of making these texts binding in the sense that the
signatory States could subsequently either at the time of
signature or ratification or at a later stage, declare that
they undertake to abide by them. This would apply to those
aims which, in the opinion of the State concerned, it could
undertake to accept. In order to facilitate the decision
to be taken subsequently by the Committee in the light of
the German proposal, the Working Party worded the articles
in question in such a way that only a simple declaration is
required to turn these measures, whose adoption the texts,
advocate in declaratory terms, into undertakings binding
upon the signatory States. By and large this would merely
mean changing the words "will endeavour" into "undertake".
.The Belgian and Italian delegations observed that the
two drafts did not take sufficient account of the fact that,
in its Resolution (5 6) 2 5, the Committee of Ministers had
pronounced it$elf in favour of a.Social Charter which con
tained at least a certain number of commitments binding on
the signatory States. In the view of idee Italian dele
gation, the drafts presented by the German and United
Kingdom delegations did not provide the necessary guarantees
that the commitments provided for would really be assumed.
For these reasons', the_ Italian dqleeation said that it
preferred.a Charter.which,.was. of an obligatory character from
the.cutset, while leaving the door open tc. reservation.^ by
those signatory States which were unable to subscribe tc'all
its previsions.
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The Belgian delegation stressed the importance of the
implemept.ptlca. of the Charter and suggested in particular
the submission of annual reports, such submission following
the procedure laid down for the application of the Con
ventions of the International Labour Organisation, would be
an essential element in the procedure to be laid down in
due course for the implementation of the Charter.
This
suggestion was approved by a number 'of delegations.

The delegations of the United Kingdom and the Federal
Republic of Germany made statements on their respective
proposals, but the Norwegian delegation doubted the value of
a prolonged discussion of the subject. Taking into account
the terms of reference given by the Social Committee to the
Working party, this delegation expressed the opinion that
the Working Party was not competent to decide in the matter,
as its terihs of reference were restricted to considering the
rights covered by the two questionnaires and to suggesting
draft texts (set Toe. CM (57) 2i)., p.6 ). After a discussion,
the Working Party agreed unanimously to submit the two
German and British drafts to the next plenary session of
the Social Committee for examination.
The Belgian delegation told the Working Party that it
would be prepared to submit a text relating to the implemen
tation of the Charter, on the assumption that the latter
would contain at least seme binding provisions.
The Italian delegation could not see its way to accept
ing a draft Social Charter unless all the delegations declared
themselves in favour of a minimum number of undertakings
binding upon the signatory States.
The United Kingdom delegation expressed-the view that
the British and German drafts were not incompatible, tut
that it might be useful to nave a more detailed version of
the British draft. It declared its willingness to send to
the Secretariat, before 1st June, a more detailed draft
Social Charter in two paints and based on the system envisaged
in the proposal appended to the present reoert.
It was
decided that this draft would then be communicated to the
members of the Social Committee.
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Working Party appointed to draft
articles for a European Social Charter
9th - 12th April, 1957

AGENDA
1.

Opening of the meeting by the representative of the
Secretariat-General.

2.

Election of the Chairman of the Working Party.

3*

Preparation of the draft European Social Charter.

!i.

Preliminary draft Report of the Social Committee to
the Committee of Ministers.
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A F P_E N^D_I X. Ill

Working Party appointed to draft
articles for a European Social Charter
9th - 12th April 1$57

Memorandum
by the I.L.O. in reply to the questions
raised by the Social Committee
at its Fourth Session

1.
The first question is how the principle of the right
freely to choose an occupation, embodied in the draft Charter,
can be reconciled with the union security clause or the
"closed'shop", a practice Mhich prevails in certain countries
and according to which trade union membership is made a con
dition for obtaining certain jobs.
As a way out of this difficulty, it was suggested during
the Fourth Session of the Social Committee that Article 2,
para. 3 (II) which in its present form reads "The High Con
tracting parties undertake to protect effectively the right
of the worker freely to choose any available occupation"
should be completed by the following words "in accordance with
national legislation, practice and collective agreements".
However, the Social Committee decided to request the
I.L.O. "to examine further the question as to the extent to
which such a clause would reconcile the positions of those
countries where the closed shop practice existed and those
where it did not exist".
(Report of the Social Committee
(4th session), Document CM (57) 24, p.6 ).
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This formula,-.however, would have the drawback of enabling
legislation, practice or collective agreements to be used to
restrict the principle of the free choice of occupation.
Such limitations might be brought to bear on cases other than
those which concern union security clauses end might thus
go beyond the aim of the Social Committee, since they would
make it possible in practice to frustrate the principle to
be laid down in the Charter.
It would seem, therefore, that the test way of reconciling
different national practices in this respect would be clearly
to specify that the rule of the free choice of occupation laid
down in the Charter cannot be interpreted as either authoris
ing or prohibiting any union security clause or practiceThe words "any union security clause or practice" are
employed because the "closed shop" clause is tut one of the
various ways in which employment can be made subject to
membership of a trade unionIndeed, in some countries,
in particular the United States, other clauses such as "Union
shop, Maintenance of membership or Preferential shop" are
also in forceAlthough such clauses ere not widely resorted
to in Europe at the'present time they may become more wide
spread in the future; this should be taken into account
when drafting the relevant article of the Social CharterLastly, as other articles of the draft Charter refer to
"workers" instead of "wage earners" it would seem advisable
to use the same term in the article concerning the right to
work.
This article might then read as follows:
"With a view to ensuring the exercise of the right to
work, the High Contracting Parties .... 3 .undertake to ....
(ii) protect effectively the right of the worker freely to
choose any available occupation:
this provision shall not
be interpreted as prohibiting or authorising any union
security clause or practice".
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2. [According to the report of the Social Committee's Fourth
Session, the second question^concerns "the extent to which
the possibility of implementation of the Social Charter by
means of collective agreements would really solve the prob
lems of those States where certain important labour problems
(such as wages, hours of work, holidays, etc.) were solved
directly by negotiations between the labour market partners."
The Committee, having noted that certain international labour
conventions contained a similar implementation clause, asked
for clarification"of the view of the 1 -L-O. regarding the
implementation of such conventions and particularly whether,
in spite of the said clause of implementation, a certain
obligation would not be left for she Governments in case the
collective agreements fall to cover the standards of the con
vention or cease to be in forceA similar question arises
with regard to groups of workers not covered by collective
agreements".
(Doc- CM (57) 24, p. 7)As regards the implementation of International Labour
Conventions, it.should be noted th^t the Constitution of the
I-L-O. provides[in its Article 15, para- 5(.d)jthat a State
which ratifies a Convention "will take such action as mav be
necessary to make effective the provisions of such Convention".
*Cn the basis of this provision the 1-L.Q. has already had
occasion to state (in 1950) that "from an international point
of view, _what_is essential is tkatT k e provisions of a
convention should.ba^fullv applied: in regard to the"manner
of application, boph the Constitution of the Organisation"
and the terms of the individual convention deliberately leave
a wibe-.JKe.as.ure gf ^d.iuQ.reition—
Advice to
the Government of the 'United States, 13th November 1950, in
the "International Labour Code, 1951", Geneva, 1952, Note 352,
Article 10&2, p- 3o4)._j Tnus the Convention: can be implemented
by methods, other rthan legislation as <?ush. namcdr' by
simple administrative, m.expiuj"eu, practice, or, in^some cases,
collective agreements-
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The last-named are, in some cases, expressly provided for
in the International Labour Conventions themselves^cf. for a
full list of such cases, the International Labour Code, 1951,
Title III, Book VII, Note 24, p. 701-703)1
The following
practices are in current use:
(a) the existence of a col
lective agreement is a condition which must be fulfilled before
advantage nay be taken of certain permitted exceptions;
(b) allusions are made to the possibility of a higher stan
dard than that required by the Convention being fixed by
collective agreement;
(c) it is stipulated that certain of
the standards prescribed by the Convention are to be defined
in greater-detail by national laws or regulations or by col
lective agreement;
(d) the determination by national lews or
regulations or by collective agreement of certain classifica
tions of persons to whom differing standards apply Ref. the
"International Labour Code, 1951" p* LXXVIII).!
Even where the International Labour Conventions make no
specific mention of possible implementation by collective
agreement but refer explicitly to national legislation,
either by prescribing that such legislation must lay down
certain conditions for the implementation of the Convention,
or by allowing that this legislation depart in certain
respects from international standards, it does not necessarily
follow that these instruments cannot, at least to some extent,
be implemented by collective agreements.
Indeed, it has
aIwavs been recognised that the rerm "national lemislation"
— Should be taken
as oenoping born regulations laid down by the central authorities end those laid down by the .''-cat authorities.
It is also considered that
this term might cover all other forms of legislation, namely
decrees, various types of orders, the principles of common
law and even principles laid down by jurisprudence.
By'
extending phis notion, though there is no precedent on this .
point, it nay be ccn^ldA-r^
which
have been made bindinm by delision of i-.be
author!ty
may be regarded as constituting
"qr,tional lepislation''
required under some Conventions.

7!

case of International Labour Conventions where
no Definite provision is made for their manner of implementa
tion in 'the country in question (notional legislation or other
methods, Including^collective agreements) end where the
countries concerned are therefore free to take their own
measures for pivinn effect to such conventions, it may be
considered,
a general rule - though, hero— again, no formal
decision of principle^ has
been taken in the matter - that, if_
n
the colTpprgk^
oiven country
rreenen
nrov±ded! Qnr In
n r e a c r ^ c c ^ t - r d n r d " sin k . Tool—t-o-—'nkcu
conYRLtion of this kind, the provisions of the convention ore
thereby made effective, as required under the I-L-O- Consti
tution, and that there is therefore no need for specific
legislation in this field. - In practice, however, it is
difficult to envisage the cate of international conventions
which do not call for the adoption of legislation and which
can be made fully effective by collective agreements, for
instance conventions whose implementation presupposes the
operation of public services, namely conventions on labour
inspection, the organisation of employment services, problems
of industrial safety and health and most social security
cuesticns.
Even assuming that the international instrument in
ceustioh, given its content, can be applied by way of collec
tive agreement, certain questions still arise.
Indeed, a
collective agreement represents only a reciprocal obliga
tion as between the Contracting Parties (unless the competent
authority has extended this obligation to third parties),
whereas the ratification of a convention constitutes an
international obligation'on the para of a StateThese '
questions which were raised by the Social Committee in con
nection wish the^possible implementation of she European
Social Charter by way of collective agreement, concern the
respective level of the standards established under collective
agreements and those provided for in the international instru
ment, the categories of persons covered by or excluded from col
lective agreements and the situation created when, after the
international instrument has been ratified, collective's ere
Kents exrire.
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(a) *In the first place, the Social Committee wondered
whether, in cases where an international convention con
tains a clause to the effect that it r.a*-* he implemented hy
way of collective agreement, there would not still be an
obli.-.'ction on the Governments if UTe^yp nToUtive aytreetiienT?
Ln question fa.ilad^ o rea cry_ the__sYehda*r<3s"laia "bown in "thro
convention*
The reply to thi
3UestionJi*' uncounted'v*m
tne.affirmative for, as w-e
teen above, anv ovate wnich
ratifies a contention i: bcund under the I-L-O- Constitution
"rr,
ahe such action'a- nay ae
cessary to make effective the
provisions cf such c convention".
in other words, if the
collective agreements made by the country in Question do not
meet the standards stipulated by the international conven
tion, such convention will not be fully implementedThe
government must occcrdinvl*' take apprepriate stent, bv was*
ill— jeyi _la tio:*Tcr _rexu 1aivi-oris. _to m
'r i
r- --1Or ion . b \ft
this only in cases where it is unable to make effective use
cf the means at its disposal to persuade the parties to the
collective agreements themselves to rni.e the standards pro
vided for under these agreements to the level of those pres
cribed by the international convention.
(b) Ike governments are under the sane obligation in
cases where an international convention of a general
character is implemented only by collective agreements
applying to particular categories cf workers-" In suen
cases, the government mus t take the same mea su res as those
n.enticneo —v (c ) a.-'C'-P o ensure that ,.;.e ,rr0*.*isiens in the
r'.
hyp*
internaclc r.al instrument. rile
n tf'
r.-orhag'^_?:l bkerto excluded ..iroin too tcn&iit o f" these provisions*
(c) The last question to be considered is the position
*in cases where collective agreements which originally pro
vided for the implementation cf an international convention
were subsequently modified or were no longer in force.
Here it should be noted that although this problem can
arise in theory, in actual practice It 'CouTd only do so in
a limited numPer or cases. i\!o ecus* collective agreements are
frequently mouffied but it is rare *"or such modifications to
effect adversely the position of the workers under former
collective agreements.
Assuming that such an exceptional case did arise, the
State which has ratified the instrument in question and
which has accepted an international obligation to apply cn
its territory the provisions contained therein, would then
be obliged either to take the necessary me_asur^-s by way pf
legislation or regulations to meet the situation or to
denounce the convention.

This need not, however, be such 3 herd choice, because
here again it is mitigated by the fact that,the State can,
even if it takes no pert in drawing up collectfve^agreemU^ts
bring some influence to bear on the parties^ for instance
'
"by* drawing" their"*srtbention to international obligations in
the matter. It is also possible to envisage a system where
by the repudiation clauses of collective agreements and{those
of the international instrument to which they give effect
could be brought into a temporal relation, so as to make it
possible for the international instrument to be denounced
under its own terms, when the collective agreements had run
their course. But for the reasons mentioned above it is
unlikely that there will be many cases in which such clauses
will operate.
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IV

Provisional draft of articles for a European Social
Charter prepared by the Working Party

1.

Right to work

With a view to ensuring the exercise of the right to work,
the High Contracting parties:
1.

recognise that everyone shell have an opportunity to earn
his living in a freely accepted occupation:

2.

accept as one of their primary aims and responsibilities
the achievement and maintenance of a high and stable
level of employment;

3-

will endeavour ^undertakeT(l) to:
(i) protect effectively the right of the worker freely
to choose any available occupation; this provision
shall not be interpreted as prohibiting or autho
rising any union security clause or practice;
^/Note: Reserve by the delegation of the United
Kingdom who considers it impracticable to
ensure free choice of any occupation.
Reserve by the delegation of Italy on the
grounds that the Italian Constitution does
not recognise the validity of "closedshop"^
(ii) establish or maintain free employment services;
(iii) promote appropriate vocational guidance, training
and rehabilitation.

'r-cr the explanation of this alternative, see the text of
"he report.
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II.

Just conditions of work

With a view to ensuring the exercise of' the right of ell
employed persons to just working conditions, the H.C.P. will
endeavour /Undertake/ to adopt the following measures, in so
far as such measures are not left, under national senemes, to
agreements between employers' and workers' organisations or
are not normally carried cut otherwise.

/_i\ote: Reserve by the delegations of the United Kingdom
and Norway concerning residual Government res
ponsibility in cases not generally covered by
collective agreements.
Reserve by-the Italian delegation which is in
favour of a text of a binding character./"(I)
1.

Provision for adequate protection of life and health
during work;

2.

Fixing of reasonable daily and weekly working hours,
the working week to be progressively reduced, to the
extent that the increase of productivity and ether
relevant factors permit;

3-

Provision for recognised public holidays with pay, a
minimum of two weeks' annual holidays with pay, end
additional paid holidays for workers engaged in*dan
gerous or unhealthy occupations as prescribed;
^Ncte: United Kingdom delegation reserve on the length
of paid holidays/"
Provision for a guaranteed weekly rest period.
lul. Rights relating tc wages

1-

All workers have the right to a fair wage sufficient
for a decent standard of living for themselves and
their families.

2.

All workers have the right to additional wages for^
any work performed at the request of the employer in
addition to normal working hours.

the reserves e-h essec
or
ceveicpm&nu
her a full
-/
'ty see the r-rper-'
members oi' the Working re

7b

/Note: At a later stage of the crafting of the Social
Charter consideration should be given to the
inclusion of a clause dealing with the con
ditions under which limitations of this right
may be allowed^/
3*

Men and women workers have the right to equal pay
for work of equal value.
The exercise of these rights may be realised by volun
tary collective agreement, by statutory wage-fixing
machinery, or by other means appropriate to national
conditions.
, /Note; reserve by the Belgian and Italian delegations
which would favour an obligatory text_J7

5.

Inductions from wages shall be permitted only under
conditions end to the extent prescribed by national laws
or regulations or fixed by collective agreement or
arbitration award.
/Rote: Reserves by the United Kingdom, the German and
the Greek delegations which object ngrinst pro
visions of a binding and detailed character/
IV.' Rights connected with industrial
relations

With a view to ensuring or promoting the exercise of the
rights of workers and employers in their mutual relations,
the H.C.P.:
1.

recognise the freedom of workers and employers to form
local, national or international organisations and to
join organisations for the protection of their economic
and social interests, subject only to restrictions pre
scribed by low for reasons of national security or
public interest, for the prevention of disorder or crime,
or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of
others. National law shall not be such as to impair,
nor shall it be so applied as to impair, this freedom.
This provision shall not prevent the imposition of
lawful restrictions on the exercise of these'rights by
members of the armed forces, of the police or of the
administration of the State;
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/Note: Reserve by the delegation of Belgium which
demands deletion of the_ words "or of the admini
stration of the State//
2.

will endeavour /undertake/ to promote, where necessary
end appropriate, machinery for voluntary negotiation
between employers or employers' organisations and
workers' organisations, with a view oc. the regulation
of terms and- conditions of employment by means of
collective agreements;

3.

recognise for workers and employers the right to collective
action, subject only to restrictions prescribed by lew
for reasons of national security or public interest, in
case a conflict of interest cannot be settled by the means
referred to in paragraph / of.this '.rticle;
/Koto: Reserve by the delegation of Italy concerning
the admissibility for the Charter to recognise
the right of lock-out/

ip.

will endeavour to promote the establishment and use
of appropriate and agreed machinery, for conciliation
or arbitration, for the settlement of labour disputes;

5.

will endeavour to encourage and promote joint consul
tation and collaboration of workers and employers,
both on the level of the undertaking and on the indus
trial and the national level.
/Note: Reserve by the delegation of Belgium.
Con
sultation concerning the application of this
right should take place with employers' and
workers' organisations.
Reserve by the German delegation with respect
to the end of paragraph 5-7
V.

Protection of children and young persons

With a view to ensuring the exercise of the right of
children and ycung persons to a special protection against
the physical and moral hazards of their work, the H.C.?.
will endeavour /undertake/ to adopt the following measures,
in so far as such measures are not left, under national
schemes, to agreements between employers' end workers'
organisations or are not normally carried out otherwise.
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/Note: Reserve by the United Kingdom delegation. See
"**
reserve on article relating to just conditions
of work./
1.

The minimum ege of'admission to employment shall be
15 years, subject to exceptions for children employed
in prescribed light work without harm to their health
morals or education;
/Note: Reserve by the delegations of the Federal
Republic of Germany and of Greece with refer
ence to the age limit of 13 years (lb. years//

2.

A higher minimum age of admission to employment shall
be fixed with regard to prescribed occupations regarded
as dangerous or unhealthy:

3.

Persons who ere still subject to compulsory education
shall not be employed in suck work as would deprive
them of their education;

ip.

The working day of persons under l6 years of age shall
be in accordance with the needs of their development
and particularly with their need for vocational training

5.

Employed persons of under 18 years of age shall be
entitled to not less than three weeks' annual holiday
with pay;
/Note: Reserve by the delegation of the United Kingdom
concerning the obligatory character of the pro
visions of paragraphs 2, ip and R/

6.

Persons of under l8 years of age shall not be employed
in night work, with the exception of certain occupations
provided for by national law and regulations;

7.

Employed persons of under l8 years of age shell be
subject to regular medical control, with the exception
of certain occupations provided for by national law and
regulations.
/Fete: Reserve by the delegation of Greece with respect
to the deleting of paragraph 3 -f the draft of
the Secretariat/
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VI.

protection of women

With a view to ensuring the exercise cf the right of
employed women, and particularly expectant or nursing mothers,
to a special protection in their work, the H.C.P. will
endeavour ^/undertake/ to adopt the following measures, in so
far as these measures are not left, under national schemes,
to agreements between employers' and workers' organisations
or are not normally carried cut otherwise;
/Note; Reserve by the delegations of the United Kingdom
and Norway. 3 ee reserve on article relating
to just conditions of wcrkh/
1.

Provision either by paid leave or by adequate social
security benefits to enable women to take leave
before and after childbirth up to a total of 12 weeks.

2.

Dismissal from employment on grounds of maternity
absence should be prohibited.

3.

Mothers who are nursing their infants shall be entitled
to sufficient time off for this purpose.
/T?ct.e: Reserve by the delegation of Italy, this tine
being either paid or covered by social security
benefits.
Reserve by tne United Kingdom delegation with
respect to paragraphs 2 and 3/

Vll. Provision of facilities for vocational
guidance and training
The High Contracting Parties recognise the necessity
of providing the individual with appropriate facilities
for vocational guidance and training to enable him to choose
an occupation suited to his personal aptitude and to his
interests, thereby furthering the interests of society.
With these aims in view, the High Contracting Parties
will endeavour:
^
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1.

2.

to provide or promote the provision of the following
facilities:
(a)

assistance to individuals in solving problems
related to occupational choice and progress with
due regard for the individuals' characteristics
and their relation to occupational opportunity;
such assistance to be available both to young
persons, including school children, and to adults

(b)

as necessary, the technical and vocational
training of workers;

(c)

a system of apprenticeship;

(d)

as necessary, special facilities for retraining
of adult workers where this.is necessary as a
consequence, particularly, of technological
developments or of dislocations on the employ
ment market.

to encourage the full utilisation of the facilities
mentioned in this Article by appropriate measures,
such as:
(a)

reducing or abolishing any fees or charges
relating to vocational guidance end training;

(b)

granting financial assistance in appropriate
cases;

(c)

including in the normal working hours tine spent
on supplementary- training, taken by the worker,
at the request of his employer, during employment

(d)

ensuring, through adequate supervision, the
efficiency of apprenticeship arrangements and the
adequate protection of apprentices.

VIII./Social Security
Pro memoria/7
IX.
Pro m6mor*ia_J7

/"Social Assistance

C!

X.

t'

Right of the disabled to rehabilitation and
resettlement

The High Contracting Parties recognise the right of
disabled persons to rehabilitation and resettlement, whatever
the origin and nature of their disability and whatever their
age, in so far as medical and educational conditions permit
and so long as there are reasonable possibilities of training
and employment.
For this purpose adequate measures should be taken for
the provision of training facilities, including specialised
institutions where necessary.
Adequate measures should be taken for the placing of
disabled persons in employment, such as specialised placing
services, facilities for sheltered employment, end measures
to encourage employers to admit disabled persons to employment.
/xi.

Right of the family to social and economic
protection

The High Contracting Parties, recognising the importance
of the family as a fundamental unit of society, will endeavour
to ensure the economic and social protection of family life.
Xlly Right of mothers and children to social and
economic protection
The High Contracting parties will take all appropriate
end necessary measures for the effective protection of
mothers and children, irrespective of marital status and
family relations, including the establishment or maintenance
of appropriate institutions for the purpose.
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XIII.

Right of migrant workers to access to
employment in other member countries

The High Contracting Parties accept as an aim of policy
the establishment of conditions permitting the nationals of
any of them to engage in any wage-earning or salaried employ
ment in the territory of any of the others, on a footing of
full equality with the nationals o^ the latter, subject only
to restrictions based on considerations of security, public
order and public health.
/Note: Reserve by the delegations of the Federal
Republic of Germany, Greece end the United
Kingdom, after rejection of the following text
proposed by U.X.: "and provided that it is
not to the detriment of the High Contracting
Party's own nationals and that suitable employ
ment is available."/
/Note: Amendments proposed by the Italian delegation
to substitute for the above text either:
1.

Article 10 of the European Convention on
Establishment
or

2.

"The High Contracting Parties undertake to
permit the nationals of the others to
engage freely in any employment

Note: Reserve by the Italian delegation to text
adopted^/
To this end, the High Contracting Parties will endeavour
(a) to apply existing restrictions in a spirit of
liberality;
(b) to simplify existing formalities and to reduce or
abolish chancery dues and other charges payable by
foreign workers or their employers;
(c) to strive, individually or collectively, to libera
lise regulations governing the employment of foreign
workers.
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The High Contracting Parties will permit their own
nationals to engage in gainful activity in the territories of
other High Contracting Parties subject only to restrictions
prescribed by law for reasons of national security or public
interest.
/Rote: Amendment proposed by the Italian relegation
to substitute all from "To this end" to
"employment of foreign workers" by "To this end
the High Contracting Parties undertake to abolish
progressively all existing restrictions".
Note: Reserve by the Italian delegation to text
adopted./
XIV. Right of migrant workers to protection and
assistance
With a view to ensuring or promoting the exercise of the
rights of migrants to protection and assistance, the H.C.P.
1.

will endeavour /undertake/ to provide adequate and free
services to assist migrants, particularly in obtaining
accurate information, and to prevent so far as national
laws and regulations permit misleading propaganda rela
ting to emigration and immigration;

2.

will endeavour /undertake/ to adopt appropriate measures
to facilitate the departure, journey and reception of
migrants, and to provide appropriate services for health
control and medical attention:

3-

will endeavour in so far as such matters are regulated
by law or regulations or are subject to the control of
administrative authorities, to secure for migrants law
fully within their territories equal treatment with
nationals with regard to the following matters:
(a) remuneration and other employment and working
conditions;
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(b) membership of trade unions and enjoyment of the
benefits of collective bargaining;
(c) accommodation.
/Note; Reserve by the Belgian and Italian delegations
which consider that 3 (a) and (c) should have
an obligatory character/

will endeavour /undertake/ to secure for migrants
equal treatment with nationals with regard to the
following matters:
(a) employment taxes, dues or contributions payable
in respect of employed persons, end
(b) legal proceedings relating to matters referred
to in this Article.
5-

will endeavour /undertake/ further:
(s) to secure that migrants, subject to the completion
of a reasonable period of employment cr residence,
are adequately protected against involuntary
repatriation or expulsion;
(b) to permit, within legal limits, the transfer of
such parts of the earnings and savings of the
migrant as he may desire;
(c) to extend the protection and assistance provided
for in this Article also mo self-employed migrants
in so far as such measures apply to this category.
/Note: Reserve by the delegation of Italy in principle
"
to the general trend of this toxt^/
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V

Proposal submitted by the
Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany
Rights relating to the Family
(Alternative 1 )
. The High Contracting Parties recognise that the family
is of basic social and moral importance to society. They
consider one of their aims and responsibilities to be to
create or maintain such conditions as will protect the
family, safeguard its right to lead its own life, and its
integrity end facilitate the discharge of family responsi
bilities.
They will encourage the fullest discharge of individual
and family obligations towards children, accept the responsi
bility of taking measures to protect the health and welfare
and ensure the education of all children and young persons
in accordance with the intention of the person in'whcm the
right of education is vested, regardless, however of family
circumstances.
with a view, to ensuring the protection of family life
the following measures should be taxen, directly or in
co-operation with local authorities and ccmoetent private
organisations:
aa) Strengthening of the own responsibility of the family.
ab) providing the possibility of leading a common family
life.
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ac) Recognising the right of the parents to the care for end
education of their children, and facilitating the dis
charge of the responsibilities involved; interference
with such rights should only be permissible in accordance
with legal previsions in case of failure of the person
in whom the right of education is vested or where there
is danger of the children being neglected for other
reasons.

3d) Recognising the right to maintenance and regulating by
law the obligation of providing for such maintenance by
defining the family members who have a right to, or are
obliged to provide for, such maintenance, as well as the
limits of such rights or obligations, respectively,
inhere a family is unable to provide for such maintenance,
assistance should be given to such family, as may be
required;'where a family is deserted by its breadwinner,
such family should be protected.
b) Facilitating of the founding of homes, in particular by
cheap loans end by preferential allocation of housing.
c) Promotion of the erection of tenement houses with dwel-.
lings suitable for families or privately owned houses,
in particular by financial aid end rent reduction for.
families with many children.
e) Reductions in taxes and other does as well as in the
rates and fares of public utilities, railways etc.,
related to the size of the family.
f) Encouragement of the provision of recreation facilities
for families.
g) Creation and maintenance of appropriate family counsel
ling and heme help services.
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VI

Proposal submitted by the
Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany
Rights of Mothers and Children
(Alternative 1)
The High Contracting Parties recognise that motherhood
should be particularly protected, and that mothers and
children, irrespective of marital status and family relations,
are entitled to special protection. For this purpose the
following measures should be taken:
For the protection of mothers:
aa ) In respect of all mothers - in particular of those in
families where there is no breadwinner - measures to
ensure that such mothers can devote themselves exclu
sively to their household duties.
a b ) Encouragement of the provision of recreation facilities
for mothers.
a c ) Appointment of an assistant in cases where the parental
power solely rests with the mother.
b) Creation and maintenance of appropriate counselling and
help services.

For the protection of children:
a) Creation and maintenance of appropriate counselling and
help services.
c) Measures to ensure that e^ery minor is provided with
a guardian and to regulate guardianship, as well as
measures for the protection of foster children.
d) Establishment of appropriate services for homeless
children and juvenile delinquents, as well as for
children in social and moral danger.
e) Measures to protect the interests of miners in case of
adoption.

f) In respect of children born out of wedlock, the creation
of equal conditions for their physical and mental develop
ment and for their social position.
g) Protection of juveniles against moral danger arising
cut of unwholesome influences by alcoholic drinks,
nicotine, films not suitable for juveniles, public
dancing, variety, cabaret and revue shows as well as
pornographic and trashy literature.
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VII

Note by the U.K. Delegation
At the Fourth Session of the Social Committee, the
United Kingdom delegation suggested that the Social Charter
might contain two parts, the first to be of a declaratory
nature"end applicable to all States and the second to embody
binding provisions, from which Governments might individually
decide those to which they wished to adhere. This note is
intended to amplify that suggestion for the benefit of the
Working Group.
Under the united Kingdom proposal, the First Part of the
Charter would enunciate in __8 H :ra1 terms the various rights
which,
recosnise. It would also contain an
undertaking by Governments to accept as an aim of Policy, to
ce pursued by all appropriate means both national and inter
national in character, _the attainment of conditions in which
the full enicvment of fh*ose right's could be realised! IT
***
would thus be morVthan a mere 'declaration. end acceptance
of this Part would be required of all Governments desirous of
ratifying the Charter.
The second part would contain more precise obligations
relating to each right.
It would set cut various measures to
be taken to make ,more effective the full enjoyment of the
rights, and would, to the extent that might be appropriate,
contain certain elaborations of the rights enunciated in the
First Part. On ratifying the Charter, Governments would be
requireo t! declare the extent to wn ch they accepted one
obligation; in this Fart. Ratification, however,
:ld not
depend.cn acceptance of 11 the cblis
ons set f:
therein.
11n -Should be
It is a matter for discussion whether any_,mu.
set -t-0—
fhis
dnttx_-of the ^obligations 'to be
The most flexible arrangement, end the one which would
enacle toe widest ratification, would be to allow ratification
on the basi: of oceptance cj one rirs t Part only, leaving it
'o governments to declare acceptance c
to
s muen
une Second
art as uhey could. it would oe cceo
Governments to
declare their acceptance ,-P n
tCOO4-ion$l obligations in
Second Pert, as end when tncy could do S(
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By this means the Charter would retain the necessary
flexibility, and would leave each country, while subscribing
to the rights as a whole, to choose its own way of imple
menting each right. This is particularly necessary in the
case of economic and social rights, because in. a number of
countries many of these rights are'secured, not by the action
of Governments, but by free agreement between employers and
workers or their organisations, and it is desirable that
those Member States in which certain rights are secured in
this way should not be prevented, on that- account, from
ratifying the Charter.
To illustrate the type of Charter here described,
drafts are attached of two Articles as they might appear
in the First and Second Parts respectively.
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VTII

Proposal of the German Delegation
Article ...
This Charter shall be open to the signature of the
Members of the Council of Europe. It shall be ratified.
Instruments of ratification shall be deposited with
the Secretary-General of the Council of Europe. The present
Charter shall enter into force after tnc deposit of the
.... th instrument of ratification. As regards any sig
natory ratifying subsequently, the Charter shall come into
force on the date of the deposit of its instrument of
ratification.
- Any State may at the tim e of its ratification declare
by notification addressed to.the Secretary-General which of
the articles of the Charter..it.. considers as binding on iti
Any signatory which shall have ratified the Charter may
subsequently notify the Secretary-General of the Council of
Europe that it acceptsmThnther cbliyptinns which it had not
already accepted by its ratification! Such obligations
accepted subsequently shall be deemed to be an integral part
of the ratification, and shall have the same e^fect^as the
ratification as from the cate of tne notnication addressed
to the Secretary—General Oi the Council of ^urooe.
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IX

Preliminary Ira^t Interim Report
to the Committee of Ministers
established by the Working Party
appointed to draft articles for
s European Social Charter
The Committee of Ministers, in its Special Message of
20th May 1954 to the Assembly, declared that it would
"endeavour to elaborate a European Social Charter which
would define the social objectives aimed at by Members and
would guide the policy of the Council in the social field."
"The preparation.of the Charter", the Message continued,
"would be entrusted to the Social Committee, which would
decide on the form and content of the document and, in'
particular, consider whether, in addition to general prin
ciples, it should contain more definite provisions binding
upon the signatories."
The Social Committee took up the task given it by the
Committee of Ministers at its first session from ipth to ?th :
October
It continued its study at the second (4th to
6th May 1$55)? third (2^th to 27th April 1956) and fourth
(29th January to 1st February 1957) sessions, examining the
replies which it had received from the Governments to a
series of questionnaires submitted to them and on the basis
of which the Secretariat had prepared a number of commentaries
and draft articles relating to the social and economic rights
covered by each of the questionnaires.
In accordance with Resolution (56) 25 of the Committee
of Ministers the International Organisation of Employers,
the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions and the
International Federation of Christian Trade Unions were
invited to consult with the Social Committee. Sc far only
:e la: t ci tnese ergani L-icn' nas acred cn the invitation,
cy m king n oral statement -L S special :session cf the
Social Committee i eld ;ur on; the 1 tor's third session.
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At its fourth session the Social Committee had before
it the text of Resolution (56) 29, adopted by the Committee
of Ministers on ISth December 1990 and referring to
Recommendation 104, adopted by the Assembly on 26th October
1956. Bearing in mind the timing laid down by the Resolution,
the Committee proceeded to set up a Working Party to draft
the text of the Social Charter, taking into account
Recommendation 10k and the commentaries and draft texts pre
pared by the Secretariat.
The Working Party drafted a number of articles based
on replies received from Governments to two Questionnaires,
suggestions made in Doc. CE/Soc (56) 19 prepared by the
Secretariat-General and views previously expressed in the
Social Committee. Account was also taken of Recommendation
10k of the Assembly and the draft Social Charter annexed
thereto. The questionnaires referred to the following groups
of rights:
First group: right to work, fair conditions of work,
protection of children end adolescents, protection of women;
Second group: individual end collective rights end
principles arising in the field of industrial relations,
right of disabled persons to vocational end social re
habilitation, right of nationals of one Member State to
take up employment in other member countries, right of
migrant workers'to protection and assistance, adoption of
measures to facilitate vocational guidance and training,
rights relating to wages', rights relating to the family.
The Working Party had its.report submitted to the
Social Committee at the latter's fifth session by its
rapporteur, M. DelperAe. The Social Committee examined
this report as well as another group of rights relating to
social security and social and medical assistance and a
draft prepared by the Committee cf Experts on Public Health
which concerned the social rights and principles relating
to public health. Lastly, it examined the replies from
Member Governments to a final questionnaire concerning the
right to an adequate standard cf living, the right to food,
clothing and housing and the right to social services.
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It will te observed that the oody_Ci_.]iigh^s_j5iscuss,ed
in the foregoing summary of The activities,of_the Committee,
the
tallies by and laree with that
'
Oil 0 f thO A.Qsembly.
certain
€'
"fo"
3
"
hB
nev&rTlieless the S o d
ti t t c e due 5 Lion (Art icle
reservations, firstly over the riant
COno ly; r 0 e reins th e
I/M)of the Assembly draft) and,
C
O'3 in par t culor as t o
fundamental character of the Cn
tl ino a dc cunent
ou
whether it should be in its brood
(method
adopted in the
binding upon the signs cry States
a
declaratory eh :rncter.
Assembly draft) or rat or a document

/as regajid_a__the right to education, the Committee
decided not to undertake a mpre___cetaiied examination sinca
"There was some dnnht whether the right in question ccuio
_be regarded as properly forming "p&nt_of a body of social
[and economic rights^ and since it was already covered in
the protocol to the European Convention of Human Rights_.
Accordingly the^Cnmmibtee is merely submitting thTgueOtion
to the Cemm i11 e^""oi.'..f.r ist
PITTh a request for instruc
tions as to the expediency of including rights related to
education or teaching in the Social Charter.
It will be
noted that rights of the same kind are embodied in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Articles26 (1) and
2? (1 and 2)), the United Nations draft Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (Art. lli, paras. 2
(a, b and c) and 3 and Art. 15) and the American Declar
ation of the Rights and Duties of Han proclaimed at_ .
bogeta on 2nd May 1^/8 (Art. XII, XIII (1) and YV)./'^)
The question whether the Social Charter should have a
declaratory or a binding form, was carefully examined and
thoroughly oiscussed**by 'the" Committee and its Working ?srt,,
with particular reference to the considerations cn this
subject contained in Resolution (3 6)
of the Committee
of Ministers. In the event the Social Committee, whicn,
when examining the question, had before it an opinion
prepared by I.L.O. concerning the implementation of the
Charter by means of collective agreements, was divided ever
the interpretation of para. 2 of the Resolution.

(^Those parts of this report in square brackets are left
for subsequent decision by the Social Committee.
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Seme delegations thought that this instruction, seen in
the context of the Resolution as a whole, gave fresh terns
of reference to the Social Committee, which now had the
task of elaborating a Social Charter containing provisions
of a binding character. These delegations made the follow
ing points:
1.
The Committee is instructed to take into account the
draft appended to Recommendation 10^ (1$5^) of the Assembly a text which is drawn up in the form of binding provisions.
2.
Paragraph ij. of the operative part of the Resolution
speaks of the implementation of the Charter and also of
supervising its implementation, which seems to presuppose
the existence of binding provisions.

5.
The third paragraph of the preamble to the resolution
states that a "Social Charter...which does not contain^
specific provisions binding upon the signatory States is
of doubtful value, since comparable international instru
ments such as the Universal federation of Human Rights
already exists within the framework of the United Nations."
Some other delegations, without going so far, thought
that Resolution (S6 ) 25 at all events implied a fresh
starting point, since the Committee was now instructed to
examine the possibility of incorporating binding provisions
in the Charter by providing fen bmplementabion^hv— sJisges and
by rccp^Ri^in^ that this mav be effected by_heRns_p^
collective agreements cr other appropriate—measures as well
as by legislation! ^i'he*se delegations considered that,
although leaving the Social Committee free to make up its
own mind on the possibility of including binding, provisions
in the Charter, the Committee of Ministers had yet expressed
a certain preference for an instrument of 9 binding
character. The Resolution, moreover, contained new elements
in that the Social Committee was now instructed to take the
draft appended to Recommendation lOn into account and to
consider measures for implementing the Charter.
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Other delegations, finally, expressed the opinion that
Resolution (pc) 2p made no essential change in the terns of
reference of the Committee as defined in the Special Message
dated 2Cth May 1954 from the Committee of Ministers to the
Assembly.
1
The Social Committee should, therefore, continue its
work, taking into account the draft appended to Recommendation
10t). and considering whether it would be possible, in the
ways proposed in Resolution
2p, to incorporate some
binding provisions in the Charter: but the Committee was
perfectly free to give the Committee of Ministers such
advice as it thought best on one issue of the Charter's
binding or declaratory character. Morecverm__thcre was no
need to choose between these aljernAliyes. 4ube^Ch =rber
mTghb"verv well contain both binding_pro vis-i-ons__and
declaratmry^provl^ijnns. Following up this idea, the United
Kingdom delegation subnitte d a proposal ro the effect that
the Charter should comprise a '*'irst part of a declaratory
character applicabl € u0 sib the States and a second part
containing optional binding, previsions.

^/Unccr. the United Kingdom proposal, the First Part of
the Cnarter would enunciate in general terms the various
rights which Governments would recognise. It would also
contain an undertaking by Governments to accept as an aim of
policy, to be pursued by all appropriate means both national
and international in character, the attainment of conditions
in which the full enjoyment of those rights could be realised.
It would thus bo more than a mere declaration,and acceptance
of this Part would be required of ail Governments desirous
of ratifying the Charter.
The Second Part would contain more precise obligations
relating to each right. It would set out various measures to
be taken to make mere effective the full enjoyment of the
rights, and would, to the extent that might be appropriate,
contain certain elaborations of the rights enunciated in
the First Part. On ratifying one Charter, Governments would
be required to declare the extent to which they accepted the
obligations in this part. Ratification, however, would not
depend on acceptance of all the obligations set forth therein.
It is a matter for discussion whether any minimum should be
set to the extent of the obligations to be accepted in this
Part.
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In addition to the British proposal the Social Committee
examined a proposal submitted by the delegation of the German
Federal Republic, which took the form of an optional clause.
Ike German proposal advocates a solution which, while
respecting, in principle the declaratory character of the
texo relating to the various aims of the Social Charter, offers
the possibility of making these texts binding in the sense
that the signatory States could subsequently either at the time
of signature or ratification or at a later stage, declare that
they undertake binding obligations. This would apply to those
aims which,.in the opinion of the State concerned, it could
undertake to accept. In order to facilitate the decision to
be taken subsequently by the Committee in the licht of the
German proposal, the Working Party worded the articles in
question in such a way that would readily enable them tc bo
expressed in eiuher a declaratory or a binding form.
By and large this would merely moan changing the words "will
endeavour" into "undertake"./'!)

'
1 )i i i c s e t o r t s o f t i. l l s r e p o r t- i-n
quare brackets sr o
'
ia1
Committee.
for subsequent decision by the Sc
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SOCIAL COMMITTEE
(Fifth Session)
EUROPEAN SOCIAL CHARTER
Letter and Memorandum from the International
Federation of Christian Trade,Unions.

Sir,
We learn that the Working Party set up by the Social
Committee to prepare the final draft of the European Convention
on Social and Economic Rights has now completed work and is
to submit its conclusions to the Social Committee when that
Committee meets at Strasbourg in July.
We regret that we had no opportunity of sending an'
observer to the meeting of the Working Party, and should be
grateful if you could hear a representative of the International
Federation of Christian Trade Unions at the July meeting of
the Social Committee.
To ensure that a useful purpose will be served by this
arrangement, we should be glad if you would supply us
beforehand with the documents which the Working Party is to
submit to the Social Committee, with the Minutes of the meeting
held by the Social Committee in January 1957 and with the
minutes of the April meeting of the Working Party.

A 3Jb.315

too

In anticipation of a favourable reply,
I remain, with thanks,
Yours obedient Servant,
A. VANISTENDAEL
Secretary-General

MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT:

Doc. CE/Soc. (56) 15'

1,
The attitude of the I.F.C.T.U. to the draft Convention
appearing in Doc. 53° of the Council of Europe, and to the
work of the Consultative Assembly oh this subject, was explained
to the Social Committee at the special meeting held on 2$th
January, 1957. The I.F.C.T.U. would now like to put before
the Social Committee a few.comments on Doc. CE/Scc. (56) 152.
This document, though an excellent legal study, is open
to criticism in some respects. The I.F.C.T.U. will mention
only such points as it considers controversial, leaving its
approval of the rest of the document to be. implicitly under
stood.
3.
The distinction made between such rights.as the right to
work, the right "o food and housing and the right to social
security, on the ore hand, and the right to life and to freedom
of thought, conscience and religion, on the other, seems some
what vague and theoretical. . It seems vague, since it is
impossible to place on the same footing an "elementary" right
such as the right to work, and one which is a corollary of it,
such as the right to an adequate standard of living; or to link
together the right to life, the infringement of' which is subject
to immediate penalties, and the right to freedom of thought,
which is a principle rather than a right enforceable by
penalties. It seems theoretical, because in a modern community
the right to work*is among the positive signs of the right to
life, iust as the right to social security or to decent housing
is.a sign of- the right to set up a family.

i)..
This view may seem heretical to the purely legal mind,
imbued with traditional"theories from which it departs in
many respects.
It is, however, an outcome of the desire to
adapt legal concepts to the social and economic realities
/.

10)

of pres enu-day society, and to oring the law - an essentially
conservative
branch of scud; - - into alignment with real
cc
would seen, incidentally, ihat, by adopting
life.
cert ain of the definition[S and
CE/'Soc. (po) 15; the 5cci a — Ch
o e n nd present-day econon:1C an
ever behind domestic logi sl acion. The right to work,
for instance, is reccgnis 6O in nest member countries of
uhe Council of Europe, if no L in all, by the granting
of u ncmployment benefits not as a natter of charity but
An unendowed worker has the
in reccgnition of a right
righ t to be registered wi oh an
draw the appropriate bene f ius. Moreover, this righdmay.
be enforced by individual appc 3.1. should registration be
refu sed. The appeal is adreini 5trative in the first instance,
Though
but nay be taken to law in ha^ event of rejection.
thes 0/observations nay in 1iu ^3tc some of the arguments
in D oc. CE/Soc. (50) 15, one ire in no way incompatible
wutr the case made out in Lh document for the complement
is and positive principles;
tary .nature of individual r
4
^
r
,
na Charter should take both
fron which it follows tha
into account.
.on regards social and
5 .' . The document-under c ons!!pw ^
"the indivi-.
eeon cnic rights as "parti al r:
Here again,
dual beneficiary has no 13 1 1 ^
eory in its attithde towards
it faithfully reflects j.e<-* 1
scoe of these rignts, but t K3^
s no account of social
deve^lopments. For while our
{d-J^dation,
-'
inherited from '
the l8th and l$th ccnturi 3 5 3 n c;S *emained essentially
indi
pacts of rights and duties
15-^C,
SCCaal as]
have gradually gained the asC3:ndancy over their individual
asoe*c uS . ihis appalls ^ 1 or in ^
stance, to the property law,
where the number of peopl wno still venture to defend the
utondi" is steadily diminishing.
classical "ius utondi et abu
Thus we-are justified in ask g whether a right which is
sanctioned by a social der id instead of by an individual
legal, claim shouio not
garded as a full right, supported by social sanctions where:
UA1U individual has the
right to plead
ective or^
This would moan
^a^iaion o individucnu-u. rignas
which an indivi
)hold in a couru oi law* we
should ho witn -sina 3JIG doveloor ^nu of social rights,
accompanied oy sccia^ sanctions are cell
legal,
resui
ig i r o n one r e c o g he r
t of assocaaa ion.
6.

"oma 1 of
at i

WCU.

ilusicns
s-'j pr

or. CE/'SoC. (56) 15
tr avoid tho-fcroula
*//*
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"everyone has the right
sc as to beg the question
of the individual beneficiary. The I.?. C.T.U. would point
out that to abandon an excessively individualistic view of
the law in no way detracts from the rights of the individual
as beneficiary of any social measure, but considers that
T-" draft Convention appearing in Doc. 53°
;he version 01 tn
is preferable cc a list inco: porating the word "everyone"
'provision so general as to rule out any
but preceded by
real commitment.
?.
The wording of paragraph 5 of the Conclusions is slightly
ambiguous.
The refusal of a State to pledge itself to take
positive steps to ensure the exercise of a right does not
necessarily imply thac it denies the existence of that right.
It is true, on the other hand, that the mere recognition of
a right is insufficient, and that the European Convention
on Social and Economic Rights can be of real value only if
supported by positive undertakings on the part of the signatory
States.

COUNCIL OF EUROPE
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Strasbourg, loth May 1957'
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EUROPEAN SOCIAL CHARIER
Memorandum of the Belgian Delegation on the
incrementation of the Charter
At the 111eetlng ha1d n Stras bcur'f7 fron 9th Apr 11 to
12th pr11 19 <77 of the Wo king ?a r ty S6t up to prep are the
Art! cl es of a draft Eu r'Op(ian Soci a1 Cha rteru the Be igian
dele ga t-ion an nounced 1Us i.ntentio n of n resen ting a ext
th 3 ample 11^6n 13tLon of *G]ie Ch arter on the assuna
ccnc er
tion ha t i
culd con ain at lea st a certai n numbe r of
compulsory provisions.
The Belgian delegation, which has always advocated a
Charter binding on the signatories, considers, however ;o
that the British and German proposals re
and legal scope of the Charter could be
clarf ted in such ^
a o not to leav e it ent relv to "he
States to decide on the extent of their
no Belgian celega 0101a points cut that tb sums cl
reference assigned to the Social Committee by "he Committee
of Ministers in its Resolution of 15th December 193$ mere to
determine whether and to what extent definite and detailed
provisions coulc be introduced inf
of ompismentaricn which would allow employer
union organisations to assist in surerviaing
tier.

1.00. u-OOe
. /.
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It shares the view cf the British delegation that the
Charter might consist of two sections, the first being of a
declaratory'nature and the second comprising compulsory
provisions regarding the application of the principles set
forth in the first section.
Nevertheless, it considers
that the two sections cannot be considered separately but
as forming a whole, which will be submitted to the member
States for ratification.
In ratifying the Social Charter, the Governments would
undertake to adopt the first section as setting forth the
aims of their social policy to be pursued at the national and
international level.
The second section would comprise,
definite binding provisions.
Ratification would only.be,
valid if the State undertook to accept certain minimum obli
gations to be determined; this system is based on the Inter
national Labour Convention No. 102 on minimum standards cf
social security.
The States would be asked to draw up an Annual report
describing the measures taken to bring into force the rights
they had accepted;
reports would also be drawn up from tine
to time explaining the reasons for which they were not in a
position to agree to other rights bur stating the arrangements
they were making to establish then gradually"
if the
reports dealt with matters which were already the subject
of international labour conventions, the Governments could
refer to the reports' they send to the I.L.O.
The reports
would be communicated to the most widely representative
employers' and trade union organisations.
The Belgian delegation suggests that these reports
should be examined by European experts selected from the
I'L.O. Experts' Committees on the application of international
labour conventions and recommendations, with the helm of the
Secretariat-General of the Council cf Eurooe and the'techni
cal assistance cf I.L.O.; the Experts' resorts and conclu
sions would then be submitted to a Committee of the fewest
possible members.
The Belgian delegation considers'that a
tripartite committee of 15 members would be adequateRecourse to the I.L.O. Committee of Experts wou^d be
useful in the examination of the reports and rein toward*
standardising jurisprudence in the interpretation
provisions.
The Committee of Experts could meet
1111.0 v
aftor the i.L.O. Committee oi" oxae;
"*
'
*"
me
committee would then submit a reterr to the or;
ol'
Ministers ;o enable ***' Yo c e m e n t on she way
rbich Mercer
-/
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States fulfil the obligations incurred by the ratification
of the Charter.
The Assembly would also receive the report
for information.and would be invited to make such recommen
dations as it considered necessary to. the Committee of
Ministers.

O

6

The final articles of the Charter might therefore,
depending on the extent to which these suggestions are
adopted, be drafted as follows:
Articles of Procedure'.
-(a)

This Charter is open to the signature* of the Member
States of the Council of Europe.
It shall be rati
fied.
'The instruments of ratification shall be
deposited with the Secretary-General of the Council of
Europe.

(b)

The present Charter shall enter into force after five
instruments of ratification have been deoosited.

(c)

In respect of any signat ory ratifying subsequently,
this Charter shall enter into force at the date of
deposit of its intrument of ratification.

(d)

Every Member which ratif:ies this Charter undertakes
(i)

to consider*the first section of this Charter as
a declaration of the aims which it will pursue by
all possible means;

(ii) to consider itself bound by <.* of the X provisions
appearing in the second section of the Charter,
namely by the following provisions:

(e)

Any Member ratifying this Charter i^ay, subsequently,
notify the Gecretarv-General of.the. Council of Eurcne
that iP accepts the provisi ons of ahe Charter as regards
one or other of Arriolas X
1 w!hich were not speciT-i*'€ SG
fied in its ratification^
be regarded as an integral part of the ratification with
identical effect -ff-om the- 'U'.'C ri tne novafacaraon.
./
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Articles of Implementation
Any Member ratifying this Charter undertakes to submit
to the Secretary-General of the Council of Europe an
annual report, in a form to be determined by the
Committee of Ministers on the provisions to which it
has adhered.

(b)

Any Member ratifying this Charter shall send to the
the Secretary-General of the Council of Europe, at the
intervals and in the form determined by the Committee
of Ministers, reports on the state of its legislation
and practice relating to the provisions of each of the
Articles X to Y which it did not accept at the time of
its ratification or in a subsequent notification.

(c)

The Members shall communicate copies of the annual and
periodical reports to the most widely representative
employers' and trade union organisations.

(d)

The report shall be examined by a committee of European
experts selected from the I.L.C* Committee of Experts
on the application of conventions and recommendations.
This Committee shall be assisted by the SecretariatGeneral of the Council of Europe and the International
Labour Office.

(e)

The reports and conclusions of the Committee of Expert
shall be submitted so a tripartitie committee represen
ing in equal membership the Governments, employers and
workers.

r!fa

(a)

The Members shall be nominated by the Committee of
Ministers after consultation with Governments and the
appropriate employer and worker organisations.
(f)

The tripartite committee shall meet once a year,
shall be re-elected every three years.

-L

lY shall present an annual report to the Assembly and
L/O Lk^ (_'S'.r.Lu.^c o_ .canisters*
?he uo.
e of Ministers shall, on the basis of this
report, nek? to eac
Member State any necessary recommentations end usef cl observations on the manner in which
the State fulfils t is obligations arising from the
'icaticn of tabs Charter.
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EUROPEAN SOCIAL CHARTER
NOTE BY THE UNITED KINGDOM DELEGATION

At the meeting of the Working Party between 9th and 12th
April, 1957; (CE/Soc/W?I (57) 13); the United Kingdom delega-.
tion circulated*an illustrative draft of the way in which the
European Social Charter might be drawn up (Appendix VI of
CE/Soc/WPI (57) 13).
Another proposal for the form of the
Charter was circulated by the German delegation (Appendix VII
of CE/Soc/WPI (57) 13)*
The United Kingdom delegation
expressed the view that the two proposals were not altogether
incompatible, but that it might be useful to have a more
detailed version of the British draft.
It declared its
willingness' to circulate such a draft, covering all the rights
discussed by the Working Party, for the information of the
Social Committee.
This draft is appended to the present note*
' ' The texts of the articles in this draft follow as nearly
as possible those adopted by the Working Party, which have been
altered only to the extent that was necessitated by the dif
ferent form of the suggested United Kingdom draft.
This does
not imply, however, that the United Kingdom is in agreement
with everything in these texts, either in the First or the
Second Part.
The Third Part of the appended draft follows the German
proposal closely.
it assumes that countries would accept
binding obligations in respect of as many of the articles in
^ the Second Part as they were able.

!0C

EUROPEAN SOCIAL CHARTER
Suggested draft of the first 16 Rights
First Part:
1.
The High Contracting Parties accept as an aim of policy
to be pursued by all appropriate means both national and
international in character the attainment of conditions in
which the rights and principles set forth hereafter in this.
First Part may be effectively realised.
2.
Everyone should have the opportunity to earn his living
in a freely accepted occupation.
3*

All workers have the

right to just conditions of work.

4.
All workers have the
conditions.

right to safe and healthy working

5*
All workers have the right to a fair wage sufficient for
a decent standardof living for
themselves and their families.
6.
All workers and employers have the right to freedom of
association in national or international organisations for.the
protection of their economic and social Interests.
7.
All workers and employers have the right to bargain col
lectively.
8.
Children and young persons have the right to a special
protection against the physical and moral hazards of their
work.
9.
Employed women, and particularly expectant or nursing
mothers, have the right to a special protection in their work*
10. The individual has the right to appropriate facilities
for vocational guidance and training to enable him to choose
an occupation suited to his personal aptitude and to his
interests.
11.

(Social Security)

12.

(Social assistance)
. /.

)09

13* Disabled persons have the right to rehabilitation and
resettlement, whatever the origin and nature of their
disability and whatever their age, in so far as medical and
educational conditions permit and so.long as there are
reasonable possibilities of training and employment.
14. Because of the importance of the family as a fundamental
unit of society it has the right*to appropriate social and
.
economic.protection.
15* Mothers and children, irrespective of marital status and
family relations, have the right to appropriate social and economic protection.
16. The nationals of any of the High Contracting Parties have
the right to engage in any wage earning or salaried employ
ment, in the territory of any of the others, on a footing of
full equality with the nationals of the latter, subject only
to restrictions based on considerations of security, public
order and public health.
17. Migrant workers have the right to protection and assist-ance*
Second Part:
The richt to work
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake:

'

(1)

to accept as one of their primary aims and responsibi
lities the achievement and maintenance of a high and
stable level of employment;

(2 )

to protect effectively the right of the worker/freely
to choose any available occupation, though this provision
shall not be interpreted as prohibiting or authorising
any union security clause or practice;

(3)

to establish or maintain free employment services;

(4)

to promote appropriate vocational guidance, training and'
rehabilitation.

The right to lust conditions of work
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of thi^
right the High Contracting Parties undertake in so far as
measures are not left under national schemes to agreements
between employers' and workers' organisations or are not
normally carried out otherwise:
(5)

to provide for reasonable daily and weekly working hours,
the working week to be progressively reduced, to the
extent that the increase of productivity and other rele-..
vant factors permit;

(6)

to provide for recognised public holidays with pay, a
minimum of two weeks' annual holidays with pay, and
additional paid holidays for workers^bngaged in dangerous
or unhealthy occupations as prescribed;
- *

(7)

to provide for a guaranteed weekly rest period.

The right to safe and healthy working conditions
(8)

With a view to ensuring the effective' exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake to' provide
for adequate protection of life and health during work.
The riKht to a fair wage

*

With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake:
(9)

to permit deductions from wages only under conditions and
to the extent prescribed by national laws or regulations
or fixed by collective agreement or arbitration award;
and recocnise:

...

-y'-T

(10) the right of all workers to additional wages for any
work performed at the. request of the employer in addi
tion to normal working hours;
,

(ll) the right of men and women workers to equal pay for work
of equal value.
The exercise of these rights may be realised by voluntary
collective agreement, by statutory wage-fixing machinery, or
by other means appropriate to national conditions.

The riant to organise
(12) With a view to ensuring or promoting the freedom of workers'
and employers to form local, national or international
organisations and to join organisations for the protection
of their economic and social interests, the High Contract
ing Parties undertake that national law shall not be such'
as ro impair, nor shall it be so applied as to impair,
-this freedom, subject only to restrictions prescribed by
law for reasons of nationol security or'public interest or
for the-prevention of disorder or crime or for the protec
tion of the rights and freedoms of others.
Restrictions
may be lawfully imposed on the exercise of these rights by
members of the armed forces, of the police or.of the
jadministration of the State.
'*
The right to bargain collectively
With a view to the promotion of this right the High Con
tracting Parties will endeavour:
(13) to promote, where necessary and appropriate, machinery for
voluntary negotiation between employers or employers'
organisations and workers' organisations, with, a view to
the regulation of terms and conditions of employment by
means of collective agreements;
(14) to promote the establishment and use of appropriate and
agreed machinery for conciliation or arbitration for
the settlement of-labour disputes;
(15) to encourage and promote joint consultation and colla
boration of workers and employers both on the level of
the undertaking and on the industrial and the national
level;

1)2

ana recognise:
fl6) the right of workers and employers to collective action,
^
subject only to restrictions prescribed by law for
reasons of national security or public interest, in
case a conflict of interest cannot be settled through
the appropriate and agreed machinery for conciliation
or arbitration.
-/

The riant of children and young persons
to protection
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake in so far as
such measures are not left under national schemes to agree
ments between employers' and workers' organisations or are
not normally carried out otherwise:
(17) to provide that the minimum age of admission to employ
ment shall be 15 years, subject to exceptions for child
ren employed in prescribed light work without harm to
their health, morals or education;
(18) to provide that a higher minimum age of admission to
employment snail be fixed with regard to prescribed
occupations regarded as dangerous or unhealthy;
(19) to provide that persons who are still subject to com
pulsory education shall not be employed in such work as
would deprive them of their education;
(20) to provide that the working day of persons under 16 years
of age shall be in accordance with the needs of their
. development and particularly with their need for voca
tional training;
(21) to provide that employed persons of under 18 years of
age shall be entitled to not less than three weeks'
annual holiday with pay;
(22) to provide that persons under 18 years of age shall not
be employed in night work with the exception of certain
occupations provided for by national law and regulations;
(23) to provide that employed persons under l8 years of age
shall be subject to regular medical control, with the
exception of certain occupations provided for by national
law and regulations.
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The rimht of-women to protection
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake in so far as
such measures are not left under national schemes to agree
ment between employers' and workers' organisations or are not
normally carried out otherwise:

(24) to provide, either by paid leave or by adequate social
security- benefits for women to take leave before and
after childbirth up to a total of 12 weeks;
(25) to prohibit dismissal from employment on grounds of
maternity absence;
(2o) to provide that mothers who are nursing their infants
shall be entitled to sufficient time off for this purpose
The ripht to vocational guidance
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Forties will endeavour:
(27) to provide or promote assistance to individuals in
solving problems related to occupational choice and
progress with due regard for the individual's charac
teristics and their relation to occupational oppor
tunity; such assistance to be available both to young
persons, including school children, and to adults;
(28) to encourage the full utilisation of the facilities
provided, by appropriate measures such as reducing or
abolishing any fees or charges.
The rimht to vocational training
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties will endeavour:
(29) to provide or promote, as necessary, the technical and
vocational training of workers;
(20) to provide or promote a system of apprenticeship;

(31) to provide or promote, as necessary, special facilities
for re-training of adult workers where this is neces
sary as a consequence, particularly, of technological
developments or of dislocations of the employment market*
and will endeavour, to encourage the full utilisation of the
facilities provided, by appropriate measures such as:
(32) reducing or abolishing any fees- or charges;
(33) granting financial assistance in appropriate cases;

(3^) including ip. the normal working hours.time spent on
supplementary.training .taken.by th.ei.workman, at the
request of his employer, during employment;
(35) ensuring, .through adequate supervision/ the efficiency;!. '
of apprenticeship arrangements and the adequate pro--..:-' /c.-/
tection of apprentices*
'.
' h/y.'i'./'/;
The rinht to social security -

(to be drafted)

The richt to social assistance
(to be drafted)
The, ricbt of the disabled to rehabilitation
ana resettlement
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High..Contracting Parties undertake:
(36) to take adequate measures for the provision of training
facilities, including specialised institutions where
necessary; : .
(37) to take adequate measures for the placing of disabled
persons in employment, such as specialised placing ser. vices, facilities for sheltered employment, and measures
to encourage employers to admit disabled persons to

The risht of the family to social and
economic protection
(38) The High Contracting Parties, recognising the importance
of the family as a fundamental unit of society, will
endeavour to ensure the economic and social protection
of family life.
The risrht of mothers and children to
social and economic protection
(39) With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties will take all appro
priate and necessary measures for the effective protect
ion of mothers and children including the establishment or maintenance of appropriate institutions for the
purpose.

The rinnt of access to employment
in other member countries
With a view to promoting the effective exercise of this
right, the High Contracting parties will endeavour:
(40) to apply existing restrictions in a spirit of liberality;
(41) to simplify existing formalities and to reduce or abolish,
chancery dues and other charges payable by*foreign workers
or their employers;
(42) to liberalise, individually or collectively, regulations
governing the employment of foreign workers;
(43) to permit their own nationals to engage in gainful acti
vity in the territories of the other Member States subject only to restrictions prescribed by law for '
reasons of national security or public interest.
The right of migrant workers to protection
* snd assistance
1'Jitn a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake:

)t6

(44) to provide adequate and free services to assist migrants
particularly in obtaining accurate information, and to
prevent, so far as national laws and regulations permit,
misleading propaganda relating to emigration and immi
gration;
(45) to adopt appropriate measures to facilitate the depar
ture, journey-and reception of migrants,and to provideappropriate services for health control and medical *
attention;
(46) to endeavour in so far as such.matters are regulated by.
law or regulations or are subject to the control of
administrative authorities, to secure for migrants
lawfully within their territories equal treatment with
nationals with regard to the following matters:*
(i)
'(ii)

remuneration and other employment and working
conditions;
membership of trade unions and enjoyment of the
benefits of collective bargaining;

(ill) accommodation;

(47) to secure for migrants equal treatment with nationals
with regard to the following matters:
(i)

employment taxes, dues or contributions payable
in respect of employed persons, and

(ii)

legal proceedings relating to matters referred to
in this Article;

(48) to secure that migrants, subject to the completion of a
reasonable period of employment or residence, are
adequately protected against involuntary repatriation
or explusion;
(49) to permit, within legal limits, the transfer of such.,
parts of the earnings and savings of the migrant as'he
may desire;

($0) to extend the protection and assistance provided for in
"his Article also to self-employed migrants in so far
as such measures apply to this category.
rhird rart:i.
This Charter shall be open to the signature of the
demcers of the Council of Europe*
It shall be ratified*
2*
instruments of ratification shall be deposited with the..
Secretary-General of the Council of Europe.
The present'.-;
Cnarter shall enter into force after the deposit of the nth.
instrument of ratification.
As regards any signatories
ratifying suoseouently, the Charter shall come into force on
the date of tne deposit of its instrument of ratification.
Ratification shall be dependent on acceptance at least of
the First Part of the Charter.
4.
Any State may at the time of its ratification declare.by .
notification addressed to the Secretary-General which of-the
undertakings in the Second Part of the Charter it is prepared
to give.
Any signatory which.shall have ratified the Charter
nay subsequently notify the Secretary-General of the Council
Europe that it is prepared to give further undertakings which
it had not already given at the time of its ratification.
Such undertakings subsecuently given shall be deemed to be an
integral part of the ratification^ and shall have the 3ame.
effect as the ratification as from the date of the notifica- ...
tion addressed to the Secretary-General of the Council of
."
Europe.
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SOCIAL COMMITTEE

.-

- (Fifth Session)
EUROPEAN SOCIAL CHARTER
(Rights relating to health, a proper standard
of living etc.)
R E ? 0 R T
prepared by the Social Uivision of the
Research Directorate on the basis of replies
fron Governments to the Questionnaire < .u*n up
by the Social Committee
Chanter 1
Oa*^t*l
At.its Third Session, the Social Committee decided that
one of the fields covered by the.Social Charter should be
public health.
On its recommendation, the Ministers' Dccutie:
decided at tneir ROtri meeting tU'm..-'
cue commie*
.xperts on Public Health to craft a number of questions for
transmission to the Governments in the fern of a
rter could be ba
li s re
the r eolies
c ived.
received.
The Commit
Expe rts record!
e
eo to
s' Crputi
questiomai
v.-hich as
Social Co
dcre
e 9 r its bourne
E/Soc f56 )
Sessi on ( oc
uix 1 ro rice or^
s t to th
Repor t)
e.rep
ts 'c.n i^hts re
Gover
are attached at
Appendix 11.
Part 1 of the next Chat r cor ruins a brl
analysis of these replies, together mith specimen articles
drafted by the Secretariat-General.
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Part 2
At its Fourth Session, the Social Committee also
selected certain proposals from a provisional list pre
pared by the Secretariat-General (Appendix il to
Doc. CE'/Soc (56) I4.). These proposals related to the
following rights: "Right to an adequate standard of
living", "Right to food, clothing, housing" and "Right
to social services". The Committee requested Governments
(see Appendixltothe present Report) to indicate whether
the above three rights should be included in the Charter
and, if so, in what form. Governments were also informed
that similar rights were embodied in the draft Social
Charter presented by the Assembly in its Recommendation
10^. The replies received from Governments to date(l),
which appear in Appendix 11 to this Report, are analysed
and used as a basis for draft articles in-Fart 2 of the*
next Chapter.
Part 3
With regard to rights relating to education, which
are also included in the'provisional-list (Doc. CE'/Soc (56) j
Appendix II), the Committee decided not to incorporate them ^
in the Charter at the present stage.
On the other hand,
it decided to mention them in its interim Report to the
Committee of Ministers and ask for instructions regarding
the advisability of including them in the Charter."

( 1)

No replies have yet bee
Governments: France, Gr
Italy.

rece ived from the following
Iceland,3 are! and and

C (3 .

t2i

Part 1
It should be further n;oted that the Soe ial Committee
has still to d^aft articles on ripits reiati -DC' to social
sec urity and socia 1 and med
assis tan oe. '*In view of
the conclusions of the Thir d Jes sion of the Soe ial
Conmittee (see Doc . CM (56) 63, Dage n , nhieh state that.
the so provisions are to be base d on the wonk 0 1 tno
Conmittee of Exper ts on Soc al Seeuri ty' the SeoretariatC en eral has.prepar ed a "dr aft teX t of cert-in a^ti^los^
TT')
in two alternative versions (Doc , CE/Soc
) rQ
at the request of the Socia 1 Cemmitte e s. *-ihe s0 previsions
als o should therefore be ex a:nine d by the Bee ial Committee
at its forthcoming session.
/

CHAPTER II
Part 1
. Rights relating to health
(^ )

General Remarks

The basic text, drawn up by the Committee of Expo rts on
Public Health and reproduced at the head of the Quest! ennaire
(see Doc. CE/Soc (56) 21, attached at Appendix 1), dra ws
its inspiration from the preamble to the Constitution of the
World Health Organisation adopted on 22nd July 1916, fron
which the following clauses nay be quoted:
"Health is a state of complete physical, mental and
social well-being and nGt merely the absence of diseas e or
infirmity.
cf
The enjoyment of the highest attainable stand;
health'is one of the fundamental rights cf every human being
without distinction of race, religion, political belief,
economic or social condition.
"The health of all peoples i s f u n d a n e n t a l t o
attainment cf peace and securit y a n d i s d. ) POp O icC-1
fullest co-oceration of individ u a l s a n d S t a t e s .

the
upon

oho
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"The achievement of any State in the prenotion and
protection of nealtn is ci value t.-o ^11.
"Unecual development in different countries in ^Le
prcmotionVf health and control of disease, especially
communicable disease, is a common dan^^r.

"The extension to all people: of the benefits of medical,
psychological and related knowled; ; is essential to tne fullest
attainment of healtn.

"Governments have a responsibility for the health of their
only by the erovisicn of adequat
peoples which can be fulfilled
)!
measures,
health and social
The same clauses influenced ine authors oi
or^^t
Covenant on Economic,.fecial and Cultural lights adopted by
the United Nations Commission on Human Rights on loin .-pril
l$5h. Article 15 of the draft Covenant proclaims
. ^ r "the
^ 1- 1 right
oi u/er-yone to the enjoyment of tne Highest
standard of health". H )
Following the amendments to this text made by the
Assembly
artic le 1 (1)
draft Social Charter
appended to Recommendation 10!i, the Committee or
Experts on Public Health defined the right in question
in more precise terms.
Thus the words "right ... to
the enjoyment of
highest attainable standard of
health" were reoi ^ced in ti
-bly :xt by the
words "right to a High standard of health(2 ) (and
in that of the Experts by the words "to benefit from
all measures which will enable him tc enjoy the highest
possible standard of health attainable.")
On the- ether
hand an appreciable difference will be noted between the
Assembly's tep:t (almost identical with the Unit*
United
* Nations
iter 1 ^ y
draft Covenant) and that of
experts -A
the
measures to be taken by Member States in order tc ensure
the exercise of this right.
Cn this point the Experts'
text (Paras. 3 and h.) seems to be more cautiously and
realistically worded than the corresponding clauses of
the Assembly's text (paras, (a) to (d)). Secondly, as
the reply from the Government of the Federal Republic of
Germany points cut, paragraph )i (b) of.the Experts' text,
which concerns rehabilitation and ensuring
:ate
attent ion,
emitted, since the matter
is already
dy cov e^ed
:d in another connection in the draft
-c: to be
;ined by the Social Committee (sec
Soc (5 7) ^ Appendix IV, Point X, and Doc.
t II - social and medical assistance).

1)

Cf. Article 25 of the Uni
Htoian Rights and also Art iclr 12
Covenant, as amended by a
the Unload ations Genera
CE/'.5oc (5") 10).

' one oi*sir
Qy'.

* (see Doc.

] 23
The German Government's reply raises another
question, namely the legal implications of the right to
health, with particular reference to the responsibility
of Governments under the terns of paragraph $ of the
The German Government considers that a
experts' t;ext.
(
more precise cte'inicion .s recuired either of the concept
the resoon; ;ability
oh 1 o:
of health mentionssupra,
nr
:rapn j, a
of Governm}
the
words
so
far
be
provided
by
5
.
0
3
:
this might
Ti to tne ratter.
e.r1'
conditions in the country allow"
at seems
doubtful, however, wnetner such a qualification would be
sufficient to mitigate the legal consequences of a Govern
ment's responsibility under paragraph $ of the Experts'
text, since the text states that this responsibility "can
be fulfilled only by the provision of' adequate health and
sreial measures" - some of which are immediately specified
in paragraph !p.
It was probably for the same reasons that the Governm?
of the federal
Federal Republic
Repub-Lj.-. of
..j. Germany, supported on this point
by the replies of Belgium, Eenmark(l), the United Kingdom
and Turkey, advocated a definition of tht right to health
in the form of a de cl arat on. of princip le . In vieIV T th;
above remarks on th G leva 1 cens e ouencee of hemt er 3
being responsible for- the khLalth of the ir citiz ana the'
Secret ariat has pre oared It ern a tive pr ovi siona 1 ar :icles
(see belew), adding certa in ohr- ses tax en from th e assembly
draft (cf. paragrap h 2 (b ) 1 ii ) ) .
Moreover. th
cultie s mentioned by the oovern ment of *che Fade ra 1 Reoubl .c
of Germany with regard to the inclusion of a definition of
health in the Charter raise the Question- whether such a..
definition migot not be 31, pensed with.
It will be noted
that the corresponding de nation has been delated from the
new version of the United at ions draft (Art. Ip), as amend
by the General Assembly and reproduced .n Doc. CE/'Soc ($7)
y
In view of this, the relevant passage i: the draft art *i<11
below has been nlaced in scuarc

ril out the Danish Dover
to a binding fern of

ant states that it
ording.

ict eppos
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(b)

Jraft

Alternative I (declaration).
"1.
/Alternative/

/Considering health as a state of complete physical,
c
mental and social well-beings/ everybody h s the
right to benefit from all measures enabling him to
enjoy the highest possible standard cf health
attainable.

"2. With a view to ensuring the exercise of this right, the
High Contracting Parties:
/Ta) recognise that, subject to the individual
responsibility cf their nationals, and so far
as the political and administrative conditions
/Alternative/
.'of. the country allow, they have a certain responsi
bility for the health of their population

(b)_/

will endeavour, either directly or
in co-operation with local authorities
and private organisations, to take
appropriate measures designed inter
alia:
(i) to remove as far as possible the
causes cf ill-health;
(ii) to provide advisory and educa
tional facilities for the promo
tion of health and the encouragement
of individual responsibility in
matters of health;

See Constitution (iii) to prevent as far as possible
of W.H.O., Chapter
epidemic, endemic and other
II, Article 2(g)
diseases."
and
Assembly draft,
Article 1, I (c).
Alternative II (binding text/
"With a view to ensuring that ev erycne has the right
to benefit from all measures ana bling him to enjoy the
highest possible standard of hea 1th attainable, the High
Contracting Parties,
/Variant/

/Consiierin

that health is a state cf complete
;ntal and social well-being/,

)25

/Variant/

/Recognising that, subject to the individual
responsibility of rheir naticnals, and so
, far as the political and administrative
'
conditions of the country allow, they have
a certain responsibility for the health of
tneir population/

Will, either directly or in co-operation with
local authorities and private organisations, take
appropriate measures designed inter alia:
(i) to remove as far as possible the causes
of ill-health:
) to provide
facilities
health and
individual
of health;

advisory and educational
for the promotion of
the encouragement of
responsibility in matters

oee oonsti(iii) to prevent as far as possible epide
LUtion of W.H.O.,
endemic and other diseases."
Chapter II,
Article 2 (g)
and
Assembly draft,
Article 1, I (c).

ran

Or*

c,

2

T he right to a proper standard of living, including ade
quate feed, clothing and housing.
'
(a) General comments
In the opinion of the Governments of Belgium and the
Federal Republic of Germany, it would be preferable to include
these rights in the Preamble to the Charter.
In the opinion of
the Governments of Denmark, the Netherlands, the United*Kingdom
and Turkey, these provisions should, at most, take the form
of a declaration.
The right to a proper standard of living, mentioned in
Article 1, Section G, of the draft Convention submitted by the
Assembly, appears in the following internaticn
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Universal declaration of Hunan BighLs;
Article 25 (1): "Everyone has the right to a standard of
livino adequate for -he health and well-being of hinself and
of his family; including food, clothing; housing and.,.".
Draft united Nations Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Harris.
he of everyone
(t-(1)

Article,11: "The States....recognise the
to adequate food, clothing and housing".

- - Article 12: "The States....recognise the right of' cveryon
to an*"aceqnate*"standard of living and the continuous imprevemen
of living conditions."

The Constitution of the I.L.O. provides
for the carrying cut of programmes designed to
achieve a "raising of standards of living" as
well as "adequate nutrition and housing"'
(Article III, i). In addition, many I.L.O.
instruments stipulate the prevision of adequate
housing (see Doc. AS/Soc (?) 32, pages 26 and 2?)
Inter-American Charter of Scci.al Guarantees
(Begc<*ca, 2nd May, l$no):
"Workers have the right t0 skare in the
equit able distribut ion of the naticna 1 well-being
by obtaininq the ne cessary foo a, clotking and
hou sing at reasonable prices (cf. A rt icie 1 of
the A Ssem'rly draft, Section G, para s , (a) and
(b) ).
As certain Gov ernments ha ve al re.ady noted
in their replies to the Questionnai rc , the right
to an aooquate scandard of living see:ms to be
cover ed, so far as '
workers are cone or:ned,' by - the Working Party?s text on rights relating to
wages (Doc. CE/Soc (37) 5; Appendix IV, point
III: "All workers have the right to a*fair
wage sufficient fer a decent standard of living
for themselves and their families."
To avoid duplication, therefore, it night
be preferable to fellow the lead of the Governments
which wish to insert this right in the Preamble to
the Charter, A proposal'on these lines will be
found in the following draft Articles provisionally
prepared bv the Secretariat.
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(b) Draft Articles
The right

Text for insertion in the preai'^ele:

Variant.
(see para.l
of the Pre
amble to the
Assembly's
Draft Dec.10^).

Variant II

<o an adequate scanoaro 01 Tivi^ic', stt^t_*_.

Con t:ra ct *1*ng part ies re cogni se
that the object of. t.tis;.ctarter is to ^pron or
a progressive i.r.ipr0veme nt in th e -ne-Li*-*
being of their na t ion al s bv a continu or s
th e
raising of livi *7*1C ' s0a ards and
bu rdens e!!
and
equitable shari * 0 re sources

Article for inclusion in the body of the Charter
in the form of a declaration:

(See Art. 25
"The High Contracting parties recognise that
of the
everyone has the right to a standard of living ade
Universal - quate for the health and well-being of himself and of
Declara
his family, including food^ clothing and housing".
tion (quo
ted above)).

Part 3
The Right to Social Services
(a) General Comments
In their replies to the Questionnaire, the Governments
of the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germany
'Cial Cha rter contain y a general
already
'ices sin ce scci al se:
;lt
the cont ext of other
The
ined by the Boo ial C;
the vie 1J that these
ature an d come under
social security.
On the other hand, the Governments 01 the
Netherlands and Denmark are in favour of a general provision
modelled on the text of Article 1, Section L, of the Draft
Charter submitted by the Assembly.
it will be. recalled that
social and cultural aid
to
tm; Section, entitled "The rim
is worded as follows:
and
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"With a view to ensuring the -exercise of this right.
the I[igh Contracting parties undertake to:
(a) prenote or maintain, directly cr in collaboration
with local authorities and appropriate voluntary
organisations, social welfare services for aid and
guidance to the individual in industrialised society;

(b)

secure the provision of free legal advice and assis

The replies cf
foil xving. comments

he above Governments carl lor
' the Secretariat*

gi*oaj.iy
arafv JL0 S
___ _ ^
its
O E/SCC
Secretari:
orocoscd b
(5^)
i
.
^v
19 a id th e aiucnc'iiionus t h e r e t o
Federal Republic of Germany (see Doc. CE/Soc. ($?) 5,
Appendices V and VII) stipulated the provision of
certain social services, but the text finally adop*ted considerably reduced their scope.
Indeed,
following the Working Party's rejection of the
German amendments, its version of the draft Charter
contains no specific provision relating to social
services.
sr*c iron one ficTo of employment and
working conditions. It is difficult to see, there
now m e present verms 01 he craft Charter
for
could be used s
ass an argument against the inclusion
of a general article on social services.

(1 ) ir is true

(2) The underlying idea of the Assembly when it crafted
a general srti clc on social services (sec Article 1,
Section L, cf its- craft Charter) seems to have been
the need to se t up, on both a national and a local
scale, general assistance and guidance services which
would be acces sible to every individual and family
and would help then to see their way through the naze
of administrat ivc and other bodies,, each acting within
If the
its own specif ic field of social life.
Services csvot ed strictly tc social welfare arc to
be effective. it seems essential that they should be
co-crcina'
cy means of general guidance

ill

(3 ) It would seem for the same reasons, tha,t these
general services could hardly, as the Belgian Govern
ment proposes, form part of. the social security
system, nor, as the United Kingdom Government proposes,
be conceived as'welfare services like the social
services proper.
The distinctive feature of the
general services is'that they provide guidance
rather than welfare.
(^) It has seen
;ftu to the discretion of the Social
subject should
ce *,-7h
:exv on
. ?.nisn
proposed by
DO
k.yi
tuj tru )
Government on the basis of the Assembly's text,
which is also acceptable to the netherlands Govern
ment, provided that the words "in indistrialised
society" are- deleted.
(b) Draft Articles
It is proposed a71a the text
of the Assembly oral 13 l:e adopted,
industrialised socle -!f-w The wor !n
if need be, to repla C
by the wo:

t i d e 1, 3.;
; "in
"O' ^OUld,
"will endeavour to'

t

A P ?
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N D I X

EUROPEAN SOCIAL

CHARTER

(Draft Questionnaire relating to
public health)
Prepared by
the Committee of Experts on Public Health

1.

Health is a state

*sical, mental and oc
of dise ase or inf irmi'
^efit fr cm ail mea sure
;hest po ssible standar<

of health attainable.
' for the healt h of th<
' the provisicn. of
adeauate health and social measures.
4.
Such mi
uthorities
ield itsel;
s will:

by the State or a 1:
in the public he aith
ticular such measures

(a) tend to remove as far as possible the causes of
ill health;
(b) ensure adequate medical attention in case of sickness
and suitable means of rehabilitation;
(c) make available advice and education facilities for
the promotion of health and the encouragement of
individual responsibility.

Questionnaire:
1.

Are these principles acceptable to you?

2...

Should these principles appear in a European Social
Charter as a declaration of principles or in the form
of commitments binding the signatory States?

3.

Have you any remarks to make on the nature'of these
principles or.any observations of a general character?

Note: The Committee of Experts on Public Health decided to
limit itself strictly to the health aspects of the question.
It. considers it necessary, however, not to overlook the
considerable influence which certain social factors may have
on the promotion of the health of individuals.
The Committee
also considers that the countries concerned should contribute
to the promotion of health by means of effective co-operation,
in particular within the framework of internationalorganisations.
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Strasbourg, l4th February,1957
Your Excellency,
I have the honour to inform you that the Social Committee
at its 4th Session, in pursuance of its preparatory"work
relating to the establishment of the European Social Charter,
decided to consult the Governments on the inclusion in the
Charter of certain rights not covered by previous questionnaires
established by the Committee and replied to by the Governments.
Rights Relating to Health
The Committee had before it Documents CE/Soc (56) 21
prepared at its request by the Committee of Experts on Public
Health concerning the inclusion in the Charter of certain
rights and principles relating to health.
It decided to
transmit this document to the Governments requesting them to *
be good enough to reply to the questions contained therein.
I am therefore enclosing this document.
Other rights
The Committee further decided to request the opinion of
the Governments with regard to the inclusion in the Charter of
the following rights:
The right to an adequate standard of living;
The right to food, clothing and housing;
The right to social services.
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The Committee did not consider it necessary in this
connection that the replies should be based on the detailed
standard questionnaire previously established by the Committee.
The Governments are requested simply to state their opinion
as to whether and in what form the above-mentioned rights
should be included in the Charter.
It should be noted that the draft text of a European
Convention on Social and Economic Rights, which is appended
to Assembly Recommendation 104 (1956) which appears in the list
of Texts Adopted sent to Governments by letter D/13.070 of
9 th November 1 9 5 6 , contains provisions covering all the above
rights, see Article l(l) concerning the right to a high
standard of health; Article 1 (G) with regard to the right to
a proper standard of living and Article 1 (L) concerning the
right to social and cultural aid and guidance.
^
^
As the Social Committee will hold its 5th Session from
loth to 1 9 th July 1957; I should greatly appreciate it if
Your Excellency would be good enough to arrange for. the
replies to the above Questions to reach me not later than
1st May 1957.
I am,
Your Excellency's obedient Servant,

G. SCHL0ESSE3,
. .Clerk of the Assembly
(for the Acting Secretary-General)
Enel.
CE/Scc (56) 21

.

'
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A P P E N D I X

II

Replies of the governments
relating to:
f.

y .

to the questionnaire

the right of health
the right to an adequate standard of living
- the right to food, clothing and housing
the right to social services.

On the date of the establishment of this document
replies had not been received from one following
Governments: France, Greece, Ireland, Iceland and
Italy.
.,
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Reply of the Belgian Government
Strasbourg, 9th May 1957
Sir,
I
have the honour to* reply to your letter reference
D/2370 of lhth February 1957 concerning the Social Com
mittee's consultation of the Governments on the inclusion
in the Charter of certain rights not covered by previous
questionnaires already replied to by the Governments.
I am instructed to inform you that the opinion of
the Belgian Government on the inclusion of these rights
in the Charter is as follows:
Rights relating to health
The princ iples laid down in CE/Soo (56) 21 seem
be a cceptable; they should appear ir? a Social Charter
the form of a declar ation of princi pies . The Covernm
has no comment s to mtake either on the natnre of these
principles or of a g:eneral characte r .
Right to an ade auate standard of 1iving
The Government considers that the whole Soc ial Cl
is directed towards implementing this right, which is,
moreover, specifically mentioned in the draft text of the
rights relating to wages, prepared by the Social Committee
Working Party on 9th April and worded as follows:
1. All workers have the right to a fair wage sufficient
for a decent standard of living for themselves and
their families.
It would be enough to devote a paragraph of the Pre
amble to the Charter to this matter.
Right to foci, clothing and housing
These rights should not logically be included in a
Social Charter, which is concerned mainly with the rights
of workers.
Allusion night possibly be made to it in the Preamble
to the Charter.
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Right to social services
This right should be included in the Social Charter in
a binding form, but linked with the right to social security.
The right to social aid in the form of services or allowances
should, in fact, be guaranteed to everyone who receives no
social security benefits * '
1 am, Sir,

Your obedient Servant,
J.C. SALMON,
Permanent Representative of Belgium.
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Reply of the Danish Government
Conseii de 1'Eurcue

99.928.

26A/57

MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS
Copenhagen, 2^ April 1957
P.J.IV. Index Nr. 5.E.3^.f/5 n.
Sir
By your letter No. D.2370 of iLth February you asked
for an opinion as to the inclusion in a European Social
Charter of certain rights not covered by previous question
naires established by the Social Committee.
Following correspondence with the Ministry of Social
Affairs and the Ministry of the Interior, I have the honour
to communicate the following replies to the questionnaire
CE/Soc (56) 21, concerning rights relating to public health,
which was enclosed in your said letter:
Question 1:

Yes.

Question 2:

It is felt that the most realistic form
would be for the principles to appear as
a declaration in the same way as in the
Constitution of the World Health Organisation,
W.H.Q., but if they are adopted in the form
of commitments binding the States, Denmark
would have no objection thereto.

Question 3^

The Constitution of W.H.C. contains a more
complete enumeration of the principles on
which international co-operation is based in
the field of public health. However, the
four principles set out in the Questionnaire
are the. decisive ones and ought, therefore,
to be included in a Social Charter.

The Acting Secretary General,
Council of Europe
Strasbourg
In regard to the ether rights referred to in your
above-mentioned letter of li).th February 1957, the banish
authorities concerned have no objection to the inclusion in
a Social Charter of previsions in the form of declarations
on the right to a proper standard of living and the right to
food, clothing and housing.
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Furthermore, the Danish authorities are agreeable to the
inclusion, in a Social Charter, of a prevision on the right
to social services, provided that this tern is to be understood
in the sense of Article 1 (L) in the Draft European Convention
on Social and Economic Rights (annexed to Recommendation 10^
(12?6) of the Consultative Assembly) concerning the right to
social and cultural aid and guidance.
In the charter on social
rights, a provision concerning this question of social services
could probably appear as a binding commitment.
This would,
however, depend on the form, in which the prevision be ultimately
drafted.
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my high consideration.
For the Minister
b.a.
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Reply cf the' Government of the Federal
"
'
Republic cf Germany*
"
Public Health
Question 1
Paragraph 1 of the questionnaire declares that health is
a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being
and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. This
can scarcely be disputed.
It may, however, be wondered how
paragraph 1 is to be interpreted when read with paragraph 3
of the questionnaire. The wide definition of the concept of
health, contained in paragraph 1 might suggest that paragraph 3
implied the responsibility of Governments for the treatment
of spiritual and mental as well as physical disorders. There
are considerable objections to the acceptance of such a respon
sibility in the case of infirmities the treatment of which may
in many cases continue for a score of years or more without
noticeable improvement. The Government of the Federal Republic
therefore considers that there should be a claraification and
more precise definition either cf the concept of health or
of the responsibilities of Governments according to the terms
of paragraph 3 cf the questionnaire.
There is also some doubt
as to the meaning cf the phrase "a state of complete social
well-being". These words might be interpreted as covering
remuneration, leisure pursuits, civil and cultural needs,
sports facilities, entertainments, etc., which can hardly be
envisage. This again calls for clarification.
Paragraph 3 should avoid conveying the impression
that a Government is responsible for every aspect of the healt:
of its population; this could be done by adding at the end
of the paragraph the words: "so far as conditions in the
country allow".
Paragraph ^ (b) cf the questionnaire mentions adequate
medical attention and measures cf rehabilitation as possible
means cf preventing illness.
As these points are already
covered elsewhere in the Charter, they might be omitted mere.
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Question 2
If this "right tc health" is to be mentioned at -11 ^4should merely appear in the form of a declaration of principle
in the Social Charter. The Federal Republic suggests that it
might be considered whether the "right to health" shpuld not
rather be mentioned in the Preamble, which is still tc be
Question 3
See comments on Questions 1 and

The right to a proper standard of living, the right
to food, clothing and housing, and the right to
social security.
The Federal Government welcomes every effort made,
whether at the national or international level, to raise
the standard of living.
it therefore suggests that* the
question be considered whether the improvement of the
standard of living, as one of the aims of the Council
of Europe and of the Social Charter, might not most
effectively be embodied in the Preamble.
Cn the other hand, the Federal Government considers
that there are certain objections to making separate
provision for the right to food, clothing and housing
and the right to social security, as in Article 1 (cY
and (L) of the Draft Convention on Economic and Social
Fights appended to Recommendation 10^. These matters,
i Lch it is desirable on social and political grounds
to provide for, should more properly be mentioned in
the group of rights into which they naturally fall those concerned with social protection, the rights of
the family and these of mothers and children.
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Reply of the Government of Luxembourg.
The Permanent'Representative
,
of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg'
to the Council of Europe."

Luxembourg, 6 th Jun9 1957

Sir *
With reference to your letter D. 2370, of luth
February, 1957, concerning the Social Charter, and parti
cularly th§ possible inclusion therein of certain rights
and principles relating to public health, I have the
honour to send you the following replies to the questions
contained in Document CE/Soc ^5 6 ) 21:
1 :

Yes;

2 :

An undertaking binding upon the
signatory States.would be preferred;

3 I

No comment.

Regarding the inclusion of the other rights mentioned
in your letter, the Luxembourg Government wishes to reserve
its position pending the preparation of draft texts by
the Experts.
I have the honour to remain,Sir,
Your obedient Servant.
The Secretary-General,
Council of Europe,
Strasbourg.
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Reply of the Netherlands Government to the
Questionnaire
Public Health

Question 1 :.Are these principles (i.e. the principles
laid down in Doc. Ca/Soc (5 6 ) 21) acceptable
to you?
Answer:

.. Yes..

Question 2 : Should these principles appear in a
European Social Charter as a declaration
of principles or in the form of commitments
binding the signatory States?
Answer:

In the form of commitments binding the
signatory States.

Question 3

Have you any remarks to make on the nature
of these principles cr any cbservations of
general character?

Answer

Naturally the principles laid down in
Doc. CE/'Soc (5 6 ) 21 have been formulated
rather vaguely.
This wording will enable the
public health authorities in the various
countries to apply these principles, adapted
to the local conditions.

The richt to an adequate standard of living;
the right to feed, clor.hing and housing;
the richt to social services.'
With regard to the "right to an adequate standard of
living" and the "right to food, clothing and housing",
the Netherlands Government is of the opinion that theseexpressions are too vague to admit of effective application.
It would be impossible at the moment to assess the
consequences of including these rights in the Charter,
especially in a binding form. Moreover, the ideas under
lying the definitions are inconsistent with the prevailing
conception in the Netherlands, which finds expression in
general national regulations according to which.wages and
assistance - whether under social insurance or under social
assistance - are generally.provided in the form of money,
the manner inwhich the money is spent being left to the
discretion of the citizen himself.
In view of what has
been said above, the Netherlands Government thinks it
would be better not to include these two rights in the
Charter. If this opinion is not shared by the other
Governments, the Netherlands Government might, as a com
promise, agree to their insertion in a declaratory form.
The Netherlands Government would have no objection
to the inclusion of the "right to social services" in the
Charter, for example in the form in which it is formulated
in Recommendation 10^, page 10, Article L (a). The social
services in the Netherlands are already promoted or main
tained directly or in collaboration with local authorities
and appropriate voluntary organisations.
The Netherlands
authorities only wish to make a reservation regarding the
restriction implied by the words "in industrialised
society" in that same Article - a restriction for which
they see no need.
What is said in Article L (b) concerning the pro
vision of free legal advice and assistance is also
acceptable to the Netherlands.
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Reply of the Norwegian Government
Rights relating to public health
The four paragraphs are partly in conformity with the
corresponding paragraphs of the Statutes of the World. Health
Organisation.
In part they are couched in more general terms
which on the whole embrace the same purposes and guiding
principles, though having a somewhat narrower scope than
the said Statutes. The principles stated do not in themselves
call forth any objections.
All member countries of the Council of .Europe are
% also members of the World Health Organisation and are
accordingly bound by the more detailed and inclusive
Statutes of this Organisation.
In these circumstances it would seem superfluous to
embody these principles in yet another international conven
tion. If none the less somebody should .deem this necessary
or desirable, it is in the view of the Norwegian Authorities
of no consequence whether this is done in the form of a
declaration of principle or in the form of a binding agreement
Right to an adequate standard of living.
Right to food, clothes'and housing.
Right to the benefit of social services.
We would like to point out that the concept "adequate
standard of living" is rather vague but is usually held
to include several of the rights which have been considered
in connection with the elaboration of the Charter, inter
alia the rights mentioned under No. 2 and also the right
to a reasonable wage and adequate leisure, the right to
social security, etc.

living should be listed as separate rights (cf . the first
paragraph of the preamble cf the draft social charter included
in recommendation No. 10k cf the Consultative Assembly).
In
any case the right to an "adequate standard cf living" cannot
./

be established as a legally binding right cf the
individual as against the State*. - -The-'right to-food,
clothes and housing can also only be established as a
principle of Government policy and*not as legally '
binding rights of the individual citizens as against
the State.
.
.
.. .
,:
. Particularly as far as the right to housing is
concerned we would like to mention that since the war
the Norwegian' Authorities have considered it a matter of
prime importance to create favourable conditions for
house building. The Norwegian Authorities will no
doubt continue to lay great stress on the provision of
housing and will" avail themselves cf every practical,
means to promote a good housing*standard.
It would
accordingly be in line with Norwegian housing policy
if this is included in the Social Charter as a principle.
It is oh the other hand impracticable to establish a right
to housing as a legal obligation of the State vis a. vis
the individual citizen.
As regards the "right to the benefit of social
services" mentioned under 3) above, it is difficult to
'express an opinion before it is defined more clearly what
social services one has in view and the extent to which th
benefit of such services could be made subject to certain
conditions. We would therefore recommend that this matter
be clarified before any such-right is included in the
Charter.
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Reply of the Swedish Government
Ministry of Foreign
Affairs.

Stockholm, ?th June 1557*

Sir,
.

With reference to your letters of li].th February (D/237&)
and 21st May, 1957 (D/6eOC), concerning the inclusion of
certain rights in the Social Charter, I have the honour to
inform^you that the Swedish Government takes the following
view of this matter:
Rights relating to public health.- In its widest sense,
the term "social" would, of course, cover rules defining what
each State should do in order to improve public health. The
Swedish Government considers, however, that it would be

form of a general recommendation and not of a binding com m it
ment.
. Furthermore, measures for the protection of public health
have already been included in the draft Social Charter, for
Article 8 on the right to social security refers to the draft
European Code of Social Security.
Right to an adequate standard of living - right to foo^jt.
clothing and housing - right to social services. All the a3
rights are suitable for inclusion in the Social Charter,, but,
being of a very general character, they should take the form
of a recommendation, not of a binding obligation.
I have the honour to remain, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,
!

pp the Minister:
The Political Director,
(signed) (Sverker Astrom)

Mr. D. Curtis,
Acting Secretary-General,
Council of Europe,
Strasbourg.
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Reply of the Turkish Government
6^6/1^'

Strasbourg, 11th May 1957.

Sir,
In reply to.letter D/2370 of l^th February 1957* I
have the honour to inform you that my Government would .
approve the inclusion in a European Social Charter of
the rights relating to health laid down in Document
uE/Soc (56) 21, which are, moreover, in conformity with the
Charter of the United Nations and the Statute of the World
Health Organisation. It considers, however, that these
principles, on_which it has no particular comments to
make, should only be included in the Charter in the form
of a declaration of-principles..
With regard to the other rights on which the Committee
.'i Experts asked for the opinion of the Governments, the
Turkish Government, while holding itself free to comment
on the final draft which will be submitted, sees no
objection to their being included in the 'Charter in
the form of a declaration of principles, like all the
rights and principles to be embodied in'that document,
I am, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,
Permanent Representative of Turkey.
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Reply cf the Government cf th

d Kingdom

Conseil de l'Europe
100.820 lij/5/57
THE FOREIGN OFFICE
LONDON S.W.l.
3rd May 1957
Memorandum
In regard to the rights relating to health set out in
document CE/Soc (56) 21, the replies of the United Kingdom
Government to the Questions therein are as follows:
1.

The principles set out in the document are
acceptable to the United Kingdom.

2.

The opinion of the United Kingdom Government is that
these principles should appear in a European Social
Charter in a declaratory form.

3.

The United Kingdom Government has no remarks to make
on these principles at present but may have further
observations to make when the form of the Charter as
a whole has been more nearly determined. The precise
form cf the Article relating to health can only be
settled when the nature and form of other Articles
in the Charter have been decided. The Committee of
Experts on Public Health drew attention to this point
when they drafted the Article as it is row set cut in
CE/Soc (56) 21.

In regard to the right to an adequate standard cf
living, the United Kingdom Government sees no objection to
the inclusion cf this right in a European Social Charter,
provided that it is seated simply and in a declaratory
form.
It is, however,, the view of the United Kingdom
Government that it is unnecessary to include the rights
housing as separate rights,
to fco:
these rignts are implicit in th rights to an adequate
standard of living and to.health.
The United Kingdom Government does not consider
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that the Charter should include a statement of a right to
social services. It has already been proposed that the
instrument should contain statements of the ri<?hts to
specific services and forms of protection that ought to be
provided, and it is, therefore, unnecessary to have, in
addition, a general statement of these rights.

COUNCIL OF EUROPE ---------------— -------- — CONSEIL DE L' EUROPE
Strasbourg, 15th September 1957

SOCIAL

.

Restricted
CE/Soc/WF II (57) 1
Or. Fr.

COMMITTEE

(Fifth Session)

Working Party
appointed to oreoare the Sixth Session of the Committee

MEMORANDUM AND DRAFT TEX'!
prepared by the Social Division of the Research Directorate
for the use of the Working Party

1. ^ At its fifth session from 15th to 19th July, 1957; the
Social Committee instructed the Working Party which it had
appointed during the fourth session to hold a fresh meeting
from 7th to 11th October 1957, to consider certain questions
set forth in paragraph 120 of the Committee's Report,
(CM (57) 107)
To facilitate the Working tarty's discussions, the Social
Division of the Research Directorate-(hereinafter called "the
Secretariat") has produced the present memorandum recapitulati;
questions in need of study and - where necessary - suggesting
provisional texts.
A 35.832
T 2083/DMM/WM
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CHAPTER 1
Right to Social Security and Assistance
(Items 10 and 11 of tr.e f..rst part of the
draft Charter prepared o; the Social Committee).
2.
When instructing the Working Part; to prepare the ground,
the Social Committee had already drafted are general declaratory
clauses intended to cover this subject an the f .^rst part of the
draft Charter.
The Working Party wall thus require to study
only the appropriate clauses m the second pert of the Social
Charter, in particular those designs3**r.s ore basis of obli
gations binding on the Signatory States.
A provisional version of these clauses already exists .n
the document entitled "Draft Tent of certain Articles" repro
duced as Annex I to the present Memorandum and previously
drafted by the Secretariat (farter reference CE/Soc (5$) 19).
Since these texts consist of two alternatives, one declaratory
(l) and the other mandatory (11), it follows from the foregoing
that the Working Party nay w..sh to concentrate chiefly on
alternative 11.
Finally, three proposals (CE/Soc/Hisc (37) a, 4 and 5)
have been submitted to the Working Party by the Social
Committee's Belgian, Italian and German delegations respectively.
The Belgian text deals with Social Security and the German with
Social Assistance.
All three texts are reproduced as
Appendix II (a-c) to the present Memorandum.
(a)

Social Security

3.
The declaratory clause recently established by the Social
Committee at its fifth session (CM (57) 107, Appendix IV) reeds:
"10.

All workers and their dependents shall have
the right to social security".

4.
In paragraph 39 of the Social Committee's report
(CM (57) 107) it is stated that the delegations of Denmark,
Norway and Sweden mace a reservation on this point, considering
that the right to social security should not be restricted to
workers and their-dependents, but should cover everyone.
It
would, .in fact, appear indisputable that certain branches of
social security, such as old age benefits and medical
assistance, are by no means intended to be the prerogative of
workers alone.
Incidentally, the same consideration applies to
other clauses of the Social Charter.
The Working Party might
therefore usefully reconsider this matter.
/
'/ '
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$.
The Social Committee also decided / CM (57) 107;
paragraph 37/ that the text of the Article relating to Social
Security an? Assistance should make no reference to migrant
workers, since the rights of migrants would be covered by, .
other provisions in part 1.
Neither in the first part ^1' nor
in the second part of the draft now in preparation, which is
based on the United Kingdom proposal (CE/Soc (57) 9; part 2,
' items 44 to 50), is there any express mention of equality of
treatment for migrants under social security arrangements.
The Working Party should consequently re-examine this question
and propose either that the clauses dealing with the rights of
migrant workers should be expanded, or that those dealing with
social security and assistance should be extended to such
persons.
If the second solution were chosen, the working Party
might take as a basis the Belgian and Italian proposals
(Appendix II, (a) and (b) of the present Memorandum), together
with the draft Articles previously prepared by the Secretariat
'*
'* *
five 11) which broadly correspond to the
6.
It should be observed, however, that the Belgian proposal
departs from the Secretariat's text inasmuch as in its second
paragraph it refers, inter- alia,to the Protocol to the European
Code of Social Security and not to the Code itself.
To give
the Social Charter some flexibility in this regard, the Working
Party nay wish to decide on a text embodying a binding under
taking, on the basis of the standards laid down in the Code, which would permit of later accessions on the basis of the
standards in the Protocol and other higher standards.
Similarly
paragraph 2 of the Belgian proposal would apply only to the
Code, whereas the Protocol would follow the system suggested in
paragraph 3 thereof.
For the rest, the working Party might
usefully follow the Belgian proposal, after comparing its
paragraph 4 in fine with paragraph 2 of the Secretariat proposal
(Appendix I to tne present Memorandum, alternative II).

See Doc. CM (57) 107, Appendix iV, first part, item 1c.
wee also the proposal cy t.re Italian sno Luxembourg
L_LC;.s ..a.xen as a oasis s or tw.e Social Committee
studies at its fifth session (CE/Scc/M.sc (57)' 2 )J
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(o)

Social and Medical Assistance

7
=ic declaratory clause prepared by the Social
Committee (CM (57) 107 Appendix IV, first part, iter; 11) reads:
ayeryone without adequate resources shall have
the right to social and medical assistance".
S.
Here too the Working Party has been furnished with a
provisional text by the Secretariat (Appendix I to the present
Memorandum, in fine, alternative II) and a proposal by the
German delegation {Appendix II (c)).
With regard to the
comment on this subject in paragraph 5 above (migrant workers)
it may be wondered whether this text should be amended so as
to cover persons (workers) not having the nationality of the
Contracting State.
A clause to this effect was explicitly
included in the European Convention on Social and Medical
Assistance^ (Article 7).
Moreover, item l6 of the Social
committee's text, (CM (57) 107, Appendix IV, first part) states
that migrant workers have the right to assistance, without
specifying the type of assistance meant.
The German proposal (Appendix II, (c) of the present
Memorandum) makes no mention of the European Convention.
However, the Working Party might usefully either include a
reference to the latter instrument or take as a basis the
principles it embodies, as was done by the Secretariat in its
earlier text (Appendix I to this Memorandum, alternative II
in fine).
Since the States signatory to the Charter have^all
signed the Convention on Assistance, they will feel logically
obliged to adopt the same attitude in both cases.
inally, the German proposal contains certain more detailed
provis ions which are not in the Secretariat's draf t .
hen
prcncu ncing on their expediency, the Working Party will observe:
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(i)

(li)

(iii)

that the provisions of paragraphs 1 (a) and (c)
concerning the right to food, etc., to vocational
training and special aid for physically or mentally
disabled persons are already covered by other
clauses of the Charter;
that the underlying notion in paragraph 3 already
finds general expression in the Secretariat text
dealing with social services (CE/Soc (57) 12, part 3)
that the Working Party might therefore usefully
consider the points in question together (see
below, chapters II and X, (b) and (c)).
CHAPTER II

rhe right to health, an adequate standard of living, etc.
The second point for consideration by the Wor
concerns tne rights to health, a decent standard of living,
adequate food, housing and clothes, and social services.
The
Secretariat has already prepared a relevant study in a report
circulated to the Social Committee under reference
CE/Soc (57) 12 and addenda (1), to which were appended
Governments'replies to the appropriate questionnaire.
The
present observations are therefore confined to a reference
to the document quoted (cf. also Chapter X below).
CHAPTER III
Irish proposal concerning prohibition of
certain work by women
11. At its
Working party a proposal by
^ the ____
___
___
. ____
irish deleg<
- 26 (CM
/:fter the present paragraph
(57) 107, Appendix IV,
second part), ^ new paragraph reading:

( 1)

Addendum Ii, the reply by the irish Government,
distributed fter the Committee's fifth session
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"To prohibit the employment of women on night-work
in specified employments or on specified work under
ground, or on certain processes as may be prescribed
by national laws as unsuitable for women".
In the present Memorandum it is doubtless sufficient to
draw attention to doc. CM (57) 107, paragraph $9; which con
tains the comments of various delegations. '
CHAPTER IV
Preamble
12. In instructing the Working Party to draft a Preamble to
the Social Charter]) the Social Committee was apparently
inspired by the procedure used in drafting the Charter (European
Convention*on Social and Economic Rights) presented by the
Assembly-in its Recommendation 104.
By departing from this
procedure, however, to present the provisions of the Charter in
two parts, the first of which declares itself to consist of a
number of objectives of social policy, the Committee has to
some extent anticipated the question of the Preamble, since the
Preamble in she Assembly's draft in fact bears she sub-title
"Principles and Objectives of Social Policy".
A number of
clauses in the first part of the Committee's draft relate to
the same objective as the corresponding clauses in the
Assembly's Preamble (compare clauses 1, 13 (14), 11 and
15 (l6 ) respectively with paragraphs 6 , 4 (5 ), 8 and 15 of
the Preamble).
In addition the Assembly's Preamble contains
several paragraphs which might well be included among the
social policy objectives mentioned in part 1 of the draft
already prepared by the Committee.
Ip.
Bearing these reservations in mind, it would nevertheless
seem desirable to preface the draft Charter with a brief
Preamble relating to general principles of social policy not
necessarily postulating any specific social rights)
The
Secretariat has therefore thought it expedient to draft a
text (Appendix III below) as a possible basis for discussion
by the Working Party.
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14. In this connection the Working Party might usefully study
at the sene tine the question of how the document underdiscussion is to be styled, having regard to the fact tnat the
Assembly's Recommendation 104 presents the Social Charter under
the title of "European Convention on Social and Economic Rights"
The Assembly's choice of working was in conformity with the
system adopted by the United Nations, and in particular its
Commission on Human Rights, when preoaring the draft Covenant
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.
The tern "Convention"
would appear in fact to be more consonant with the aim and
legal scope of the instrument in question, which is designed
to ensure that the Signatory States shall multilaterally give
a series of legal undertakings.
Since, in addition, workers
and trade union circles seen to set great store by the term
"Social Charter", the draft Preamble appended to this Memorandum
represents a middle course, on the lines of the Assembly's
draft, which opens with the words:
"The object of this
Convention, or Social Charter, is to promote a progressive
'Improvement ... etc.*'
CHAPTER V
Final clauses
15- As stated by the Social Committee in its report
(CM (37) 107, paragraph 120), the preparation of she final
clauses has been entrusted to the Legal Department of the
Secretariat-General.
A draft tent has been distributed under
reference CR/Soc/L? (57) 2.
It is accompanied by a
commentary, also drafted by the' Legal Department.

CHAPTER VI
Ratification
lo. The final clauses of an International convention
usually contain a provision on ratification, stating the place
where instruments of ratification are to be deposited and how
many of them must be received before the convention can enter
into force.
-7* - distinction of principle should also be drawn between
tr.e question of ratification (in particular the depositing of
instruments) and that of the legal scope of the Convention, or
more specifically the scope of the Signatory States' commitments
ahese are generally determined at the time of signature, i.e.,
cefore the ratifications are deposited.
'
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Similar reasons led the Assembly, in its draft, to include
the general provision on the nature of the Signatory States'
undertakings in the actual body of the Convention and not among
the final clauses (cf. beginning of Article 1 of part 1).
The
sane consideration appears to underlie thp general clause at the
besinnins of the first part of the United Kingdom delegation's
draft (CB/Soc (57)*9) (-U.
18. It will be noted that the British draft, with respect to
the undertakings to be given pursuant to the second part of the
Charter, departs from this system by proposing a generaf clause
for insertion, not at the beginning cf the second part (in line
with the arrangement of the first part), but as part of the final
provisions, or mere specifically those dealing with ratification.
The Belgian proposal adepts the same method: in both cases the
authors seem to have been inspired by the system used in the
I.L.-O. Convention No. 102 on Social Security.
The latter
instrument - admittedly by wav of an exception - establishes a
link between the question of ratification and the legal scope
of the Signatory States' commitments by permitting them to
;"**'specify the precise number and scope of their undertakings at
' (or after) the time of ratification (Articles 2 - 4).
1$. This does not prevent any States' obligations under a
Convention, as a general rule, from being fixed at the time cf
signature.
Such obligations must be clearly apparent in the
text signed.
Parliaments must be in a position to appreciate
the scope of the undertakings given, not only by their own State,
but also by the other signatories, before atoroving or withholding
ratification.
It would therefore seem advisable to make a precise
statement of the undertakings at the time when a convention
is signed, as is already envisaged, incidentally, in the
introductory clause to the first part of the draft Charter.
As the Italian delegation has observed (CM (57) *107,
paragraph 107), the system of binding provisions to be used
in the Social Charter is not the same as in I.L.O. Conventionl02.
Even in the event of progressive implementation, i.e., if it
bwer-e decided to leave open the possibility of increasing the
' number of provisions binding upon all parties at the time of
ratification or at some later date, it would appear normal to
determine the minimum number of binding obligations required
for ratification of the Charter at the moment of signature.
In other words, for a Convention to be ratified, the minimum
requirement must be that the binding provisions it contains
shall be established at the time of signature.

T
/

j.ne
Cove

:e system was adepted a
;t on Economic, Social

the United Nations draft
d Cultural Bights (Article 2).
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CHAPTER VII
General Structure of the Charter
20. rf the Working Party agrees, the Charter should be
composed of four parts, of which the first two would begin with
a general provision on the legal scope of the oblige tions, the
third would comprise implementation clauses and the fourth the
final clauses, including those on ratification (see provisional
text by the Legal Department, doc. CE/Soc/W? (57) 2)
As an illustration, and to facilitate the Working Part *s
discussions, the Secretariat has drafted a num er of texts
which are reproduced hereafter.
CHAPTER VIII
Legal

Scope

21. Cn the basi s cf the foregoing considerations, and
reverting to the idea expressed in the Belgian and British
proposals, it is suggested that the introductory clause in
Part II be draft ed as follows, by choosing one of the three
alternatives:
22.

General Clause (Introductory)
Alternative I
Hn*
Contracting Parties consider themselves
^revisions
of porogrEpos lies. ..........
bound by the
"his
part
cf
the Charter (Convention)."
appear ing in

Note: This alternative is based on the Belgian proposal
which"is considered to imply that all the participating State s
are bound to subscribe to a m inimum number of obligations. It
is given here on the assumpti on toot ons o ocial Committee
succeeds in reaching agreeuen t on the mini mum concerned
(cf. also doc. CH (57) 107, P aragraph 110)
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Alternative II
Acd to the preceding paragraph a second paragraph reading:
"Each of the High Contracting Parties further
considers itself bound by the provisions of at least three,
additional paragraphs /or groups of paragraphs/ to be
selected by it from the other paragraphs in t&is part of
the Charter (Convention).
It*shall notify these provi
sions to the Secretary-General of the Council of Europe
nor later than the time when its instrument of
ratification is deposited.
Any of the High Contracting Parties may. at any later
dare, declare oy notification to the Secretary-General
that it considers itself bound by provisions appearing in
unis part of the Charter (Convention), if it has not
already accepted them under the terms of the preceding
paragraphs.
Such undertakings subsequently given shall
ae deemed to be an integral part of the ratification and
snail have the same effect as from the date of the
notification.
m e Secretary-General shall communicate to all the
otrer High Contracting Parties any notification which he
snail nave received pursuant to sub-paragraphs 2 and A of
the present paragraph".
_te.L. Alternative ,1 is based on the idea expressed at the
Joint*Heating
representatives of the Consultative Assembly,
to which reference is made in paragraph 10a of coc. Cm (57) 107!
The Harking Party should make a choice between the terns
"paragraphs" and "groups of paragraphs".
The provisions of
sub-paragraphs 2 and 3 of this Alternative might also appear
in Alternative 1.
Alternative III

(United Kingdom proposal)

"Any High Contracting Party may at the time when its
instrument of ratification is deposited declare by
notification addressed to the Secretary-General, which of
the undertakings in this part of the Charter (Convention)
it is prepared to consider as binding.

16!

Any High Contracting Party which shall have
ratified the Charter may subsequently notify the
Secretary-General that it is prepared to give further
undertakings appearing in this part of the Charter
(Convention) which it had not already given at the time
of its ratification.
Such undertakings subsequently
. given shall be deemed to be an integral part of the
ratification and shall have the same effect as from the
date of notification".
Note: Alternative III corresponds to the system advocated
in the United Kingdom proposal (CE/Soc (57) 9). " A few
stylistic changes only have been made to the text appearing
as paragraph 4 of the third part of this proposal, in order to
bring it into line with the other clauses.
It should, however, be noted that if this alternative were
adopted, it would be possible for States to accept none of
the provisions in the second part.
The Charter would then
have only a declaratory value for those States, without any
legal effects.
This type of declaration of principle would
not even require ratification.
CHAPTER IX
Implementation
23* The Working Party may here wish to base its discussions,
first, on a proposal by the Belgian Delegation, which provides
for an Experts' Committee and a Tripartite Committee
(cf. CE/Soc (57) 8) and, secondly, on the German and
Netherlands proposals (CM (57) 107, paragraphs 112 and llo).

The German Delegation observed:
(1) That the I.L.O. experts would be too over
burdened with work to be able to examine the Charter. (This
might lead to the appointment of another Committee of Experts);
(2) That instead of a tripartite organ, supervision might
be assigned to the Social Committee, which would also examine
the views of the trade union organisations on the annual
reports.
The Netherlands Delegation proposed a single control
instance instead of the two proposed by the Belgian Delegation;
the independent experts could form the third part cf the
Tripartite Committee.
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24. On the basis of these proposals and observations, the
Secretariat's pro visional text reproduced hereafter has teen
:o fa;
drafted in four alternative forms
concerns tne
provisions of.Article 3 dealing with control of inplementati
ation.
prop^^^^^ by the Social Committee, considered jointly,-ggive
The proposals
rise to four --possibilities,
of which relate,
two oi
to wnicn
the
composition of the Experts Committee and the o*cn€i'
:he
composition of the final control instance.
Third Fart of the Charter
Implementation
Article 1.
"Bach of the High Contracting Parties shall
present to the Secretary-General of the Council of Europe,
in a form to be determined by the Committee oft Ministers,
an annual report on the state of its social legislation
and practice with regard to those provisions of the second
part of the Charter (Convention) to which it shall nave
adhered".
Article 2.
"Each High Contracting rarty shall address a copy of
uhese reports to such of its nati onal associations of
employers ana *
workers as it deems the most representative,
a nacu'.ab-L for their observes
I.—

Alternative 1 .
Article 3 .
1.
"The Secretary-General of the Council of Europe
shall send the reports and observations mentioned in
Articles 1 and 2 to the Director-General of the
International Labour Office with the request that he
consult in their regard the appropriate body of the
International Labour Organisation (Committee of
Experts on,the Application of Conventions and
Recommendations) and transmit to the Secretary-General
the conclusions reached by such body.
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(Belgian
proposal)

2.
The Reports and observations mentioned in
Articles 1 and 2, together with the conclusions of the
International Labour Organisation, shall be submitted
by the Secretary-General of the Council of Europe to
a Tripartite Committee of fifteen, composed in equal
membership of representatives of Governments,
employers and workers.
3.
Members of the Tripartite Committee shall be
appointed by the Committee of Ministers after
consultation with Governments, which shall in their
turn have consulted the representative national
organisations of employers and workers.
4.
The Tripartite Committee shall meet once annually.
Its membership shall be renewed every three years.
Members shall be re-eligible.
5.
The Committee shall present an Annual Report to
the Committee of Ministers.
6.
The Committee of Ministers, after consulting
the Consultative Assembly, shall address to each High
Contracting Party such recommendations as it deems
necessary and any other useful observations on the
implementation of the Charter."

Note: Under the Belgian proposal the chapter in
question night be concluded by an Article 4, dealing with
the presentation of reports on the unaccented provisions of
the Charter (see doc. CE/Soc (57) a, page*4).

(Based on first Alternative II.
. .german obser
vation)
Article 3*
1.
"The Secretary-General of the Council of Europe
shall submit the reports and observations mentioned
in Articles 1 and 2 to a Committee composed of (5)
independent experts, appointed by the Committee of
Ministers /from among those members of the Inter(/ _/ sub
alternative, -national Labour Organisation's "Committee of Experts
based on Bel on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations"
gian proposal ) who are nationals of the High Contracting Parties/*
from a list of fifteen persons including one candidate
presented by each of the High Contracting Parties.
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2.
The reports and observations mentioned in
Articles 1 and 2, together with the conclusions of
the Committee of Experts, shall be submitted by the
Secretary-General etc... (remainder of text as in
paragraphs 2 to 6 of Article 3; alternative I above)'!
Alternative III.
(Netherlands
proposal)

Article 3 .
1.. 'The Secretary-General of the Council of Europe
shall submit the reports and observations mentioned
in the preceding articles to a Tripartite Committee
of fifteen members, composed in equal membership of
independent experts, representatives of employers'
organisations and representatives of workers'
organisations.

."y

2.
The Independent experts shall be nominated by the
Committee of Ministers from a list of fifteen persons
including one candidate presented by each of the High
Contracting Parties.
3.
Members of the other two groups shall be nominated
by the Committee of Ministers, after consultation
with Governments, who shall in their turn have consulted
the appropriate employer and worker organisations.
4.
The Tripartite Committee shall meet etc...
(remainder of text as in paragraphs 4 to 6 of Article 3,
Alternative I above.)"

Note 1 : Alternative III is based on the Netherlands
proposal, under which the two control instances might be
combined.
The first third of the tripartite body would
be represented by independent experts.
There would then be
no longer any point in retaining the Committee of Experts.
Note 2 : The final alternative, No. 4, which follows
hereafter, is based on the second German observation, to
the effect that the Committee of Experts might be retained
at the expense of the Tripartite Committee,whose place would
be taken by the Social Committee.
The trade union
organisations would then be consulted, on the one hand
through the medium of the reports submitted under Article 2,
and on the other hand by hearings within the Social
Committee.
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Alternative IV.
Article -3.
1. "The Secretary-General of the Council of Europe
.... (text to be selected from alternatives I and
II, paragraph 1 ).
2.
The reports and observations mentioned in
(Second German Articles 1 and 2, together with the experts' conobservation) elusions, shall be submitted by the Secretary-General
to the Governmental Social Committee of the Council
of Europe.
3. After examining the said reports, observations
and conclusions and consulting the employer and
worker associations, the Social Committee shall
present an Annual Report to the Committee of Ministers
4.
The Committee of Ministers,after consulting the
Consultative Assembly, shall address to each High
Contracting Party such recommendations as it deems
necessary and any ther useful observations on the
implementation of he Charter (Convention).''
25* Note:To facilitate a choice by the Social Committee and its
Working warty among the differen t Alternatives the following
observations may be useful:

(l) Committee f Experts: Since certain clauses of the
Charter are akin no those in the ILO Conventions, it is
desirable that, to the fullest extent practicable, a link
should be forged between the Committee of Experts instructed
to supervise the application of the Charter and the ILO
Committee on the Application cf Labour Conventions.
This
suggestion is made not only in the interests of unity of
jurisdiction between the two bodies, but also to enable the
experts of"the Council of Europe, as well as the Departments
assisting them, to profit by the great experience gained by
the I.L.O., its organs and departments in such natters over a
period of nearly forty years,
However, when negotiations
were conducted with the object f establishing some such link
between the two organisations in regard to implementation of
the European Code of Social Security, it was found preferabl
to entrust the organisation of the work in question directly
to I.L.O. and fully to recognise the competence of the latter's
Committee of Experts.
^
This was
the background for drafting
Alternative I, which adopts the relevant text appearing in t::.he
European Code of Social Security (Article 75, paragraph 3).
There is reason to believe that within the agreement to be
negotiated with I.L.O. on this matter an unofficial arrangement
can be established whereby control would be entrusted to a
small body consisting only of nationals of Council 1 L-urope
Member States who are members of the ILO Experts Coni-r.iittee,
as suggested in t
^ian
*'Oposal;
*e
S—
Alternative 11 (p
ph i)
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(2) Tripartite Committee: In advocating the establishment of
a tripartite tody, with"participation by employers and workers,
the Belgian delegation has conformed not only to the relevant
recommendations by the two Trade Union Confederations, but
seems also to come close to the suggestion underlying the
Assembly's draft, in which the tripartite body appears under
the title of ''Social Chamber".
There is reason to believe that
the supporters cf a tripartite body are opposed to control of
the implementation of the Charter by the Social Committee alone
(Alternative IV).
As was stated in the explanatory memorandum
in Document 536 (page 33 cf the Report of the General Affairs
Committee being the basis for the Assembly's Recommendation 1C4),
"the Mem :ers cf that Committee (sc. the Social Committee) would
at event become judges cf their own action as senior
in
Gov ernne
officials responsible for takinc an active cart in
putti *^S :n; Charter into i=J.fe<o " in their respective countries"
n 0U" expressing any views n this dispute, it should
nevertheless be agreed hat the concept of Trade Union c su 1tation through tripart' e control has became traditional
1 factors in the system ;f
implementing internal!
1 Labour Cor
expressly
recomniaed ay one i_..
U'
It would also be advisable to take into consideration
developments in the field of consultation between workers and
management within the framework of European economic integration.
It will be recalled that a consultative organ cf the same type
is provided for in the Treaty establishing the -urcpean Economic
Community, under the title of Economic and Social Council, tne
extension of which in connection with the Free Trade Area
is also, it is thought, likely to be requested by the Trade
Unions.
In view of these prospects it may be wondered whether,
in the present state of drafting of the Social Charter, it would
not be preferable to refrain temporarily from specifying the
tripartite body and to leave any decision and subsequent
instructions in this respect to the Committee of Ministers, if
the Social Committee were in agreement with such an approach, it
might be convenient to adopt the provisional solution envisaged^
in Articles 1, paragraph 1 (b); 2, paragraph 3, 7u, paragraph 4;
and 79, paragraph 3, of the draft European Code of Social
Security, where the term "the Committee" alone is used, it
being left to the Committee cf Ministers to specify which
organ will subsequently take over the functions of this
"Committee*.
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This solution is the more desirable since the composition
of the tripartite body contemplated in the Belgian proposal
(alternative 11) raises delicate problems of distribution and
weighting having regard to the snail number of five 'tenters for
each of the three component parts and the need to select then
from the employer and worker representatives of ...... 15
states (cf. in this connection the proposed division in
Article 10 of the Assembly's draft; and the system of weighting
provided for in Article 7 of the IL-0 Constitution with regard
to the nomination of employers' and workers' representatives to
the ILO Governing Body.
CHATTER X
Draft texts to Concrete the ri'rst
in co nnection v
.*. sucn new tcx-s as ii
a d o p t e d f o r the
econo Fart, on the bas:
t h o s e p r o p o s e d i n Dccume
CE/Soc (37)

(see Chapter II above).
/-

iTlr-.Xb

LJ

fE.6c.lLt

(Par-

dec. CE/5oc (57) 12)
foil:

everybody has the right to benefit from all
to enjoy the highest pcssit

ill eas n r es OXc b l l ng h
s tandard o f nea 1th

06 ins er *ced af ter na ragr.
in Append ix 4 10 CM (57)
(b)

P, igh -r to a ? r oner S
f cod
clo shi Dg and i

27. s h 0*JId the s erk ing : 'arty adopt Alternative 11 given in
01 c:E/S oc (57 ) 12 it is proposed that; after the
Far t
par c gr.aph 11 n
ioned ai)Ove (CM (57) 107, Appendix 4); a ne
paragraph 12 be inserted; reading:
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"12. Everyone has the right to a standard of
living adequate for the health and well-being of
himself and of his family, including food, clothing
end housing."
(c)

Right to Social Services

28. Should the barking Party decide in favour of the
conclusion appearing under (0 ) of Part 3 of CE/Soc (57) 12, it
is proposed that, after paragraph 16 of Part 1 of doc.
CM (57) 107,Appendix 4, a new paragraph be inserted, as follows:
"Everyone has the right to benefit by the
social services".
(d)

Right to Education

2$. (Reserved pending instructions from the Committee of
Ministers).

fYQq

The Right to Leisure

The
i r s u r.u e s t 1 0n n a i r
-0 .
l e i sure
The
.he r i g h a
e a e r a l Pe . Li. l i e a b Ge r u a n y
n t h e i r r e u 1 i e s t'
e e l ared
n a dec i a r a t e r ;
he c h a r Le

:vernments of Belgium, rrance.

;ne

t this right night be included in
form.
It was, however, not cu
lear what should be understood by the tern "leisure".
Son
averments rook it in the sense of free tine only, so that it
ecane more or less sn nyncus wicn
* * " reasonacle limitsti
iW
weekly rest or annual holiday.
ri) w-

f) rf O, 'rj

(e)

Loner governm ents, in th ei:
HypES 01 - 6 1 2 U.re *017.16 a c u i v i t i e f
p r o v i d e d b y ' u rivare
riva
initiative

me cases private activities
r l-, ri'— Ld-2S.

In doc. CE/Soc (56) and other sources - the St
quoted the ILO Recommends*
utilisation of spare tine
Committee decided not to :
the Charter.

-

well ns by public :
this field were sue

Udi.pt

d on the replies of governments
at referred to and partly
lp24 relating to the
.
However, the Social
any provision on leisure in

Much attention has lately teen given to the problem of
leisure time activities in the light of the development of
automation and the reduction of working hours' which will
presumably.be one of the consequences of that development.
Thus,-the German professor and member of parliament Carlo Schmid
- a member of the Consultative Assembly - has seated in a
pamphlet dealing with the problems of automation that the
problem of spare time takes a central position among the social
issues raised by what be calls "tne second industrial revolution"
And at the 1$57 session of the International Labour
Conference, where the main rheme of the general discussion was
automation, the Representative of the Dutch Government,
Mr. van Rhijn, devoted bis speech to leisure time questions.
He started by quoting from the Report of the Director-General
the following passage:
"Finally, it is clear that reduced hours of work bring
more leisure.
Indeed, many have suggested that the
age of automation and atomic energy will find the
bulk of its social problems centred in the field of
leisure".
Hr. van Rhijn then went on to speak, of the importance of
a proper use of leisure tine, both for the worker himself, for
his family and for society on che whole.
He posed the question:
"has the government a responsibility
with regard to leisure time activities?"
The reply was: Yes,
but only a secondary one.
People should of course decide for
themselves how they want to spend their leisure time, tut what
the government can end should do is to encourage people to spend
their leisure time well by giving proper guidance Isnlf'lTy
creating ample opportunities.
In the light of the above, the Social Committee may wish to
reconsider the question of including the right to leisure in
the Social Charter.
one following preliminary draft tent is
suggested:
"The High Contracting Parties recognise the necessity
of providing the individual with proper guidance with
regard to the use of leisure time as well as with
ample opportunities for spare time activities condu
cive to his physical, cultural and moral development.
They will endeavour, in collaboration with local
authorities and private organisations to provide or
promote the provision of adequate facilities for this
purpose."
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PART II
DRAFT TEXTS INTENDED TO COVER THE FIELDS
OF SOCIAL SECURITY AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE

*^
Considerations:
It appears from the conclusions of the Third Session of
the Social Committee that these provisions should be based
on the work undertaken by the Committee of Experts on Social
Security and that a reference should be made to the desirability
of eliminating obstacles to the free movement of manpower
arising cut of social security'legislation.
It is obviously impossible in the Social Charter to
enter into the details regarding provisions for social security.
The most practical method is presumably the one adopted,by
the Assembly, which involves a reference to the European Code
of Social Security.
It is, however, not sufficient in a Charter
which is intended to set the aims of social policy, simply to
such ratifi
provide for the ratification of the Code,
Lsis of compliance with a
cation can be effected on the
limited number only of the nine branches of social security
covered by the Code.
Moreover, it should be taken into account
that an instrument is in preparation which will embody standards
in the Ccoe *
considerably higher than those laid
Certain Governments stated in their replies to the
question concerning rights relating to the family that social
security benefits should be adjusted to family responsibilities.
Such a provision night of course be included, but it should
not be strictly necessary, because benefit rates are fixed in
to so-called "standard beneficiaries'!!
(for example a man with wife and
icr
standing that benefits should be i
greater family responsibilities.

17)

With regard to the question of equal treatment
as between nationals and aliens, the Assembly draft
refers to the European Interim Agreements on Social
Security.
This is practical, but has the disadvan
orovisional
tage th^
thes( tgreements are of
nature and may be replaced by another instrument.
Draft texts:
Social security:
Alternative I (Declaratory): .

cl n (1

See Art.
1 (H) of
the draft
barter
upended
o Rec.
104
(1956)
of the
Assembly.

Everyone has the right to social security.
With a view to ensuring the exercise of this right,
the social security systems of the signatory Govern
ments should be raised to a satisfactory level,
based on standards at least equal to these laid
down in the European Code of Social Security for
the following types of services: medical care,
benefits relating uo sickness, unemployment, old
age, employment injury, family benefits, maternity
benefits, invalidity benefits and survivors' benefits.
The signatory Governments should take steps,
through the conclusion of appropriate bilateral and
multilateral agreements, to ensure full equality
of treatment with regard to social security rights
as between their own nationals and nationals of
ether signatory Governments, as well as to provide
for the maintenance of social security rights
acquired or in acquisition by migrants, nationals
of any of the signatory Governments.
Social security tenefi ts should be fixed with
due regard to the family re spensibilities of the
beneficiary.
They should be adjusted to meet any
currency depreciation.
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Alternative II:
With a view to ensuring the exercise of
the right to social security, the H.C.P. under
take to:
1.
raise their systems of social security
gradually to a satisfactory level, basing them
selves on standards at least equal to those laid
down in the European Code of Social Security for
the following types of services:
(enumeration
as above).
2.
take steps, through the conclusion, etc.
(as above).
3.
ensure that social security benefits are
fixed with due regard to the beneficiary's
family responsibilities and that they are adjusted
to meet any currency depreciation.
Social Assistance:
Alternative I (Declaratory):
Everyone without sufficient resources and
not entitled to adequate benefits under a social
security scheme should be granted the necessary
means of subsistence and, in case of sickness,
the care necessitated by his condition.
See Art. 7
(b) of the
European
Convention
on Assist
ance.

Such assistance should be granted by any
signatory Government also to nationals of any
other signatory Government who are legally present
in its territory, subject to prescribed procedures
of repatriation.
Such procedures should be applied
with the greatest moderation and only where there
is no objection on humanitarian grounds.
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Alternative II:
With a view to ensuring the exercise of the right to
social and medical assistance, the H.C.P. undertake:
1.
to adopt adequate provisions by which every person
who is without sufficient resources and not entitled to
adequate benefits under a social security scheme be granted
the necessary means of subsistence and, in case of sickness, the dare necessitated by his condition.
2.
to apply the provisions referred to in the preceding
paragraph on an equal footing to nationals of the other
H.C.P. legally present in their territories, subject to
prescribed procedures of repatriation.
3.
not to have recourse bo repatriation except in the
greatest moderation and then only where there is no objec
tion on humanitarian grounds.
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A P ? 3 k D i 1

II

(a - c)

(a) Draft text <**n the.right to social -security
submitted by the Belgian Delegation

In T d e r to ensure the exercise of the right of all
workers to social security, the High Contracting Parties
undertake:
1.
2 .'

3

to establish or maintain systems of social security;
progressively to raise the social security system to a
satisfactory minimum level, based upon standards at
least equal to those defined in the Protocol annexed to
the European Code of Social Security for th6 following
categories of benefits: medical care, sickness
allowances, benefits in respect of occupational acci
dents and diseases, family benefits, maternity benefits,
invalidity benefits and survivors' benefits;
to try to establish a higher European standard of
social security with a view, when the risks have been
assessed, to maintaining the previous standard of
living of beneficiaries by adequate benefits;
to take steps, by concluding bilateral and multilateral
agreements, to ensure complete equality of treatment
between their own nationals and those of the other
signatory governments in respect of social security
rights, in order to ensure the maintenance of social
security rights already acquired nr in course of being
acquired by migrants having the nationality of another
signatory government and to ensure the accumulation of
insurance or assimilated periods completed under the
legislation of each of the Contracting Parties, with a
view, to the opening, maintenance or recovery of th6
right to social security benefits, as well as for the
calculation of such benefits;

3.

to fix social security benefits, taking due account of
the beneficiary's femil y burdens and to adjust them to
meet the effects of cur pency depreciation.

*

i

(b) D r a f t

bitn
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t e x t s u b m i t t e d by the I t a l i a n D e l e g a t i o n
on t h e r i g h t t o s o c i a l s e c u r i t y

a view t o

e n su rin g the

exercise

of the

right

of

all workers and their dependents to social security, th6
High Contracting Parties undertake:
(1)

to establish or maintain systems of social security;

(2)

to endeavour progressively to raise social security
systems to a satisfactory level /Teased upon the
standards defined in the Protocol annexed to the
European Code of Social Security^ for the following
categories of benefits: medical care, sickness allow
ances, unemployment and old age benefits, benefits in
respect of occupational accidents and diseases, family
benefits, maternity benefits, invalidity benefits and
survivors' benefits;

(3 )

to take steps, by the conclusion of appropriate
bilateral-and multilateral agreements, to ensure:
- e q u a l t r e a t m e n t w i t h a l l n a t i o n a l s of eac h of the
C o n t r a c t i n g P a r t i e s i n t h e a p p l i c a t i o n of n a t i o n a l
social security le g is la tio n ;
- th e a c c u m u l a t i o n of i n s u r a n c e or employment p e r i o d s
completed u n d er the l e g i s l a t i o n of each of the
C o n t r a c t i n g P a r t i e s , w i t h a view t o the opening,
m aintenance or re c o v e ry of the r i g h t to s o c i a l
s e c u r i t y b e n e f i t s , as w e l l as f o r th e c a l c u l a t i o n
of s u c h b e n e f i t s ;

- the retention of benefits arising out of social
security legislation^ whatever movements the
persons protected nay be obliged to undertake be
tween the territories of the Contracting Parties;
(t)

to endeavour to f i x s o c ia l s e c u r ity b e n e f its , ta k in g
due a c c o u n t o f t h e b e n e f i c i a r y ' s f a m i l y b u r d e n s , a n d
t o a d j u s t t h e m t o nee*. t h e e f f e c t s o f c u r r e n c y
depreciation.
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(c) Proposal of the German Delegation
Social end Kacical Assistance
With a vie*v t-o ensuring the exercise of the right to
social and medical assistance the High Contracting Parties
undertake to adopt adequate provisions by which;
1.

every person who for whatever reason is not able to
secure the necessary means of subsistence by his own
resources or by payments by third parties, in par
ticular by benefits under a social security scheme,
be granted such assistance by counselling and help
as the particular case nay require to remove want.
The necessary means of subsistence include*
(a) the necessaries of life (fn^d, housing, clothing)?
(b) cere in case of sickness and maternity;
(c) aid for minor children for education and vocational
training, and special aid for the blind, persons
suffering f r o m hearing disturbance or logopathy,
and other physically or mentally disabled persons.

2.

as a rule, assistance should be granted in the form of
benefits in cash leaving the indigent person in his home
(non-instituticral care), unless institutional care is
required in particular cases; involuntary placing in an
institution should be permitted only by virtue of legal
authorisation;

p.

regulated assistance be granted by the services of the
State, of the communities or of private institutions;
private initiative and services for preventing and
removing indigence should be particularly encouraged;

h.

political, economic, social or other discrimination of
persons receiving public assistance- be excluded.
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A P P E N D I X

III

DRAFT PREAMBLE
The Governments signatory to the present Convention
or Social Charter, being Members of the Council of Europe,
Whereas the purpose of the Council of Europe is to
achieve a closer unity among its Members, in order inter
alia to facilitate their social progress;
Desirous of progressively improving the well-being of
their citizens by a continuous raising of living standards
nnd the equitable sharing of resources and burdens, in order
to ensure the dignity of man affirmed in the European
Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms;
Conscious that the standard of living primarily
depends on economic conditions;
Resolved to ensure a regular increase of production
and trade among themselves, a high and stable level of
employment and the stability of their economies;
Considering economic policy not as an end in
itself but as a means of achieving those social objectives
reflecting the spiritual and moral values which are the
common heritage of the European peoples,
Have agreed as follows:
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COUNCJL OF EUROPE
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Restricted
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es- Der
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the Secretariat
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1.
The Social Committee, at its Fifth Session from
15th to l$th July 1957; instructed the Legal Department
to prepare a draft, for the Working Party, of the Final
Clauses of the European Social Charter (see CM (57) 107;
page 25).
The attached preliminary draft is accordingly
submitted.
2.
The suggested draft is merely an outline: it con
tains certain formulae, on the substance of which the
Working Party will be called upon to state its views.
Particular consideration should be given to the question
whether the Charter is to be exclusive in character, i.e.
whether only Council of Europe Member States may become
Parties to it, or whether - as Article 23 (b) of the
Assembly's draft proposes - other States will be allowed
to accede.
In the latter event the Working Party may
wish to make use of the text of the appended Article (g).
It will also be necessary to re-examine the Final Clauses
after the Working Party has crafted all the previsions it
wishes to insert in the Charter, in particular the imple
mentation clauses.
Conversely, 'the wording of the Final
Clauses may well necessitate changes in other provisions.
3. . It is proposed thar at the end of the first part of
the Charter, the following clause should be inserted as a
separate paragraph:
"The rights set forth in the first part cf the
present*Charter (Convention) shall be subjected
to no restrictions or limitations other than
such as are prescribed by law and are necessary
in a democratic society for the protection of the
rights and freedoms cf others and for she pro
tection cf public order, security, health and
morals".
This proposal is based on the second paragraphs of
Articles 9, 10 and 11 cf the Convention for the Protec
tion of Hunan Rights, and on Article 1 of the European
Convention on Establishment.
If it is adopted, point
lp of the first part of the Charter will need to be
reviewed.

.
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APPENDIX
FINAL CLAUSES
Article (a)
1.
In tint: 01 war or other public emergency threatening
the life of the nation any Rich Contracting Party maytake measures derogating from its obligations under this
Convention to the extent strictly required by the exigen
cies of the situai Lon, provided that such measures are not
inconsistent with .ts other obligations under international
law.
2.
Any High Contracting Party availing itself of this
right of derogation shall within a reasonable lapse of tim
keep the ecretary-General of uhe Council of Europe fully
informed or me me asures taken and of the reasons sherefcr.
It shall likewise inform the Secretary-General w len suen
measures have ceased to operate and the prcvisic is of the
Charter (Convention) to which it ras subscriceo i.re again
being fully executed.
The Seer tarv-General sh <*11 i*n t u n
inform the other High Contracting Parties accordingly. a:
Article (b)
The restrictions permitted under this Charter
(Convention) to the rights and obligations set forth
herein shall not be applied' for any purpose other than
'or which they have been p-resribed. (2 )
:hi

(1 )

This Article is identical i-.-it:h Article 20 of the
Assembly's Draft, Article i i paragraph 1
of the Convention for the Pro tecticn cf Hur-ian Hi re;
and Fundamental Freedoms, and Article 23 of the
.S* .b^isParent, i*ith the exception
pean Convention c ;i 1_
of the words "wit
reas onacle lapse of tine^
(second line of s ;on<; para graph) and the last sentence
of paragraph 2 , w
(are been added in the interests
tf'0 Sec^etarr
of clarity.
Ano
uest ion is nhethe
Gener ^ c*
ung such derogate ens to the
n o n c e of
OCO.lt

(2 )

Article cerre
version ic

s to Article ib or "hO'Co^**
ion cf Honan Hinh tS t
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Article (c)
The provisions of this Charter (Convention) shall
not prejudice the provisions of domestic law or of any
bilateral or multilateral conventions or agreements which
are already in force, or may cone into force, under which
more favourable treatment would bo accorded to the persons
protected, (l)
Article (d)
1.
This Charter (Convention) shall apply to the metro
politan territory of each High Contracting Party. Each
High Contracting Party nay, at the tine of signature or
*'of the deposit of its instrument of ratification (or
accession) (2), specify, by declaration addressed to the
Secretary-General of the Council of Europe, the territory
which shall be considered to be its metropolitan terri
tory for this purpose. (3)
2.
Any High Contracting Party may at the tine of
signature or ratification of this Charter (Convention),
or at any tine thereafter, declare, by notification
addressed to she Secretary-General of the Council of
Europe, that the present Charter (Convention) shall
extend in whole or in part to a territory or territories
specified in the said declaration for whose international
relations it is responsible.
It shall specify in the
declaration the previsions of the para.-raphs /groups of
paragraphs/ appearing in the second part of the Charter
(Convention) which it accepts as binding in respect of
the territories named in the declaration.(A)

__________________ y.
(1)

This text conforms to Article 23 of the European
Convention on Establishment.

(2)

Assuming that provision is made for accession (sec
paragraph 2 of this memorandum.)

(3)

This paragraph reproduces Article Si, paragraph 1
of the draft European Code of Social Security,
mutatis mutandis.

(4)

This paragraph is based on Article 63; paragraph 1,
of the Hunan Rights Convention, Article 2y, para
graph 2, of the European Convention on Establish
ment, Article 2A (a) cf the Assembly's Draft and
Article tl, paragraph 2, o? the draft Code of Social
Security.
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3.
The Charter (Convention) shall extend to the ter
ritory or territories named in the aforesaid declaration
as front the thirtieth day after the date on which the
Secretary-General of the Council of Europe shall have
received notification of such declaration.
h.
In the said territories the provisions of this
Charter (Convention) shall be applied with due regard
to local requirements, (l)
The Secretary-General shall communicate to the other
High Contracting Parties any declaration transmitted to
him in accordance with the present Article. (2)
Article (e)
Any High Contracting Farty nay propose amendments
to this Convention in a communication addressed to the
Secretary-General of the Council of Europe.
The
Secretary-General shall transmit to the High Contracting
Parties any amendments so proposed, which shall then be
considered by. she representatives of the High Contracting
Parties cn the'Committee of ministers.and submitted to
the Consultative Assembly for opinion.
Any amendments.,
thus approved shall be transmitted to all signatory
Governments and shall enter into force as soon as all the
High; Contracting Parties have informed the SecretaryGeneral of their acceptance; ($) *Article (f)
1. {This Charter (Convention) shall be open for signature
by the Members cf the Council of Europe.
It shall be
ratified.
Instruments of ratifications shall be deposited
with' the Secretary-General cf the Council of Europe.

(1) ! Paragraphs p and k correspond with Article
paragraphs 2 and p, of the Human Fights Convention
and Article 2A (b) and (c) of the Assembly's Draft.
(2) .
j paragraph S conforms tc Article 2y, paragraph k? of
the European Convention cn Establishment.
(H)

^

!

I this Article reproduces Article 21 of. the Assembly's
draft.
It must be decided whether amendments have
to be accepted by all the Signatories, or only by
States which have ratified the Charter (Convention)
; (i.e. the High Contracting Parries).
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2.
This Charter (Convention) shall cone into force
on the date cf deposit of the fifth instrument of
Ratification.
$.
In respect of any Signatory ratifying subsequently
the Charter (Convention) shall cone into force on the
date of deposit of its instrument cf ratification.
Lj..
The Secretary-General shall notify all the Members
of the Council of Europe of the entry into force of the
Charter (Convention), the names cf the High Contracting
Parties which have ratified it and the subsequent deposit
of any instruments*of ratification.
(1)
Article (g)
^/Xfter the entry into force cf this Charter
(Convention) the Committee of Ministers cf the Council
of Europe nay invite any State not a Member of the Coun
cil to accede to it.
Any State receiving such invita
tion may accede to this Charter (Convention) by depositing
its instrument of accession with the Secretary-General of
the Council who shall inform all the High Contracting Parties
accordingly. In respect of any State so acceding, this
Charter (Convention) shall come into force immediately
upon deposit of its instrument of accession (2)_^_/
Article (h)
1.
A High Contracting Party may denounce this Charter
(Convention) cn^y at the.end of a period of five years
from the date on which the Charter (Convention) entered
into force for such-High Contracting Party, or at the
end of any successive period cf five years, and in each
case after giving six months notice to the SecretaryGeneral of the Council cf Europe, who shall inform the
other Parties accordingly.
Such denunciation shall not
affect the validity cf the-Charter (Convention) in res
pect of the other High Contracting Parries (3).

(1)

This Article reproduces Article pk cf the European
Convention on Establishment.
Text based on Article 10 of the European Convention
on the equivalence of periods cf University study, and
corresponding to Article 23 (b) of the Assembly's Draft.

(3 ) The first paragraph is based on Article 32 of the draft
Cede of Social Security.
of the Assembly's Draft.

It corresponds to A m i d e

22
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2.
Any High Contracting Party may denounce the present
Charter (Convention), on the terms specified in the pre
ceding paragraph, in respect of any territory to which
the said Charter (Convention) is applicable by virtue of
a declaration made in accordance with Article (d), para
graph 2.
/Xny High Contracting Party which ceases to be a
Member of the Council of Europe shall also cease to be a
party to this Charter (Convention)*)?.
(1)
In witness whe eoi, the undersigned, being duly
authorised thereto, have signed this Charter (Convention).
Done at

..

this.
1 0w'
i:
of...
Engli sh and Fno no
both L6Xts beins ecu all y a*' 1 * hcri
the
in a si
coo y wn i ch shall be denosite d u i th
'The Secr 6 0a r y -Gen:
chive s of ehe Connc j_ 1 of Europe
shall t ransm it ce rt ified copies to each of the s igna

,

This paragraph corresponds to Article 65, paragraph
3, of the Human Rights Convention.
It will have to
be omitted if the Working Party decides that the
Charter (Convention) will be open to the accession
of non-member States (see Article g.).

Section III

Sixth session of the Social Committee
(October/November 1957)
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COUNCIL OF EUROPE ---------------------- — CONSEIL DE L' EUROPE
Strasbourg,

10th October

1557

restricted
CE'/Soc (57) 13 Final
Or. ?r.

SOCIAL COhhITTEE
(Sixth Session)
R E P O R T
of the Working Party appointed to prepare draft
texts for the Sixth Session of oho Social Committee,
presented by h. Delperee, Rapporteur.

1.
At its fifth session (Ipth to 19th July 1$57), the
Social Connittcs instructed the Working Party which it had
appointed at its fourth session to held a further reacting
fron 7^h to 11th October I 557 , "ken it "could consider certain
questions cot forth in paragraph 120 of the Jcnnittee's
Report (Boo. Cu (57) 10?) in preparation for the next
nesting of the Social Ccnnitteo in November 1$57*
The Working Party was to examine the following questions:
(i) Right to social security and assistance, see
Doc. CE/Soc (56 ) 19, part II and Doc. JR/Sce/hiso
(5 7 ) 3 , L end 5 ;
(ii) The rights dealt with in Doe. CE/Sec (57) 12
(health, standard of living, social services);
(iii) The Irish proposal mentioned in paragraph 100
sccvo?
(iv) Preamble*
(") Final clauses.
Draft texts would be prepares by
tk.- Legal Department ef the Sccrstariat-Oonoral;
- pc.ps^
R 7 /Pk.0 /-w,J/w.T
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(vi) Ratification ant implementation;
(vii) Draft texts to add to Part I if additions to
part II render this necessary.
2.
The Working Party met on yth October at 10 a.m.
It consisted of delegates from Belgium, the Federal Republic
of Germany, France, Greece, Italy, Norway and the United
Kingdom.
The names of the delegates arc listed in Appendix
I to this report.
The Secretariat had prepared two
memoranda and draft texts to serve as working papers.
The
first of these memoranda deals with the final clauses of
the Charter (Dec. CE/Scc/W? II (57) 2), the second with the
other Questions submitted to the party (Dee. CB/Scc/WP II
(57) i).
3.
M-. Vcysey, as Chairman of the Social Committee, opened
the meeting.
The Research Director of the SecretariatGeneral announced the decisions concerning the establishment
cf the Social Charter which were taken by the Ministers'
Deputies at their meeting from 2prd September to 1st October
1357* '"Yrhc ministers' Deputies approved the three meetings
proposed, by the Secretariat, that is, the present meeting of
the Working Party,-the Social Committee's meeting in November
end a joint meeting cf members cf the governmental Social
Committee end representatives cf the Assembly's Social
Committee. ^ T h c Research Director mentioned the criticisms
made by seme Deputies of the fact that the second part of the
Charter contains ^revisions which arc net all binding and
in some eases fall below international stenc.ardsjf(f or
example previsions relating to Trade Dni
rights oc no*.
The
as far as those in Convention 87 of the l.L.O.)
Director of Research also informed the Working Party of the
Deputies' instructions t the Social Committee with regard
to the inclusion of th rir ot to education in the Charter;
this right was laid do wn in the Protocol to the Convention
on Hunan Rights;
what was new needed was to include the idea
cf free education.
The Deputies instructed the Social
text in the matter and would decide later
Committee to draft
whether the text it drew up should be included in the Charter,
Finally the Deputies had
onsidersd it advisable that the
craft Charter should be s bmiotod to legal experts.
It was
SUggCS' cd. that
ears ce she Social Committee should if
nece: sary brine
next meeting.
ion th;
gal exp
For 'nc ss.bic r e a s o n s
Secretariat
oho Legal r-r-.'r-.-.bCC'E cart in the 0-0
UU-C-g.
ucoion an
Yc
rc--

--

mg
EaiLE a;

-ar/

decided to start by considering the rights on its programme,
namely points i,ii,iii and vii of paragraph 120 of Doc.
CM (57) 10y (including education) and to end up with points
iv, vi and v of the same paragraph.

1

.

Right to Social Security

5 . It was decided tcnJca.s.c.,,discussion.cf^thisnright^pn the
B e l g ian
sal reproduced in Appendix II (a) to the
TUCXlSrandum prepared by the Secretariat (Doe. CB/Sec/WP II
(57) 2),
since this proposal was similar to the Italian
proposal in Appendix II (b) and to the text previously drawn
up by the Secretariat (Dee. CE/Soc/W? (57) 1; Appendix 1).
tftn^ paragraph 1 of the Belgian p r o p o s a l had Pcen adopted,
there was an exchange of views on paragraph- 2 : should this
paragraph mention ootil the ct
t h e r e t o , aalthough
lth cu
the Protocol thereto,
these instruments ar
officially in force?
After the representatives of^ Norway,
Belgium and the United Kingdom had agreed that paragraph 2
should be sub-divided so that references to the Code and the
Protocol should appear..separately, the representatives of
Belgium and France supported an amendment by Norway which
would alter the text to road as fellows:
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"2.

To Maintain the social security system at a
satisfactory minimum level complying with the
requirements for ratification of the European
Cede of Social Security" (see final texts in
Appendix III to this Report).

6.
It was decided! to refer to the Protocol in a paragraph 3,
worded as fellows (the reference to be placed' in square
brackets):
"3*

To endeavour progressively to raise the system
of social security to a higher level /leased upon
standards defined in the Protocol annexed to thp
European Code of Social Security/".

7.
There was a long discussion on whether it was advisable
to retain the mention of the different categories of social
security benefits.
in the opinion of'the Norwegian
Delegation an enumeration of the categories might lead to
confusion among the public, which might interpret it to mean
that the standards referred to in the text acplied to each
individual category.
In fact this was net sc, insofar
as the Code was based onlv on a selected few of those
standards.
At the suggestion rf she
rise: D e l e g a t i o n
reference tc che different oac.rcri.s
cefios was dolei
in the amended text a d o p t e d by th: "erking Party;
a
suggestion.by the Italian Delegation that those categories
should be inserted in paragraph 1 was rejected.
Also
rejected was a proposal that the text of the Cede shoul'
be reproduced as an Annex to the final text of the Charter.
8.
Next the Belgian and Italian Delegations each spoke
in defence of their own draft text of na^acraoh )j (para. 3
of the Italian draft) concerning 0 qu a1 it y o f tre a til'dh t .
Supported by the Norwegian and German Delegations the
Italian text (paragraph k) was adopted, with a slight altera
tion at the end of the second paragraph.
This text is
reproduced in Appendix III to this Report.
Finally, after a discussion in which the Norwegian,
French, Belgian, Gorman and United Kingdom Delegations took
part, the Dorking party decided to delete paragraph 3...which
deals with the adjustment of sccial^trcurity* benefits'to
meet the effects of currency depreciation (Belgian proposal)...
According to the Delegations mentioned above, the object of
this' paragraph 3 was already provided fer in the European
Code and it was therefore unnecessary tc repeat it in the
Charter.
The Italian Delegation opposed this point of view
after the rejection of a Belgian proposal that benefits
should be adjusted according tc any appreciable variations
in the cost of living.
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II .

Right to Social and Medical A s sistance

10. The Working Party had before it a text drawn up by the
Secretariat and a detailed text put forward by the German
Delegation which was replaced in the course of the meeting: b^
a new text which is reproduced as Appendix II to this Reoort^
(Dec. CE'/Scc/W? II (57) I* Aopendix II in fine (c). rcola^^c
by Doc. CB/Scc/W? II Hisc. (5 7 ) 1).
"
11. A discussion arose over paragraph (a) of the new Gorman
text.
This paragraph was adopted in an amended form in
accordance with a proposal by the Norwegian Delegation to
omit the list of moans of subsistence.
12.
Paragraph (b) of the German text concerning the placing
of assisted persons in a foster family was rejected.
Discussion then followed on paragraphs (c) and (d) of the
Gorman text, cf which the first (relating to help by
appropriate services) was adopted, while the second, concerning
private initiative and private services, was rejected at the
proposal of the Norwegian Delegation^ supported by France.
Italy and Belgium.
13*
Paragraph (c) cf the German text which deals with
discrimination in the matter of assistance, led to lengthy
discussion.
This took account of the possibility that th
right to public assistance may entail the loss of ether
rights (for example the loss of the right to veto).
the suggestion
;he tc:
Despite the amendments mad(
cf the Chairman, the members cf the Working party could not
roach agreement!
It was, however, decided that the emended
text will bo included among the texts submitted to the
Social Committee tut that it will be placed in square
brackets in order to call the Committee*s attention to the
difficulties to which the discussion gave rise.
(See
---sendee text (paragraph 3) in Appendix ill).
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iJj,+
The Working Party then examinee eke question of equal
treatment in the natter cf assistance Ter foreign workers as
provided for in paragraph 2 cf the text drafted by the
Secretariat and reproduced as alternative II at the end of
Appendix I tc Doc."c3/Scc/WP II (57) 1.
Ip. After agreeing to accept this text in principle - in order
to have a* certain u^uAterpaTt"t*c the similar*provision laid',
down in the right t social security - the-verking Party-adopted
an amendment put forward by the Chairman tc incorporate this
text in the following paragraph
(paragraph 3 of Alternative
II drafted by the Secretariat).
The final text; which then
became paragraph iq of the amended German draft; is reproduced
in Appendix III.
1c. Before adopting the final text the Working party discussed
at length whether it was necessary, in principle, to refer in
the Charter to existing instruments dealing with the same
question (in this ease the European Convention on Social and
Medical Assistance).
At the suggestion of the Norwegian
and Belgian Delegations, the Working Party decided that there
was no reason why obey should net include suck a reference
and adopted paragraph h. which refers to the European
Convention.
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. A proposal by the Greek Delegation to insert the phrase
"insofar as possible".in paragraph I was rejected.
The
Greek Delegation expressed reservations with regard tc the
adopted text.
Ill-

Ike right to health

18. .The Working Pa rty based its consideration cf this
subject on the text drafted by the Secretariat (Chapter 11,
Part I, of Dec. CP/Scc '(57) 12).
This text was prepared in
the light cf the opinion by the Committee of Experts on.
Public Health.
After deciding that the passages in square
brackets in Alternative II should be omitted, the Working
Party adopted the wording reproduced in the attacked
Appendix III.
Since the text thus adopted is to be
inserted in Part II of the draft Charter, the Working Party
reserved the right tc draft a corresponding text for in
clusion in Part I.
(See Chapter IX below).

IV.

Right to a proper standard of living; etc.

IQ.
In this connection the Working Party examined the
considerations end proposals in Chapter II, Part 2, of
Dee. CB/Soc (57) 12.
On a notion by the Norwegian
Delegation, they agreed that this right "be referred to in
the preamble to the Charter.
The Italian representative
alone dissented:
he suggested that the right in question
should be inserted in the body of the Charter and entered
a reservation as regards the majority decision of the
Working Party.
It was decided that the final text would
be drafted when the preamble was discussed.
V.

The right to Social Services

20. After considering the draft text prepared by the
Secretariat, which appears in Chapter II, part $, of
Dee. CB/Soc (57) 12 (amended text of Article 1 cf the
Consultative Assembly's craft), the Working party adopted
a proposal by the German representative to omit the prevision
on the right to social services.
The Working party's
decision was based on the fact that there was no longer any
need for such a clause, since the draft in its present state
already included a number of previsions on social services
(see the agreed text on social and medical assistance, as
well as certain clauses relating to the right to work).
VI.

Irish proposal on the protection cf women workers

21. At the previous meeting of the Social Committee the
Irish Delegation had proposed the adoption cf a text worded
as fellows:
"To prohibit the employment of women on night work
in specified employments or on specified work under
ground, or on certain processes which may be pr e 
scribed by national laws as unsuitable for women."
The Social Committee had referred this question to the
Working Party for study (Doc. CM (57) 107, paragraph $$).
* '^
^ The Greek, Italian, Luxembourg and Turkish Delegations
hao seated that they were in favour cf the principle embodied
in the text concerned.
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22. ' During the discussion by the Working Party the Italian
and German Delegations said that in principle they supported
the Irish text, but the Belgian, French and Norwegian
Delegations were opposed to it.
In particular, they recalled
recent criticism by the women's organisations of the notion
of special protection for woman in their work.
The impor
tance of that criticism was recognised by the United Kingdom
Delegation,

2 3 . The I.L.O. representative called the attention of the
Working party to oho International Labour Conventions on
women workers, namely Convention h. of 1$1$ as amended in
1^34* and Convention k.5 of 1$35*
After noting that the
principle of special protection for women at work was
already implicitly recognised in part I, paragraph 8 of the
draft Charter (Doc. CM (57) 107; Appendix IV, Part I,
Point 8: "other employed women as appropriate"), the
Chairman suggested a slightly amended version of the Irish
text.
The Norwegian and Belgian Delegations upheld their
opposition to the text, which roads as follows:
"The High Contracting parties undertake to take action
to regulate the employment of women workers on night
work in specified employments and to prohibit their
employment in specified work underground or as appro
priate on heavy work which is unsuitable for them."

j

2k.
Subject to a reservation by the French Delegation, it
was agreed that the Working Party would submit that text
to the. Social Committee at its next mooting, tut solely
with the object of preparing the ground for final considera
tion of the problem, since the Working Party had teen
unable to reach agreement.
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VII

The n o m

. Report,
2$. As mentioned in pai agraph 3 of the pr e s cn L
the Ministers! Deputies instructed the Sc cia 1 Conmittee to
S in c c the Wcr king
draft a text on the rip! t to education.
party had received no instructions on the su u jc ct, the
Secretariat was asked to prepare an app *or i a tc draft for
consideration bv the next nesting of th.0 See al Ccnxitt C3 .
VIII

right

-iU J
isure
L

26.

Ceirt-am asi ten of this riaht jer' fiscussed in the
'n 5/Soc/N? II (37) 1 , chapter X,
Secretariat's
Point (e)).
The Working Party debated whether the subject
should be dealt with in the draft Charter.
In the opinion
of the Belgian,German,Italian and Norwegian Delegations
it more fittingly belonged to the cultural field, and they
felt that it would be out of place in a Social Charter.
Since it had no specific instructions, and since the Social
Committee had previously decided that the right to loisurc
should not be included in the Charter, the Working Party
did not draft a text.
IX.

Draft texts to complete the First Part
01' the draft' charter

27 . After discussing this question, which is dealt with in
Chapter X of the Secretariat's memorandum (CB/Soc/WP II
(57) l),the Working Party adopted a new Article on the right
to health (cf. decision in paragraph 13 of the present
Report).
The text proposed by the Secretariat and adopted
by the Working Party reads:
"Everybody has the right to benefit from all measures
enabling him to enjoy the highest possible standard of
health attainable" (Chapter X, Point (a), of Dec.
CE/Scc/WP II (5 7 ) 1 ).
An emondment by the Norwegian Delegation to insert the
words "scientifically accepted" after the phrase "all
measures" was rejected.
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X.

-

Legal scope of the Charter
(Ratification conditions)

28. The head of the Secretariat is Legal Department attended
the meeting of the Working Party at which this subject was
discussed.
The Secretariat had crafted certain articles
(CE/3cc/w? II (57) I; Chapter VIII) and the Belgian and
United Kingdom Delegations had previously submitted two
proposals to the Committee (CE/Soc (57) 8 and 5 ).
2o. The Chairman summarised the attitudes adopted by the
Delegations in the Social Committee (see Doc. CM (57) 107,
paragraph 110).
There appeared, ho said, to be throe
schools of thought.
The first held that all the clauses of
the Charter should be accepted as mandatory,
The second
took the opposite view, namely that the Signatory States
should be entirely free to choose those clauses by which
they wished to be bound (United Kingdom proposal).
The
third school of thought, to the effect that there should be
a minimum number of binding previsions, was reflected in the
Belgian text;
it might give rise to two interpretations:
first, that there should be a minimum number of provisions
accepted and freely chosen by participating States
("numerical minimum"), and second, that there should bo a
"prescribed minimum" of provisions which would be binding
cn all participating States.
The two inrerpretations
mignu oc alternative or complementary.
The Belgian,
Norwegian, Italian, German and French Delegations supported
a system"combining the "numerical minimum" and the "prescribed
minimum".
The United Kingdom Delegation preferred the
system of a "numerical minimum" freely chosen.
It mas
agreed, on a proposal by the German Delegation, to defer a
final decision until the Social Committee had finished
drafting the various Articles, and the replies of Govern
ments had been received regarding their acceptance of the
binding clauses.
In that connection it will be recalled
that the Secretariat circulated a questionnaire to Govern
ments in accordance with the Social Committeets decision
(CM (57) 107, paragraph 11$), asking them to state which
previsions of Fart 11 they would be prepared to accept as
binding.
30.
The Working Party drew up a text for submission to the
Social Committee, so that the latter could take a final
decision in the natter and fix the exact minimum number of
obligations to be assured by all the Governments.
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31.

On the basis of the craft submitted by the Secretariat
(CE/Scc/WP II (57) 1) chapter VIII alternate II) and a
proposed amendment by the Belgian Delegation, the Working
party drew up a text founded on the idea of a "numerical
minimum".
This text mot the approval of all the Delegations
except that of Italy, which made an express reservation in
the natter.
The adopted text can be found in Appendix IV
tc the present Report.
32.

The adopted text calls for the following comments:

(a) sub-paragraph (a) of ih. first paragraph refers to
Pert I of the*Charter.
It was drawn up in accordance with
the Belgian memorandum (lee. CD'/Scc (57) 1) on which the
Secretariat's draft was based.
j(CR/Soc/w? II (57)
Chapter VIII).
(b) Two alternative versions were drafted for sub
paragraph (b) of paragraph 1 concerning the settlement
of a numerical minimum, of which the first is based, cn a
minimum number of the numbered paragraphs in Part II cf
the Charter and the second on a* m in arum numb er of Chapters,
thro is uo say of croups of paragraphs relating 1 0" tube same
right.
At the suggestion/of the Belgian Delegation, it was
agreed that the minimum number cf obligations could bohigher if the Governments wore tc be bound by a number cf
paragraphs rather than chapters.
Tho Belgian Delegation
proposed that, should the latter solution be adopted, the
minimum number of chapters required for ratification should
amount to
cf oho total number cf chapters.
It would
rest with the Social Committee tc take the decision in the
natter at its next meeting.
The Italian Delegation pr e 
tested against a system of ratification based cn a choice
by paragraphs, which, in its opinion, would seriously lower
the prestige cf the Charter.
The ether Delegations did
not share this view.
(c) After a long discussion as to which part of the
Charter should contain this text, the Working Party decided
that it night tc advisable to place it in a now part which
would become Fart III of the Charter and which would thus
contain provisions dealing with natters of substance as
distinct from these dealing with ratification procedure
which appear in the last part cf the Charter (final clauses).
33*
The Italian Delegation again drew the attention cf the
Working party to the need for having specified obligations
binding cn all the member Staves within a system of"a
"numerical minimum" (see paragraph 31 above).
The Working
Party, aligning itself with the opinion cf the German
Delegation, thought that she idea put forward by the
Italian Delegation might bo re-examined by the Social Committee
afeer receipt of the replies tc the questionnaire sent to
Governments (referred tc in paragraph 28 cf this Report).
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3^. At the request of the Chairman, the representative of
the Secretariat stated that,in accordance with the decision
cf the Social Committee at its last Session (sec paragraph
lit of the Report - CN (57) 107); a circular letter had teen
sent to the members cf the Social Committee,asking them to
state to what extent they could accept the mandatory
provisions.
35. At the suggestion of the German Delegation, it was
decided that in a further letter communicating the texts new
being crafted by the Working party, the Secretariat would
invite all the members cf the Social Committee to endeavour
to obtain specific instructions from their Governments os to
the acceptability of these texts and others net yet considered
by the Social Committee sc as tc enable them, at their
meeting on 2pth November, tc ccmo tc a final conclusion with
regard to the minimum number cf previsions (chapters and/or
numbered paragraphs) which the Governments arc prepared to
accept as mandatory.
/

36 .

The Chairman suggested that in his opinion the Charter
could: new be drawn up in five parts.
The first two would
deal with social rights and principles and the resulting
obligations devolving on the Contracting States.
part III
would contain certain previsions on questions cf substance
concerning ratification and the legal scope cf the Charter,
part IY would deal with its implementation and part 7 would
contain a number cf final provisions including these relating
tc ratification procedure.
37* The Working party having agreed tc this scheme, the
Secretariat was instructed to prepare a complete draft text
of the Social Charter for the Social Committee, having due
regard 00 the texts drawn up at the present mooting and one
suggestions mace for the general lay-out of the Charter.
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Xi.

unplenentaticn of the Charter

38.

Concerning the implementation of the Charter and the
supervision of its implementation, the Working party had
before it a text drafted by the secretariat giving four,
alternative versions^(CE/Scc/WP II (5 7 ) 1 Chapter IX)^
provisional draft text had previously been submitted t . the
Social Committee by the Belgian Delegation (CE/Scc (57) 8 ).^
In addition, the German Delegation had submitted a new pro
posal to the Working Party (see Appendix VI). '
3$. The Gorman Delegation cane back to the question it raised
during the 5 th session, of the Social Committee.
First, it
thought that the Committee of Experts referred to in the
Secretariatts draft should net be identical with the l.R.O.
Committee of Experts for the application of Conventions and
Recommendations.
These highly qualified experts had enough
to do as it was.
It was surely net impossible to find
equally qualified exports in the Western countries.

rh O

ho.
The second point raised by the German Delegation was in
connection with the supervision of the Charter's implementation
by a tripartite body.
The German Delegation was net
convinced by the arguments in favour of the tripartite
principle in the implementation of the Charter.
To apply
this principle in the Council of Europe would jeopardise th
very structure of the Council as an organ of intcrgcvcrnmcn
ce-cperation.
There was no valid comparison between the
proposed body and the consultative Economic and Social
Committee of the Common market.
With regard to the
Consultative Assembly!s idea of a Social Chamfer it should bo
*r "
had no t 3'** op „ed ' .is
that
L.SSOO
n-n,
roe-, oenc.od one Coo
octal barter oaki:
the draft annex to Recommendation ICJy and the differing
observations and suggestions made during the debates in
public session cn this matter.

y

ipl. Finally, the German Delegation thought that the
mechanism for the implementation of the Charter and its
supervision should be as simple as possible.
It accordingly
proposed that a sub-ccmmittce of the Social Committee should
receive the reports and conclusions of the Committee of
Experts.
The German Delegation could not agree with the
argument.of the General Affairs Committee of the Assembly
(reproduced in the Secretariat's memorandum) that by acting
as the body supervising the implementation of the Charter
the Social Committee would bo a "judge in its own cause".
The Reports submitted by a High Contracting Party would not
bo examined by the representative of that Party only but by
several delegates representing various High Contracting
parties.
The sane procedure applied within the I.L.O.
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);?. The German Delegation saw no reason to fear that the
solution proposed in this matter would exclude the
participation of trade union representatives in the implement
ation of the Charter.
Under the terms of the German
proposal there would be two stages in which workers and
employers organisations should participate in implementing
the Charter.
The national organisations could be consulted
on the national level and representatives of international
organisations would have every opportunity of putting forward
their opinions in the proposed Sub-Committee.
This system
would be in conformity with N o . 5 of the operative part of
the Resolution (SO) 25 of the Committee of Ministers.
h.3 . The Italian Delegation favoured the idea of supervision
by independent experts, but wondered whether the task should
not be assigned to the I.L.O. experts or exports working in
close contact with them so as to ensure unity of jurisprudence.
The questions raised by the implementation of the Charter
could often be the same as those judged by the I.L.O.
Committee of Experts for the application of Conventions
and Recommendations.
The Italian Delegation was against
the idea of a tripartite body to supervise the implementation
of the Charter and gave its unqualified support to the
solution advocated in the Gorman proposal.

y

Mg. The Belgian Delegation persisted in its belief that the
only way of associating the trade union organisations with the
implementation of the Charter - as advocated by the Committee
of Ministers in its Resolution (5 6 ) 25 - was to sot up a
Tripartite Committee.
It could not therefore accept the
Gernan proposal.
This proposal did, however, involve a
simplification and so should be regarded as a sound basis
for discussion on the understanding that a solution would
still have to be found to two difficulties net provided
for in the proposal, namely (1) the need to create a link
between the proposed Committee of Experts and the Committee
of Experts of I.L.O., so as to ensure unity of jurisprudence
and (2) the need to find a satisfactory alternative solution
which would permit the effective association of trade union
and employers! representatives.

Lp. The United Kingdom Delegation accepted the German
proposal as a sound basis for a solution.'
!i6 . The Norwegian Delegation was of the same opinion.
It
considered that the German proposal met the need for
simplicity; even if it could not accept it in its entirety.
hj. The Greek Delegation supported the German proposal on
condition that a genuine link was established between the
two Committees of Experts in question and that the employer
and trade union organisations should somehow or other be
represented at the international and not at the national
level.
ii3. The French Delegation shared the opinion of the Greek
Delegation.
Ly.
Sunning up the general discussion, the Chairman observed
that there seemed to bo agreement in the Working party on
the following points:
(a) The appointment of a Committee of independent
experts, on the understanding that there would have to be a
link between then and the I.L.O. exports.
(b) The idea of enabling the representatives of the
employer and trade union organisations to be associated in one
way or another with the implementation cf the Charter.
One
aspect of this association would be to send copies cf the
periodical reports to these organisations.
pC. The only point on which the Working party had not reached
complete agreement was the composition of the body to which
the Committee of Experts would submit its conclusions, which
raised the whole problem of the participation cf employers
and trade union representatives in this body.
pi. With regard to the link with the I.L.O. Committee of
Experts, the Working Party adopted the Belgian proposal that
the I.L.O. should appoint a representative to sit in a
consultative capacity in the Committee cf Experts, appointed
by the Committee cf Ministers (as provided for doth in the
German proposal and in the Secretariat's text).
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$2. The I.L.O. representative informbd the Working par^y _
that the proposed solution appeared satisfactory.
He saic^
ho agreed with the opinion of the Belgian Delegation that i"
was essential that the I.L.O. representative should sit on
the Committee of Experts rather than on the Committee to
which its conclusions were submitted.
53.
The majority of the Working Party agreed with the idps
that copies of the governments reports should be transmitted
to national trade union and employers organisations.
The
French Delegation, howevor, expressed a reservation with
regard to this procedure.
The most representative trade
union and employers* organisations wore not always
affiliated to international organisations whicn had
^
consultative status witn the Council ci huropc.
cid n
seen appropriate to transmit the reports to one naticn^trade union and employers' organisations, since they were
not all i-i a position to make known their views within ^ne
Council of Europe.
The French Delegation would be prepared
prevision
that international organisations
to support a
t
informed
through Secretariat channels.
should be kept

the Work!
Working party
5!'. ?cllowirc this general discussion, the
examined the clauses of the text submitted by the German
Delegation (see Appendix *vl)*
Article A (1)
55. At the suggestion of the Norwegian Delegation the
,
Working pa-r-ty decided to substitute the phrase "a report at
two-yearly*intervals" for "annual r e p o r t " .
Article A was
adopted with this amendment and a fcw^purcly formal
alterations.
(See new text in Appendix 7).
Article 3

which have net been acceptably a uont.-acing pare;
provision based on the practice ^in I.L.O., was^supi
the Belgian, Italian, Gorman and trench Delegation
latter Invoking the necessity of gradual implement!
(1) The following numbering refers
the Working party.

o tne text s crawn UP oy
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It was opposed however by the Greek and Norwegian Delegations,
the latter calling attention to the difference between the
task of the I.L.O. and that of the Council of Europe with
regard to the implementation of the Social Conventions.
57.
The German Delegation expressed the opinion that it was
precisely the reports on the unaccepted provisions which
could pave the way for the eventual acceptance of these
measures.

58 . The Working Party agreed to an amendment proposed by the
Italian Delegation, by which the Committee of Ministers would
decide which provisions should be dealt with in the reports,
and adopted a new version of Article B.
(See Appendix V).
59.
The Working Party decided not to adopt the Article C of
the proposal of the German Delegation.
Article C (new text)

6c. With regard to the former Article D, which has become the
new Article C, the question arose whether trade union
organisations should be authorised to furnish comments on the
reports of which they receive copies and what action should be
taken on such comments.
The French Delegation reaffirmed its
previous observations.
It thought that the transmission of
reports to national trade union or employers' organisations
would be justified only if their opinions could be made known,
through international organisations with consultative status,
to the organs of the Council which will consider the reports
of the High Contracting Parties.
61.
The Working Party, after considering the possibility of
finding another formula to satisfy the French Delegation,
agreed to a compromise proposal, suggested by the Head of uhe
Legal Department of the Secretariat, to add to the former
Article b (now Article C, paragraph 1,) in fine the words
"which are members of the international organisations of
employers and trace unions in consultative status to the
Council of Europe".
62.
The German Delegation pointed cut that this amendment
did not take into account the fact that the International
Organisation of Employers did not (or not yet) possess con
sultative status.
The amended text was nevertheless
retained and the members of the Working Party expressed the
hope that the 1 .0 .E. would in the rear^future decide to appT*
for consultative status with the Council of Europe.
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6 $.

The Working Party then discussed the purpose of sending
copies of the reports to the national employer and trade
union organisations and What was to be dene with the consents
made by then cn those reports.

6ii. The I.L.O. Representative said that the question
presented itself differently in his Organisation.
In certain
countries the trade union organisations were in the habit
of submitting comments on the reports in question.
Those
comments wore transmitted to the Committee of Experts and
the organisations had the opportunity of making known their
views in the Tripartite Committee for the application of
Conventions and Recommendations.
Article C and D

6 5 . Following the information given by the I.L.O.
Representative, the Norwegian Representative said that the
Charter should lay an obligation on the governments to transmit
the comments of the employer and trade union organisations
tc the Committee of Exports.
The French Delegation said it
agreed with this principle.
The German, Greek and United
Kingdom Delegations being against making it compulsory for
governments tc transmit the comments of the trade union
organisations tc the Exports, the Working Party agreed cn a
compromise, supported by the French, Belgian and Italian
Delegations, which is incorporated in the amended text cf
the new Articles C, paragraph 2, and D, paragraph 1, (see
Appendix V).
*6-

6 6 . in drafting the text of the now Article E, the Working
Party discussed the question cf the composition cf the
Committee cf Experts provided for in former Articles E and F.
The paragraphs 2 - ^ cf the now Article E contain a more inloss nidified text cf the German Delegation's proposal, made
under former Section G, concerning the terns cf reference
of the experts.
Article F

6 7 . In a new Article F the Working Party has provided for
a link between the Committee cf Experts and I.L.O.
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Arti clo G

68.

ccnncctic:

examining the ccncl "lens of the
on c a r e s s e d the
cf Expcr
Ccrr.
desl re th at there should te a genuine association of workers
In the opinion cf
and emolo yers in t'id work of this tody.
the Belgi an Delega ;ion the terms of Resolution (5 6 ) 25 of
the Ccnrnittee cf M .nisters allowed only for the active narticipaei on of trade un .on representatives in this body, which
In practice,
should tnerefere b : a Tripartite Committee.
it x as the interna ;ional trade union organisations which
would send representatives.
This would meet with the
desire of the French Delegation in this matter.
nose

69.

The Italian Delegation took the view that the con
stitution of a Tripartite Committee would be incompatible
with the Council of Europe as an inter-governmental organi
sation.
70.
The Norwegian and United Kingdom Delegations expressed
their agreement with the text of former Articles I and K in
tne Ce rman proposal (see Appendix VI).
The Belgian Delegation
adhere d to its views.
It did rot attach any importance to
words, but, in the interests of efficiency, advocated a sclutfC'^ *.'*hich would allow for the effective association of
trade union representatives with
the work of the Committee
in cue
t woulo.
to a S u ^— enmittee in which the trade union delegates
would S v t in a consultative capacity.
The ether Delegations
could not accept this proposal.
They agreed on the formula
set cw t in paragraph 2 of the new Article H (see Appendix V)
by whi ch "The Sub-committee shall hear the views of representatives of the international employers and trade union organisatiens.
The Belgian Delegation did n:
ict fin: this
satisf actcry and expressed its reservations.
Article H
71.
The former Article I having been adopted with some
modifications becomes Article H.
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Xil. Final Clauses
7^. ^ -L-i -.ae presence cf ire Heaa of the Legal Deoartment she
Working_?arty next considered the memorandum by the Secretariat
(
CE/SOC/WP II (57) 2).
Articles"(a) ^no (b) of she text,
reprcaucea in an_Appencix
..hat !*emorandum, were adopted with
" * * ' ^. --"-l --menoc.en..s.
m e amenaed aexts anoear in A m c ' d i x
"II to the present report.
Article (c) was adcpted"uncharaed,
:er sere discussion cf its neces.
A United Kingdom
insert a reference tc custom rad social uractices
;.fter
agreements'
jot adopts;

73- . The Working Party then adopted with slight amendments
Article (a) relating tc the application of the Charter in
non-metropolitan territories.
The Working Party was unanimous
in its view that the Charter should be applied with flexibility
in these territories.
The Norwegian Delegation thought
that it should be recorded that the phrase "in whole or in
part" in the present draft should be interpreted as follows:
The number cf obligations assumed by the Contracting Parties
nay differ according to the non-metropolitan territories
concerned and need not be identical with the number cf those
accepted by the metropolitan country itself.
This view has
been expressed in the amended text (Appendix VII).
The Greek
Delegation considered that the Charter should extend to all
European territories administered by the member countries cf
the Council cf Europe and situated within the European
geographical orbit.
The United Kingdom Delegation said that
international agreements could not be applied to selfgoverning non-metropolitan territories without their agreement.
The Text before the Working Party took account cf the fact by
making the extension of the Charter to non-metropolitan
territories the subject cf a separate declaration by the
metropolitan country and the United Kingdom Delegation could
not accept any provision which did net safeguard this
situation.
The matter was left to the decision cf the Social
Committee.

7 -t.

Article (e) dealing with amendments to the Charter after
its ratification was adopted with a few drafting changes.
Passing on tc Article (f), on ratification formalities, the
Working Party agreed on a minimum cf five ratifications and
a period cf thirty days.
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75.
Article (g), dealing with the accession cf non-member
countries of the Council of Europe, which was proposed as a
oasis for discussion in the Legal Department's draft, gave
rise to a long discussion.
Some of the delegation, includ
ing those of Greece and France, opposed the idea of an "open"
Charter.
The Creek Delegation based its objections partly
on the fact that the Charter, according to wishes of the
Committee of ministers, should form a counterpart to the
European Convention on Hunan Rights, and also on the fact
that the latter was a "closed" Convention.
After the
Norwegian, German and Belgian Delegations had expressed the
view that the Charter should be of an "open" character, which
would make it more effective and increase its impact, the
Forking Party thought it advisable tc leave the text as it
stood, while drawing the attention of the Social Committee tc
the differences of opinion in the Forking Party.
7$.
On the question of denunciation of the Charter, provided
for in Article (h), some members cf the Forking Party thought
that the procedure should be made mere flexible by allowing
High Contracting Parties in certain circumstances to denounce
individual Chapters or paragraphs cf the Second Part of the
Charter.
The French and Belgian Delegations had misgivings
about this proposal.
An amended text reflecting the majority
view was drawn up for the opinion of the Social Committee.
77.
It will be seen that the text cf paragraph 4 cf Article
(h) has been placed in square brackets;
the reason is that
the retention of the provision in question depends on whether
the Charter is to be "open" or "closed".
78.
In regard to the Final Clauses, the Forking Party dis
cussed the text put forward by the Legal Department in
paragraph 3 cf its Memorandum, amended according to the
Department's own proposal (see Appendix V I I B ) .
This text
constitutes a general guarantee clause limiting the re
strictions to which the States nay subject the applications
cf the principles set forth in the first part cf theCharter.
The German and Norwegian Delegation opposed the idea of such
a clause, which in instruments cf this kind was only
justified when it was a question cf the rights and not of
principles, as in Part I cf the Charter.
The Belgian,
Uniced Kingdom and Creek Delegations having expressed
themselves in favour of this clause, she Forking Party
decided tc reproduce the text in Appendix VILA.
The text
has been placed in square brackets in order to call
the attention cf the Social Committee tc the divergence cf
views within the Forking Party.

2iO

XIII

Preamble of the Charter

g Party had before it a draft Preamble prepared
79.
ci etariat and reproduced as an appendix to Dec.
by th
CE/SCC/W? II
7) 1.
The United Kingdom Delegation submitted
nether text for the Preamble, appearing in a proposal which
it had pur forward earlier (Doc. CE/S0C^(56) 7). ' After ccnsidering both texts, the Working Party unanimously accepted
the
Kingdom proposal (see Appendix VIII to the present
report).
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II

Proposal of the Federal Republic of Germany

Right to Social and Medical Assistance
With a vie* to ensuring the exercise cf this right the
High Contracting Parties undertake
(a)

to ensure by State, community or private services, that
every person mho is without adequate resources and who
is unable to secure suck resources on his own cr with the
aid cf third parties, in particular by benefits under a
Social Security Scheme, be granted such assistance as the
case may require in order to secure food, medical care,
housing, clothing, education and vocational training;

(b)

to ensure that, as a rule, the necessary benefits in cash
or in kind will be granted in the form cf noninstitutional care, unless the circumstances cf the case
require placing in a fester family cr in an institution,
and that involuntary placing in a fester family cr in an
institution will be permitted only by virtue cf legal
provisions:

(c)

to provide that everyone nay receive by appropriate services
such counselling and personal help as nay be required to
prevent, to remove cr to alleviate want;

(d)

to encourage and promote private initiative and private
services for preventing and removing indigence;

(e)

to O'ISU.O'6 Of.?.t there will be no political, economic,
social or cth er discrimination against persons
receiving pub lie assistance.

2!4

A P P E N D 1 X

III

Texts adopted by the Working Party
Texts to be inserted in Part I of the Charter
(after point G)
"Everybody has the right to benefit from all measures
enabling him to enjoy the highest possible standard of health
attainable".

Texts to be inserted in rant 11 of the Charter

night to Social Security
In order to ensure the exercise of this right;
Contracting Parties undertake:

1

.

the High

to establish or maintain a system of social security:

2.

to maintain the social security system at a satisfactory
minimum level complying with the requirements for
ratification of the European Code of social security;

3.

to endeavour to raise progressively the system of social
security to a higher level /based upon standards define!
in the Protocol to the European Code of social security/:

4.

to take steps, by the conclusion of appropriate bilateral
and multilateral agreements, to ensure:
equal treatment with all nationals of each of the
Contracting Parties in respect of social security rights
the accumulation of insurance or employment periods
completed under the legislation of each of the
Contracting Parties, with a view to the opening,
maintenance or recovery of the right to social
security benefits, as well as for the calculation
of such benefits;

the retention c

benefits arising cut of social
ion, whatever movements the persons
e Contracting Parties;
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Right to social and medical assistance
In order to ensure the exercise of this right the High
,or tracting Parties undertake:

1.

to 0 nsur'0 tha L- eV 0
I'Oso urce s and Y.'h i
;'*r
hL s o w n or f r
so cj.a1 S e c1 *
.
u.nHo
no a n S 01 * su r,C;ist en'c
ne ce ssitat 0 d cy hi s
to p rovi de that ev 6
0-1 S
se rv ices gu ch. CO *
re cu ired r 0 rev en

/3.

UO ensur e tha U p er s
no for tha u rea sc n
po ii urea 1 O'r SCO ia i

-uicaiar oy Denei-tus
rrantea the necessary

.ing and personal kelp as may be
;o remove, or to alleviate want;

1"*

public assistance shall
a diminution of their

1 0 a '-"'T'lir rlhe pro vi s,
o a &rau hs on an ec*
Hi
Con tra c ting r a:
; legally present in tneir
re i*riter
s sub Je c'
the provisions regarding
re o a tria ti n con ta ii
S conal a n o
edie-al Assistance.
nl.OjlU L'O Health
In order to ensure one exercise o. ; m s rignt, one
High Contracting Parties undertake, either directly or
Ln co-operation with public or private organisations tc
;ake appropriate measures designed inter alia:
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(a)

to remove as far as possible the causes cf
ill-health:

(o)

oo oo'C'Voo.e a.aviscry and educational facilities
ticn of health and the encourageyog:.-.p*^ O'
idual responsibility in natters
alth;

(

L/*—cf.^
& s possible epidemic^
endemic and ether di seases.

protection cf women workers
The High Contracting Parties undertake to take action to
regulate the employment cf women uorkers on night work in
specified employment and to prohibit their employment in specified
work underground or as appropriate on heavy work which is
unsuitable for them.
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IV

Text adopted by the Working Party
relating to Part III of the Charter
(legal scope)

"(l)

hach of the H.C.P. undertakes:
(a)

(b)

to consider the first Part of this Charter as a
declaration of the aims which it will pursue by
, all appropriate means, as stated in the intro
ductory paragraph of that Part.
to consider itself bound by not less than X of the
Chapters or by not less than Y of the numbered
paragraphs of the second Part of this Charter to be
selected by it.
The Chapters or paragraphs
selected shall be notified to the Secretary-General
of the Council of Europe not later than the time
when the instrument of ratification of the H.C.P.
concerned is deposited.

(2) Any High Contracting Party may, at a later date, declare :
notification to the Secretary-General that it considers itself
bound by any numbered paragraphs of the second Part of the
Charter which it has not already accepted under the terms of
the preceding paragraph.
Such undertakings subsequently
given shall be deemed to be an integral part of the ratifi
cation and shall have the same effect as from the date of
the notification.
(3) The Secret ry-General shall communicate to all the other
High Contractin Parties any notification which he shall have
received pursue t to this Part of the Charter."

2)3

P ? E N D I X

)raft

Articles adopted by the Working Party
relating to the implementation of
the Social Charter

Article (A)
The H.C.P. undertake to send to the Secretary -General
a report at two yearly intervals,
the Council of Europe ;
in n form to be determined by the Committee of ministers,
concerning the provisions of the second Pert of the Charter
which they have accepted.

01

Article (B)
The H.C.P. shall send to the Secretary-General of the
Council of Europe, at appropriate intervals as requested by
the Committee of Ministers, reports relating to the provisions
Charter which they did not accept
of the second Part of u
)eir r a r n i c a n o n or in a rabseouent notifiat the t ine of
cation.
The Committee of Ministers shall determine from tine
on which previsions such report shall ;e reouesrec ana
to time
the form of the reoorts to
; provided.
-.rticle (C)

(1) Eac h H.C.P. shal 1 COnnunica te ccpi es of it
refe rred to in .vrticl es
and 3 to its national
whic h ar c members of the interna ticnal organise
enpl oyer a ! and tr ace unio ns in consulta tire sta
Corn cil of Europe *

;icns
ro one

The u .C.P. shall for ward to the Se cretary--General of the
Coun cil of Eurone
* c onuents on the said repo:rts received
from the se nation al oroar isation s, if so reques ted by then.

(2)
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Article (p)

r\) o o o

uperts sent to the S
Secretary-General of the Council
L*e ureor
under .*.rcicles
A.rticl e s
and
of* hxnerts^ who s-hal
oricaraed ao the Seer
le C.
./.
Article

(E)

(l) The Committee cf Experts shall consist of not mere than
seven members appointed by the Committee of Ministers from a
list of independent experts of the highest integrity, and of
recognised competence in social and international questions,
n o m ir .a o e a b y r hhe High Contracting Parties,
(2) L no a end-era cf the Ccnniat
period of six years.
They nay
may be re-appointed.
of the nonhers first appointed,
.rootre at- the end cf four
shall '

Come
hnn

The members whose terns are no expire a
al period cf four ye^rS; shall be chose:
tree cf Ministers innedi ately after the
een made.

However,

ip p o m tm e n t

on.
the Committee cf Experts appointed to replace
has not expired shall hold
member wnose tern cj

.cie
The International Labour Organisation shall be invited
nominate a representative to participate in a consultative
in the deliberations of the Committee oi mxperos.
Article

(C)

(1) The
ncl usions of the Committee cf Exper
ahjtll CC sutniated fer exanination to a Sub-ecmmittee of t
This
)overnne:
roe ci ah e Co uncil of Europe.
Governmental
Social Ccncr.ittee
Suc-Qcnniccee s]iall ce
iccsea ci one representative of e ^ p/h
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L-.u-committee shall hear the views cf representatives
of the international employers' and trade union organisations
in consultative status with the Council cf Europe.
(3) The Sut-ccnnittee shall present to the Committee of
Ministers a report containing its conclusions and appending
the report cf the Committee of Experts.

ri ^

Article

(H)

Qn tHG C0 2 1 S 02
The Committee of Ministers
of the ooo-cconitor- e, and after consultation Ylth
Y,C.^
-r,y
sultatj ve ,\sserr;bly. '-.-n.*!y-e
ry roc-

A P ? E N D T X

VI

Proposal cf the Federal Republic of Germany
relating to the implementation
cf the Social Charter

Article (A)
The H.C.P. undertake to submit to the Secretary-General
cf the Council of Europe an annual report, in a form to be
determined by the Committee of Ministers on the provisions to
which they have adhered.
Article

(m)

retary-General of the
The H.C.P. shall send
Council cf Europe, at the intervals a,nd in the form determined
by the Committee cf minist ers, report s on the state of their
tho o^ovis^o^'S cf each cf
the Articles X to Y which they did no t accept at the time of
their ratification or in a subsequent notification.
Article

(C)

The H.C.P. may, where appropriate, reproduce in full or
in part the reports which they have previously submitted o the
International Labour Organ isation or any other competent
international oroani saticn on the sane ocints.
Article

(p)

The H.C.P. shall communicate copies of the annual and
periodical reports to the most widely representative
employers' and trade union organisations.
Article (E)
The reports shall be examined by a Committee cf Experts.
The Committee cf Experts shall consist of five members and
shall be constituted in the following manner.
A.ruicle (?)

(1)
in c:
iu- a

cXieri
.^AC

ence
tegrity,

(2)
The members of the Committee of Experts shall be elected
by the Ccmmittee of Ministers by an absolute majority of
votes.
Article (G)
(1) The rierbers cf the c
peri.od of five years.
Th
the renter'S elected at th'
two renter'S shall expire
(2 ) The n:Orbers whose te:
init ial pe ried of three y<
Comm ittee of Ministers in
has been completed.
(3)
-A member of the Committee of Experts elected to replace
a member whose terms of office has not expired shall hold
office for the remainder of his predecessor's term.
Article (H)
The members of the Committee of Experts shall receive for
each day of duty a compensation to be determined by the
Committee of Ministers.
Article

(l)

the reports and conclusions of the Committee of Experts
shall re submitted to a Sub-committee of the Social Committee.
This Sut-ccmnittee shall be composed of one representative of
each of the H.C.r.
article

(1 ) .ne Suc-c
conclusions n

(K)

;tee shall examine the reports and the
che
Committee of Exoerts submitted to it.
ca

(2 ) The Sub-committee may hear the views of representatives
of the most widely represent
ive international employers' and
trade union crmanisaticns.
(0 )

The Sub-committee shall present to the Committee cf
hrcuch the Social Committee
annual rei
inclusions.
.-.mere

report, make to each H.C.r.

(L)

any necessary recommendations

-n.
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FIV^L

VII

CLAUSES

Article

(a)

ablic emergency threatening
1.
In time cJ *ar or other
High
Contracting Party nay take
any
H
the life cf the n
measures.dercgat "ng^fren its
Convention to th ; enter.t str
cies cf the situ .ticnw provi.
inconsistent wit i its cther
lev.

prarty which has availed itself oJ
within a reasonable laose oi
this
-egation sha
me
retary
won^
n ana oj
fulhv informed cf' -h,u wsr-sun
11 lib.^wise

2.

^ry u.rn

ic ooer-

ft0 ^
ex-.*'*'

ii.e

otbr

dor is
cret-iry-O-n
ctirw rarsi'

and the snovisaon^

ccrdinrlv.

(l)

yrio^e
rights and cbli
for any o*rr*oose
prescribed.*(2)

ions a_-.-r.-y--ted under this Charter to the
"ions set I'orrh herein shall not be applied
*hnr ran a]hat for which they have been
Article

(c)

orisi ens of and s Ch arter 3 ha 1 1
sin law or of any b iga
Previ c1 rns of do
an cy -n a Ir ea
conve -it1
or a0r eererys
ccne int0 fonce. m der wni ch rsore faV our r:
b e ac CO raua t^ the persons or te cted . (3 )
(1 )

Draf
fret
Cou--

- ^ 1"—tier
ricn

o f Hurnsn ri
<^r H s t a b l i s *

; - . u*

pc
c:

^eiuaice tne
:r multilateral
'crce, or nay

r ticle 20 of the ruS s enbly's
y
Con vent ion for the
of t
Q of
opea n
she
t-rce pni on cf tre w erds
eccn a 1
of secc r a
2
w
nic
yyrr ash

c:
(2 '

/.
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Article (d)

c+

rt '-

ctiTt

1.
This Charter shall apply to the metropolitan territory
each High Contracting Party.
Each High Contracting Party n
at the time of signature or of the deposit of its instrumen
of ratificaticn^or accession/(l), specify,
J declaration
addressed
of the Council of Europe
Pressed to the Secretary-General
S:
the; territory whicl'
which shall be considered to be its metrcpoli
territory for this purpose. (2)
of ratifies
2.
Any High Contracting rarty may at the tin
of this Charter or at any time thereafter, declare
notification addressed to the Secretary-General of the Conn
of Europe, that the Charter shall extend in whole or in par
a ncn-metrccolitan territory or territories specified in th
or wncse .nternational relations it is
declaration
t
.tie
in the declaration of the
-haptt : or paragraphs of she second Part of she Charter wh
;erribcries
Of
tne

^.
Ti*i6 Charter shal 1 extend to the territory or te
named in the aforesai d declaration as from the thi rt
after the date on whi -h the Secretary-General of the ;cunci
of Euroce shall have received notification of such eclaratio-n.

(1)

Assuming that provision is made for accession.

(2 ) This paragraph reproduces article 8l, paragraph 1 of
the draft European Code of Scci al Security, mutatis
mu.t
(.3)

Article 63) paragraph 1, of
ticle 2$, paragraph 2, of
blishment, Article 2h. (a) of
e 8l, paragraph 2, of the
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h.
In the sail territories the provisions of this Charter
shall be applied with duo regard tc local requirements, (l)

3.
The Secretary-General shall communicate to the ether
High Contracting Parties any declaration transmitted tc him
in accordance with the present --rticle. (2)
Article

(e)

ny Sir*reator y Cov ernne nt m * propos e amendments to this
0!'.:arte r 111 E 0 cr*."*.unioa tion addr sed tc the Secretary-General
of the CoUE'"'.il of Purr re. The Se er-etary'-General shall transmit
t^ th.
h;r Sirn atr-y-y
rnne nt s any amendments so nrcoosed.
Loh SEE11 tnan EE 00 o.rid'nrod ty the Coremittee of Ministers
yy E SU-:nit"(h to the 0r'r.srltati re Assembly for opinion, ^nv
anendr:on cS EPPr0 vad by *;he Con'dittee of ministers shall enter
iil':o f'ore e as soo n as all the H - h Conor acting Parties have
od the Searetarv—rare ral rf their acceptance. (1 )
^rti cle (f)
1
T:Mis or.arter shall be open or sion ature by the Members
of the Ccm o il of o.urc;EE . It hha 11 be r atified. Instruments
of ratification shall be deposited with the Secrotarv-General
of the Council cf -Urc a-.
this C h a r t e r s
2 .
/ f t e r a r e or.t^
EE"
raoi float'on.
I n res s e c t rf
3*
C h a r tor s h e l l cone
t ne d a t a of d e p o s i t
— *
the
"he

force

'y ratifying subsequently,the
.s from the thirtieth day after

shall notify all the Members of
T h = SSecretary-General
ecretary-f the entry into force of the Charter,
C o u n c i l of H u r o
Contracting Parties which have ratified
n a m e s of the Hi

it and the subsequent deposit of any instruments of ratific
ation. (l)

- ." .I ;
j_ correspond witn .-rri^lo 6 p; ^ yc(1)
Paragraph
icle
graphs 2 ana p of"the'Human lights Contention and .-.r
2u'(b) and (c ) rf the Assembly's Draft.
paragraph !i, of an

e 21 of the ^ssemo
-n that amendments
ratified the Chart

^ or

KnBKaaa&g
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el..Uni
yce of this Charter th^ Con
tin- . ntrv inac
oro-httee
-.dT t
'.P
-.
io 1.
L-.
U ' ' unci-i of fnrope na y invite any 3t
---r.:y State
r cf the 0- uncil tc accede to O t .
no:
uch inaitat L.on ua Y accede to this Cha rter tv
tier
its instrun n.nt cf accassicn u ith the Secrete. ^Y'
General of rhe Council icn* snail i n f c m all the High Co;
Parties arcccrdincly.
In respect of any State sc acceding, this
cone into force immediately upcn deposit of its
instrument of accession. (2)
-It'

article

1

.

(h)

High Contracting Party nay denounce this Charter oni'-Y
tn.6 end
a period of five years from the date on which
iter-,d int'* force, or at the end of ar.r successive
Ch arter
led r'f u
tr t*.
u'Cue
11 infer)
otr.e
acc.'-rdin.il**.
Such denunciation
11 nca a.
ct nar H,
provided that at all tines
arc nt
Contracting Party nay on the terms specified in

paragraphs cf the second par
accepted, provided that the
binding upon that Party oral
X or Y respective!".

cf* -hU-n Chapter wnic h it has
p-f unapt^rs cr paragraphs
ar all tines net oe less than

p.

Any High Contracting rarty nay denounce the
QCs.CtsrS or paragrapns cd tne secona
cified
Part of the Charter, on one ter
, -n respect of any territory to
which the said Charter is applicable bv virtue of a declar
ation made in accordance with Article Id), c

Ql-,r"o.i^(ut*: Qjp g.Yp-g g'.r

(1) Thi .-rticle rep rraUCjS
h^t-tl^ sm.-nilt.
Convanti cn

ticle 3d- of the European

t'rle 10 rp sha furs assn C^nvsrsian on
(2) Tex one ecni al-orme cf ,i-ri'-*is Cf S' varsity studr, and ccrrespcnsirp
.-ssenh -i"'a Draft.
re rtic d.e 2 3 (o) of
rn ^ratals a2 cf tns sraft
arh is t as
O) f'Y-.^ '''St
,'C
^ -gy .-*^*a'alo
cf ana
a***.
Cod^ C1 a
! -'T-adT-.
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oi
ucun-iii
:his Charter./ (l)

arty which ceases to be a hence
all also cease t"' be a Tarty to

u undersigned, bei blC duly
to, have s m a d this Charter.
zone
this.
d
19
Engli sh and Frenc il, both texts being equally authoritative,
in a single copy hich shall be deposited within the archives
of the Ccun c il of Europe.
The Secretary-General shall
trar.s it ce r tifie d conies to each of the Signatories.
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Amended draft of the introductory paragraph
cf Part 1 of the Social Charter
adopted by ahe Working Party.

first fart:
rhe High C entr aa uinn fa rties accept as an aim cf policy
tr C-6 rursued b y ail apprrpri ate rseans both national and
trt errfttiers! i ch araater th e atta inment of conditions in
-.,m ^.h ****'"..a.
erd Yrircipl es set fortn hereafter in this
tively reali sed. /"Subject only to
'.Se ef
fir st
.r/n rA stria tic rs cr !iritati m s as arc prescribed by law
.0
sY- rripSSh j*r /n
dmc^r aria soctety for she protection
cf L!:h riants - ia I're ^rm e rf ether s and for the protection
rf r u b lin crier . serrri
alth ar a .dcra-S/
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Working "arty

in charge to prepare the Sixth Session
cf the Social Committee

Amendment to Dec.

C3/Sco/WP II (57) 2

VN c!

presented by the Secretariat

n

is proposed to modify the clause inserted in paracf Document Ch/Soc/hP II ($7) 2 as follows;

lamenting their policy the High Contracting
rties will net subject the rignts and principles see iortn
1 tnis
* * ' ^t of ;he Charter to restrictions or limitations
cc such ;s are prescribed by law and are necessary ir
C uher tuaj
D
3democratic
society for the protection of the rights an
eedems cf ethers and for the protection cf public order 3
curity, health and morals. tt
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N D I X

VIII

Draft prearble
cf the
European Serial Charter
adopted by
the Working Party

Contracting

Parties,

Members of the C^urr il ^f Europe,

C oe.s;.a. ri no that the aie: of the Council of Europe is the
achiever;-; nr cf greater unity but*,seen its renters f or the
purpose '*f safeguarding and realising the ideals a nd principles
-heir cerror, heritage and cf facilitatin y their
econoric and social progress, in particular by the raintenance
are furor .^r realisation of ho.ran rights and funds rental
freedoms;
Considering that in tue European Convention on Hue:an Eights
ana one Protocol thereto the herder States of the Council cf
Europe agreed to secure to their peoples the civil and political
rirrts and freoders therein specified;
Eeinc r esolved to rake every effort in ccrrc-n to i:nprove the
standard of living and to prorate the social well- being of
tkeir peoples;
Have

screed as follows:
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COUNCIL OF EUROPE ------------ —
------------- CONSEIL DE L' EUROPE
Strasbourg,

3 1 st

October 1$5?

Restricted
CE/Soc (57) 19

SOCIAL COMMITTEE
6th Session

European Social Charter
Draft texts drawn up by the Social Committee
and by the Working Party

Information document
drawn up by the Social Division

PREAMBLE
^/ihe High Contracting Parties, Members of the Council of
Europe,
Considering that the aim of the Council of Europe is the
achievement of greater unity between its Members for'the
purpose of safeguarding and realising the ideals and principles
which are their common heritage and of facilitating their
economic and social progress, in particular by the maintenance
and further realisation of human rights and fundamental free
doms;
Considering
that in the European Convention on Human Rights
and the Protocol thereto the Member States of the Council
of Europe agreed to secure to their peoples the civil and
political rights and freedoms therein specified;
Being resolved to make every effort in common to improve the
standard of living and to promote the social well-being of
their peoples;
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Have agreed as follows:_J7(*^

PART

I

The High Contracting Parties accept as an aim of policy
to be pursued by all appropriate means both national and
international in character the attainment of conditions in
which the rights and principles set forth hereafter in this
First Part may be effectively realised.
/subject only to
such restrictions or limitations as are prescribed by law
and are necessary in a democratic society for the protection
of the rights and freedoms of others and for the protection
of public order, security, health and morals^.fl)*
1*
Everyone shall have the opportunity to earn his living
in a freely accepted occupation.
2.

All workers have the right to just conditions of work.

/.
3.
All workers have the right to safe and healthy working
conditions.
4.
All workers have the right to a fair wage sufficient
for a decent standard of living for themselves and their
families.
5'
All workers and employers have the right to freedom of
association in national or international organisations for the
protection of their economic and social interests.
6.
All workers and employers have the right to negotiate
collectively.
7*
Children and young persons have the right to a special
protection against physical and moral hazards arising in
their work.
8.
Expectant or nursing mothers in employment and other
employed women as appropriate have the right to a special
protection in their work.

(1 )

m e texts between square brockets have not yet been
adopted definitively by the full Committee
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o.
Everyone has the right to appropriate facilities for
vocational guidance and training to help him to choose an
occupation suited to his personal aptitude and to his
interests.
10.

Everybody has the right to benefit from all measures
........
' * the highest possible standard of

11. All workers and their dependants shall have the right
to social security.
12* Everyone without adequate resources shall have the right
to social and medical assistance.
13* Disabled persons have the right to rehabilitation and
resettlement, whatever the origin and nature of their disability14*
The family as a fundamental unit of society has the
right to appropriate social and economic protection.
15* Mothers and children, irrespective of marital status
and family relations, have the right to appropriate social
and economic protection.
16*
The nationals of any of the High Contracting Parties
have the right to engage in any gainful occupation in the
territory of any of the others, on a footing of equality
with the nationals of the latter, subject only to restric
tions based on considerations of security, public order and
public health, or on cogent economic or social reasons*
17* Migrant workers have the right to protection and
assistance*-

HI

Not yet definitively adopted by the full Comm
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PART

II

The ripht to work
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake:
(1 )

to accept as one of their primary aims and responsibi
lities the achievement and maintenance of a high and
stable level of employment;

(2 )

to protect effectively the right of the worker freely
to choose any available occupation, though this provi
sion shall not be interpreted as prohibiting or autho
rising any union security clause or practice;

(3 )

to establish or maintain free employment services;

(4)

to promote appropriate vocational guidance,
and rehabilitation.

training

The ris*ht to just conditions of work
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake in so far as
such measures are not put into effect under national schemes
by agreements between employers' and workers' organisations
or are not normally carried out otherwise:
(5 )

to provide for reasonable daily and weekly working
hours, the working week to be progressively reduced,
to the extent that the increase of productivity and
other relevant factors permit;

(6 )

to provide for recognised public holidays with pay;

(7 )

to provide for a minimum of two weeks'
with pay;

(3)

to provide for additional paid holidays for workers
engaged in dangerous or unhealthy occupations as pres
cribed;

annual holiday
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(9 )

to provide for

3

guaranteed weekly rest period.

The richt to safe and healthy working conditions
(1 0 ) With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake to provide
for adequate protection of life and health during work.

The right to a fair wage
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake:
(ll) to permit deductions from wages only under conditions
and to the extent prescribed by national laws or regu
lations or fixed by collective agreement or arbitration
award;
and recognise:
(1 2 ) the right of all workers to additional wages for work
performed at the request of the employer in addition to
normal working hours;
(1 3 ) the right of men and women workers to equal pay for work
of equal value.
The exercise of these rights may be realised by volun
tary collective agreement, by statutory wage-fixing machinery,
or by other means appropriate to national conditions.
The right to organise
(14) With a view to ensuring or promoting the freedom of
workers and employers to form local, national or inter
national organisations and to join organisations for
the protection of their economic and social interests,
the High Contracting Parties undertake that national
law shall not be such as to impair,""nor shall it be so
applied as to impair, this freedom, subject only to
restrictions prescribed by law for reasons of national
security or public interest or for the prevention of
disorder or crime or for the protection of the rights
and freedoms of others.
The extent to which the guaran
tees provided for in this paragraph shall apply to the
armed*forces, the police and the administration of the
State shall be determined by national laws or regulations.
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The rie*ht to bargain collectively
With a view to the promotion of this right the High
Contracting Parties undertake:
(15) to promote, where necessary and appropriate, machinery
for voluntary negotiation between employers or employers'
organisations and workers' organisations, with a view to
uhe regulation of terms and conditions of employment by
means of collective agreements;
(16 ) to promote the establishment and use of appropriate
machinery for conciliation or arbitration for the settle
ment of labour disputes;
' (1 7 ) to encourage and promote joint consultation of workers
and employers;
and recognise:
(18 ) the right of workers and employers to collective action
in cases of conflicts of interest, subject only to
limitations prescribed by law for reasons of national
security or public interest.
The right of children and younp persons
to protection
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake in so far as such
measures are not put into'effect under national schemes by
agreements between employers' and workers' organisations or
are not normally carried out otherwise:
(1 9 ) to provide that the minimum age of admission to employ
ment shall be 15 years, subject to exceptions for child
ren employed in prescribed light work without harm to
their health, morals or education;
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(20 ) to provide that a higher minimum age of admission to
employment shall be fixed with regard to prescribed
occupations regarded as dangerous cr unhealthy;
(2 1 ) to provide that persons who are still subject to compul
sory education shall not be employed in such work as
would deprive them of their education;
(22 ) to provide that the working day of persons under lo
years of age shall be limited in accordance with the
needs of their development and particularly with their
need for vocational training;
(2 3 ) to provide that employed persons of under 18 years of
age shall be entitled to not less than three weeks'
annual holiday with pay;
(24) to provide that persons under 18 years of age shall not
be employed in night work with the exception of certain
peculations provided for by national law and regulations
(25 ) to provide that employed persons under 18 yea/s of age
shall be subject to regular medical control, with the
exception of certain occupations provided for by
national law and regulations.
The right of employed women to protection
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right,the High Contracting Parties undertake in so far as
such measures are not put into effect under national schemes
by agreement between employers' and workers' organisations
or are not normally carried out otherwise:
(26 ) to provide either by paid leave or by adequate social
security benefits for women to take leave before and
after childbirth up to a total of 12 weeks;
(27 ) to prohibit dismissal from employment during or on
account of maternity absence;
(28 ) to provide that mothers who are nursing their infants
shall be entitled to sufficient time off for this pur
pose.
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Protection of women workers(l)
(29) The High Contracting Parties undertake to take action to
regulate the employment of women workers on night work
in specified employment and to prohibit their employment
in specified work underground or as appropriate on heavy
work which is unsuitable for them.
The ri^ht to vocational guidance
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties will endeavour:
(30 ) to provide or promote assistance to individuals in
solving problems related to occupational choice and
progress with due regard for the individual's charac
teristics and their relation to occupational oppor
tunity;
such assistance to be available both to young
persons, including school children, and to adults;
(3 1 ) to encourage the full utilisation of the facilities
provided, by appropriate measures such as reducing or
abolishing any fees or charges.
The right to vocational training
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake:
(32 ) to provide or promote, as necessary,
vocational training of workers;

the technical and

(3 3 ) to provide or promote a system of apprenticeship;
(34) to provide or promote, as necessary, special facilities
for re-training of adult workers where this is neces
sary as a consequence, particularly, of technological
developments or of dislocations of the employment
market;

*/ *
III

Not yet definitively adopted by the full Committee.
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(35) to encourage the full utilisation of the facilities
provided, by appropriate measures such as:

Nota:

(a)

reducing or abolishing any fees or charges;

(b)

granting financial assistance in appropriate cases

(c)

including in the normal working hours time spent
on supplementary training taken by the workman,
at the request of his employer, during employment;

(d)

ensuring, through adequate supervision, the effi
ciency of apprenticeship arrangements and the
adequate protection of apprentices*

The following paragraphs 36 - 59 have not yet been
definitively adopted by the full Committee.
Riprht to Health

(36) Tn order to ensure the exercise of this right, the
High Contracting Parties undertake, either directly or
in co-operation with public or private organisations to
take appropriate measures designed inter alia:
(a)

to remove as far as possible the causes of illhealth;

(0 )

to provide advisory and educational facilities for
the promotion of health and the encouragement of
individual responsibility in matters of health;

(c)

to prevent as far as possible epidemic, endemic
and other diseases*
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Right to Social Security
In order to ensure the exercise of this right, the High
Contracting Parties undertake:
(37 ) to establish or maintain a system of social security;
(33) to maintain the social security system at a satisfactory
minimum level complying with the requirements for
ratification of the European Code of social security;
(39 ) to endeavour to raise progressively the system of social
security to a higher level phased upon standards defined
in the Protocol to the European Code of social security/";
(40) to take steps, by the conclusion of appropriate bilateral
and multilateral agreements, to ensure:
- equal treatment with all nationals of each of the
Contracting Parties in respect of social security
rights;
- the accumulation of insurance or employment periods
completed under the legislation of each of the Contract'
ing Parties, with a view to the opening, maintenance
or recovery of the right to social security benefits,
as well as for the calculation of such benefits;
- the retention of benefits arising out of social
security legislation, whatever movements the persons
protected may be obliged to undertake between the
territories of the Contracting Parties;
Right to social and medical assistance
In order to ensure the exercise of this right the High
Contracting Parties undertake:
(4l)

to ensure that every person, who is without adequate
resources and who is unable to secure such resources on
his own or from other sources in particular by benefits
under a social security scheme, be granted the necessary
means of subsistence and in case of sickness the care
necessitated by his condition;

(42) to provide thst everyone may receive
by appropriate
services such counselling end persona 1 help as may be
required to prevent, to remove, or to alleviate want;

Zf43) to ensure that persons receiving public assistance bhall
not for that reason, suffer_from a diminution of their
political or social rights^/
(44) to apply the provisions referred to in the preceding
paragraphs on an equal footing to nationals of other
High Contracting Parties legally present in their
territories, subject to the provisions regarding
repatriation contained in the European Convention on
Social and Medical Assistance.
The right of the disabled to rehabilitation
and resettlement
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake:
(4p) to take adequate measures for the provision of training
facilities, including specialised institutions where
necessary;
(46) to take adequate measures for the placing of disabled
persons in employment, such as specialised placing ser
vices, facilities for sheltered employment, and measures
to encourage employers to admit disabled persons to
employment.
The rieht of the family to social and
economic protection
(4?) The High Contracting. Parties, recognising the importance
of the family as a fundamental unit of society, will
endeavour to ensure the economic and social protection
of family life.

The ri^ht of mothers and children to
social and economic protection
(48) With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties will take all appro
priate and necessary measures for the effective protect
ion of mothers and children including the establishment
or maintenance of appropriate institutions for the
purpose.
The right of access to employment
in other member countries
With a view to promoting the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties will endeavour:
(49) to apply existing restrictions in a spirit of liberality;
(50) to simplify existing formalities and to reduce or abolish
chancery dues and other charges payable by foreign
workers or their employers;
(51) to liberalise, individually or collectively,
governing the employment of foreign workers;

regulations

(52) to permit their own nationals to engage in gainful acti
vity in the territories of the other Member States
subject only to restrictions prescribed by law for
reasons of national security or public interest*
The right of migrant workers to protection
and assistance
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake:
(53) to provide adequate and free services to assist migrants,
particularly in obtaining accurate information, and to
prevent, so far as national laws and regulations permit,
misleading propaganda relating to emigration and immi
gration;
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(54 ) to adopt appropriate measures to facilitate the depar
ture, journey and reception of migrants, and to provide
appropriate services for health control and medical
attention;
(55 ) to endeavour in so far as such matters are regulated by
law or regulations or are subject to the control of
administrative authorities, to secure for migrants
lawfully within their territories equal treatment with
nationals with regard to the following matters:
(i)

remuneration and other employment and working con
ditions;

(ii)

membership of trade unions and enjoyment of the
benefits of collective bargaining;

(iii) accommodation;

(56 ) to secure for migrants equal treatment with nationals
with regard to the following matters:
(i)

employment taxes, dues or contributions,payable
in respect of employed persons, and

(ii) legal proceedings relating to matters referred to
in this Article;
(57 ) to secure that migrants, subject to the completion of a
reasonable period of employment or residence, are
adequately protected against involuntary repatriation
or expulsion;
(58 ) to permit, within legal limits, the transfer of such
parts of the earnings and savings of the migrant as he
may desire;
(59 ) to extend the protection and assistance provided for in
this Article also to self-employed migrants in so far
as such measures apply to this category.
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PART
(1)

III (1)

Each of the H.C.P. undertakes:
(a)

to consider the first Part of this Charter as a
declaration of the aims which it will pursue by all
appropriate means, as stated in the introductory
paragraph of that Part;

(b)

to consider itself bound by not less than X of the
Chapters or by not less than Y of the numbered
paragraphs of the second Part of this Charter to be
selected by it.
The Chapters or paragraphs selected
shall be notified to the Secretary-General of the
Council of Europe not later than the time when the
instrument of ratification of the H.C.P. concerned
is deposited.

Any High Contracting Party may, at a later date, declare
by notification to the Secretary-General that it considers
itself bound by any numbered paragraphs of the second Part of
the Charter which it has not already accepted under the terms of
the preceding paragraph.
Such undertakings subsequently given
shall be deemed to be an integral part of the ratification and
shall have the same effect as from the date of the notification.
(2)

(3)
The Secretary-General shall communicate to all the other
High Contracting Parties any notification which he shall have
received pursuant to this Part of the Charter.

(1)

Part

III has not yet been definitively adopted.
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PART

IV (-)

Article

(A)

The H.C.P. undertake to send to the Secretary-General
of the Council of Europe a report at two yearly intervals,
in a form to be determined by the Committee of Ministers,
concerning the provisions of the second Part of the Charter
which they have*accepted.
Article (B)

3

The H.C.P. shall send to the Secretary-General of the
Council of Europe, at appropriate intervals as requested by
the Committee of Ministers, reports relating to the provisions
of the second Part of the Charter which they did not accept
at the time of their ratification or in a subsequent notifi
cation.
The Committee of Ministers shall determine from time
to time, on which provisions such report shall be requested
and the form of the reports to be provided,
Article (C)
(1) Each H.C.P. shall communicate copies of its reports
referred to in Articles A and B to its national organisations
which are members of the international organisations of
employers' ana trade unions in consultative status to the
Council of Europe.
(2)
The H.C.P. shall forward to the Secretary-General of the
Council of Europe any comments on the said reports received
from these national organisations, if so requested by tnem.
Article

(D)

The reports sent to the Secretary-General of the Council
of Europe under Articl es A and 3 shall be examined by a
Committee of Experts, wwo shall have also before them any
comments forwarded to the Secretary-General raider paragraph
2 of Article C.

(1) Fart

17 hue not yet been definitively adopted.
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Article (E)
(1)
The Committee of Experts shall consist of not more than
seven members appointed by the Committee of hi nisters from a
list of independent experts of the highest int egrity, and of
recognised competence in social and interna tic nal questions,
nominated by the High Contracting Parties.
(2 )^ The members of the Committee shall be appointed for a
period of six years.
They may be re-appointed.
However, of
the members first appointed, the terms of two members shall
expire at the end of four years.
_(3)
The memoers whose terms are to expire at the end of the
yinitial period of four years, shall be chosen by lot by the
'Committee of Ministers immediately after the first appointment
has been made.
(i() A member of the Committee of Experts appointed to replace
a member whose term of office has not expired shall hold office
for the remainder of his predecessor's term.
Article

(F)

The International Labour Organisation shall be invited
to nominate a representative to participate in a consultative
capacity in the deliberations of the Committee of Experts.
Article

(G)

(1)
The reports and conclusions of the Committee of Experts
^$hall be submitted for examination to a Sub-committee of the
^governmental Social Committee of the Council of Europe.
This
Sub-committee shell be composed of one representative of each
of the H.C.?.
(2 ) The Sub-committee shall hear the views of representatives
of the international employers' and trade union organisations
in consultative status with the Council of Europe.
(3)
The Sub-committee shall present to the Committee of
Ministers a report containing its conclusions and appending
the report of the Committee of Experts.
Article

(H)

The Committee of Ministers may, on the basis of the report
of the Sub-committee, and after consultation with the Consul
tative Assembly, make to each H.C.P. any necessary recommenc.suicns.
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PART

V (1)

Article (a)
1.
In time of war or other public emergency threatening the
life of the nation any High Contracting Party may take measures
derogating from its obligations under this Convention to the
extent strictly required by the exigencies of the situation,
provided that such measures are not inconsistent with its other
obligations under international law.
2.
Any High Contracting Party which has availed itself of this
right of derogation shall within a reasonable lapse of time
keep the Secretary-General of the Council of Europe fully
informed of the measures taken and of the reasons therefor.
It shall likewise inform the Secretary-General when such measures
have ceased to operate and the provisions of the Charter which
it has accepted are again being fully executed.
The SecretaryGeneral shall in turn inform the other High Contracting Parties
accordingly.
Article (b)
The restrictions permitted under this Charter to the rights
and obligations set forth herein shall not be applied for any
purpose other than that for which they have been prescribed.
Article (c)
The provisions of this Charter shall not prejudice the
provisions of domestic law or of any bilateral or multilateral
conventions or agreements which are already in force, or may
come into force, under which more favourable treatment would
be accorded to the persons protected.
Article (d)
1.
This Charter shall apply to the metropolitan territory of
each High Contracting Party.
Each High Contracting Party may,
at the time of signature or of the deposit of its instrument
of ratification /or accession/, specify, by declaration addressed
to the Secretary-General of rhe Council of Europe, the terri
tory Which shall be considered to be its metropolitan territory
for this rurocse.

(1) Part V has not yet been definitively adopted
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2.
Any High Contracting party may at the time
ratification of this Charter or at any time thereafter, declare
by notification addressed to the Secretary-General of the
Council of Europe, that the Charter shall extend in whole or
in part to a non-metropolitan territory or territories speci
fied in the said declaration for whose international relations
it is responsible.
It shall specify in the declaration of
the Chapters or paragraphs of the second Part of the Charter
which it accepts as binding in respect of the territories named
in the declaration.

3.
The Charter shall extend to the territory or territories
named in the aforesaid declaration as from the thirtieth day
after the date on which the Secretary-General of the Council
of Europe shall have received notification of such declaration.
h.
In the said territories the provisions of this Charter
shall be applied with due regard to local requirements.
5The Secretary-General shall communicate to the other
High Contracting Parties any declaration transmitted to him
in accordance with the present Article.
Article (e)
Any Signatory Government may propose amendments to this
Charter in a communication addressed to the Secretary-General
of the Council of Europe.
The Secretary-General shall transmit
to!the other Signatory Governments any amendments so proposed,
which shall then be considered by the Committee of Ministers
and submitted to the Consultative Assembly for opinion.
Any
amendments approved by the Committee of Ministers shall enter
into force as soon as all the High Contracting Parties have
informed the Secretary-General of their acceptance.
Article

(f)

1.'
This Charter shall be open for signature by the Members
of the_ Council of Europe.
It shall be ratified.
Instruments
of ratification shall be deposited with the Secretary-General
of the Council of Europe.
2.
This
day after th
ratification
3;

arter shall come into force as from the thirtieth
date of deposit of the fifth instrument of

of any Signatory ratifying subsequently, the
shall* one into force as from the thirtieth day after
the cat of de osi t of its instrument of ratification.
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i+i
The Secretary-General shall notify all the Members of
the Council of Europe of the entry into force of the Charter,
the names of the High Contracting Parties which have ratified
it and the subsequent deposit of any instruments of ratifica
tion.
Article

(g)

After the entry into force of this Charter the Committee
of Ministers of the Council of Europe may invite any State not
a Member of the Council to accede to it.
Any State receiving
such invitation may accede to this Charter by depositing its
instrument of accession with the Secretary-General of the
Council who shall inform all the High Contracting Parties
accordingly.
In respect of any State so acceding, this Charter
shall come into force immediately upon deposit of its instrument
of accession.
Article

(h)

1.
A High Contracting Party may denounce this Charter only
at the end of a period of five years from the date on which
the Charter entered into force, or at the end of any successive
period of two years, and in each case after giving six months
notice to the Secretary-General of the Council of Europe, who
shall inform the other Parties accordingly.
Such denunciation
shall not affect the validity of the Charter in respect of
the other High Contracting Parties provided that at all times
there are not less than five such Contracting Parties.
2.
A High Contracting Party may on the terms specified in
the preceding paragraph, denounce any of the Chapters or
paragraphs of the second part of the Chapter which it has
accepted, provided that the number of Chapters or paragraphs
binding upon that Party shall at all times not be less than
X pr Y respectively.
3Any High Contracting Party may denounce the present
Charter or any of the chapters or paragraphs of the second
Part of the Charter, on the terms specified in the first
paragraph of this article, in respect of any territory to
w^ich the said Charter is applicable by virtue of a declar
ation made in accordance with Article (d), paragraph 2.
)
/. .
!" *^*
4*
/Any High Contracting Party which ceases to be a
Member of the Council of Europe shall also cease to be a Party
to this Charter./
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In witness whereof, the undersigned, being duly
authorised thereto, have signed this Charter.
Done at ..........................
this .............. ....day of ...................1$..., in
English and French, both texts being equally authoritative,
in a single copy which shall be deposited within the archives
of the Council of Europe.
The Secretary-General shall
transmit certified copies to each of the Signatories.
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COUNCIL OFF—
CONSEIL DE L
Strasbourg,

8th November 1$57

Confidential
CE/Soc
20
Or. 3ns.

SOCIAL COIEiITTBE
(6th Session)

2 5 th

November - 2nd December 1$'57
u-r'-h*)-.<=
ted Kingdom Delega tion

1.
The Chapters in the Second Part of the draft European
Social Charter dealing with (1) the right to just conditions
of work, (2 ) the right of children and young persons to pro
tection, and (3 ) 'the right of employed women to protection
are at present prefaced by the words:
"With a view to ensuring the effective exorcise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake in so far
as such measures are not put into effect under national
schemes by agreement between employers' and workers'
organisations or arc not normally carried out otherwise.'*
2.
at will be recalled that at the last meeting of the Social
Committee this text was the subject of a sharp division of
opinion and of reservations by a considerable number of dele
gates.
The reason for these reservations was that in some
member countries of the Council of Europe, including the united
Kingdom, it is the policy of Governments that terns end condi
tions of employment, to which a number cf the parag.-ghs of
these Chapters relate, should in general be settled by volun
tary negotiation between employers and workers without State
intervention.
Thus the united Kingdom Government, for instant;
could not undertake obligations on suck matters which could
be regarded as intervention in the processes of voluntary
negotiation.
under the text quoted above, even in a case
where the provisions cf any of these paragraphs were pvt into
effect through collective agreements except in one small parr
of the field, the Government would be under obligation to inter'
vene there in order to secure full compliance.
A 37.056
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Alternative text which seeks to avoid the extremes of
:t'S'*ri6 id-or.toc flexible_cbligations^and which may be accept
.erge:r nun
* the C emm
Hi.M

a view to
the ^ — sbn
(a)

to p:

(b)

to pi

'T .

in countries where the provisions of any of these
paragraphs arc ma tters normally le:
uo anreemenes
between employers ' and workers' organisations or are
normally carried cut otherwise than by law, the undertakings of those paragraphs may be given and compliance
with then shall be treated as effective if their
provisions are widely observed through such agreements
or other means." . .
...
....
L. . Another alternative
-h
the same meaning,
"With

in simnler form but conveying

view oo ensur Lng the effective.exercise of this
he H.C.P. und intake, except where such measures
'e ncrmallv left under national practice co agre;
between employers' and workers' organisations or arc
normally carried out otherwise than by law and arc
widely observed through such agreements cr otherwise
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5Compliance with any of the undertakings would be depen
dent upon ehe provisions of the relevant paragraphs being
It is necessary to include the word
'widely observed"
In the first place, it cannot be
"widely" ^.or two reasons.
expected that a network of collective agreements will attain
the completely uniform standard of observance that may be
secured through legislation.
In the second place, even if
the observance, through collective agreements or other moans,
is general, it may be impossible tc establish the facts with
more than reasonable certainty.
6.
It wifi moreover, be remembered that adequate opportune
ities will exist in the implementation procedure of the Char
ter for examining the extent to which the provisions of the
Charter are carried out in practice.

7.

basis for o.isThe alternative texts are suggested as
j
.. ^^solvo the diff ;rsnce of
cussicn, ir one nope una'
t<3 enable them to reaci a generally
opinion in the Committee
acceptable solution of this difficult problem.

u
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COUNCIL OF EUROPE
Strasbourg,

l!t.th November,

195?

Restricted
CE/3oc (p7) 23
Or. ?r.

SOCIAL COMMITTEE
^

(6th Session)

EUROPEAN SOCIAL CHARTER

Memorandum.by the Social Division
on the right to education

In its Interim Report of 2^th July, 1957, to the
Committee of Ministers (Doc. CM (57) 109) -the Social
Committee stated that it had "not included provisions
on the right to education, since there was some doubt
whether the right in question could be regarded as
properly forming
part of a body of social and economic
rights, and since a reference- to it was made in the
Protocol t o t h e European Convention on Human Rights."
At their 52nd meeting, the Ministers' Deputies, after. ...
hearing a. statement by. the Director of Research, held an exchange of views, mere particularly on whether a provision
concerning the right to free and compulsory primary
education should be included in the draft Social Charter.
In their conclusions (Concl. (5?) 52, Point X), the
Ministers' Deputies instructed the Social Committee to
draft such a provision, bearing-in mind the idea of free
education, so that they could consider at their next meeting
whether it should be included in the draft Charter.
Before submitting this draft, the Social Divison
(henceforth referred to as the "Secretariat") wishes to
recall and make a few general comments on the survey of
A. 3 7 .2 ^

V.

the cuestion race tc the Committee cf Ministers c_ *r
As the Director tainted cut, the
Dir motor of Research.
ante:
:ears in the draft Char
right tc :Gucat.icn
tc Recommendation ICh of the Consultative Assembly, which,
by its Resolution (y^) 2y, the Committee cf Ministers
transmitted tc the Social Committee with instructions to
take it into account in its nork.
Moreover, this right
is mentioned in the Universal Declaration cf Human Rights,
the United Nations Draft Covenant on Aconcmic, Social and
Cultural Rights, the Philadelphia Declaration of the
International Labour Organisation and the American
Declaration of the nights and Duties cf Kan (Bogota,
1$'L'3).
.; _
To fail to include this right in the European Social
Charter night therefore be interpreted as a departure
from international tradition in this field.
It ray be added that the report on automation submit
ted by the Director-General cf the l.L.O. at the 1$57
Session of the International Labour Conference laid, great
stress on the need tc improve education in an age cf
automation and atomic energy.
Higher.skills are required.
Both general education and vocational training must be
adapted to changes in methods cf production.
Sc far as
education is concerned the first essential in meat countries
according tc the I.n.O. report, is for better and longer
basic schooling.
Moreover, a greater percentage cf the
population than hitherto will need university or other
higher education.
The idea cf free education is net covered by the
Protocol to the European Convention on Human Rights, for
its Article 2 simply states that no person shall be
denied the right to education, and goes on to guarantee
the right cf parents to ensure that their children receive
an education in conformity with their convictions.
While it is true that this prevision affords a guarantee
apparently lacking in totalitarian States, the fact remains
that the extension cf free education to larger sections of
the community is eminently a social question.
In view of these considerations, which are given full
weight in the draft submitted by the Assembly, the
Secretariat submits below two texts, the first of which,
being of a declaratory nature, should be inserted in
Part a of the draft Charter, and the other, being of a
binding nature, in Bara 1 1 .
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Declaratory text:
.Everyone nos the right*to education.
Binding text:
The right to education.
With a view to ensuring the exercise of this right,
the Hish Contracting Parties:

1.
and free:

uc nans

2.

t.O;

mill

primary education ccmculsory

uoL"3

to make secondary education,
n its different
ferns, including technical and professional
training, available uc everyone at least up
to the age of l 8 years and to make it
(b)

tc.no everything possible to'ensure a basic ecu/
for those nersens uho nave not received or have

(c)

to rake university and
other higher education
uno are earache or
accessible to
by it /;

(7)

uill respect the right of parents to ensure such
oucaricn anc oeacning in c c m o r m i o y *..*itn
un
religious and chilcscuhical convictions.

Note:

clerstcrv text appears in th<
Social. Charter, as submitted by thtee to the Consultative Asse:
171
k 0 3 , action D,

firsu or;
Social

The binding t exu
submitted to
Consultative Assembly by the
Social Committee (Docs. '.<03 and L.8 8 ) and in
ended to Recommendation 10^ (Art. 1 M)
The *.yO; brackets are those uhich

CONSEtL D EL'EU R O PE-----------------------------COUNCIL OF EUROPE
Strasbourg; Iqth November 1$57

R e stricted
CE/'Soc (57) 2q.

SOCIAL CCITiITTE'5

(Sixth

EUROPEAN

Session)

SCCIA

Replies from Relegations concerning the
extent to which certain draft provisions of
the Social Charter ray be accepted
bv the Gevernrents

In conformity xith a decision taken by the So oial
Committee at its Fifth Session, the Secretariat on 2ct:
July 1$57 addressed a letter to the members of the CClu
nittee requesting then uo indicate, in the light
national legislation and practice, to what extent the
draft provisions adopted by the Connitteo might be
cepted by Governments.
The member 3 were also asked to
give brief reasons why certain othe:r of these draft
previsions could not be accepted.
Replies have so far been receiver in rescect of one
fol loi-Jing count ri es t 0 0 1 afi ", Denmark, Federal Republic
of Garnan Ih Gre ec 3. Ireland, Netherlands, Norway, Turkey
and th e Unit aG Xi ngd on tex t 0 f the roe repli^
The Sa cr e tar 1
pap er.
reo lie s.. ^-^1 arg ad bp- .mroft a:
r rja *-ck imp?
int ay.c.e d to gl V e A.37.267

s is reproduced in this
also prepared a table 0
evasions of the Charter
ession of the si saurian

SoU

BELGIUM:

Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare,
International Relations,
2 rue Lambermont,
Brussels.

27 th A u g u s t , 1 5 5 7 .
Your Ref.:
Our Ref.:

Sublect:

R.T.yLCp
CG/GA/li$60

rour rearer ci r:

July.

.957. concerning

Lurouean s o c i a l

Sir,
'65 UJ.OS Oi
I have cne nonour 130 mi^. *-m you or. *
iches of 1
reliminary examination 0v cne comoetent
g ^ c s co oo luc-Lucoo. i n 0 fL'ci'ccean
ci
ocial Crar

H-ct*

The Belgian Government would be prepared forthwith
the folio-,ving provisions:
mgnr

01

c n i c r e n andana young persons to protection
Point 19

The authorised minimum age of admission t<
in Belgium is lb and not Ip years.
point 22
There is no general provision limiting the working
day of persons under l6 years of age in accordance with
the needs of their development and their need for vocational
training.

F.isht of

slewed

to

:rotocticn

Feint 2-3
There is no aene ?I provision whereby nursing mothers
in enplcyrent may"be
ntitlcd to sufficient fine off to
feed their infants.
Right to vocational training
Article fh (c)
There is no general provision whereby tine devoted
to supplementary training at the request of the employer
Kay be included in normal working hours.
I should also point cut, in connection with Point 1 3 that Belgium has ratified International Labour Convention
No. ICO concerning equal pay for rale and female workers
engaged in similar work:
it therefore "recognises" the
righv of men and women workers to equal pay for work of
However, this right is no t yet in full opera
eqval "alue.
ticn, though one Govern ment is doing ev erything within its
power to enccurage ios generalisation, in accordance with
the terns of the international Convention.

I wish to make it clear that, in my view, the dis
crepancies between the Social Charter and Belgian law are
not such as to require amendment of the draft Charter.
The Government will attempt to subscribe in the near or
more distant future those rights which cannot be applied
for the' tine being.
The Social Charter should be progressive and not
reflect the minimum social measures.now adopted -throughout
the member countries of the Council of Europe.
In this respect, I would re-affirn that the formula
defining the right to organise, which casts doubt upon
che right of civil servants to form trace unions, seems
to... call for the strongest reservations on ny part, since
it falls short of the normal standards now accepted cn a
world scale.
I remain, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,
Lecn-nli Troclet
-*j—nasuer.
The Secretary-General of

hbz

DENMARK:

MINISTRY C? SCC1A
COPENHAGEN.

'*-'*'AiRS

October 1$57-

Statement on the position

01

Dennarx witn regard

adopted by the Social Committee at its

Session

Re First Fart
In tVm -riew of the Dani sh nenoers of the Social C on
nittee th e r ights and princi pies set ferth in anaa aar L/
could be acce pted as an ain of policy.
Re Second Par ",.
'

The righa to *.-*crk

The o r o 2isiens can eith e- be acce oted a s
policy or are being ccnplied m m .

Q

to past conditions ci

7

m e trovisicrs are
and C! are concerned.

)J.iec m a n .

as

2'ar

a;

and 6 . the
As for paragraohs
oesaions concernea
regulated by
collect!v
n ennloyers^ and
should
workers' organisations.
oe noted that the statutory annual holiday in Denmark is
three ueeks for all ucrkorS; enaloyees and apprentices^ ;
respective of the question uhether obey are engaged in
dangerous or unhealthy occupations.
The riant to safe and healthv uorking conditions
The provision is being ccnolied uith.
Tne r;

*o a

2 air

na ve

The trovision of paragraph 1 1 is being conpli
The natters dealt *;ith in paragraphs 1 2 and 1 $ are

regula ed by collective agreements; and the principle of
equal ay to nan and women workers for work of equal value
is not applied in wage-fixing by collective agreement.
The right to organise
The provision is being complied with.
The right of
the police and the administration of the State to fern
organisations for the protection of their professional
interests is subject to no restrictions.
The right to bargain collectively
The previsions are being ccnplied with.
The jointconsultation machinery dealt with in paragraph 1 7 has been
introduced in Denmark by agreement between the industrial
organisations.
The right of children and young persons to protection
As regards paragraph 1$. it should be noted that the
minimum ag-* of admission to employment in Denmark is Ik
years.
The provisions of the other paragraphs (20 to 2p)
are being ccnplied with.
.
' '
The right of employed women to protection
The provisions concerned are not being complied with,
the Danish previsions on the subject providing for a mater
nity leave of no mere than four weeks, as a rule:
besides,
no provision has been made for prohibiting dismissal from *
employment on account of-maternity absence or for nursing
mothers to be granted time off for that purpose subject to
certain provisions concerning women civil servants and
salaried employers.
The right to vocational guidance
The previsions are being ccnplied with.
The right to vocational training
The provisions are.being complied with.
As regards
paragraph 3 ^
(c), however, it should be noted that this
particular field is not subject to legislative regulation
in this country.
^
/
*/
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FEDERAL REPUBLIC CF GERK-NY:

Bonn;

1 7 th

October lyR?-

Cerements on Appendix I" to the report of the Pth Session
of one Social Co:tmittee

(1) to (h):
(5)

"0

(9):

Yes
These rights can be accepted by the Federal
Republic of Germany as binding obligations
only if the introductory paragraph was modi
fied in the light of the proposals of the
Working Party. (Doc. CE/Soc (5 7 ) y) or in
accordance with the suotostion made under
70c of Doc. Ch (3 7 ) 1 0 7 A

(1 0 )

Yes

(1

1)

Yes, provided, however, that not only deduc
tions from wages explicitly prescribed by
national legislation but also those warranted
by law would still be permitted.

(1 2 )

This right could be accepted as a binding
obligation only if,according to a reservation
made by the G.erman delegation, an exemption
from the obligation to pay additional wages
for overtime work would be granted for over
time worked in emergency cases.

(13)

Yes.
In the light of the discussions which
took place during the Fifth Session of the
Social Committee 1 take it that the principle
of equal pay for work of equal value does not
in any way create a right to equal pay for
different types of occupations.

(1 <A)

Yes:
in my opinion it would bo appropriate,
however, to substitute in the second sentence
the word "may" for the word "shall".

(15)

Yes.

(1 6 )

Yes.

(1 7 )

Yes.

(1 8 )

Yes,

./h
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(19)

.

For the"fixe being; the Federal Republic
of Germany cannot accept this right as a
binding obligation.
Under the consti
tution of .the Federal Republic of Germany
the "Laender" (constituent states) are
responsible for legislation in the field
of education.
As long as- the "Launder"
do not raise the school-leaving age to
15 years, the' Federal Government will not
be in a position to provide that the min i 
mum age of. admission to .'.ployment snail b=
lp years.

(2 0 )

Yes.

(2 1 )

Yes...

(2 2 )

Yes.

(23)

The Federal Republic will be in a position
of accepting this right as a binding obli
gation only at a later date because legis
lation incorporating this right is under
. active consideration.

(2 h.)

Yes.

(2 5 )

This right will be accepted as a binding
obligation in the near future because
legislation incorporating this right is
under active consideration.

Ministry of Labour
ATHENS
22nd October,

155.7

THE RIGHT TO JUST CONDITIONS OF WORK
Tara. 5
would be acceptable, since it is in line with
the Greek Government's policy on working hours.
Tara, 6
would also be acceptable, since Greek legisla
tion provides for the payment of wages on public holidays
(except Sundays), the total number of such holidays in
Greece being five.
. It should be noted that it is the national practice in
Greece to pay workers,
as of right, an annual sum equal
to 2p cays' wages during the Christmas and Hew Year holidays
and 1 5 cays' wages during the Easter holidays.
Workers paid
on a monthly basis consequently receive a months pay and
half a month's pay respectively.
para. 7
would net be acceptable for the tine being, since,
under Greek legislation, annual holidays are fixed sometimes
at less and sometimes at more than 2 weeks.
Ike minimum
annual holiday/ depending on the length of service with
the sane employer and on the nature of the work, nay vary,
from 6 cays to 1 month.
Para. 8
would be acceptable, since the principle of grant
ing additional paid holidays to workers engaged in dangerous
or unhealthy occupations is recognised by Greek legislation/
Law Ho. 539/1$45 on holidays with pay lays down that by
Royal decree additional holidays nay be granted to workers
employed in unhealthy or exhausting work.
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para. 9
would also be acceptable, because Greek legisla
tion, recognises the right of*all workers to a weekly rest
period of 2 k hours on end.
THE RIGHT 10 A FAIR WAGE
Para. 11 would be acceptable, as Greek legislation has long
prohibited deductions from wages. Authorised deductions
in the Torn of fires ray not exceed l/2$th of the wage.
Moreover, the Civil Code provides that wages are not subject
to distraint and it is prohibited to subtract from wages,
by way cf ccnpensaticn, suns owed to employers.
Para. 12 would also be acceptable, since Greek legisla
tion provides for the payment cf additional wages for all
overtire.
The supplement varies between 2p% and 79% cf
the wage.
Para. Ip is not acceptable at present, since Greek legis
lation has laid down no standards- for assessing the com
parative value cf male and female labour.
In the civil
service, banks and public utilities no discrimination if
to be found in the matter of wages and salaries.
There
are also various collective agreements providing for equal
pay for equal work as between men and women.
''

THE RIGHT TO ORGANISE

Para. Ik is acceptable, because Greek legislation recog
nises the right cf both workers and employers to protect
their economic and social interests by'forming local and
national unions and joining international trace union
federations.
The law also recognises the right cf civil servants
to organise, although they are not permitted to strike.
THE RIGHT TO BARGAIN COLLECTIVELY
Para. 15
is acceptable. 'There are'many collective agree
ments, national, local and professional, regulating working
conditions, and particularly wages. .

para, lo would be acceptable, since Greek legislation
provides machinery for settling individual and collective
nbour disputes.
Apart from attempts at conciliation by the ministry
of Labour, the law has established a system of compulsory
arbitration of the first and second degree.
Professional
magistrates sit on the arbitration boards as well as workers
and employers' representatives.
Para. 17 would be acceptable.
Greek legislation long ago
introduced joint consultation between workers and employers
as regards both the composition of bodies responsible for
social policy and th management of social insurance funds.
Para. 1c would also be acceptable. Workers enjoy the
rignt to collective action, including strikes, subject to
their respecting the law, which in some cases makes it
compulsory to give notice of strikes in order to protect
public health, national-security or the public interest.
THE RIGHT OP CH1LDRPH AKD YOTHG FPHS0H3
T O ^ O T P C T I O H --------------

para* 1 $ is not acceptable, at present since under Greek
legislation the minimum working age for children is In years
P a r a . 20 would be acceptable, since the law acknowledges
the principle of fixing a higher minimum age of admission
to occupations regarded as dangerous or unhealthy.
Para. 21 is also acceptable.
The employment of children
wnc have not completed their primary education is prohibited
by Greek law.
para. 22 cannot be accepted in tote, since Greek legisla
tion has not admitted the principle that a shorter working
cay should be prescribed fer persons under l6 years of age.

Greek legislation
Para. 2 3 i-jculd not be ace cut able.
holiday, instead of the
provices for a nininun of 12
3 weeks 1orcrcsed for uorke rs under 13 years cf age.
Para. 2a. would be acceptable, being in conformity.with
Greek legislation.
Para. 25
is net acceptable 'fer the time being, since
Green legislation upholds this principle only up to tk
age cf lo.

Renlies ro m e
lew caws.

regaining ocints will reach you in a
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IRELAND:
Department of Social Welfare
DUBLIN
7th November, 1$57*

Dear Nr. rennfjord,
I reeret that
^hat i
I have
h
been unable before now to replv
to your letter of the 26th July 175? (B.2-$!i85 FT/?S)
relative to the preparation of the Social Charter.
It is net possible at this stage to give a firm answer
as to the extent to which the Articles of Part 11 already
drafted could be accepted as binding obligations, but the
following tentative opinion may be helpful:
Articles which can probably be accepted (17):
i,

2, 3,

10, 1 1

U

, ill,

1 5 , 16 , 1 7 , 1 8 , 29, 30, 3 1 , 32, 3

Residual responsibility earner be accepted in respect of an*
in'? m o
oe acce*

0 . 10

oexu oc ere l o n o u i n n .-.rcicies c;
-

2 5 ; 26

-

28

of residual responsibility - b
her or no t the prin
ied throu gh to the .
text of the Charter - and w e
so 0y une Conmaavoi
no
urao the ra tter
undertaking can be given to amend existing laws or intro
duce new legislation in respect of the following Articles:

7 , 8 , 1 3 , 2 3 , 26

(re

holidays),

Article 12 cannot be accepted as
too flap-footed.

27, 28.
tends.

Articles 1 9 and 20 cannot be accepted.
age in Ireland is IN years.
Yours sincerely,
W. A.

Hcnohan

The text is

The school-le; ving

:7 !

NETHERLANDS
Hinisterie van Socials Zaken en
Volkzgezondheid,
Flatgcbouw "V.'illenspark",
Zeestraat 73,

3th October,

1-n

1357'

I
'*...
J—.

I n t e r n : tional Affairs Division.
Dear Hr. Tennfjcrd,
U'Lx-Lj' J.
n^de to "Jl'OO* Ictoc R. 2 - 3 4 8 5 , with enclosed Appendix IV to the n eport
In th *^s co^
3 th Session of the Social Connittee.
r.10,
—
w
Die?.se find e n d
e d ^ne r esults of
ed cy tn e Ccnni CO,
texts so far ado

1

st part of

n*r^^ t

no ocservaoions.

2nd part of the Draft-Charter:
Tn
(points

1

- !;)

Yon nay renenber that the Netherlands delegation had
to nake a orovisional reservation on anis iren cecause
certain provisions in our national legislation do not seen
to be into line with the present text.
The discussions
on the question whether we will have to naintain that reser
vation are still- going o n . " So, nuch to ny regret, I an
not in a position to let you know whether the present text
of th< provision on the.right to work could be accented as
a binding obligation.
The right to just conditions of work
(point

6)

In the Netherlands, tnere ore no soaouoory reauie.orons
with regard to
ic holidays with pay.
However, in rcany
collectiv
'ovisicn res beer- ne.de in this reshjiu-e.s ib.r as is knoim, it docs not occur that part
of the wages is deducted on account of the workers not
/
-/ -
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Of course workers
having vvorked on a public holiday.
paid by -he day are not almays enti tied to a public
holiday with pay.
(point 3)
As regards point 3 (to provide for
i c m o n a u raio
holidays for workers'- engaged in dangerous or unhealthy
occupations) 1 mould like to point out that in 1 $ 5 V ^ International Labour Conference mas of opinion that th
.ould not be dealt with in connection mith hoi
^U-Li-b
. as she risks concerned should
iroi
:tnhCby
for in anocner
.s. shorter
\r! oi reso.
Lb
1
working hours,
riocs
onvention nr. CP r)f lOVh nd recommendation nr. Pc of
do not pre-vine 1 'e
his m i n t .
I wonder whet
c
e
opoorrvue
so
inser
ore
it wouh
noT^'
.
one
observance
01
1 C:
t
interfere
with
the
this ni_
l
=
r
3
rotection of life <
to provide for a
tine also one of
—
ooi^t *^"**0"*
b

Oh

b. - "

W-Ul'pc

person;

of child

vn
(point
m
n

on

1 $)
Q

11

cssible in the
admission Co

1c
(P
The vending of this article, although acceptable
The first
for the : etherlands, night be improved upon.
part of oinrs 1 $ and 20 are identical and nevertheless
I oeieev
that they do not mean the sane thing.
If I
an not m: staken art. 20 does not only provide for the
minirun ! ge of admission to employment, but also for a
minimum ; ge of admission mith reaard to prescribed occuThis may
nations : egarded as dangerous or unhealthy.
ae illus' rated by the following example:
In the Netherlands the m: nirur ago for admission to
Apart from that,
underground merk in a mi: e is l 8 .
ties in the mine for vhicn the
minimum age-is 2 1 .
In :,y opinion the latter has not
sufficiently been made cl ear by the mording of art. 2 0 .
In my opinion the follom: nr text mould be ^referable:
/
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ul us s i e v e d o i t d i r e f i x e ;ou: 1 ' admi ss ion
a des emplois ou 1 ' e x e c u t i o n des t r a v a u x det ermi nes
c ui son c o n s i d e r e s comma cangereux ou i n s a l u b r e s tt

'UX &_

(poi nt 22)
in t h i s count ry does not p r o v i d e t h a t
The Labour Ac
the worki ng cay of o e r s o n s under a c e r t a i n
w i l l not be p o s s i b l e to
so f o r th rime oein=
limi
r a t i f y t n is poinr.
(point

23)

y w i t n pay
: p o i n t 23 ( t h r e e weeks'
to p o i n t cur
f o r pe r s o n s un: <.e*^ t'^'O age of l 8 ) 1 wcnl
sne erasf t b i l l
t h a t t h i s minir *un has been p r o v i de d f o r
excel
; u t o ry h o l i d a y p r o v i s i o n s
t i c n t o the ru] .es l a i d down in t he s e pr
7^ the adv i c e of the S o c i a l
rcnonic Coi
DOSsibi;
Q
1
1
a
b
it easier,
i
t
o
reek
i t is
e the e x c e p t i o n s
(poin'
ns
* nade a r e s e r v a t i o n i n t! s r e s p e c r .
to ne, *t i s not the in n t i o n o f the
C-Qvernnent
novice
r t h i s me d i c a l < o t r o l oy Sua^uv
F o r a l a r g ; number of o c c u p a t i o n s or c m v i n e s m a s neb
in tns
c a l c o n t r o l in ou vi ew i s eg no r ans n e c e s s a r y .
N e t h e r l a n d s t h i s matrtteer h
n a s ;, z n e r e i ' o r e , been
ceen aoproa.'*
approacnea
from a d i f f e r e n t a n grll e^, v i z . ' b y i n s t i t u t i n g a compul sory
me d i c a l c o n t r o l f o r c e r t a i n p r e s c r i b e d a c t i v i t i e s or o c c u 
p a t i o n s r e g a r d e d as dangerous or u n h e a l t h y .
*

t-u.(1)

l a r as i s

Yours s i n c e r e l y ,
T. M. P e l l i n k h o f
Head o f the I n t e r n a t i o n a l
A ffa ir s Division
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NORWAY;
P R 0 A 5 A 0 R 1 A

from the Norwegian "enters of the
Governmental Social Committee
of
the Council of Europe on the texts adopted
during the fifth session of the committee (July 1$57)

first Part
The provisions in this part are supposed to be accepted
by the Norwegian Government.
It is understood that theacceptance of these provisions as an "aim of policy" will
not rake any hindrance in giving the.rights suck a content
in relation to ike individual citiiens as conditions in cur
country require or rake practically possible.
Limitations
ray be necessary due to special natural conditions and
industrial life, and on account of limited economical
catacitv.
Reservations must be made to reconsider the provisions
in part one if additional provisions are made to the draft,
October 1' 37 ;
'erkirr Parties mc-etin
orcross
n
rict the s
add a g
ed to take
Respecting part one, paragraph o , j.^ is as
our country will be left free to limitt ike S*C€C
special protec
tion for employed women to "expectant and nursing mothers"
(cfr. the tern "as appropriate" and the discussion at the
committee meeting July 1^57)*
Second Part
The riakt to work
Paragraphs 1 - k can be accepted.
It is understood
that paragraph k will not prevent the maintenance of provi
sions in operation stating that the right to unemployment
benefit will be -lest- if an unemployed person refuses to taka
suck work as the authority in charge finds suitable for kin.
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Tho right to lust conditions of work
Paragraph 5
Working hours for the great majority of the Norwegian
employees are U n i t e d by legislation.
Exempt iron this
are certain groups working under special concisions.
The
inain cart of these groups arc in this respect forest
workers (seasonal work paid by result and carried out
under the worker's own arrangement of working time),
workers in fishing and catching (seasonal work where
workers hare a share in the catch);
workers in the
theatres and entertainment establishments: workers in
rescuing and diving work;
crow on skips under 2 p g r .
r-eg. tens, hospital-ships, rescue-boats,
etc.
In
the different acts regulating the working-hours there
are further exemptions for persons in special jobs,
e.g. in leading and controlling positions.
However,
it is supposed that regulations of working hours con
cerning the main part of the employees, will in reality
influence on the working hours of employees which are
not direcoly covered.
Norway can only accept paragraph y provided that,
every country has the opportunity to except from the
regulations certain relatively small groups or positions
of a special character.
Paragraph

6

) ' Wages for two public holidays - 1 hay and 1? hay
(Workers' Day and Constitution Day) - are secured by
legislation.
host of the organised employees arc
paid for the remaining public holidays according to
collective agreements.
Certain groups of organised
'workers having shorter jobs or special conditions,
however, are not covered. , Further it is supposed
that this is the case for ns y unorganised workers
paid for piece work or per hour.
Thus, paragraph 6 can only bo accepted provided
that every country has a certain possibility to make
exceptions.
Paragrauk 7
According to the Act on Holiday with pay every
employee has the right to a three weeks' annual holi
day with pay.
Ike act docs not cover 3 &rtain close
relatives of the employer or his wife, and persons
having miner part-time jobs.
It is supposed that
suck exemptions which bnve limited practical impor
tance, will make no hindrance from Norway accepting
caracrauk 7 .

I t i s suppos ed unnu Norway c pn ac c e r t t h i s p a r a g r a rh
e r a l p r e v i s i o n s f cr
ew of the f a ct t h a t t h e r e an 6
C f r. paragraph ? .
1\86KS annua 1 ho l i d a y w i t h pa y *
Paragraph^
_ r e a t m a j o r i t y o f employees have a weekl y r e s t
Tne S'
p e r i o d , bur
cu there a r e c e r t a i n groups or p o s i t i o n s uni on
are not covered
d i r e c t l y be l e g i s l a t i o n or p r a c t i c e . cc
ran be a c c e p t e d o nl y i f i t i s p r o v i d e d t h a t
a c e r t a i n o p p o r t u n i t y to r a k e exemptions under
there i s p
Cfr.
what has been s t a t e d under
s p e c i a l CC] . t i e n s .
paragrar
ana n e a i r n y u c r m n g c c n e i e i o n s
can be a c c e n t e d .
acne no

^ r i t y o f workers i s covered by l e g i s 
to
l a t i o n cut t here arc s p e c i a l groups which a r e not c o v e r e d ,
such as workers in the f i s h i n g and the whal i ng i n d u s t r y
and i n domestic work.
The p a r a g r a p h can not be a c c e p t e d
u n l e s s each s t a t e can make exempt i ons f o r s m a l l e r g r o u p s .
p a r a g r a ph 1 2

,

Thi s par a gr aph c o n c e r n s ' w a g e - q u e s t i o n s which a c c o r d i n g
to Norwegian p r a c t i c e a r e l e f t to w o r k e r s ' and e m p l o y e r s '
organisations.
T h i s p a r a g r a p h can be a c c e p t e d i f the term
" r e c o g n i s e " onl y means the r e c o g n i t i o n o f a p r i n c i p l e withouU u
an o b l i g a t i o n f o r the i n d i v i d u a l Governments to i n t e r v e n e
p o s i t i v e l y in order to s e c u r e wage supplement f o r work o u t 
s i d e normal working h o u r s .
T h i s par a gr aph shoul d be l i m i t e d t o workers which have
worki ng hours r e g u l a t e d by l e g i s l a t i o n , agreement or o t h e r 
wise. . '

Faragraph 13

in Norway equal
Hie sane reel*' giver .o earagrarn 1 2 .
As regards
D&y leas beer applied, in ^n^ public services.
i s unaer
under invesu^gg
i n v e s t i g a .on ana
t^e o^ivate sector the ratter is
deliberation.
The .general framework of paragraph Ip, newever,
is not clear, since m e r e is no ce^sna'.j.cn 01 ^ne ^.-.^lessio.i
"eoual pay for work of equal value"..

The right to organise
paragraph lh. can be accepted.
the r ight to bargain collectively
Paragraphs 15 - l 8 can be accepted.
tPhe right of children and young nersens to protection
Paragraph 1 ° is covered by provisions in the general
.Workers' Protection Act and the Seamen's Act except for
young workers in agriculture and in the fishing industry.
Enploynent of children under Ip years of age appears in
agriculture chiefly as short-tine work in picking weeds
and in harvesting, further in agricultural fanily under
takings where children within a reasonable limitation
take part in "he work, side by side with other family
members.
In the fishing industry employment of children
under Ip years of age is rare, tut not prohibited, and
it happens that children under Ip years of age take part
in fishing activities near their hones together with their
-"ether or other close relatives.
"*
sta*.

Paragraph 1$ can only be accepted if the individual
. are allowed to make exceptions as mentioned.
Paragraphs 20 and 21 can be accepted.

Paragraph 22 can te accepted.
It is provided that
to some extent the individual states must be free to con
sider to what extent limitation of the working day is
necessary.
Paragraph 23 can be accepted,

cfr. paragraphs 7 and

Paragraph 2u
For industrial undertakings, transport industry,
b uilding and construction work, the Workers' Protection
A c t lays down that persons under 13 years of age shell

8.
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not work curing the night, unless it is necessary cuing
to vocational training or force majeure.
j.nese regula
tions do, however, not cover other fields, suck as
commerce and office work, hotels and restaurants, hospi
tals and other nursing institutions, domestic work,
skipping end agriculture.
It is understood that the
right to make exceptions mentioned in this paragraph,
is not so comprehensive as to cover all chess cases.
The paragraph can therefore rot ee accepted.

Paragraph 25
Norway has in the Workers' Protection Act of 7
December, l.$5-n got provisions Which are still not en
forced, but which uill cover the minimum requirement in
ILO-Conventicn No. 77 on medical examination of children
and young persons in industrial uork, and in Convention
No. 78 on medical examination of children and young
persons in non-industrial occupations (excluding agricul
ture and seafaring), namely examination of persons under
l6 years of age.
For she merchant marine more extensive
regulations are in force.
.Since paragraph 2p is more far-reaching than the
conventions mentioned, it can not be accepted.
The right of employed women to protection
Paragraphs 2c -

28

These provisions are covered throughout the major
parts of industry by oka Workers' Protection Act.
However
this does not apply to women workers in agriculture, sea
faring, air navigation and domestic work.
These para
graphs are therefore not acceptable.
The right to vocational guidance.
Paragraphs 2$ - qO can be acceptod.
The right to vocational training
Paragraphs gl -

Oslo, 28 October,

3—
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can be accepted.
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TURK o f :

The Rioht to Work
(1)

We can undertake to accept this paragraph.

(2)

We can accept this also, provided that it docs not
apply to workers who are nationals of other contracting
parties.
The reason is that Act No. 2007 reserves
certain trades and occupations for Turkish citizens
(for further information, see our reply to the first
questionnaire of the Committee).

(p)

We can likewise accept, this,.

(h.)

This also.
Ike right to just conditions of work

We can directly undertake to accept paragraphs p, 6
and
As regards paragraphs 7 and 8 , Turkish labour legis
lation coos not provide for annual holidays with pay.
It
is therefore impossible to accept these provisions as binding
obligati v*s.
In practice, however, workers in larger under
takings public or private) are e: titled to suck holidays
varying from one to four weeks, as ray be provided for in
rules of employment or contract of employment.
On the
other hand,- the Governmentintends to introduce- a Bill to
provide for statutory annual holidays with pay.
In the
light of these considerations we hope that paragraphs 7
8 will' likewise be acceptable by.this country in the long
run.
The right to safe and k* a.1 thy working conditions
(10) We can directly undertake to accept this paragraph.
The right to a fair wage
(11) , (12) and (1

3 ).

We can likewise accept these paragraphs.

The r i g h t t o o r g a n i s e.
(lb.) We can undertake this paragraph, except the last sen
tence, because the Trade Unions Act does not apply 00
persons who are not' covered by the definition of the
tern "worker" as laid down in Article 1 of the Labour
Act - "a worker is a person who does manual work or
work which is partly manual and partly non-manual under

ition would oj
.a contract of service".
iris' definition
-;clude persons mentioned in the la st sen
cou,rse
y. - --..ill
s who do not
of Y,he
more, .
A rticl
wit h in ere sa^o o e i mit i o n . .rarer
il
ser
Association.
Act
prohibits
c
rants,
ahe
of
a
,'rerbors
of
the
erred
forces
ana
the
police,
clu in
fro n
:r ^
organisations or associations.
joi n 0

r\M-'o
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The right to bargain collectively
(1$) This is acceptable.
(l6 ) This also, except that our legislation provides for
a coreulsory machinery for conciliation and arbitration.
Under the c i v i l p r o c e du r e newever , conciliation
(1 7 ) "hi

('-1 8o \

is also acceptab

--

n *
be*! a v?
of the Lab. Act
prohibits all types of strikes an
lockouts.
However, rcaior nolitical harties have
ieir or^
hie to
that this country will
in tbs Ir.nr

c-r'id-r.':

arsons

00

^eing m i s is nr- acceptacie cy t n s
(1 9 ) ?
country for the reason that the minirut age of adrission to industrial employment
oe ruolic realtn Act at*12h
is iixea cy

(2 0 ) This 1 *e can accept

(21 ) This also.
ealth i^ct dn not qaccent this. bccau

(D

(!)

rt-

(2 2 ) The Labour Act and t.
seen to permit this
these acts limi t uke
children under
spent at school bcin
working day.
(23) See comments on oara
Just Conditions of A'

;art of the o-hour

7

and

8,

under the Right to

(2 ii) This is accepts ble.
(25? This also.
/

28!

The right of employed
(2 6 ) to (2 8 )

The se paragr aphs are acceptable

The right to vccationa 1
(29) and (30)

Note:

guidance

Acc cptable.

The right to vccationa 1
($1) to (3^)

cnen to protection

training

Acceptable.

We xould like to point out that although the
above is the correct interpretation of the
position of Turkey on the draft-S-oc-i-al-Ckar-t-ar,
the Turkish^.Gov.erunent---ro-s ervue-s--the--p4ght— in
c cement on-tia-e— Gha-rterr— t er— uhe n— Ah— i-s— fine. 1 ly
completed.
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UNITED X1FGD0Y:

First Part

.

The introductory paragraph is acceptable with the
additional words suggested
in paragraph 78 and Appendix
VIIA^ of the Report' of the Forking Party (C.E./SCC (37)
l8).
Paragraphs 1 to 6, paragraphs 8 to Ik and para
graphs l6 are acceptable.
paragraphs 7 and Ip are not
acceptable as okay stand.
In regard to paragraph 7 it is suggested- that a dis
tinction should bo drawn between children and young persons,
and the provision relating to children right be strengthened
since there is far greater-need for the strict supervision
of the employment of children.
For this purpose the
paragraph right be replaced by the following two paragraphs:
"7*/Children have the right to special protection
against employment and working conditions which
would be physically or norally injurious or would
prejudice their education.
7A.Young persons have the right to special pro
tection where necessary against physical and
moral hazards arising in their work."
As to paragraph Ip the existence qjA a right (unquali
fied by the grant of permission) to engage in a gainful
occupation in another country seems open to question.
Unless modified acccrdingly.it would be unacceptable.
Second Part
The rizht to work
Paragraph

(1)

Acceptable

(2). ..Acceptable
(3)

Acceptable

(!^)

Acceptable

The right to just cond-tiers of work
Paragraph

(5 ) Unacceptable.
t'hatcver the 'terns of the
preamble no undertaking can be given as regards
the future, in relation to a natter wFa'cn is
normally left to negotiation between employers
and workers.
/
(6) Unacceptable with the terms, of the preamble
as at present worded.
(7) Unacceptable with the terms of the preamble
as at present worded.
(8)
Unacceptable in the absence cf statutory
provision .0 : conformity of practice.
($) Unacceptable, because of the terms of the
preamble and because of the Inclusion of the
word "guaranteed'*' which is unnecessary and also
confusing if ratification is to be ai; wed on the
basis of collective agreements.
It would be bet
ter moreover if the paragraph road:
"to provide
for regular rest periods".
This would take ac
count of shift workers,, and others who enjoy
regular but not necessarily weekly rest periods.
The right to safe and healthy working conditions

Paragraph

(10) Unacceptable, because legislation in this
field though extensive-, is not comprehensive.
The right to a fair wage

Paragraph

(11) Unacceptable, because legislation is not*
comprehensive.
The relevant ILO Convention
permits exceptions.
The paragraph would be
acceptable if these were-allowed.
(.12) Acceptable
(1 3 ) Acceptable
The right to organise

Paragraph

(lie) Acceptable
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The right to bargain collective1y

!
Paragraph

(15) Acceptable
(1 6 ) Accectablo
(i?) Acceptable

(IS) Acceptable
The right of children and young persons to Protection
Paragraph

(19) Unacceptable in its present.form, but a
paragraph in the sane sense would be. acceptable
if reworded as follows:
. "( 1 9 ).to provide, that 'the school.leaving
age shall be not lower than Ip years and
that employment permitted below that age
shall not be^suchras-to interfere with
the child's education or be physicallv
or totally injurious".
(20) Acceptable.
As a natter of drafting the
words, ''dangerous or unhealthy" should preferably
be replaced by the words "hazardous -or unhealthy
for then".
(21)

Acceptable

(22) Unacceptable, because the law provides not
for general limitation but for specific limita
tions in specific kinds of work.
- "
(2 3 ) Unacceptable, because practice does not
cenfern.
(2u) Unacceptable, because legislation does not
prescribe exceptions fren a general rule but
specifies tyoes of work in which night work under
the age of 1 8 is not allowed, e.g. enploynent in
industrial undertakings.
An acceptable rewording
which maintains the main sense of the paragraph,
would be as follows:
"( 2 h) to provide where appropriate that
persons under l 8 years of age shall not
be employed in night work".

SOD

elation does :
cc enta. clc. b coarse 1
r*"^C*r**'' e excc nticn s fren a ran eral rule but
s ohe types of rerk in which the med
rig perseons is required^ i.e.
exanonaoion 01 yore
i-r- accenoablc re v o r d i m ;
employe
would
retain
the
main
sense of the para^uld
r
e
vhich r
s follows:
crank 'iuld be

(2n) h

\<0 ;/ to pro'
ploy od pors(
be sUD.ieco

.'.7

ic nears of

shall

.ticn".

rioht of
h
a^racrann

(2 6 ) r.cccptq
(2 7 ), unaccec
(25) Unacccp
'ulVC rrrvisi

271^1;
tree
)r confcrnity of practice.

The ric
e-

(ft)- j.courted*!.^

(30) Acceptable
The richt to vocational training
raranrann

(31) Acccntabl-e
(3 2 ) Acceptable

(34) Acceptable, on the understanding that the
measures suggested are examples of what might
be done where appropriate.

Zo/
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fvi cr

Subject to any consents it may feel called upon
o make in the light of the disc ussions at the 6 tk
sicn, the Luxembourg delegati on approves in princip le to the document in quest! o n .

With regard to ?art II of the dr fu Cnar^er^ ^ks
Lux embourg delegation accepts all the binding provisions
con tained therein and recommends that binding commitments
entered into
in respect of all the rights mentioned
ept
that
of
access
to employment (paras. k$-p 2 ), for
cX c
ch. it ccnsid.srs nora aoorooriate a statement of intion; as given in Document' CE/Scc (57)"
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Stockholm;

ShoDiN:

llth Novt

i$57.

Sir,
Referring to your letter of November 8 th 1$$7
concerning to nhat extent the suggestion of provisions
in the Social Charter could be accepted as binding, 1
can, after consultation with the other Swedish delegate,
Mr. Rjtrck. make the followin'
As the Swedish delegation nas ran one crrcrtunitv
to state at the Committee's discussions in Strasbourg,
the delegation does not consider that other provisions
n ce ac —
y be easily controlled,
than thosh in the
Certain provisions w!
ceuted as
do not
ai x a c t i t u c e w micch
/ r eas
;o satesi'v one ceranc:
cculo
IS
1 ; 5.
The Swedish delegation has also previously naa m e
opportunity to point cut that it was no u prepared to
accent as ciroina odlirati^nst articles v h i c h u i a n t i
Cl COii 6 (
"he opperrr

* to stare char this arricle
*—
*he caesrion of cayc holiday's not being subject to legislation in
is solved through collective
re uaoe concerning
the articles 1 2 and 1 $
iit article 1 1 it maw be said that
connection with
Sweden has no legislatio
-rhich prevents deduction from
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Neither does Swedish legislation meet with the
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As re
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:ay be said that Sweden
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Yours sincerely,
Bexelius.
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o Heal th
The n-rovisicns

ing comulied with.

(37)-(4o) Eight to Social Security
The provisions f re being complied with.
(4l)-(44) Right to social end radical assistance
The previsions of psregrsphs (41), (42) on
(44) ere being complied with.
As paragraph (4
has net been agreed upon by the Working Party,
beve not found it appropriate to give any
as to Denmark's compliance with the draft text o:
the provision*
(45)-(46)

;o rehabilitation an

The previsions are being complied wish.
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(4?) The right of the family to social and economic
prelection
The provision can.be accepted as an aim of
policy.
(48) The richt of mothers and children to social end
economic protection
The provision is being complied with.
(i}^)-(52) The richt of access'to employment in
.......
countries
- .... *. ..... .
The provisions can be accented as aims of
policy.
(53)-(59) Chi
(Ssistance

;nu workers

rha p r e v i s i o n s
a r a -ha"*'*' g complied
con*d i e d n i t h .

rro*

:0

graphs (53) end ( 5 5 ) - (r9)
raragraph (5^) i s net
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All nine Governments which h *e replied to date find
the first part of the Charter a cceptable as an objective of
long-term policy.
The United Kingdom Government, however,
asks for the inclusion in the i
additional words suggested in p
of the Report of the Working ?a rty"(CE/Soc (57)'l§) and for
certain modifications to paragr aphs 7 and Ip.
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SOCIAL COMMITTEE
Sixth Session
European Social Charter
Draft text
revised by the Legal Department

PREAMBLE

/The High Contracting parties, Members of the Council of
Europe,
Considering that the aim of the Council of Europe i the
achievement of greater unity between its Members for the
purpose.of safeguarding and realising the ideals and principles
which arc their common heritage and of facilitating their
economic and social progress, in particular by the protection
and further realisation of human rights and fundamental'freel
dons;
Considering that in the European Convention on Hunan Rights
and the.protocol thereto the Member States of the Council of
Europe agreed to s e ^ r e to their peoples the civil and political
rights and freedoms therein specified;
Being resolved to make every effort in common to improve the
standard of living and to promote the social well-bcin? of
their peoples;.
^
Have agreed as follows
*/*
(1)
A

3 7 .3 5 ?

The texts between square brackets have not yet been
finally adopted by the full Committee.

PART I

The Hish Contracting parties accept as an sin of
policy to be pursued by all appropriate means b o t h ^ ^
national and international, the attainment of conditions
in which the rights and principles set forth hereinafter
in this first part may be effectively realised,
^subject only to such restrictions or limitations as
are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic
society for the protection of the rights and freedoms
of others and for the protection of public order, security,
health and morals/, (1 )
,
Everyone shall have the opportunity to earn his
living in an occupation freely accepted..by him.
2.

All workers have the right to fair conditions of work.

3.
All workers have the right to safe and healthy working
conditions.
ii.
All workers have the right to a fair wage sufficient
for a decent standard of living for themselves and their
families.
All workers and employers have the right to freedom
of association in national or .international organisations
for the protection of their economic and social interests.

6.

All workers and employers have the right to negotiate
collectively.
Children and young persons have the right to a
special protection against physical and moral hazards
arising in their work.

8.

Expectant or nursing mothers in employment and other
employed women as appropriate have the right to a special
protection in thoir work.

9 . Everyone has the right to appropriate facilities for
vocational guidance and training in order to help him to
choose an occupation suited to his"porsonal capacity and
to his interests.
/.
(1) The texts between square brackets have not yet been
finally adopted by the full Committee.
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10. Everyone has the right to benefit from any measures
enabling him to enjoy the highest possible standard of health
attainable.(1 )
11. All workers and their dependants shall have the right to
social security.
12. Anyone without adequate resources shall have the right
to social and medical assistance.
13* Disabled persons have the right to rehabilitation and
resettlement, whatever the origin and nature of their disability.
lA. The family as a fundamental unit of society has the
right to appropriate social and economic protection.
Ip. Mothers and children, irrespective of marital status and
family relations, have the right to appropriate social and
economic protection.
lc. The nationals of.any of the High Contracting Parties have
the right to engage in any gainful occupation in the.territory
of any other Party, on a footing of equality with the nationals
of the latter parry, subject only to restrictions based on
considerations of security, public order and public health or
on cogent economic or social reasons.

1 7 . Migrant workers have the right to protection and
assistance.

(1) Not yet f i n a l l y a d o pted by the full Committee
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PART II
Article 1
The right to work
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right; the High Contracting parties undertake:
(1 )

to accept as one of their primary aims and responsi
bilities the achievement and maintenance of 3 high
and stable level of employment;

(2 )

to protect effectively the right of the worker freely
to choose any available occupation, orovided that
this provision shall not be interpreted as prohibiting
or authorising any union security clause or practice;

(j5 )

to establish or maintain free services as to enploymenL;

(!i)

tp__nr_omo.t.e appropriate vocational guidance, training
and rehabilitation.

Article 2
The right to fain conditions of work
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right, the High Contracting parties undertake insofar as
such measures are not put into effect under national schemes
agreements between employers' and workers' organisations
or are not normally carried out otherwise:
/i)
'

to provide for reasonable daily and weekly working
hours, the working week to be progressively reduced,
to the extent that the increase of productivity and
other relevant factors permit;

^2 )

to provide for recognised public holidays with pay;

/x)
'

to provide for a minimum of two weekst annual holiday
with pay;

/h)

to provide for additional paid holidays for workers
engaged in dangerous or unhealthy occupations as p r e s 
cribed;
to provide for a guaranteed weekly rest period.

]

Article^
The right to safe and healthy wo r k ing conditions
(1)

With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
rignc, rhe Higu Contracting parties undertake to urovide
for adequate protection of life and health during*work.

Article h
The right to a...fair wa ge
With a view to ensuring the effective exorcise of this
right, the High Contracting parties undertake;
(1 )

to permit deductions from wages.only under conditions.
and to the extent prescribed by national laws or regula
tions ^or fixed by collective agreement or arbitration

and recognise;

(2 ) the right of all xorkers to additional wages for work
performed at the request of tho employer ^
in addition to normal working hours;
(3)

the right of men and women workers to equal nay for work
of equal value.

The exercise of those rights nay be assured by voluntary
collective agreement, by statutory wage-fixing"machinery or by
other means appropriate to national conditions.

'

Article ^
The right of association

(1)

With a view to ensuring .or.promoting the freedom of
workers and employers to form local, national or inter
national- organisations and to join organisations for tho
protection of their economic and social interests, the
High Contracting parties undertake that national
law shall not bo such as to impair, nor shall it be
so applied as to impair, this freedom, subject only
to restrictions prescribed by law for reasons of
national security or public interest or for the
prevention of disorder or crime or for the protec
tion of the rights and freedoms of others.
The
extent to which the guarantees provided ibr in this
paragraph shall apply to the armed forces, tho
police and the administration of the State shall be
determined by national laws or regulations.
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Article 6
The right to negotiate collectively
With a view to promoting the exercise of this
right, the High Contracting parties**undertake;
(1)

to promote, where necessary and appropriate,
machinery for voluntary negotiation between
employers or employers! organisations and
workers! organisations, with a view to the
regulation of terms and conditions of employ
ment by means of collective agreements;

(2)

to promote the establishment and use of approp
riate machinery for conciliation or arbitration
for the settlement of labour disputes;

(3)

to encourage and promote joint consultation
of workers and employers;

and recognise: . .
(ii)

the right of workers and employers to collective
action in cases of conflicts of interest, subject
only to limitations prescribed by law for
reasons of national security or public interest.

4h^iclc_^

The right of children and young persons
to orotection
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of
this right, the High Contracting parties undertake
insofar as such measures arc not put into effect under nation
schemes by agreements between employers! and workers' organi
sations or are not normally carried out otherwise;
(1)

to provide that the minimum age of admission to employ
ment shall be lp years, subject to exceptions for
children employed in proscribed light work, which docs
not endanger their health, morals or education;

(2)

to provide that a higher minimum age of admission to
employment shall be fixed with regard to proscribed
occupations regarded as dangerous or unhealthy;

(3)

to provide that persons who are still subject to compul
sory education shall not be employed in such work as
would deprive them of such education;
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(L)

(5)

(6)

to provide that the forking day of persons under l6
years cf age shall be limited in accordance with the^
needs of their development and particularly with their
need for vocational training;
to provide that empl ed persons of under l8 years of
age shall be entitle to not less than three weeks'
annual holiday with '
to provide that pers )ns unaer 1 0 years 01 age
be employed in night work with the exception of certain
occupations provided
sons under l 8 .years. of-ago
medical control.wioh the.
ions orovided for by-national

(7). to provide that cmpl
* she1 1 be subject to :

"exc epDicn of cc rtaih
lav.'' and rcgulat ions.

Article_8
Ar-'
T he right of emplo;yed wore
;he effective exercise of Lhis
right, the High Contracting parties undertake insofar as suen
measures are not put into effect under national schemes cy
agreement between employers' and workers' organisations or arc
not normally carried out otherwise:

With a view to ensur

(1 )

(2 )

to prohibit dismissal from employment during or
on account of aoscncc duo to pregnancy or childbirth;

(3)

to provide trat mothers who ai nursing their infants
snail Dc entitled to sufficient time off for this
purpose.

Article_o
Protection of women workers^"**)
(1)

The High Contracting Parties undertake to take measures
order to regulate the employment of women workers on
nign^ worx in specified employment and to prohibit
their employment in specified work underground or, as
appropriate, on heavy work which is unsuitable for
them.

(1) Not yet" finally adopted by the full Committee.

Article 10

The righe to vocational guidance
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right, the High Contracting parties shall endeavour;

(1)

to provide or promote assistance to individuals in
solving problems related to the choice of, and nrogress
in, a profession with duo regard to the**capacity of the
individual and his consequent placing in the emoloymcnt
market; such assistance shall be"availabIe"bo5h"to
young**persons, including school children, and to adults;

(2)

to encourage, by appropriate measures such as reducing
or abolishing any fees or charges, the full use of the
facilities provided.

Article 11
The right to vocational training
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right, the High Contracting parties undertake;
(1 )

to provide or promote, as necessary,
vocational training of workers;

(2 )

to provide cr promote a system of apprenticeship;

(3 )

to provide or promote, as necessary, special facilities
for re-training of adult workers where this becomes
necessary as a consequence, particularly, of**tccnnological
developments or of dislocations of the employment market;

(ij.)

to encourage the full use of the facilities provided, by
appropriate measures sucH as;

the technical and

(a) reducing or abolishing any fees or charges;
(b) granting financial assistance in appropriate cases;
(c) including in the normal working hours time spent on
supplementary training taken by the workman, at the
request of his employer, during his hours of employment;
(d) ensuring, through adequate supervision, the efficiency
of apprenticeship arrangements and the adequate pro
tection of apprentices.
Note;

The following paragraphs have not yet been finally adopted by the glenary Committee.
"*
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Article 12
R i ght to Hea l th
(1 )

In order to ensure the exercise of this right, the High
Contracting parties undertake, either directly or in co
operation with public or private organisations to take
appropriate measures designed inter a l i a ;
(a) to remove as far as possible the causes of ill-health;
(b) to provide advisory and educational facilities for
the b&tber^ent of health and the encouragement of
individual responsibility in natters of health;
(c) to prevent as far as'possible
.other diseases.
Article I 2
Rivht *j,Q Social pscuri
j.n c-rcer uo ensure
Hiah Contracting ?artic=

(1 ) to establish cs

1

(2 )

.in the social
'Cur i"
;tcry nininun level conniving
irr rsuiiicauicn
secures

ysten at a sat is
'ith
roouir en
Code cf social

(3 )

to endeavour Lo raise progressively the system of
social security to a higher level /cased upon standards
defined in the Protocol to the European Code of social
security/;

(^)

to take steps, by the conclusion of bilateral and
multilatcral_agrecnonts, to ensure;

uo

of see iah sec -ur

- equal treatment as between nationals of each of tho
Contracting ?artics'in"rcspect of social security
rights;
- the accumulation of insurance or employment periods
completed under the legislation of each of
Contracting Parties. with a view to the op
maintenance or rccov ery of the right to so
security benefits , as well as fer the calculation
of such benefits;
the retention cf benefits arising out of social
security logislat ion, whatever no vene nts the
persons procecueo nay
' tcrllr "C undertake
ohe Contracting parties;

Article lb.
Right to social and nodical assistance
In order to ensure one exorcise
High Contracting parties undertake:

01

onis rignr, uhe

(1 )

to ensure that every person, who is without adequate
resources and who is unable to obtain such resources
either cn his own efforts cr from other sources, in
particular, by benefits under a social security scheme,
be granted.the necessary means of subsistence and, in
case of sickness, the care necessitated by his condition;

(2 )

to provide that everyone nay receive by appropriate,
services such advice and personal help as nay be required
to prevent, to remove cr to alleviate want;

nst oersens rccoi- .ng p u o u c assistance
/I3) Lo ensure
net for if
m s* .Ter fror: a diminution of their
nolitical or social right
the provisions referred to in the preceding
C*Dn-'
hs cn an equal footing to na tionals of other H C
ing Parties lawfully uithin
repatriation ccnta
urenean Convention on Social and hcdical Assis

(ii)

-i^ncio_n
The

the disabled to rehabilitation
arc rosorvicrcru

With a view to ensur
right, the High Contracti

effective exorcise o
cs undertake:

(1 )

to take adequate measures for the provision of
facilities, including, where necessary, special iscd
institutions;

(2 )

to take adequate measures for the placing of disabled
persons in employment, such as specialised employment
services, facilities for -protected employment and
measures to encourage employers to admit disabled persons
to employment.
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Article 1c
The right of the family to social and
economic protection
(1 )

The High Contracting parties, recognising the importance
.of..the family as a fundamental unit of society, small
endeavour to ensure the economic and social protection of
family life.
,
Article 17
'he risht of mothers akd children to
social
—-1

(1 )

With a vie*.-; to ensuring the effective cxcrcisi of
this rignt, tne High Contracting parties shall take
all suitable and necessary.measures for the"cffectivc
rrctecticn cf mothers and children including, the
establishment or maintenance of institutions appropriate
for that uurocsc.

Article l 8
Cl

^ces;

t o cnoic'.ccont
cci

Witn a vie
;o orcmoti:
;he effective exercise ci
o he High Contracting Parties shall endeavour;
unis rign
(i)

to apply existing rcstri
liberality;

(2 )

to simplify existing formalities..and to reduce- cr
abolish chancery dues and other/charges payable by
foreign workers or their employers;

(3 )

to liberalise, individually or collectively, regula
tions governing the employment of foreign workers;

(^)

to permit their own nationals to engage in gainful
activity in the territories of the other High Contract
ors Parties subject only to restrictions prescribed by
law for reasons of national security or public
interest...

ions in a soirit of

Articlc_12
Tne r i m t

o

rent workers to t
ano..assistance

section

(1 )

to ur'ovido appropriate ar.i free services to assist
migrant porpUU"n**partiqular_. to aunuly then pith
=r...s. .u o-'CY..:.... insofar as national
accurate inicn
lavs ana regulations r e m i t , misleading propaganda r e 
lating to cnigraticn and emigration:

(2 )

to adopt appropriate reassures in ardor to facilitate the
departure, journey and reception of nigrant porkers,
an;
to provide appropriate services for health control and
nodical attention;

:n

.------L'15'''**n*' OS SP'C-S narUSP'S $p*0 p*p
o-c-a—ouu-;-oa

j.si-7 or
ac;
aCck^.i—
1 :t-

mlatiens

cr arc snbiect to the ccnrrel of

'.--.-j_tio^i piQ sccr^c (***"*- r i c r a r t nerhers
-M tcr*'it;*'*rioe enp*sl t r c k * r c r t uirh
'era

'aliening raoocro

(i) remuneration and ether omolo'pu

and vorking con-

(ii)

(iii)

(4 ) to seer:

s sera,
re fol!

cure

--e^nenr raxes, ores

-i.

up-..-- ^,... rause- — a m
rrsr^rcrs

nupueyee persons. are
(ii) legal prececeings relating
t-'t
: m s ^rricri p
(5)

=s res error

to ensure that nigrant yorhers are subject to the conoleticr or a reasonable uorici eh orrlc'rrcrt cr resiernee..
adequately proto cted acainst involuntary roe oriaticn
cr enoulsicn:
*001 *0*11 U; 1 rithin t
*""- limits
H-"
the
laid dovn by lapg the trans-r'cf such parts cf'the
Ef'tuo oarnurcs ane'savinrs of the
granr nor* :cr as ho may

(7 )

to extend the protection and assistance provided for in
this Article to solf-emuloyod migrants insofar as suer
.measures auulv to this catcucrv.

(1 )

P.-.HT 111^"^
Article 2.0
Und.crtahinos

(1)

lack of the High Contracting Parties undertakes:
(a)

to consider tkc first Part of this Charter as a
declaration of tkc aims union it "ill pursue
by all appropriate means, -as stated in tke
introductory paragraph cf that part;

(*D)

the Articles or by not loss than Y of tkc
nurtorcd paragraphs and Articles containing only
only one oars orach :f one second part rf oris
Charter"'
1 ^*
CT
selected shall bo rotifieparagraph
Secroiar'*-Peroral of the Council of Europe
10 ; ^ ' - - —L-cu —.^1Y

(2 )

piigr CeriuracYErr

deposited.

corded sball
"ny-V

***^E'Jt Ed E *'E"3*'' CE^G

^VfClarO

Gy uiCGCl' —CSGier. C-C C.C3 SCCreGEry**lCres*aA VrEG EG COrSECCrS

itself bcv.rc by any Articles or rwbered paragraphs cf the
second part cf the Charier uhoch it has net already accepted
under the terns cf oho preceding paragraph.
Such undertshi'ccs srdsccrcrtlr circ'c shall he deeded to bo an
integral part cf the ratification and shall hare the sane
effect as fren th
(3) The Sccrctary-pcnoral shall ccmunicate to all the
ether* High Contracting parties any notification which hi
shall hare received rvrsv.art- to this
Article 21
cce'otcc crcuisicns
The High Contracting parties skaJJ_send to the SecretaryGeneral cf tkc Council of'Europe a report at two yearly inter
vals, in a fern tc be determined by tke Committee cf Yinisters,
concerning suck provisions cf tkc second Part cf the Charter
as troy have'accepted.

(1 ) ??.r-. Ill ras ru

yet boon finally adopted

0

Article 22
pcrcrt concerning provisions'o.-hich are net accented
The High Contracting Parties shall send ;o the Sci
General of or e Council cf
re, at ape oo*r ra * intervals as'
requested by the Cer.reittee of Ministers ..^operts relating to
the orevisie: is cf re
* second Pa*
cf the Charter mhich they did
:*'
net :Cm-me
cf choir ra**e^r=-^
ficatien or in a subsecucr
icn.
h o p C o m i o t c e cf Ministers shall determine from tire oo vine, in respect cf mhich provisiens.sueh
report shall be rc-qucs*
-no she fern cf the reports to be
creviced.

Article 2p
Ccnr.unicaoicn cf conics
(1) rach High Contracting Party shall'communicate copies of
its reports referred re in Articles 21 and 22 to su
**j;*-rs -i**-.—
—
.auionar croanrsacrens as are mercers
organisations of enrlcvcrs!
'ace unions in eensu-cacrv
status noth the
ceil cf uurcoo
(2)

T.
The High Contracting
res snarl
Council of -urcrc any co:'*r:onts on
'-ayc-'Ls received iron tneso national croanisat
crcscch

;.no Secretary*
; said

Article-*2nr

' -- - .phc reports sent to-oho Secretary-General cf_thc.
Council cf Hurcco under Articles 21 and 22 shall be
cxsmircd^by's'ccnmittoc cf Experts, mho shall have also
before then any comments fcrrerccc to thc_Sccrcta'ryGoncral under paragraph 2 of Article 2p*

Article 2H

(1) The Committee of n"'"co**ts s
P*. 1 CO
than seven members
oy.
cf the highest int
social arc interne
be nrcncscd b" the

-11

consist of net ncro

an
Such one arts snail
Parties!*'
*

11

/2 ) W e -'-c-.b'crs cf the Cerr-ittee s h a l l bo'appointed for
a rolled of six years.
rhey ray be re-appoinLec.
Hexovor,
*
*
ho
terns
of
iTO
neneers
c.f the nenbers firs^ appcir.-oc.
shall expire at the ere cf four years.
(3) The nenbers Those terns arc to expire' at the end of
the initial -cried cf four years shall be chosen..by ler
by the r e m i t t e e cf hinisters'imeoia^eiy aix-cr. ^rc firsaupcintnent has boon race.
(ii)' A render of uhc C o m o r o o ci Tlxpcr-s appe^r-ud
^Y**'
d a c e a render Those tern cf efface ras rot 0 -'-pi-""d sr^ix
hold office for the rer.aincer cf his'predecessor:s tern.

A rticle 26

^eti'pr-'J--L.--e:.PP-C-i

Jpf.P'--^
-^ ^ ^ *
2
—

Labour Gruanisau-c:aenisatien shall bo invited
The internet: .oral L .uour C-'-_
c
cartioirato
in a censultaeserta
Pbr
—
t-* in the dolitcra-icns of she Cemitto:
tire capacity
Baraorts.

cf
- -.i 9 L
u:
ho reports an o c CLIO
15 of the CC
to sr.br-tie**' - b.-* ho.* -racier 'J eo
rental Social Ce
c ofOi e-re Coo
^
rnittco shall de co: nsec of cno representative c:
cf Lrc High Contracting Parties..

(1 )

(?' '1
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The Sub- c c m u L ' Oe shaLL hoar th:C Vieu *s c f r cures e n t a t i ves
r
J--c t e r n a t i c r a l
or d-fcuor s ' and t r a be uni on organ i s a t i c ns .
i n con s*oLc a c i vo s t a t u s i-.'ith t he Ccur o i l o f P u r e r e .
(2)

'-rJ-

P . .C

—
cc s h a l l or o sent t o th c Conn i t t e c c f
(3) i ho subH i r i s t er s a . r e p e r t cent a i n i n t ' it s c cnchi a s i ous an d. T i t h the
r e o e r t of the C e r r i t t e o c f pr-rper t s a tta<,:he c t h c r otcl**'

Article 23
Cemittee

of hinisters

pro Cerritteo of hinisters --y, cn the basis cf
r op ert cf the Sub-ccmittco.and. after ccrsu'tao'^'*^ ib
C or sultativc Assonbly, rahe to each
o-rr ccruracO-rg
ary necessary rcccmcrcatisrs.

m m*i

-

-r,,-(D

-L

Article 2$
\jncrgoncy claus_
r or
In tine of *,*ar cr ctkicr pu.0 c oner-gene -- thr eaten --n
.
the life of the nation any H igh Co ntracting fa rou may r
take uca surcs derogating f **^m it s o o i i g a m o n^s n d or tkr.S
Cha rtor to th c extent stri C " ly r 00pared by the ex igenc cs
of the s ituat icn^ provided 0 hat su eh measure s arc net
inccnsis tent with its cthc r cbli-gatiens unde r int ernat 1 n a
lau <

1

Any High Contracting Oo rty mrt.ich has av ai led itsc 1 f
shall n o r m a r oa s on able
of this right -of dercgatic
i aO sc of tine keep the See r otary oneraa of 0.0'e C cu.nci 1 of
Bur ope fuliy informed of thc rea surcs. taken an d cf the
It sha eg lik or ise inferr 0 he Score 0 ary
rea.seers there for.
Gen oral xhon- such measures h arc cc asod to cp 0 ate and he
ioh it has accco to a a re - ra
rr orisio.rs of -:ho Charter
rr 0 Seer c oary-fanera 1 sha 1 1 n
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tur:n inf ere: o'ho other High C cn^-ra c L'j.n.^.r^.rb —OS a ccordi n giy

2.
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Bcstricticns
The restrictions r e m i t t e e ndcr this- Chart:-, tc the
rights end obligations see forth herein shall net ?e
-f G-—
b
applied for any purpose error th -i
have been rrcscribei.

Article pi

Relationship between the Charter
end domestic lao* or dprcrnaticnal_agrocnonts
The previsions of this Charter shall rot prejudice the
previsions of acrostic lau or of any bilateral cr mnltilatera
treaties, conventions cr agreements uhich arc already in
force, cr nay core into force, under union more favourable
treatment veulc be accorded to the oorsens protected.
.
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In the sa id ter:ritcrics the .*crcv p s ions cf rn i s C h a rt er
ii.
sh:^ 1 1 be appli e d nit:b due regard to 1 ec al requ ir m e n u s .
The ^ecrc t a'
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Article
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Any Srjratcry Gcvorrncnr nay
i
nnenents to this
o to the Secretary-General
C-rarocr in a eermrnicaorcn acci
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Secretary-General shall
Governments any amendments so
prepcsed. rhich shall chon be considers 'ey the Cc'omittee cf
stricter to the Cermultetivc Assembly for
Minister
nnnhoents approved by the Ccnnittcc cf hinisters
ouinion.
scon as all the High Centractshall enter into force a
ing parties rare inferno
acccrtancc.

Article 3f
-Signature^_^atifioatien_and_Entry_into Force
1.
This Charter shall be open fer signature by the
Members. cf th Council of Err
It shall be ratified.
Instruments cf ratification shall be deposited uith the
Secretary-General cf the Council of Europe.

Thi s Charter s h a l l e n t e r in to f e r e 0 a s frees tho
2.
coc s i t of.r- ho f i f vn t h i r t e t r day a f t e r the .d: a u c " c f
i n s t rnren t c f r a t i f i c a t i on.
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the
cay
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Section IV

Reports cf the Social Committee to the Committee of Ministers
(February 1957/February 1958)

3 "f*

3)9

XXJNCIL OF EUROPE -— :-------- CONSHL.DE L' EUROF
COA 1MITTEE OF AHNiSTERS
Strasbourg,

1 1 th

Confidential
Ci.lT5?l"24

Februardh 1357*

- C O ^ T T E E OF MINI S TEES
REPORT 0? THE
S' 0 C I A L

C O M

M IT

T E

.(Fourth Session)

. The Social Committee held its
from January 23 th to February 1st,
and observers participating in the
Appendix 1.
The Agenda adopted by
in Appendix I I .
.
' .

Four'oh Session at Strasbour
1357.
The list of members
Session is contained in
the Committee'is set out
'
- .

The meeting was opened by the Director cf Research of the
Secretariat-General of the Council of Europe. He pointed out
that the most important item on the Agenda was, no doubt, the
continued discussion cf the European Social Charter. In this
-connection he dre*w the attention cf th-e Committee to Recommend
tion 10E (1 3 5 6 ) cf the Consultative Assembly which was now
officially before the Committee, and to Resolution (36 ) 2$ of
the Committee of Ministers, in which the latter had given the
Social Committee certain new- instructions relating to the
Social Charter.
The Committee then elected H. J. DOUBLET (France) as
Chairman and M. G.C. vEYSEY C.B. (United Kingdom) as Vice
Chairman.
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SUMMARY 0? THE DEBATE

0D

mV? THIRD SESSION

. The draft summary contained in Doc. CB/Soc (56 ) 12 was
adopted, subject to corrections made by the Delegations of 'Belgium,* Denmark and the United Kingdom.
It was understood
that a revised issue of the summary would be circulated and
that it would contain also a list of the persons who had
participated in the Third Session.
At the request of the Secretariat-General, the Committee
agreed that in the future detailed summaries of the debates
might be dispensed with, thus rendering unnecessary the steno
graphic records which involve considerable expense.
HEAR'NG 0? A REPRESENTATIVE 0? THE INTERNATIONAL
FEDERATION OF CHRISTIAN. TRADE U N I O N S ........ .
At its Third Session the Committee had decided to invite
the International Federation of Cnr*stian Trade Unions and
the International Confederation cf Free Trade Unions, which
have consultative status in category "A" with the Council of
Europe, to send representatives to a special meeting in
accordance with the roles cf procedure.
The purpose of this
special meeting, tc be held in connection with the Fourth
Session of the Committee, was to hear the views of these
organisations concerning the Social Charter.
As the representative cf the International Confederation
of Free Trade Unions was prevented from attending the meeting,
the Committee heard a statement by the representative of the
International Federation of Christian Trade Unions, who also
replied to certain questions posed by individual members of
the Committee.
'
A summary of the proceedings of this special:meeting is
contained in Appendix 111 to this report.
- EUROPEAN SOCIAL CHARIER
The Committee first undertook a general discussion based
cn Resolution (56 ) 2$ .of the Committee of Ninisters, which
contains the following instructions to the Social Committee:
1.

To direct its work in this field, in consultation with
European employers' and trade union organisations,
towards the establishment cf a European Social Charter,
taking-intc account the draft appended to Recommendation
10^ cf the Consultative Assembiy'and the deliberations
of the Assembly;

2

To determine whether and, if so, hew far, definite and
detailed provisions binding upon the'signatory States
could be incorporated in the Charter, by providing for
its implementation by stages and by recognising that
this nay be effected by means cf collective agreements
cr ether appropriate measures as well as by legislation:

. results of
he
To report to the Committee ci ministers cn +Tits work by 1 st July 1957? and to ccmolete the drafting
of the Social Charter by fist December 1$$7;
4.

To consider measures for the implementation of the'
Social Charter such as will enable employers' and trad<
union organisations ;c assist in supervising its
implementation.

In connection with paragraph 1 above, the Committee was
informed that no employers' organisation had applied for
consultative status with the Council of Burope.
On the.other
hand, Article lk A of the Rules of Procedure for Committees of
Governmental Experts states that such Committee "nay decide
by a unanimous vote to hear the views of representatives of .
non-governmental organisations admitted to consultative ?
in Category A."
int by a represe
Having heard a statemen.
External Relations Divisioni cf
of T
th
-iie Secreta:
tion
Committee care to the coo .vsion th at
express in;
ccia:rs must travail and that '
of the Committee of Minister
0C?:
Committee was therefore free to undertake any necessary
'D r-t,
sultaticn. It was consequently decided to instruct the --retaria*
' Employ ^ .
contact The International A;
oration
*-*!*1
Tnis cr<^arisa-Licr shcvl'.
rtunity t
r.r^
Recommendation 10k (l$po) of the Consultative Assembly, *
Records cf Assembly debates on the Social Charter and R
(56 ) 25 cf the Committee cf ministers.
It should be recues
represents'
to state its opinion in_writing, or by sending
uO a Special rearing.
The representative of the Ir 0 recalled the Resolution
adopted in 1935 by the Consultative A s s e m b l y -(1) and supported
*sde Unions and the
by the International Ccnfederatie.r
im.
International Federation of Christian Trade Unions to the
effect that the draft European Social Charter being prepared
by the Council of Europe should be submitted for an opinion
to a tripartite conference convened under the agreement between
the Council of Europe and the ILO.
He also recalled that the Governing Body of the ILO, on
being inferred cf the Assembly Resolution in question, had
stated that, should the Committee of Ministers endorse that
suggestion, the Governing Body for its part would not fail to
give it sympathetic consideration.

(1 )

Resolution No.

6$

(l$55) du reply to the Fourth Report
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A considerable discussion arose in connection with the
proper understanding of paragraph 2 of Resolution (5%) 25
ousted above.
Certain delegations considered tha* hois
instruction, seen in the light of the Resolution as a nhole,.
involved a new mandate for the Social Committee a m m a t tn
fact the Committee was now charged with'the preparation ci a
Social Charter containing binding provisions.
These Delegations
stressed the following points:
1.

2.
—

The Committee was instructed to take into account, inter;
a l i a , the draft text appended to Assembly recommendation
104 (1 3 5 6 ), and this text was drawn up in a binding form.
Paragraph L of the operative part of the Resolution
--refers to the implementation of the Charter ana a super
vision of the implementation, which seems to presuppose^
bindina ore-visions.
The third paragraph of the Considerations introducing
the Resolution states that "a European Social Charter..,
which does not certain specific provisions binding upon
the signatory States is of doubtful value, since c o m 
parable international instruments suck as the Universal
-Declaration of Human Rights already exist within t-rc
framework of the United Rations".

Other Belematicns, while not going so far, considered
that Resolution
2p in ary case involved = new point of
departure because the Committee was row irstr. cot-.
to ccrsicer
the possibility of incorporating binding provisions in the
Charter
p r o v i a m g 1 or its implementation
ges and by
recognising that the implementation may ce effected b means
of collective ___________________________
agreements or other at: oriate means and not
onl*
-d oy legislation,
irese Delegations felt that, while
leaving the Social Committee free to arrive at its own con
clusions as to the possibility of including binding provisionsin the Charter, the Committee of ministers had nevertheless
expressed a certain "preference for a-binding instrument.
Moreover,'the Resolution contained new elements in the sense --that the Social Committee mas new instructed to take into account
the draft appended to Recommendation 10ii, and to consider
measures for the implementation of the Charter.
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.
Other Delegations acain held the. view that Resolution
b {56 ) 25 did nor radically change the.mandate cf the Committee,
L- as contained in the Special message of 20th May 1954 from the
' Committee of Ministers to the Assembly.
The Social Committee
should continue its work, taking'into account the draft appended
to Recommendation idi and considering whether the devices
suggested in Resolution (56 ) 25 might enable some binding prej visions to be incorporated, in the Charter, but the Committee
] remained entirely free to advise the Committee cf Ministers
as it saw fit with regard to the-binding or declaratory nature
of the^Charter.^ Moreover, there was no need to make a clear
cut choice between these possibilities.
The Charter might well
contain a combination of binding and declaratory provisions.
In this connection the Delegation of the United Kingdom suggested
'that the Charter might contain a First Part cf a declaratory,
nature and applicable to all States, and a Second Fart embodying
binding provisions, cut cf which Governments might individually
decide these to which they wished' to adhere.
?
It was not possible to arrive at a concerted point cf v:
with regard to the above mentioned questions, and the Commit* ;ec
decided to proceed to an examination cf Doc. CF/Scc (Sc) 19,
which was prepared by the Secretariat and contained a n<
of craft provisions based on the replies cf the Gcvernme nts
to the Questionnaire adopted by the Committee a its Ihi:
Session and on the comments cf Governments concerning the dra it
articles of the Charter-provisionally adopted by the Com;mitts
at the same Session.
In drawing up this document, tbs 'core
-u.
ariat had also taken into aooouj
Le
h*aft text at;
Assembly Recommendation 104 (153s)*

The Committee examined in detail the proposed new dra
texts cf Article 2 (the right to w o r k ) and Article 3 (the
------ ---------------------------------------------- =— ?----4ieir
'-iGY,rro.iU-ens ci v.-CTri/.
rust
rish*
.-substance and with regard to their declaratory or binding
...nature. Several Delegations made proposals for amendments to
these draft...texts, and.the proposed amendments are included
in Appendix 17 to this Report.
The Committee realised, however, that due to the brevity'
of its Session it would not be possible to examine in detail
all the draft texts contained in Doc. CB/Scc (qo) 15*
For
this reason, and because of the tine limits given in paragraph
3 of Resolution (56 ) 2 5 , it was decided to set urn- a Working
Gr o u p , consisting of representatives of the following coun
tries:
Belgium, Federal Republic cf Germany, France, Greece,
Italy, Norway (or Denmark) and the United Kingdom.

This group should seat for a week* from $th April 1357-.
It should consider the rights covered by the first ^two groups .
of Questionnaires and suggest to the Committee draft texts including '.'.here appropriate alternative drafts - raxing into
account the views expressed by Governments, the views_expressed
durina the present Session of the Social C o m m e r c e and the
suggestions in Document CB/Scc (56 ) 19 and in Assemoiy
Recommendation ICii (1956).
If should also prepare a arair
of the interim Report called for in paragraph 3 of Resolution
(5 6 ) 2 5 .
'
.
:
During the debate on the two above mentioned articles
two specific questions arose, with regard to which the
Committee recommended to request the advice of the inter
national Labour Office:
1. Article 2, paragraph 3, (ii) deals with the protection
of the right of wage-earners freely ro choose any available
occupation.
The cnesticn arose how this ocvai ce reconciler
with "he so-called "closed shop" practice which prevails in
certain countries and.according to which trade union member
ship may bo a condition for comaining certain joas. 1^
suggested to complete the above sub-paragraph by the following
words:
"in accordance with national legislation, practice
and collective agreements".
It was aecisea, nowever, *co
recuest phe 110 to examine further the question as mo ine
extent to which such a clause would reconcile the positions
of those countries where the closed shop practice existed
and those where is did no t exist.
However, the Delegations of Italy ana Luxe-tcurm wanted,
it to be recoraea anno in tneir view one riant to work also
involved the right to free choice of work, and it was inccmpaticle with this right to make membership in a trade union*
a condition for obtaining employment.
2.
The ether question concerned the extent to which the
possibility of implementation of the Social Charter by means
of collective agreements would really solve the problems of
those Stases wnere certain important labour problems (such
as wages, hours of work, holidays^ etc.) were solved directly
by ncgcpiapions between the labour market partners.
Reference
was made .to certain International Labour Conventions which had
a similar clause of implementation.
The questions which the
Commitpee would wish to have clarified were concerned with the
view of phe 1L0 regarding the implementation of such conventions
and particularly whether, in spite of the said clause of imple
mentation, a certain obligation would not be left for the
Governments in case the collective agreements fail to cover
the^standards cf the convention or cease to be in force.
A
similar question arises with regard to groups cf workers not
covered by collective agreements. .
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;he desirability
-The Committee then went on'tc consider _____
c iu o m sr in
an the
m e Charter
onarLCi* ccertain
e n .:m n earner
.......c^.'.^
of in
including
other riahts,
/ered by irs work.
It had before it a document prepared
coveron Public Health (CE/Scc
W one Committee ci Experts
.
. . . (3 6 ) 21),

containing questions intended for submission to the Governments
concerning rights relating to health. It was decided to
transmit these questions to the Governments.
The Committee then turned to a list of proposals contained
in Appendix VII to Doc. CM (5 6 ) 6 3 .
A number of these proposals dealt with c ertain rights
rel ating to educa ticn.
It was d ecidcd not to includ e theseThe Com mv-oee
-rig hts in the Cna rear at the pr-e sent stage.
wcu Id, however, in its interim H
10 unk? Ccmmitt oe of
Min isters, make a reference to such rights an d recue st
ins tructions ccnc erning the oppe rtunity of in eluding the righ
to education in the Charter.
The list und or ccnsidoratic n of so referr -d'tc " adequate
and
sta:ndard of livin ^ * ^fccc* clc thin^ and heu sing":
"sc ciau services* t a a i*.*as noanv
Os-i.L' 1'0 1 ^ G c m u u tee that
ccr responding arc visions were in eluded in Art icle 1 (G) and
r-—l.'*-L'-1
--m
'
appended to Roc cmmendat*'cn 1ci-*(L) o

It was decide;d to request tv;e opinion of the Gov'ernnents
as t;c whether and in what fern tv-0 three above mentic -ned
nigh.ts should bo includcd in the Cho*?**tc*^, *i*t
would nLot be'
nece ssary for the Governments in this ccnnecti on to r*eply to
the detailed stand ard Questicnnai re which had been us ed
prev icusly, tut th 0 —1 —
^n shcula be draw n to tr^ fact
that similar right s were envisage d by the Asse nbly.
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-
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A P P E N D I X

U'Q'l
1.

II

AGENDA ADOPTED BY THE COMMITTEE

Opening of the meeting by. the Director of Research.

2 . ' - Election of chairman and vice-chairman.

3.

- Adoption of the Agenda.

b..

Adoption of the Minutes of the Third Session.

5.

Hearing of representatives of the International Con
federation of Free Trade Unions and the International
Federation of Christian Trade Unions concerning the
European Social Charter.
(Special meeting in accordance
with the rules governing the consultative status).

6.

European Social Charter:

7.

(a)

Re-examination, in the light of the comments made
by certain delegations and governments, of the draft
articles provisionally adopted at the Third Session.

(b)

Examination of the replies of Governments to the
second Questionnaire, and the corresponding draft
articles prepared by the Secretariat.

(c)

Plan of further work.

Employment of older workers.

S. .'New matters referred to the Social Committee by the
Committee of Ministers, i.e.:
(a)

Uniform regulations regarding security of employment.

(b)

Standardisation of safety precautions in industry.

(c)

Agricultural labour problems.

9.

Request from the Catholic International Union for Social
Service for consultative status with the Council of Europe.

10.

Other business.
Under this heading, the Committee may examine the
report of the Manpower Committee of the O.E.E.C.
concerning visas.

1 1 . - Date and place of the next Session.
/
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III

SUMMARY OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE SPECIAL KEEPING
CONCERNING THE SOCIAL CHARTER

The representative of the international Federation cf
Christian Trade Unions said -shat
________________________pc)
ci ^-Resolution-t
-y
i Committee of Ministers raised three principle questions which
Mere referred to the Social Committee:
1.

.2.
3*

The contents cf the Convention and the scope cf
the definite rights.
.. .
The procedure of the elaboration of the Convention.
The implementation cf the Convention.

- Cn these points both the Assembly and the Cc-mittee
Committee cf
cf his ergan
Ministers had expressed views similar to those of
organi
ain binding
sation, namely that the Convention should contain
provisions: that the workers should be assccia
preparation, and that it should be implemented on
cn a tritart
basis.
With regard to the Convention itself, the International
.
Federation cf Christian Trade Unions held one view that it
should (a) establish the basis and uhe great lines cf a Euro
pean social policy: (b) involve a progressive harmonisation
of social legislation at the highest level, and (c) prove .
that European integration would not run counter to the
..
interest cf the workers.
The Convention should, therefore, not only contain declare
tions of principle.
It should include binding previsions
which would serve as a guide for national legislation.
In
harmony with the idea expressed in Resolution (p6) 2p cf the
Committee cf Ministers, the implementation should be
sive stages, and collective agreements might in many cases be
the best means cf implementation.
In view cf the recent events in Hungary, it ucu^d be r-f
particular imper tance th a t the Convention should be bind!
that it should s tress such rights which had been viclatod
Eastern aurcoe.

Without entering into details Kith regard to m e advan
tages or disadvantages of recognising subjective rignts, tnc
representative of the international Federation of Christian
Trade Unions considered that the solution found in the
draft Convention appended to Recommendation lOh (1 3 5 6 ) of
the Assembly was satisfactory.'
It consisted of-a global-.....
recognition of the rights,-followed.by an enumeration of
concrete measures of application.
It was, he said a recogni
tion of objective rights combined Kith a complete disregard
of subjective rights..which-had led to the .revolts in Berlin,
Posnan and Budapest.
Nobody would pretend'that.the text appended.to Recommenda
tion 10L was.perfect, and the IFCTU had criticised it. The
IFCTU would have preferred the text originally submitted to
the Assembly by the Committee on Social Questions (Doc. h03
of October 1$35)? but the present text was an improvement
ever Dec. aS3, submitted to the Assembly in April 19 5 6 (by
the Committee on Social Questions and the Committee on
.Economic Questions together).
Cne must admit that the present
text constituted an improvement also in relation to the instru
ments of the ILO.
In conclusion' of this part of his statement, the repre
sentative of the IFCTU requested the Social Committee to. rake
as a basis for its work the draft text appended to Assembly
Recommendation lOq (l$5c) and to collaborate closely with,
the trace union organisations.
IVith recard to the procedure for the elaboration of the
Convention the speaker stressed the importance of the colla
boration with the organised economic and social groups in
Europe and said that this was in harmony with the views both
of the Assembly and of the Committee of ministers.
Thus,
the special meeting -which had now been organised should be
followed by a more permanent collaboration.
A basis for
this could be found in the Resolution of the Committee of
Ministers.
In fact, the Social Committee might regard all
its meetings devoted to the elaboration of she Social Charter
as "special meetings", thus rendering possible the presence
of the experts of the trade union organisations.
In this connection the representative of the IFCTU pr o 
posed the convocation of a tripartite conference in the frame
work of the agreement between the Council of Europe and the
ILO.
This conference night either be convoked before or
after the termination of the work of the Social Committee in
this field.
In the former case, which the speaker preferred,
the Committee could submit to the conference certain definite
points for opinion.
In the latter case, the conference would
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) .work on the basis of the text prepared by the Committee, but
on the condition that the trade union organisations could
be closely associated with the work of the latter.
The IFCTU was also in favour of the appointment of a
fspecial representative as proposed by the Assembly in Reccm' mendation ICL, but it would prefer a conference of ministers
of Social Affairs and the appointment of a political personality
*to fellow up the work, on the lines followed in the case of
-the negotiations concerning the Common Market after the
Messina Confer-nc-<
With regard to the implementation of the Charter, the
'representative of the IFCTU svrcngly stressed the need to
associate representatives of the workers with this implementa
tion.
This idea had been favourably received by the Committee
of Ministers.
He'referred to the "Social Chamber" envisaged
in the draft Convention appended to Recommendation 1 0 1 , which
could be provisionally accepted by the IFCTU, although it
would have preferred a European economic and social council.
The Chamber night, however, thanks to its right of initiative
develop into a more comprehensive organ, since it was impossible
to solve social problems without studying also the economic
'questions.
'Whatever solution were chosen (an economic and social
council, a social chamber or perhaps a small tripartite com
mittee), the representative of the IFCTU would make the
following remarks;
-1 .
Several intergovernmental organisations in Europe
- deal with the economic aspects of integration, cut there is'""
. no organ dealing with the study and solution of the social
problems involved.
2.
There is no European organ where the workers have
- a' satisfactory status.

3 * *0 n the national level the workers have a great
influence on economic and social policy, and they desire a
- similar position on the European plane.
Since the ILO has not been in a position to
-create an appropriate regional organisation in Europe, it
cannot be entrusted with the implementation of the Social
Charter.
This does not imply any prejudice towards the ILO
and a form of collaboration with the latter might be found.
-x

-x

-x
*/ *
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The following questions of substance were then addressed
to the representative of the IFCTU by Members of the Committee:
The representative of t h e F ederal Republic of Germany:
Hew should the terms "subjective rights" and "objective
rights" be understood?
Reply;
There are two extremes which should be avoided.
One
'is that the State recognises a number of individual rights
in fac*
u^ich cav^
henourea
measures of implementation are not taken.
The other is
the State undertakes to provide a-number of social measures,
thus creating "objective rights" for the population as a
whole, but' fails to grant the citizens the copcrtunity.of
*e riarzs m c iTivid'jaiim
vrcu
invoking
cni'crcm;
balance must be found between these extremes.
The representative of Luxembourg;

an

What is he difference between a "Social Chamber" and
economic and social council?

''rms ar. :nomic and social council as originally envisaged
Reply:
had a much wider competence than
Social Cham;
me
former could, according to the plan, deal with all econ;
questions as well as with the social problems.
It had also
very definite 'powers in connection with the implementation of
the Charter.
The representative of I t a l y :
What should bo understood by a progressive harmonisation
of social legislation at oho highest level?
Would it not
lead to a uniform legislation?
Reply: The Charter would be useless if it were nothing but an
inventory of existing social legislation,
The uevernmenos
should accept higher standards as an aim to achieve.
The
gradual realisation of these standards would be tantamount
to a harmonisation, but a uniform legislation was still in
the distant future.
The representative of T u r k e y :
!Does not social l e g i s l a t i o n depend on economic conditions
and do the Governments not strive to improve social conditions
within the limit of economic p o s s i b ilities?
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Reply: The re will always in a given society be contradictory
trends in social and economic development, c errespending to
the inters st cf different social groups, and the Governments
should sid a with the orosressivi icrces.
The rerres

C.; tne Tnited Kinoc.ctiw

j
Given that social progress must depend on < concmic develop
ment, hew :an the Governments -undertake binding obligations
to attain! signer social standards?
Reply: The
Tne Govern:cents would not be imm
standards,
taken to a ttain them, explaining
been able to realise these stand

\re to be recorded as an aim.
;diately bound by these
periodically on the steps
T-jio u*'CO.sc2uS wiiy *cij,cy
no**
tres.

A ? ? B X D I X

IV

Amendments proposed
to the drafts of Article 2 (Right to work) and
of Article $ (Pair conditions of work)

Article 2
Irish and United Kinrdcm delegate
.araacry provision only.
-rd Nrr*-*eo ian delegates re
s to 'meaner are article should b
or oinoing..cnaracter until on: ether articles of the draft
c of
.'.ne celetates of oelgiu.;, tranc.e, ^eceral .c:
Germany, Greece, Italy, -nxembeu-'o, Aether-lands =
states eras in
dole and subject to ore following: remarks
in
favour
01
alternative ii:
they were
Paragraph

<.'j. ^^re reo^^ al Recrblic of
The delegate of
proposed:

(a) to delete L.he tern "productive" from the
high and sta' >le level of productive employment";"
' (b) to delete the rest of the paragraph following ths
smplcmtent"
words high and stable level of
^ Z:1 *5 '
This amendement was approved by the delegates of
Belgium, Denmark, rrance, .ureece, Italy, r-uxenoours. ---erway
and the Netherlands.
Paragraph 5 ,

(i)

After a criticism tv the United Kingdom delegate of
the general implications of paragraph 3
proposed to clarify this
*raon
.!)
*k*cr-(
r l m t to *.-jorx an suc-i
(i), the words "for
nationals
entitled
to
ecual treatment".
i o:

*

The delegate of Lunenbcurg agreed tc this.
The delegate of ti
ry to make this
necessary
€QUa.
dealt with elsewhere in the Clbarter

Charter should not rake ary discrj

;ated uhat it was net
ince phe cuesticn of
and aliens would be

opinion that the
ion & s between

national and alien workers.
Paragraph ?. sub-nara.

(ii):

Ncrwe
At the suggestion of the Danish,
.and United Kingdom delegates it was decided
de 0 b ^ d tc re-examine
-uU the
sub-paragraph (ii) taking into account
the"""closed-shop"
closed
problem.
Paragraph 5. sub-para,

(iii):

The delegate of the Federal Republic of Germany
proposed to delete tne worts "corn general arc. soeciailsea'
from sub-paragraph (iii).
The majority of the delegates
agreed with this amendment.
Paraprach 5._sub-para,

(iv):

The Belgian d e l e g a t e proposed to 'reconsider the cuesticn
of.the proper context in which this provision should be
inserted in
Cbente**^*
ALTERNATIVE I
TfuS
SUOOOnteb by
and Norwegian delegates,-proposed tc take into consideration
a certain number of.amendments suggested for Alternative IT
with a view tc the final drafting of Alternative 1.
In addition, the United Kingdom delegate considered
it necessary in this craft, for tne reasons stated in
Doc. Cn/Soc (^o) lL., to substitute tne words "assistanc
in training" for the words "adeouate assistance in or
opportunities for training",
and to delete the reference
to educational services.
He also Proposed the deletion
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.hu
The Irish c e l e s t e dr.',,' att.htioh to t-* .rt:t t.PY
cf Artiol. 2 propos.d oy his Government in 3oc.
--which reads as follows"To the end that everyone may exercise his right
to earn his living by work which he freely accepts,
the signatory Governments will endeavour to achieve
-and-maintain a himh and stable level of e^ploynent
-r
and will assi.
'-'J means suitable to the circumstances
of tneir countries, in the realisation of the aim that
all may have the crcortunity of working in the cccuh , r.,.*es
.uitec to treir capaoiiitres a:
.Article 5
The delegates of Ireland.

Sweden and the United Kinodcm
^o

.seen out
could not accept Alternative I as
The delegates cf Austria and Norway were in orincicle
in favour cf Alternative 1-.
The Turkish delegate reserved his opinion.
The delegates of Belgium, Denm a r k . F r a n c e , Federal
Republic of Germany, G reece, ^ta i v . —umemicura and the

^etbe^lE^es

n^tnc^ols s.no su-bbsct- tc v***a fo^lcnlnt

renen**s *^n ^^vonn Q*c
Article

— t*

introductory naraaraoh (unnumbered':

, .. . . n*rr *r-----*
^
On a orcocsal of the.Danish
______ ;eiegate, su:
c legates cf Belgium and the rederal Republic of Germany, it
was decided to re-examine the warning of tne clause 'an so
far as these measures are not put into effect ..... etc"
appearing in this paragraph, bearing in mind the wording
of this clause in the 1L0 Conventions and the formula
proposed by the German delegate, as follows: "in so.far. as
these measures are not to be put into effect by collective
conventions cr in any other way appropriate tc national
practices and conditions".
Article 5. oaraararh 1 :

Several delegates tree
protection cf morals during work.
TWc 7---.

to

mawe

especially
substances.

rs^erds dsn^s

c v

Article 5, uaraaracn

2 ':

As- the delegates of Belgium, Denmark, Italy, Netherlands
fixed eoual 01
and Sweden objected to the inclusion ci
working hours in a tex t of a conpulsor
decided to r e - o x a m n e this paragraph e
ccminc after the words
regards the gradual implementation of the.Convention
postulated in this^paragraphfyfr-p
- ^ The- delegat'e'sg cf: D e n m a r k .-and- -Sweden-l-a1 scpobje'ct ed**^
to' th e 'i n c lu s icn-Pofa--ref erence^to.wages.D ^
Article 11 paragraph '51

tht

'-

.1

'u'-lil'hlirh ph..

The Netherlands' and Swedish delegetjecpos-ed*':taat:
ouestion of additi cnal holidays, should.,-oe-reconsidered.

The Netherlands' ielegate,' howeyerpluhought'..that*'this;.'';:
provision ni gnu oe inc luded, provided-thatlthe.^fcilowing
clause were added: "as prescribed by; national.* le^gi'slatlon-l.lt''l-'' Article 5s P

5n

.The delegates of Denmark,'irorwa*.y.an'd- Swedehpu^rbposed'--y
to delete the words "of at least $2* hours - at' .the.ye'n'dP'Of; this paragraphs
* *
..The Netherlands' delegate was not in favour-ofthis;
'proposal; he suggested national legislation mighP p r o v i d e ^
for exceptions in special cases.
"* * i'j.
y l-..

fr
.--P

Article 5, final paragraph (unnumbered):
- The Italian delegate proposed to delete at the.-end "
of this paragraph the words "except.with regard to weekly
rest and annual holidays with pay".
The United Kingdom delegate stated.'that ,his.'Government
would be unable to accept even a declaratory article which
:ce to a particular number" of hours* cf.^ weeklywork, or to a particular period of paid.-.annual holiday.or.
weekly rest.
Nor did he consider it
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COMMITTEE OF MINISTERS
Strasbourg, qlnt July 1957

Ccnfid^nti^T
rg-

FFFCF.T C? THE
SOCIAL COhKITTFF
(Fifth Session)

1 . Ice Social Committee held its
from ^uoy 15oh to 19th, 1937The
observers participating, in the Sess
Appendix 1The Agenda abetted by
in Attend ix 1 1 .

temoe:

"t^'c srourg
arc

2 . "he rearing xes crenel by the Director of .-esearch of
ore Secretariat-General of rhe Council of Furore*
He recaller that ar this Session, representatives of the Social
Committee would have a joint rearing with representatives of
the Consultative Assembly for the turtose of discussing
questions relating to the European Social Charter.
Moreover,
the International Confederation of Free Trace Unions, the
International Federation of Christian Trace Unions and the
International Organisation of Fmplcyers hac, in accordance
with a decision of the ministers' Deputies, been invited to
be represented at a Special heating to be held in connection
with the Session.
The Deputies had also authorised the trans
mission to these organisations of the draft texts adopted 'ey
the "Jerking Crout of the Social
,tee in April 1937c*
-te Tirector of research forth
pointed cut that the
present Session was of tarticula-C -' __ stance The Committee
rat a scut
T62N sai'CTS
r :a r e sr.e _r.T erir. r.eiicr*:
called for
rr.r.cTTee c; Mir.iscers
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AGENDA ITEM 6 : EUROPEAN SOCIAL CHARTER
1 2 * The main documents before the Committee were the report
of the Working Group, CE/Soc (57) 5; the note of the United
Kingdom delegation concerning the general structure of the
Charter, CE/Soc (57) 9; and the note of the Belgian delega
tion on the conditions for ratification of the Charter and
on its implementation, CE/Scc (57) 3.

13. Under the United Kingdom proposal, the body of the
Charter would consist of two Parts.
The first Part would
contain an enunciation in general terns of the rights to be
recognised, combined with an undertaking by governments to
accept as an aim of policy the attainment of conditions in
which these rights could be fully enjoyedThe second Part
would certain more precise obligations, but- ratification
would not necessarily depend upon the acceptance of such obli
gations.
1 4 . Under the Belgian proposal, ratification of the Charter
would depend upon the acceptance of a certain minimum of the
obligations contained in .the second Part.
The Belgian note
contained proposals also with regard to the system of super
vised implementation.
15.

The rapporteur of the Working Group, M. Delperee, intro
duced the report of the Group.
The main problem had been
the nature and legal scope of the provisions of the Charter.
The Working. Group was already confronted with the above
mentioned proposals put forward by the representatives of the
United Kingdom and Belgium.
Moreover, there was a.proposal
by the representative of the Federal Republic of Germany
which was similar to the British proposal in that it would be
left to the Governments to decide individually to what extent
they would accept binding provisions.
Cn the other hand, * "
the delegations of Belgium and Italy insisted that the
Charter must contain at least a minimum of binding obliga
tions.
The Working Croup, lacking the competence to
decide in this matter,adopted a pragmatic approach to
the problem and drew up certain alternative-texts which
were governed either by the term "will endeavour" or by the
term "undertake".
The representative of the United Kingdom
on the Working Croup had held the view that even the former
term implied a certain obligation.
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1c* Anotner problem with which the Working Croup was faced,
was the extent to which the right to choose one's occupa
tion freely could be reconciled with the so-called "closed
shop" practice*
The. clause used in paragraph 3 of the
Article on the Right to worn contained in Aposndix IV to
the Working^ Group's report is based on a proposal of the
I*L*0* which had been requested to look into the problem.
1 7 * A tnird problem of a more general nature was con
cerned^ with the extent to which the possibility of imple
mentation 01 tne Social Charter by means of collective
agreements would solve the problems of those States where
certain important labour problems were solved directly by
negotiations cetween the labour market partners.
What
lf_apy, would still rest upon the"Govern
ments?
Tne frrre^y-to which had been submitted the question
of the responsioility of Governments in cases where inter
national laocur conventions are implemented through col- ..
l^Cu — .^ ^^..ee..;e..^s, rad —n i^s repj.y orawn tne attention
of tne Committee to the following three situations that
'might arise:

(a)

Ire collective agreement does not reach the level of the
standards incorporated in the international Convention.
In that case the Government would have to take supple
mentary measures;

(b)

The collective agreement is restricted to certain cate
gories of workers only*
Then; the Government would
have to take similar measures to cover other workers;

-(c)

i
im

The collective agreement.is modified so as no longer to
reach the level of the international Convention or it goes
out of force after the international Convention has beqn .
ratified.
In that case; the Government would either have
to adopt the necessary measures or to denounce the inter
rational Convention.

13 . The Committee then undertook a general discussion of
principles.
It appeared that while a minority of delega
tions would have preferred a charter of a declaratory form
only; others were; to a varying extent in favour of the inclu
sion of binding provisions*
All agreed, however., that it was
important to draw up an instrument that could be ratified sy
the largest possible number of Member States, and that this
could only be achieved through a compromise.

13.
On this basis it was agreed to discuss first the struc
ture; nature and legal scope.of the Charter end to turn after
wards to the question of implementation.
It was agreed also
that the Charter should - in so far as the body of the instru
ment is concerned - be divided into two Farts on the lines of
the draft prepared by the United Kingdom delegation (Doc.
CB/Scc (57) 9)* ' This did not imply that the Committee
accepted ire United Kingdom proposal which would leave the
Governments free to accept or net to accept any binding pro
visions.
Several delegations stressed that among the
detailed provisions to be contained fn the second Part, a
certain number must be binding upon a ratifying Government,
and that there must be effective rules of implementation.
The Committee decided to toko this as a basis for its dis
cussion.
20.

In this connection, the Netherlands delegation made a
reference to the ratification system adopted in International
Labour Convention No. 102 concerning Minimum Standards of
Social Security.
Here, it is possible to ratify by complying
with a part only of the total number of obligations involved,
but on a selective basis, sc that at least one of the more
important obligations are included*
Subsequently, the
ratification may be extended to cover other obligations*
The delegations of Belgium, Italy and Luxembourg stressed
that it would"have teen in harmony with resolution (5$) 25 of
the Committee of Ministers to make all the provisions of Fart
II binding for all the Parties.
21.
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22. The Irish delegation would have preferred to draw up the
Charter proper in the form of a declaration of social ohilosophy to be made by all Governments and :o include the more
crecise provisions in a Protocol.
23. During the general discussion the question was also
raised as to what should be understood by the term "progres
sive implementation".
It might mean that a Government, having
first accepted some obligations, would subsequently accept
others, on the understanding that once an obligation was
accepted, the Government was bound to the full extent of what
was laid donw in the Charter.
It night also mean that the
Government would in principle be bound by all the obliga
tions, tut that it could strive towards the attainment of
,n ;hose standards by progressive stages within each obli
gation.
The Committee adopted ;ae corner uncerstancing 03
the term.
proceecec r
24. The Ccmni'
of Doc. CE'/5o( (57) 9 , Parts 1 and 11 of* which had teen
accepted as a aasis of discussion.
The delegation of '
ic of Cermanv did not cress irs own proposal
Federal Republic
contained in Appendix bill to Doc. CE/Soc (57) 5, since its
principle had been incorporated in
:sal of the
United Kingdom delegation.

* raraeract 1 was
th t since it was'
other paragraphs,
rest of Part 1, tr
rresent oaregrach
2
eg:

, on the understanding, however,
e different from that of the
form an introduction to the
The

rarecrath 2 was adopted, subjecc to the word "
being replaced
p; c e Movd "shell".
r e m a n e d bov
^"'ring the discussion
of

However, none
27 .

Paragraphs 3.

5 and 6 were adopted without change.
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2 S<

In connection with paragraph 5 , a discussion arose as
A suggestion was made
to the meaning of the word "wage"
to replace it by the word "remuneration", which is employed
and defined in the International Labour Convention No. 100.
..........
It was agreed, however, that
the term "
"wage"" in English is
sufficiently wide and should not give rise o difficulties
of interpretation.
23.
In connection with paragraph 6 it was suggested to add
a reference to the right to strike.
The majority felt,
however, that in this part of the Charter, which contained
general statements without conditions, it would be inappro
priate to include the right to strike, and this right was
included in Fart 11, subject to certain conditions.
rec, subject P the word "bargain"
mi 7 was
This was in order
ing replaced by the word
ne gotiate".
to make it clear that the pare
cl aim a right to arrive at the conclusion of collective
eg reements, since in certain c untries there are groups, e.j
ci vil servants, w ho are not en
to conclude collective
agree cents, although they nay well through their organisations .regetiate with the authorities concerning their concitic :s c: work
31.

the English and the mrench
It wwas pointec ou
:aragreph 7 were not in narnony, since
: the words "ccnclure ces conventions <:ci
ves"

:XtS C*
uex:

All worker s did rot necessarily have tnis
;, which mi
;ions recognised a
be limited to certain workers' organ:
tive.
The Italian celega tion raised the quest
c S 10 WilOlter paragraph 7 would be compatible with Article it was pointed out in this
33 of th Italian Constitution.
connection that in any case any Gove rnment might, in accordance with the introductory paregrap h to Fart I, take into
sccouni in s own constitutional diffi culties when striving
to fulfil the conditions in which tt e rights described in
The quest ion was not further purFart I mig ht be enjoyed.
sued, sine e the Italian delegation a ccepted the English
wording of paragraph 7, to which the French text would conform.
32<

Paragraph 3 was changed to read as follows
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"Children and young perso'ns have the right to a
special protection against physical and moral hazards
.arising in their workP
In this connection the question arose as to what was the
difference between "children" and "young persons".
After a
statement by the representative of the I.L.O. to the effect
that the.T.L.O. made a clear distinction between the two' '
terms, since "children" covered those who were too young to
be admitted to employment, it was decided to maintain both
the terns in paragraph 8.
33*
Paragraph 9 gave rise to a lengthy discussion, since
some delegations,particularly those of the Scandinavian
countries, were of the opinion that the paragraph should
only refer to expectant or nursing mothers and not to all
employed women.
The women's organisations did not wish any
special rules of protection relating to women in general.
Other delegations felt that there were natural, physical differences between men and women which justified a special
protection of the latter in their work.
34* The Italian delegation feared that if the paragraph was
restricted to expectant and nursing mothers, granting to
those categories a special protection in their w o r k , it
.might be taken to mean that women might be forced to work
even during pregnancy.
It was pointed out, however, that
yjthe protection might very well take the form of a probi
n'bition of work during a certain period.

35.*

finally, paragraph .$ was adopted in the following form
"Expectant or nursing mothers in employment and other
employed women as appropriate have the right to a
special protection in their work."

3$*
Paragraph 10 was adopted, subject to the words "The
individual"-being replaced by the word "Everyone", and the
word "enable" being replaced by the word "help".
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37 .

Paragraphs'll and 1 2 . dealing respectively with the.
right to social security and the right to assistance, had
been left open in Doc. CE/Soc ^57) 9*
At the request of the
Committee, the delegations of Italy and Luxembourg agreed to
prepare draft texts.
These texts are contained in Doc.
CE/Soc/Kisc (57) 2Both incLde the extension of the rights
in question also to migrant workers.
The Committee felt that
there should be no reference to migrant workers in these
paragraphs, since the rights of migrants would be covered
by other- provisions in Part 1.
3S.

paragraph

11

was then adopted in

:g form:

"All workers and their dependant
right to social security
39The delegations of Denma:
reservation on this point.
I
social security should not be
dependants.
It should cover

Norway and Sweden '
their view, the rig'
striated to workers
eryone.

40. Paragraph 12 was adopted
the following form, severe!
delegations having
ressed strongly tnat tne r-ignt to assis
tance could rot ts restricteo to workers:
-verycne without adequate resources shall have the
right to social and medical assistance."
4l * Paragraph 13 was discussed at length.
The Danish
c
lanish deleSutler suggested to delete the words "in so far as medics
;al
and educational conditions permit", since the duty of the
*e
Governments was precisely to see to it that these conditions
conditi
w e r e satisfactory.
^ 2 . .'US -erman delegation agreed to this and would delete
-eference to reasonable possibilities of training
also
'ticularly the
and employment.
Other delegations,
Italian could rot agree to this.
It was necessary to tax:
into account the situation in each country, which might
right in question practically
enjoyment o^
render
use oi permanent struttural unemployimpossible, e.g.
ment.
43*
It was further pointed out that the French text of
paragraph 13 was limited to those physically handicapped,
whereas the English term "disabled persons! was of a wider
score.
It appeared that the intention was to cover also
ficiencies. ' The representathat this was the case also
with IL( recommendation No.
3, which covered a 1 1 disabled
persons capabl of rehabili' tion (no reference being mace
to the linitec
ossibilitie; of given countries to provide for on-oor
abilitaticn).
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44.
The outcome of the discussion was that paragraph 13
was adopted in the following form:
"Disabled persons have the right to rehabilitation
and resettlement, whatever the origin and nature of
their disability."
45*
It was, however, agreed, at the request of the Italian
delegation, to state in the report that with regard to this
paragraph the Committee had introduced into the Charter a
principle of a very general nature, it being understood that
.the right to training and to professional and social rehabi
litation should in all cases be subject to the internal
situation in each country, and to the possibilities of obtain
ing employmentrrach 1'4 was adooted in the following form:
"The family as a fundamental unit of society has the
right to appropriate social and economic protection.'

w.'ThS words *'Because. 0

the impor tance of" were dele ted, since
tin no 'oth er ca se the reason for the granting 01 a given
:e Irish delegaticn wante d fU rther to t.righ t was stat e d .
'",-stre SS th e inp ortanc e of the fa'mily by referri ng t 0 it as
!!
- "the .prim ary and fun dcimental un it group of soc iety
t.47 .

ircr<3 rranh lo wa B adopted w ithout change.

43.
Pare,=rre*oh 16 was compared to and adjusted to tarticle 10
of tne Eu:ropeaii Conven tion on Esstablishment to whic^h it V*as
relai;ec.
Swedish celegatic )n wondered whether the raregrapr3 was necessary,
n view of the fact that ^Ln Pa rt 11
rtere was an article c-ealing wit;h the right of ecce ss to
enpre)ymen-1 abroad.
Tibe united Kingdom delegation would
have preferred the omi:ssion of uhe paragraph, but in
defer -ence to tr;e viev, of other delegations it woul d not
press
point.
is suggested, however, in order to bring
tre text closer to that of Article 10 of the Establishment
Convention, to add the words "and provided there are no
cogent economic and social reasons to the contrary".
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49*
In order further to bring the paragraph into harmony
with the Establishment Convention, it was suggested that it
should apply not only to wage earners but to all gainful
occupations.
50* The Italian delegation felt that the provision was too
wide and that it might be limited to the right to free access
to employment abroad.
This would bring the text in harmony
with the Common Market Treaty on this point.
The Luxembourg
delegation agreed to this.
51*
The question was further raised as to whether it was
correct to speak of a "right" in this case, since
alien
would in any case have to receive some kind of permission or
authorisation in order to exercise a gainful occupation in
another country.
The word "opportunity" was proposed, but
is was cecioeo. so maintain
n.^nu w m c n was une term usually
employed throughout Part 1.

52.

Far-acraoh 1$ wa 3 finally adopted in the fol low ing, form
"The nacicna Is 0f any of the High Contracti
Par ties
have the righ t t0 engage in any gainful occ vpa vie n in
the territor y of any of the others, on a fo oti ng of
ec^cli^y w L h th e nations Is of the latter, sub jec t onl y
to restrict! ons based on considerations of sec ur it.Tpublic order and public h ealth, or on cogen V € con onic or
social reaso

53.

Paragraph 17 was adopted without change.

The Italian dele gaticn wo uld have preferred a r.uch r.-ore
elacorate text wh icn '
would provide exoresslv for e 0ual ity c 1
urea tmenu with re gerd to wages , working conditions and soci al
secu rity.
This latv<a^ ^ 0 Tiu should also compri se vov alisa
tion of insurance per:ices and periods required for the open
ing of the right '
to insurance.

55* ,The 3elgian delegation also felt that the text of
paragraph 17 might be more complete, and it suggested the
following wording, which to some extent follows the wording
of Article 17 of the European Establishment Convention.
"Migrant workers have the right to enjoy treatment no less favourable than nationals with regard to
wages, conditions of work, social security and social
and medical assistance."
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56.

The German delegation considered that if the original
text were to be changed on the lines suggested by-the
Belgian delegation, one might as well take over the whole
of Article 17 of the European Establishment Convention,*
which referred to "any statutory regulation".
57* The Committee having adopted the paragraph without
change, the Italian delegaticn ^reseryed .its. position, stat
ing that in its v i e w d h e provision should have been worded
as follows:
"Migrant workers have the right to enjoy treatment
no less favourable than nationals, particularly with
regard to wages, conditions of work, social security
and social and medical assistance."
The Greek delegation stated that it screed to this.

- d

-efcre entering into the details of this mart, an
e.
:e precise na* ;.re c;
xchange of views was held ccn: erring
he provisions which it contained.
The representative of
weden pointed cut that some provisions were governed by the
the Governments
whereas uncer
ord "undertake'
One night
culd simply endeavour to take certain meaa ures.
cssibly sclit one mart in m C ; so that all the absolute and
culd be out together in one part cf the
uestion cf practical importance, since
Charter.
that there would be in the Charter an a r a i d
on he material' conditions for ratification to the effect, say,
tier to ratify, a Government must undertake a preone
emoocieo in -a: u d d .
scribed nunber of the o-bligooi
;mply with such prcvisi;
Governm n-*** ^ o o f'^en chocss t
that re puired it only ic enece

w .-s

t followed fno the ens*
ble not to soli t the or-' sent Part 11, tut several
ions enoreosed the view that a certain number cf real,
immediate undertakings should be a condition for ratification.
In order to fern an opinion as to hew many and what kind cf
undertakings might be required, it was, however, necessary to
detail.
The Committee accordingly preexamine
_d
-.1
ceeded * a discussion a
1 = cy article.
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The right to w o r k :

60.

Paragraph

1

:

Having rejected a proposal to the effect that this paragraph
should be transferred to Part 1 since it did not contain a
real undertaking, the Committee adopted the paragraph-without
change.
. .
The Swedish delegation wanted it recorded in the report
that in its opinion, Part 11 should only contain undertakings
the implementation of which might be subject to control.
r.i

-araoraoh

Sue question arose as to what was the meaning of the term
"union security clause or practice",
The representative of
the 1 .1 .0 . explained thi
and reference was, moreover, mace to
he r.L.C. note contained in Appendix 1 1 1 to Doc. CE/Soc (57) ;
where it is stated that:
ny union security clause or practice' are
emp-tyeo cecause the
losad shoo' clause is but.one
x*e various ways in which employment can be made
!ect to membership of a trade union."

er to clarify the Trench text, it was decides
... cette regie
;o=^nt r.i comma autcrisant- 1les
c-auses ...
Ira Charter would thus leave this question entirely open
The English text was sufficiently clear.
elegaticr.s of Italy and the Netherlands made a
he closed shoo* practice
reservation because i * their view.
not be admitted.
nited Kingdom delegation suggested that the word
"chcose" does not render .correc'.ly the meaning of the prcvision, since it implies not only a selection but also the
fact cf obtaining what one has selected.
As an alternative
term, "offer oneself" was suggested.
64. Havinz.rejected this proposal as well as an amenament
proposed by the Irish delegation, the Committee aaoptea tne
paragraph without change.
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65.
The .Italian delegation race a reservation on the
grounds that under Italian lav; an unerBTUy^S^worker could
not refuse work offered to him without losing his unemploy
ment benefit and had thus not always a free choice.
The"
j&aanph delegation associated itself with this reservation.
Other delegations found it unnecessary to rake a reser
vation on such grounds.

66.

The Irish delegation also rads a ^=aarvation.
It could
not accept the word "choose" because of its**aoove mentioned
implication.

67.

Paragraphs

3

and

4

were adopted without change.

Tne right to just conditions of w o r k :

6 8 . In connection wiph the introductory paragraph to this
Article a discussion arose concerning wnat would be the
responsibility of a ratifying Government with regard to
ratters that were usually dealt with by collective agree
ments.
It was suggested that in case it was intended.that
the Government should be responsible, one'cbuld delete the
reference to collective agreements, etc.
0 $.

The ensuing discussion revealed a sharp division of views
among the delegations.
Some emphasised that their.Govern
ments could not ratify the Charier if this implied even the
slightest responsibility in fields which in their countries
were left to the labour market partners to decide.
Others,
equally strongly stressed that the Governments must accept
a'residual responsibility even in such fields.
Reference
was made in this connection to the I.L.O. note referred_t.t
in paragraph 17 above.
The text as proposed in Doc. Cu,/5oc
(5 7 *) 9 would, however, exempt the governments from any such
responsibility.
It was pointed out also that a Government
that had ratified a certain part of the Charter on the
strength of previsions made in collective agreements and
.that subsequently found itself in a situation where these
agreements did no longer satisfy the requirements of the
Charter, might if provisions to that effect were part of the
Charter, denounce the part of the Charter in question.
The
Committee agreed"that the-insertion in the Charter of pre
visions of that nature should be considered at a later stage.
70.
Several alternative texts were proposed, and - in su
up the debate - the Chairman requested the Committee to
indicate which cf the following proposals it preferred:
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(a)

Proposal of the Austrian delegation:
"With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right, the High Contracting Farties will endeavour to
foster the conclusion of agreements or other measures
ensuring workers: eta." (Here follows the three
individual paragraphs of this article.)

(b)

Proposal of the Netherlands delegation:
Replace the words:
"are not left under national schemes
to agreements, etc." by the words: "are not put into
effect under national schemes by agreements, etc."

(c)

Proposal made by a member of the Committee in his private
capacity, to the effect that 'eke governments should
accept an undertaking with regard to measures, that were
within their sphere bf competence, and that they should
accept to promote the adoption of the measures called for
in the Article insofar as such measures were outside
their competence.

(d)

The text contained in Doc. CE/Soc (57) 9; which, at
proposal of the United Kingdom delegation, might be
expressed in a positive way by employing the words,
either alone or in addition to the text' contained ir
Doc. CE/Soc (t7)
":*< insofar as suck matters
are regulated by law or r egulations or are otherwise
subject to control of adn inistrative authorities."

^^^^orgd that the Dutch proposal mentioned under (b)
largest measure of approval.
It was deabove me
rd*
the
paragraph
accordingly.
The
cid ed

71-

d ^T e^tions
' A u s t r i a / Denmark, the F e d e r a l R ep u b lic of
Germany, I r e l a n d , Sweden and the United Kingdom wished to
record t h e i r r e s e r v a t i o n .

7 2 . paragraph

5 :

Qort^^n d^le^at^o^s,including those o^ France ana tne h^Lner1 ^-ds" felt'that it should be explicitly stated in this
oarpc-raoh that not only the working week but, correspondingly
also°the weekly working hours should be progressively reduced
T'he paragraph was, however, ^dopeed without cn^nge.
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6 :

7 3 . Paragraph

It was agreed tct split this p. ragraph up into three parts as
follows:

(a)

to provide for recognise

(b)

to provide for a minimum of two weeks' annual holiday
with pay.

(c)

paid holidays for workers
to provide for additions
dangerous
or
nhealthy occupations as preengaged in
scribed.

public holidays with pay.(^)

74.
The Swedish delegation remarked that the question of
payment on public holidays is a wage question and as such
ought to be left to the labour market partners.
The United
Kingdom delegation pointed out that in the United Kingdom
additional paid holidays were not necessarily granted in
dangerous and unhealthy occupations.
The Greek delegation
made a reservation concerning.the.possibility or'accepting
an obligation regarding the question of payment on public
holidays.
With regard to annual holidays with pay it
informed the Committee that the minimum annual holiday in
Greece is shorter than envisaged in the draft.
75.

Paragraph 7 was adopted without change.

The right to safe and healthy working conditions:

76.

Paragraph

8

was adopted without change.

The right to a fair w a g e :
77.
Paragraph 9 was ^adopted without change, the Committee
having rejected a French proposal to word the last line as
follows:
"or, failing this, fixed by collective agreement
or arbitration award '
78.
Paragraph 10 wds adopted, subject to.the deletion of the
word "any" at the ena of the first line.
In connection with this paragraph*.' the German'delegation
drew attention to the need for exceptions from the rule in
cases of emergency, etc.
The Chairman said that the
Committee might consider it necessary to introduce into the
Charter a general clause of this nature, and the German
delegation agreed.

ru

In the French texp this should be "de jours feries
payes" and not "des jours etc.".
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79.
Paragraph
11 and the closing paragraph were adopted
without change.
In connection with paragraph 11, however,
the German delegation made a reservation to the effect that it
sh ou 1cTTe'worded:
equal pay for equal work."
It was,
in its opinion, impossible to measure and compare the value
of different types of work.
80.
It was
prepared by
paragraphs
the part of
however, in
delegations
preferred a

pointed out that in the text of this article
the Working Group, the rights corresponding to
1 0 and 13r were subject to real undertakings on
governmentThe majority of the delegations were,
favour of maintaining the present text.
The
of Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg and Turkey
binding text and made a reservation to that effect.

Right to organise:

8 1.

Paragraph (12):

A lengthy discussion arose on the right to organise.
It was
pointed out that the -restrictions to which this right might be
subject according to/paragraph 1 2
were unnecessarily^ strict
and went further tkah I.L.O. Convention No. 87, Article 8 .
Another point raised;was whether restrictions might be imposed
on the right to orgahise with respect to civil servants.
This
would be contrary tq I.L.O. Convention No. 8 7 .
82.
It was agreed *$o adopt the text of paragraph
12 ,
provided that the last phrase should be reworded so as to
follow the lines of Article 9 (1) of I.L.O. Convention No. 87;
it being understood that members of the administration of the
State should not be exempt from the restrictions.

8 3 . The delegations of Belgium, France and Italy made a
xpsexvation on this point,: since in their view the restric
tions should only affect members of the police and.of the .
armed forces.
84.
The French delegation' would add the word "professional"
before the words "economic and social" in the fourth line of
paragraph
1 2 and replacq the last phrase by the text of
Article 9 (l) of I.L.O. Convention No. 8 7 .
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The right to bargain collectively: -

85.

It was agreed to turn paragraphs
13 to 15 inclusive
into an undertaking.
Paragraph 13 was then adopted without
change.

86.

Paragraph

14

was adopted in the following form:

"to promote the establishment and use of appropriate
machinery for conciliation or arbitration-fer-the
settlement of labour; disputes".
The French delegation had- requested that the word "agreed"
be replaced by the words -"statutory and agreed."
The
reference to "Agreed" machinery was eventually deleted, but
this was done on tne understanding that the term appropriate
is sufficiently wide to include all types of such'machinery
and the governments would thus not be obliged to establish
any machinery.

87.

Paragraph

15

was adopted in the following form:

"to encourage and promote joint consultation cf workers'
and employers."
This would imply that the level on which such consultation
should take place could be determined according to national
law or practice.

88.

Paragraph

16 :

Since in some countries; civil servants do not have the right
to strike, it was suggested to add words to this effect to
the paragraph.
This proposal was, however, withdrawn, on
the understanding that the case was sufficiently covered by
the reference to "national security or public interest".

8 $.

The French delegation pointed out that under the present
text, the right to strike was subject to an effort being made
first to solve the conflict through conciliation or arbit
ration.
The delegation wanted it to be made clear in the
text that the right to strike was not so conditioned.
./
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90..

It was agreed to word paragraph

16 , as follows:

"The right of workers :^nd employers to collective
action in cases of conflicts of interest, subject
only to limitation prescribed by law for reasons.,,
of national security or public interest."
91.
The Luxembourg delegation stated that it would have preferred the original te^xt, and the Italian-delegation made
a reservation on the grounds that "lockout" was not recog
nised inyltaly.
The right of children and young persons to protection:
92.. After some.discussion it was decided that the preamble
to this article should be reworded in the same way as with
regard to the article on just conditions of work.
The dele
gations of the Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, Ireland
and the United Kingdom made a reservation on this point.
The
Danish delegation could, in the circumstances, accept the
original text.
' '
93* Paragraphs 17 to 1 9 , inclusive and paragraphs
21
23 , inclusive, were adopted without change.
Paragraph
was adopted in the following form:

to
2U

"to provide that the working day of persons under
16 years of age shall be limited in accordance with,
etc."
(the rest was unchanged.)
94.
Certain delegations could not accept the text of
paragraph
1 7 , since school-leaving age in their countries
was less than 15 years.
The French delegation declared itself
ready to accept the proposed text although school-leaving age
is still fixed at 14 years in France.
The Belgian delegation,
supported by the delegations of Denmark and Norway, stated that
the Social Charter should be an instrument of social policy
and that in drawing it up it would be appropriate to go beyond
the lowest standards existing in certain countries, in order
to reflect the general trend towards the raising of these
standards.
The Charter should be a European document but
also an instrument of social progress.
The Austrian and Greek
delegations suggested to fix the minimum age of admission to'
employment at 14 years, provided that the paragraph should
reflect a trend to increase that age.
The delegations of
Ireland and the United Kingdom stated that their Governments
would not be able to comply with any of the paragraphs dealing
with matters left to settlement by collective agreements.
In
addition, the United Kingdom Government would not be able to
comply with paragraph
18 t
The Irish delegation stated that
this applied'also to the Irish Government.
The Netherlands
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delegation made a reservation.-, concerning paragraph 23 , since
medical control in tHe Netherlands applied only to special
dangerous or heavy occupations.
Protection of women:
95.
It was agreed that the preamble to this article should
be reworded in the same way as in the previously mentioned
cases of the same nature, in other words so as to make it
clear that a residual responsibility will in any case rest on
the government even if the matter is normally dealt with by
collective agreement.
Certain delegations made reservations
on this point..
, - ..... .,...
.... .......
_. --....

9 6 . 'Paragraphs 24 and 26 were adopted without change.. The
Danish delegation, without opposing this decision, pointed'out
that Denmark could not comply with paragraph
24 .
In con
nection with paragraph 26
the Italiaa^^elegation made a
Reservation to the effect that time off for nursing should
either be paid or covered by social security.
This was in
harmony with I.L.O. Convention No. 103 (Maternity Protection).
97*- .Paragraph

25

was adopted as follows:...........

"to prohibit dismissal from employment during or on
account of maternity absence".

9 8 . The United Kingdom delegation stated that with the pre
amble in such a form as adopted by the Committee, the United
Kingdom Government could not comply with paragraphs
25 or
26 , but only with paragraph 24 .
99* Tbe Irish delegation proposed to include, after the
present paragraph 26 , the following new paragraph:
"to prohibit the employment of women on night work in
specified employments'or on specified*work under
ground, or on certain processes as may be prescribed
by national laws as unsuitable for women."
The delegations of Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands
and Turkey declared themselves in favour of such a clause. ..j. .
Others considered it to be too wide and contrary to the views,
of women's organisations.
It was agreed to refer the clause^
to the Working Group for*further study.
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Right to vocational guidance.100. Paragraphs 27 and 28 were adopted without change. The
delegations of Belgium; Denmark, the'Federal Republic of
Germany, France, Luxembourg^ and the Netherlands declared that '
they would have preferred this article to be in a binding form.

Right to vocational training:
101. It was agreed that this article should have a binding
form.
The delegations of Greece, Ireland, Italy, Norway,
Turkey and the United Kingdom stated, however, that they were
in favour of maintaining the text as proposed.
102. Paragraphs
2$
to 31 ; inclusive, were adopted without
changel
Paragraphs '32 to 35 , inclusive, were merged into
a single paragraph, without any change of substance.
103. The United Kingdom delegation stated that its Government
could not comply with T-.be provisions contained in the original
paragraphs
3 2 , 34 ,apd 35 .
104. Due to lack of time, the Committee in errupted the
detailed examination of Doc. CB/Soc (57) 9 at this point.
The
texrs adopted are included in Appendix IV to the present retort
Ratification and implementation of the Charter
105. In order to give some orientation to the Working Group,
the Committee then undertook an exchange of views concerning
material conditions for ratification of the Charter and
procedure of implementation.
It based this discussion on the
Third Party of the United Kingdom draft Charter (CE/Soc (57) 9)
and the Belgian Note - CE/Soc (57) 8 .
106. The Belgian delegation explained its proposal, which was
more far-reaching than uhat of m e United Kingdom.
Under* the
former, the ratifying governments must accept a certain minimum
number of binding obligations.
The Belgian delegation
considered that its proposal was in harmony with the wish of
the Consultative Assembly as well as of the Trade Union
Federations.
It had been suggested at the joint meeting with
the representatives of the Assembly that there might be 7 or
8 binding obligations for each ratifying government, including
4 or 5 that would be binding for all Parties to the Charter.
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107. The Italian delegation stated, with reference to the
comparison made in Doc. CE/Soc (57) 8 between ratification of
the Charter and ratification of the International Labour
Convention (102) on Minimum standards of Social Security,
that the two cases were quite different.
One could not
single out certain rights which need not be binding.
In
Part II of the Charter all the provisions should be binding.
In Part III (on implementation) it should be stated that some
of the provisions of Part II must be binding upon all ratifying
States.
At regular intervals, such as every..five years, a
competent organ (Committee of Ministers) should examine the
possibility of increasing the number of provisions binding upon
all Parties.
Thus, a development would take place towards a
completely binding instrument, and this amounted to a
orcgressive implementation.

1 .0 8 ...1 n addition to the se two proposals, there was the
United Kingdom proposal, under, which it would be left to
each ratifying government to decide to what extent it
would undertake binding obligations.
109. The delegations of the Federal Republic of Germany,
Greece, Luxembourg; the Netherlands,...Norway .and Sweden
favoured some system under which a certain minimum number
of binding obligations would have to be undertaken.
The
German delegation could accept a minimum number of obli
gations to be binding upon all Parties and an additional
number of binding obligations to be left to the choice of
each Party.
110.
The question also arose as to what should be understood
by obligation oh provision in this connection.
It might
mean a whole group of obligations like, e.g. all those
relating to the protection of children and young persons,
or it might be limited to one of the sub-provisions in such
a group.
It was important to avoid a situation where a
State could ratify the Charter on the strength of compliance
with a prescribed minimum number of obligations without any
real importance.
On the other hand, it would clearly be
inconvenient to require compliance with whole groups of
obligations, since this might prevent ratification on the
part of governments that could comply with a number of
obligations within a group, but not with all.
In any case,
the number of the' obligations that would be binding, would
depend upon what "basic unit" was chosen.
If this unit
were the sub-provision the number of obligations must
obviously be much higher than if the groups of provisions
were used as unit.
It was further pointed out by the dele
gations of Ireland and the United Kingdom that of course
Part I of the Charter was an integral part of the instrument
and signatories should be considered as bound by it.
In
order not to exclude, from ratification States that could
accept only Part I, the Swedish delegation suggested a
ratification by stages, the first stage covering only Part 1.
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111. Most delegations agreed that some form of. supervisedimplementation was necessary in order to make the Charter an
efficient instrument.
It was also the consensus of
opinion that such implementation must be based on a system
of reports from governments.
Under the Belgian proposal
these reports should be examined first by'European experts
selected from among the members of the I.L.O. Committee of
Experts on Application of Conventions and then by a tri
partite committee which again should report to the Assembly
and the Committee of Ministers.

112. The German delegation raised the question whether it
was possible to have recourse to the I.L.O. experts on the
Application of Conventions and Recommendations.
These highly
qualified experts are already overburdened.
It might for this
reason be desirable to appoint a group of independent experts
within the framework of the Council of Europe.
The reports
might be examined first by this group.
Instead of establishing
a new organ (tripartite committee), the experts could report
to the Social Committee itself, which- again would report to the
Committee of Ministers.
The interests of the organisations of
workers and employers might be secured by a procedure under
which such organisations on the national plane were given an
opportunity to comment upon the national reports.
Moreover,
the Social Committee might hear the views of representatives
of the international organisations.
As regards the Assembly,
it would certainly be consulted by the Committee of Ministers.
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113. The Norwegian delegation suggested, in order to simplify
the system, that the Social Committee, when dealing with the
reports, could be limited to one representative of each
country, and that reports should be submitted only every second
year.
114. The Swedish delegation stressed the importance of avoiding
any overlapping.
Thus, many points in the Charter would be
covered by reports that the governments had to submit to the
I.L.O.
In such cases, duplicates could be sent to the
Council of Europe.
115. The Belgian delegation explained that the main advantage
of linking the implementation machinery to that of the I.L.O.
was to maintain unity of judgement in international matters of
identical nature.
In any case it was absolutely necessary
that the reports from the governments should be examined by
independent experts.
116. The Netherlands delegation agreed in principle with the
Belgian proposal, but two control instances was too much and it
should be possible to combine them, so that the I.L.O. experts
also formed part of the envisaged tripartite committee.
117. The Danish delegation expressed doubts as to whether it
should be left to the Social Committee to supervise the imple
mentation of a Charter involving obligations for the govern- .
ments', and raised the question as to how the workers' and
employers' representatives on a tripartite committee-should be
selected.They could not simply be appointed by Ministers.
There must, as in the I.L.O. be some system to make sure that
they really represent free organisations.

118. It was decided to transmit the above remarks and^
proposals concerning ratification and implementation to "he
Working Group for consideration and preparation 01 drait
provisions.
The Luxembourg delegation, moreover, suggested
that governments might give their opinions on this in
writing to the Working Group, bur this proposal was not
approved.
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Future working programme concerning the social charter:
119- It was agreed to instruct the Secretariat to submit as
soon as possible to all members of the Committee indivi
dually the texts adopted at this Session.
Each member.would
be requested tb examine these texts in the light of national
legislation and practice and to ascertain to what extent the
texts could be,accepted as binding obligations by his
country.
He would further be requested briefly to indicate
the reasons why other obligations could not be accepted.
The replies should be in the hands of the Secretariat by
20th October 1957;.and would then be compiled and distributed.
120. In order to fulfil the task entrusted to the Committee
within the end of the year it was considered necessary that
the Working Group that had met in April 1357 should hold a
new meeting, which should take place from 7 th to
11th October 1957.
The Working Group should examine the
following questions:
(i) Right to social security and assistance, see Doc.CE/Soc
(56) 1 9 , Part II and Doc.CE/Soc/Misc (57) 3;4 and 5;
(ii) The rights dealt with in Doc.CE/Soc (57) 12 (health,
standard of living, social services);
(iii) The Irish proposal mentioned in paragraph 100 above;
(iv) Preamble;
(v) Final clauses. Draft texts should be prepared by the
Legal Department of the Secretariat-General.
(vi) Ratification and implementation;
(vii) Draft texts to complete Part I if additions to Part II
render this necessary.
The delegations that had formed the Working Group in April,
1957, undertook to meet again.
The next Session of the full Committee could then take
place from 25th to 2 9 th November 1957.
121. The Committee decided to undertake further consultations wi*&
the three organisations referred to in paragraph 2 above. For
this purpose a special meeting could be held on 2 5 th November 195f*
The texts adooted by the Committee at the present session and
contained in Appendix IV to the Report should be transmitted
to these organisations.
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122. The representatives of the Assembly who participated in
the joint meeting referred to in paragraphs 5 to 8 above,
expressed the wish that the mixed -gr-oup should meet once, more .
before the adoption of the definite draft text of the Charter.
The Social Committee agreed to this and suggested that such
meeting could be held at the beginning of the next Session,
provided that the Committee of Ministers authorises it.
Interim Report to the Committee of Ministers:
123. The Committee had before it the draft Interim Report pre
pared by the Working Croup, Doc.CB/Soc (57) 5; Appendix IX,
and Dcc.CE/Soc (57) 15; which contained a draft outline of the
interim report prepared by the Secretariat in the light of the
latest developments.
It was agreed that the Interim Report
should be short and limited to important principles.
So far
as possible it should set cut agreed conclusions and not
individual delegations' points
of view.-
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be nothing short of misleading and it was not at all clear
why one European States could not accept, within the frame
work of the Council of Europe, something which they had
accepted for more than thirty years/ with undeniable
success, within the framework of the International
Labour Organisation...
These two essential requirements, namely the com
pulsory nature of the Charter and tripartite implementa
tion were, M. Kulakcwski said, the
key to the attitude
of the I.F.C.T.U.
The Federation categorically rejected
any European Social Charter not conceived as a binding
Convention and not providing for tripartite implementatior
If the governmental Social Committee did not believe tnat
it could submit such a draft Charter to the Committee of
Ministers, then the Social Committee could only be asked
to convey to the Committee of.Ministers the view of the
International Federation of Christian Trade Unions that
it was undesirable to have any other kind^cf Charter.
M. Kulakowski then proceeded to consider the text
communicated by the I.F.C.T.U. and stated that he would
first of all like to comment on the subsidiary responsi
bility of the State to ensure the standards laid down
in collective agreements.
This responsibility, whieh
was a normal outcome of the role of the State at both
national and international level, should be assumed.
This view appeared, moreover, to be that held by the
International Labour Office, as shown in a document in
which it cave the reasons for its attitude.
His second comment related tc the reservations
made by the representatives, of certain Member States
in respect cf several provisions in the text.
If, for example, they were tc amend the texts in accordance with
the reservations made by the representative of only one
Member State, this would result in the virtual dis
appearance from the Charter cf previsions such as those
governing the free choice of employment, the fixing cf
a minimum period*of holidays with pay, a special minimum
age of admission to employment in dangerous and unhealthy
occupations and various other measures protecting juvenileworkers, as well as of the prohibition cf dismissal from
employment on grounds of maternity absence and the right
of mothers nursing their infants to time off- for this
purpose.
It might well be asked what useful purpose
would be served by a European Social Charter deprived
cf all these stipulations and how some people could have
possibly believed that the trade union organisations
could ever agree tc such a CharterJ

In reply to a question by M. Jelperee concerning the
iegal"scope of the provisions of the Charter, parti
cularly these which would not be immediately compulsory,

I.F.C.T.U. representative, speaking personally, said that he
ttoo
agreement with a system of progressive implementation of
the Charter/ provided the latter took, in principle, the
ferm-cf a convention which was binding upon the signa
tory States. This Convention might consist of two**
'parts, one declaratory and the other compulsory, the
M a t t e r providing for a choice of a minimum of provisions
^pon which ratification would depend.\ This minimum
could be a minimum from the quantitative or numerical
point of view, as well as a qualified.minimum.
The
latter might include, for example, provisions relating
to the right to work, the protection of juvenile.workers
and women, as well as 'the rights concerning' occupational
relations.\ By the same token, arrangements might be
made to combine the system of a numerical minimum
-and that of a qualified minimum.
Lastly, it must be
pointed out that the minimum in question should relate
to the general"common social policy of the Member
States, since the term Social Charter related, by its
very nature, to the social field as a whole; otherwise,
use cf the term docial Charter would be misleading.
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11. Everyone without adequate resources shall have the right
to social and medical assistance.
12- Disabled persons have the right to'fehabilitation and
resettlement, whatever the origin and nature of their
disability.
13. The family as a fundamental unit of society has"the
right to appropriate social and economic protection.
14. Mothers and children, irrespective of marital status
and family relations, have the right to appropriate social
and economic protection.
15* The nationals of any of the High Contracting Parties .
have the right to engage in any gainful occupation in the
territory of any of the others, on a footing of equality
with the nationals of the latter, subject only to restric
tions based on considerations of security, public order and
public health, or on cogent economic or social reasons.

16 .

Migrant workers have the right to protection and
assistance.

Second Part:
The right to work
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise' of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake:
(1 )

to accept as one of their primary aims and responsible
lities the achievement and maintenance of a high.and
stable level of employment;

(2 )

to protect effectively the right of the worker freely,
to choose any available occupation, though this provi
sion shall not be interpreted as prohibiting or
authorising any union security clause or practice;

(3 )

to establish or maintain free employment services; .

(4)

to promote appropriate vocational guidance,
rehabilitation.

training and
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and recognise:
(1 2 ) the right of all workers to additional wages for work
' performed at the request of the employer in addition to
normal working hours;
(1 3 ) - the right of men and women workers to equal pay for work
of eoual value.

The exercise of these rights may be realised by voluntary
collective agreement, by'statutdry wagd-flxing'machinery, or
by other means appropriate to national conditions.

'

The right to organise

(14) With a view to.ensuring or promoting the freedom of
workers and employers to form local, national or inter
national organisations and to join organisations for the
protection of their economic and social interests, the
High Contracting Parties undertake that national law shal
not be such as to impair, nor shall it be so applied as
to impair, this freedom, subject only to restrictions
prescribed by law for reasons of national.security or
public interest or for the prevention of disorder or
crime or for the protection of the rights and freedoms
of others.
The extent to which the guarantees provided
for in this paragraph shall apply to the armed forces,
the police and the administration of the State shall be
determined by national.laws or regulations.
The right to bargain collectively
With a view to the promotion of this right the High
Contracting Parties undertake:
( 1 5 ) to promote, where necessary and appropriate, machinery
for voluntary negotiation between employers or.employers'
organisations and workers' organisations, with a view to
the regulation of terms and conditions of employment by
means of collective agreements;

(16 ) to promote the establishment and use of appropriate
machinery for conciliation or arbitration for the settle.ment of labour disputes;
(1 7 ) to encourage and promote joint consultation of workers
and employers;
and recognise:
(1 8 ) the right of workers and employers to collective action
in cases of .conflicts of interest, subject only to
limitations prescribed by law for reasons of national
security or public interest.

The right of children and young persons
to orotection
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right"the High Contracting Parties undertake in so far as such
measures are not put into effect under national schemes by
agreements between employers' and workers' organisations or
are not normally carried out otherwise:
(1 9 ) to provide that the minimum age of admission to employ
ment shall be 1 5 years, subject to exceptions for child
ren employed in prescribed light work without harm to
their health, morals or education;
(2 0 ) to provide that a higher minimum age of admission to
employment shall be fixed with regard to prescribed
occupations regarded as dangerous or unhealthy;
(2 1 ) to provide that persons who are still subject to compul
sory education shall not be employed in such work as
would deprive them of their education;
(2 2 ) to provide that the working day of persons under
16
years of age shall be limited in accordance with the
needs of their development and particularly with their
need for vocational training;
(2 3 ) to provide .that.employed persons of.under 18 years of
age shall be entitled to not less than three weeks'
annual holiday with pay;
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/g4 ) to provide that persons under 1 8 years of age shall not
' '
be employed in night work with the exception of certain
occupations provided for by national law and regulations;
(25) to provide that employed persons under l3 years of age
shall be subject to regular medical control, with the
exception of certain occupations provided for by
national law and regulations.
The right of employed women to protection
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake in so far as
' such measures are not put into effect under national schemes
by agreement between employers' and workers' organisations
.'^or are not normally carried out otherwise:

(2 6 ) to provide either by paid leave or by adequate social
security benefits for women to take leave oefore and
after childbirth up to a" total of 1 2 weeks;
'(27) to prohibit dismissal from employment during or on
account of maternity absence;
(2 8 ) to provide that mothers who are nursing their infants
shall be entitled to sufficient time off for this pur
pose.
The right to vocational guidance
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties will endeavour:
(2 9 ) to provide or promote assistance to individuals in
solving problems related to occupational choice and
progress with due regard for the individual's charac
teristics and their relation to occupational oppor
tunity;
such assistance to be available both to young
persons, including school children, and to adults;
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(3 0 ) to encourage the full utilisation of the facilities
provided, by appropriate measures such as reducing or
abolishing any fees or chargesThe right to vocational training
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake:
(3 1 ) to provide or promote, as necessary,
vocational training of workers;
(3 2 ) to provide or promote a system

01

the technical and

apprenticeship;

(3 3 ) to provide or promote, as necessary, special facili
ties for re-training of adult workers where this is
necessary as a consequence, particularly, of techno
logical developments or of dislocations of the employ
ment market;"........
(3 4 ) to encourage the full utilisation of the facilities
provided,*by'appropriate measures such as:

(a)

reducing or abolishing any fees or charges;

(b)

granting financial assistance in appropriate cases;

(c)

including in the normal working hours time spent
on supplementary training taken by the workman, at
the request of his employer, during employment;

(d)

ensuring, through adequate supervision, the effi
ciency of apprenticeship arrangements and the
adequate protection of apprentices.
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Confidential
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Report of the Social Committee
submitting the draft European Social Charter

A
INTRODUCTION
1.
In accordance with the directions of the Committee 01
Ministers, ana particularly the instructions given in
Resolution (56) 25 of the 15th December 1956, the Social
Committee has devoted a number of its Sessions to the task
assigned to it of preparing a European Social Charter.
A draft of the Charter which it has drawn up is new sub
mitted.
2.
The Social Committee during its work on the drafting of
the Charter has taken into account the draft appended to
Recommendation 104 of the Consultative Assembly.
It has also
had the advantage of discussions with representatives of
the Assembly.
3.
The Committee has also brought into consultation
European employers' and trade union organisations,
representatives of which were invited to attend ad hoc
meetings of the Committee in accordance with its Rules of
Procedure applying to non-governmental organisations admitted
to consultative status with the Council of Europe.
Representatives of the International Confederation of Free
Trade Unions, the International Federation of Christian
Trade Unions which have been admitted to such status, and
representatives of the International Organisation of Employers
which has not sc far applied for such status, accepted the
invitation and expressed their views on a number of the
provisions proposed for inclusion in the Charter.
A 37.733
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4.
The Charter has been drawn up in five Parts.
The first
Part contains a statement of fundamental social rights.
The second Part lays down definite and detailed provisions
designed to ensure the effective exercise of these rights,
including provisions to which effect may be given by means
of collective agreements or other appropriate measures.
The third Part provides for an undertaking by signatory
States that they consider the first Part as a declaration
of the aims to be pursued by all appropriate means and
that they will be bound by a minimum number of the
provisions in the second Part.
As all the previsions in
the second Part cannot be accepted by all member States,
the requirement to accept a minimum number as binding has
been adopted with a view to ensuring the ratification of
the Charter by as many States as possible.
A provision
by which ratifying States may from time to time accept
additional provisions as binding upon them envisages
the fuller implementation of the Charter by stages.
5*
Provisions are contained in the fourth Part of the
Charter for a twe-stage procedure for supervising its
implementation.
Employers' and trade union organisations
would be enabled to assist in such supervision, national
organisations by having the opportunity of presenting
comments on the periodical reports submitted by governments,
and international organisations with consultative status
by being invited to attend as observers in a consultative
capacity at meetings of the sub-Committee proposed as part
of the supervision machinery.
6.
The final part of the Charter contains general and
final previsions corresponding to those included in
similar instruments.
In this connection the Committee
discussed the question whether the Charter should be
ratified only by Member States of the Council of Europe
or should be open to accession by States which are not
members of the Council of Europe.
The Social Committee
felt that a decision on this question was one for the
Committee of Ministers to take, and it has consequently
not included a provision on this subject in the draft
Charter.
7*
The Social Committee was recently requested by the
Committee of Ministers to draft a provision covering the
rigr.L. to educ
o n f o r possible inclusion in the Charter
if so decided oy the Committee of Ministers.
The Social
Committee has appended ;o the report
proceedings of the
Sixth Session,which
ill be senaratel*
ubmittod,
.rovasi
cnsiiefation

8.

The draft Charter has not been adopted by the Social
Committee without reservations on the part of some members of
the Committee to particular provisions as indicated in the
annexed document.
One of them has a particularly important
political aspect.
A certain number of delegations consider
that in ratifying the Charter Member States should accept
a minimum number of rights binding on all parties, rights
considered to be essential in the interests of European social
integration.
The draft Charter is now'submitted in compliance
with the instructions of the Committee qf Ministers that it
should be completed by the end of the current year.'. The Social
Committee feels .that it would be desirable for the Committee
to give further consideration to the present text, witjh' a view
to considering whether any slight modifications of wogdlng
in some instances may make it more generally accept&HSe, and
also with the object of reviewing the form and style of the
draft with the assistance of the Legal Department of "the*
Secretariat-General.
If this is agreed, the Committee would
propose to hold an early meeting for this purpose.

./
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3
Draft Text of the European Social Charter
PREAMBLE
The High Contracting Parties, Members of the Council of
Europe,
Considering that the aim of the Council of Europe Is the
achievement of greater unity between its Members for the
purpose ef safeguarding and realising the ideals and principles
which are their common heritage and of facilitating their
economic and social progress, in particular by the maintenance
and further realisation of human rights and fundamental free
doms,
Considering that
and the Protocol
of Europe agreed
political rights

in the European Convention on Human Rights
thereto the Member States of the Council
to secure to their peoples the civil and
and freedoms therein specified;

Being resolved to make every effort in common tc improve the
standard cf living and tc promote the social well-being of
their peoples;
Have agreed as follows:
PART

I

The High Contracting Parties accept as an aim of policy
to be pursued by all appropriate means both national and
international in character the attainment cf conditions in
which the rights and principles set forth hereafter in this
First Part may be effectively realised.
1.
Everyone shall have the opportunity to earn his living
in a freely accepted occupation.
2.

All workers have the right to just conditions cf work.
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3.
All workers have the right to safe and healthy working
conditions.
a.
All workers have the right to a fair wage sufficient
for a decent standard of living for themselves and their
families.
5.
All workers and employers have the right to freedom of
association in n oicnal or international organisations for the
protection of th ir economic and social interests.

6. All workers and employers have the right to negotiate
collectively.
7 . Children and young persons have the right to a special
protection against physical and moral hazards arising in
their work.
8 . Expectant or nursing mothers in employment and other
employed women as appropriate have the right to a special
protection in their work.
9 . Everyone has the right to appropriate facilities for
vocational guidance and training to help him to choose an
occupation suited to his personal aptitude and to his
interests.
10.
Everyone has the right to benefit from all measures
enabling him to enjoy the highest possible standard of
health attainable.
11.
All workers and their dependants shall have the right
to social security.
12.
Everyone without adequate resources
to social and medical assistance.

all have the right

1 3 . Disabled persons have the right to rehabilitation and
resettlement, whatever the origin and nature of their dis
ability.
lit.' The family as a fundamental unit of society has the
right to appropriate social and economic protection.

15 .

Mothers and children, irrespective of marital status
and family relations, have the right to appropriate social
and economic orotection.
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The nc.ticn2.ls cf any of tne High Conoracoing Parties
have the right to engage in any gainful occupation in^uhe
territory of ary of the others, on a locking of equality
restrictions
with the nationals of the latter, subject^only 1
^
based on considerations cf security, public inheresu ano
public health, or on cogent economic or social reasons.

17 .

Migrant workers have the right to protection and
assistance.

PART
I

II

The right to work

With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the.High Contracting Parties undertake:
(1 )

to accept as one of their primary aims and responsibi
lities the achievement and maintenance cf a high and
stable level cf employment;

(2 )

to.protect effectively the right of the worker freely
to choose any available occupation, though this previ
sion shall not be interpreted as prohibiting or autho
rising any union security clause or practice;

(3 )

to establish or maintain free employment services;

(ii)

to promote appropriate vocational guidance,
and rehabilitation.
II

training

The right to just conditions of work

With a view to ensuring' the effective exercise cf this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake:
(5 )

to provide for reasonable daily and weekly working
hours, the working week to be progressively reduced,
to the extent that the increase of productivity and
other relevant factors permit;

(6 )

to provide for recognised public holidays with pay;

(7 )

to provide for a minimum of two weeks' annual holiday
- with pay;
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(8 )

to provide for additional paid holidays for workers
encaged in dangerous or unhealthy occupations as pres
cribed;

(ci)

to provide for a guaranteed weekly rest period.

Ill

The right to safe and healthy working conditions

(10) With a view to ensuring the effective exercise cf this
riaht the High C o n t r a c t i n g Parties undertake to provide
f o r a d e o u a t e ' o r c t e c t i c n o f life and health during work.

IV

The right to a fa'r wage

With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake:
'(1

1)

to permit deductions from wages only under conditions
and to the extent prescribed by national laws or regu
lations or fixed by collective agreement or arbitration
award;

and recognise:
(1 2 ) the right of all workers to additional wages for work
performed at the request of the employer in addition to
normal working hours;
(l^) the right of men and women workers to equal pay for work
of equal value.
The exercise of these rights nay be realised by volun
tary collective agreement, by statutory wage-fixing machinery,
or by other means appropriate to national conditions.
V

The right to organise

l)[) with a view to ensuring or promoting ohe^freedom of
workers and employers to form local, national or inter
national organisations and to join organisations icr
the protection of their economic and social interests,
the High Contracting Parties undertake that national
law shall not be such as to impair, nor shall it be so
applied as to impair, this freedom, subject only to
restrictions prescribed by law for reas "ns cf national
security or public interest or for the prevention of
disorder or crime or for the protection*of the rights
The e x t e n t to which the guaran
and freedoms cf others.
tees provided for in, this paragraph shall apply to the
armed*forces, the police and the administration cf the
State shall be determined by n ational laws or regulation
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VI

The right to bargain collectively

With a view to the promotion of this right the High
Contracting Parties undertake:
(1 5 ) to promote, where necessary and appropriate, machinery
for voluntary negotiation between employers or employers'
organisations and workers' organisations, with a view to
the regulation of terms and conditions of employment by
means of collective agreements;

(l 6 ) to promote the establishment and use of appropriate
machinery for conciliation or arbitration fGr the settle
ment of labour disputes;
) - (1 7 ) to encourage and promote joint consultation of workers
- .. . and employers;
and recognise:
. (1 8 ) the right of workers and employers to collective action
in cases cf conflicts of interest, subject only to
limitations prescribed by law for reasons of national
security or public interest.
VII

The right of children and young persons
to protection

With a view to ensuring the effective exercise cf this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake:
(1 $) to provide that the minimum age of admission to employ
ment shall be 15 years, subject to exceptions for child
ren employed in prescribed light work without harm to
their health, morals or education;
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(20 ) to provide that a higher minimum age of admission to
employment shall be fixed with regard to prescribed
occupations regarded as dangerous or unhealthy;
(2 1 ) to provide that persons who are still subject to compul
sory education shall not be employed in such work as
would deprivo them of their education;
(22 ) to provide that the working day of persons under l 6
years of age shall be limited in accordance with the
needs of their development and particularly with their
need for vocational training;
(2 3 ) to provide that employed persons of under l 8 years of
age shall be entitled to not less than three weeks'
annual holiday with pay;
(2 i{.) to provide that persons under l8 years of age shall not
be employed in night work with the exception of certain
occupations provided for by national law and regulations
(25 ) to provide that employed persons under l8 years of ago
shall bo subject to regular medical control, with the
exception of certain occupations provided for by
national law and regulations.
VIII

The right of employed women to protection

With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake:
(26 ) to provide either by paid leave or by adequate social
security benefits for women to take leave before and
after childbirth up to a total of at least 12 weeks;
(27 ) to prohibit dismissal from, employment during or on
account of maternity absence;
(28 ) to provide that mothers who are nursing their infants
shall be entitled to sufficient time off for this pu r 
pose.
(2$) to take action to regulate the employment of women
workers on ninht work in industrial employment and to
prohibit their employment in underground mining or as
appropriate on other work which is unsuitable for them.
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IX

The right to vocational guidance

With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties will endeavour:
(30) to provide or promote assistance to individuals in
solving problems related to occupational choice and
progress with due regard for the individual's charac
teristics and their relation to occupational oppor
tunity; such assistance to be available both to ycunc
persons, including school children, and to adults;
(31) to encourage the full utilisation of the facilities
provided, by appropriate measures such as reducing or
abolishing any fees or charges.
X

The right to vocational training

With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake:
(32) to provide or promote, as necessary, the technical and
vocational training of workers;
(33) to provide or promote a system of apprenticeship;
(3^) to provide or promote, as necessary, special facilities
for re-training of adult workers where this is neces
sary as a consequence, particularly, of technological
developments or of dislocations of the employment
market;
(35) to encourage the full utilisation of the facilities
(a) reducing or abolishing any fees or charges;
(b) granting financial assistance in appropriate cases;
(c) including in the normal working hours time spent
on supplementary training taken by the workman,
at the requoot of his employer, during employment:
(d) ensuring, through adequate supervision, the effi
ciency of apprenticeship arrangements and the
adequate protection of apprentices.
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XI

Right to protection of Health

With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right, the High Contracting Parties undertake, either directly
or in co-operation with public or private organisations,to
take appropriate measures designed inter a l i a :

(36) to remove as far as possible the causes of ill-health;
(37 ) to provide advisory and educational facilities for
the promotion of health and the encouragement of
individual responsibility in matters of health;

(38) to prevent as far as possible epidemic, endemic
and other diseases.
XII

Right to Social Security

With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right, the High Contracting Parties undertake:

(39) to establish or maintain a system of social security;
(^0 ) to maintain the social security system at a satisfactory
minimum level at least equal to that required for
ratification of the European Code of Social Security;
(^1 ) to endeavour to raise progressively the system of social
security to a higher level;
(^2 ) to take steps, by the conclusion of appropriate bilateral
and multilateral agreements, and subject to the
conditions laid down in such agreements, to ensure:
- equal treatment with all nationals of each of the
Contracting Parties in respect of social security
rights, including the retention of benefits arising
out of social security legislation, whatever movements
the persons protected may be obliged to undertake
between the territories of the Contracting Parties;
- the granting^maintenance and resumption of social
security rights by such means as the accumulation of
insurance or employment periods completed under the
legislation of each of the High Contracting Parties;
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XIII

Right to social and medical assistance

With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right, the High Contracting Parties undertake:
(4 3 ) to ensure that every person, who is without adequate
resources and who is unable to secure such resources on
his own or from other sources in particular by benefits
under a social security scheme, be granted the necessary
means of subsistence and in case of sickness, the care
necessitated by his condition;
(44 ) to provide that everyone may receive by appropriate
services such advice'and personal help as may be
required to prevent, to remove, or to alleviate want;
(45 ) to ensure that persons receiving public assistance shall
not for that reason, suffer from a diminution of their
political or social rights;
(4 6) to apply the previsions referred to in the preceding
paragraphs on an equal footing to nationals of other
High Contracting Parties legally present in their
territories in accordance with their obligations under
the European Convention on Social and Medical
Assistance.
XIV

The right of the disabled to rehabilitation
and resettlement

With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake:
(47 ) to take adequate measures for the provision of training
facilities, including specialised institutions where
necessary;
- (48 ).to take adequate measures for the placing of disabled
persons in employment, such as specialised placing ser- "
- vices, facilities for sheltered employment, and measures,
to encourage employers to admit disabled persons to
' * -'employment.
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XV

The right of the family to social and
economic protection

(49) The High Contracting Parties, recognising the importance
of the family as a fundamental unit of society, will
endeavour to ensure the economic and social protection
of family life.
XVI

The right of mothers and children to
social and economic protection

(50) With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties will take all appro
priate and necessary measures for the protection of
mothers and children, including the establishment or
maintenance of appropriate institutions for the purpose.
XVII
^

The right to engage in employment
in other member countries

With a view to promoting the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties:
(5 1 ) recognise the right of their nationals to leave the
country to engage in gainful activity in the territories
of the other High Contracting Parties subject only to
limitations prescribed by law for reasons of national
security or public interest;
1
and will endeavour:
(52 ) to apply existing regulations

in a spirit of liberality;

(53 ) to simplify existing.formalities and to reduce or abolish
chancery dues and ether charges payable by foreign
workers or their employers;

(54 ) to liberalise,, individually or collectively, regulations
governing the employment of foreign workers;
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XVIII

The right of migrant workers to protection
and assistance

With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake:
(55 ) to maintain or to satisfy themselves that there is
maintained adequate and free services to assist migrants,
particularly in obtaining accurate information, and to
take all appropriate steps, so far as national laws and
regulations permit, against misleading propaganda
relating to emigration and immigration;

(56) to adopt appropriate measures within their own juris
diction to facilitate the departure, journey and
reception of migrants, and to provide, within their own
jurisdiction, appropriate services for health, medical
attention and good hygienic conditions during the
journey;
(57 ) to secure for migrants lawfully within their
territories, in so far as such matters are regulated by
law or regulations or are subject to the control of
administrative authorities, treatment not less favourable
than of their own nationals in respect of the following
matters:
(i) remuneration-and other employment and working
conditions;
(ii) membership of trade unions and enjoyment of the
benefits of collective bargaining;
(iii) accommodation;

(58) to secure for migrants lawfully within their territories
treatment not less favourable than of their-own nationals
with regard to employment taxes, dues or contributions
payable in respect cf employed persons;

(59) to secure for migrants lawfully within their territories
treatment not less favourable than cf their own
nationals, with regard to legal proceedings relating

to m a t t e r s r e f e r r e d to in t h i s C h a p t e r ;
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(60) to secure that migrants lawfully within their territories
are not expelled unless they endanger national security
or offend against public interest or morality;
(61) to permit, within legal limits, the transfer of such
parts of the earnings and savings of the migrant as he
may desire;
(62 ) to extend the protection and assistance provided foh in
this Chapter also to self-employed migrants in so far as
such measures apply to this category.
PART III

(1)

Each of the High Contracting Partios undertakes:
(a)

to consider the first Part of this Charter as
a declaration of the aims which it will pursue
by all appropriate means, as stated in the
introductory paragraph of that Part;

(b)

to consider itself bound by not less than 10 of
the Chapters or by not less than ^5 of the numbered
paragraphs of the second Part of this Charter to be
selected by it.
The Chapters or paragraphs selected
shall be notified to the Secretary-General of the
Council of Europe not later than the time when the
instrument of ratification of the High Contracting
party o o n c e m o d is deposited.

(2) Any High Contracting Party may, at a later date, declare
by notification to the Secretary-General that it considers
itself bound by any Chapters or any numbered paragraphs of
the second Part of the Charter which it has not already
accepted under the terms of the preceding paragraph.
Such
undertakings subsequently given shall be deemed to be an
integral part of the ratification end shall have the same
effect as from the date of the notification.
(3)
The Secretary-General shall communicate to all the other
High Contracting Forties any notification which he shall have
received pursuant to this Part of the Charter.

PART IV
Article

(A)

The High Contracting Parties undertake to send to the
- Secretary-General of the Council of Europe a report at twoyearly intervals, in a form-to be determined by the Committco
of Ministers, concerning the provisions of the second Pert
- \of the Charter which they have accepted.
Article (B)
The High Contracting Parties shall send to the SecretaryGeneral of the Council of Europe, at appropriate intervals
as requested by the Committee of Ministers, reports relating
to the provisions of the second Part of the Charter which they
did not accept at the time of their ratification or in a sub
sequent notification.
The Committee of Ministers shell
determine from time to time, on which provisions such report
shall be requested and the form of the reports to be provided.
Article

(C)

(1) Each High Contracting Party shall communicate copies of
its reports referred to in Articles A and B to its national
organisations which ore members of the international organisa
tions of employers
and trade unions in consultative status
to the Council of Europe.
(2) -The High Contracting Party shall forward to the SecretaryGeneral of the Council of Europe any comments on the said
reports received from
these national organisations, if so
requested by them.
Article

(D)

The reports sent to the Secretary-General of the Council
of Europe under Articles A end B shall be examined by a
Committee of Experts, who shall have also before them any
comments forwarded to the Secretary-General under paragraph
2 of Article C.
Article (E)
(1)
The Committee of Experts shall consist of not more than
seven members appointed by the Committee of Ministers from a
list of independent experts of the highest integrity, and of
recognised competence in social and international questions,
nominated by the High Contracting parties.
/
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(2)
The members of the Committee shall be appointed for a
period of six years.
They may be re-appointed.
However, of
the members first appointed, the terms of two members shall
expire at the end of four years.
(3) The members whose terms arc to expire at the end of the
initial period of four years, shall be chosen by lot by the
Committee of Ministers immediately after the first appointment
has been made.
(ij) A member of the Committee of Experts appointed to replace
a member whose term of office has not expired shall hold office
for the remainder of his predecessor's term.
^

- Article (F)

The International Labour Organisation shall be invited
to nominate a representative to participate in a consultative
capacity in the deliberations of the Committee of Experts.
Article

(G)

(1)
The reports and conclusions of the Committee of Experts
shall be submitted for examination to a Sub-committee of the
Governmental'Social Committee of the Council of Europe.
This
Sub-committee shall be composed of one representative of each
of the High Contracting Parties.
(2 ) Representatives of the international employers' and trade
union organisations in consultative status with the Council of
Europe shall be invited to be present as observers in a con
sultative capacity at the meetings of the Sub-committee.
<3) The Sub-committee shall present to the Committee
of
Ministers a report containing its conclusions and appending
the report of the Committee of Experts.
Article (H)
The Committee
of Ministers may, on the basis of the report
of the Sub-committee, and after consultation with the Consultative
Assembly, make to each High Contracting Party
any necessary
recommendations.
./
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PART
Article

V
(a)

1.
In time of war or other public emergency threatening the
life of the nation any High Contracting Party may take measures
derogating from its obligations under this Convention to the
extent strictly required by the exigencies of tho situation,
provided that such measures are not inconsistent with its
other obligations under international low.
2.
Any High Contracting Party which has availed itself of
this right of derogation shall within a reasonable lapse of
time keep the Secretary-General of the Council' of Europe fully
informed of the measures taken and of tho reasons therefor.
It shall likewise inform the Secretary-General when such
measures have ceased to operate and the provisions of the
Charter which it has accepted are again being fully executed.
The Secretary-General shall in turn inform the other High
Contracting Parties accordingly.
Article

(b)

The rights and principles set forth in Part I when
effectively realised, and their effective exercise as provided
for in Part II, shall not be subject to any restrictions or
limitations except such as are prescribed by law and are
compatible with the nature of these rights and principles
or are necessary in a democratic society for the protection
of the rights and freedoms of others and for the protection
of public interest, national security, public health, or
morals.
Article (c)
The restrictions permitted under this Chapter to the
rights and obligations set forth herein shall not be applied
for any purpose other than that for which they have been
prescribed.
Article (d)
Tho provisions of this Charter shall not prejudice tho
provisions of domestic law or of any bilateral or multilateral
conventions or agreements which arc already in force, or may
come into force, under which more favourable treatment would
be accorded to the persons protected.
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Articlo (o)
(1)
In Member States where the provisions of paragraphs
5, 6, 7, 8 ,
22 and 23 of Part II of this Charter are
matters normally left to agreements between' employers'
and workers' organisations or are normally carried out
otherwise than by law, the undertakings of those paragraphs
may be given and compliance with them shall be treated as
effective if their provisions are applied to the great
majority of workers' through such agreements or other means.
(2)
In Member States where theso provisions arc normally tho
subject of legislation, tho undertakings concerned may likewise
be given and compliance with them shall be treated as effective
if the provisions ore applied to the great majority of workers
by law.
Articlo

(f)

1.
This Charter shall apply to the metropolitan territory of
each High Contracting Party.
Bach High Contracting party
may, at the time of signature or of the deposit of its
instrument of ratification, specify, by declaration addressed
to the Secretary-General of the Council of Europe, the terri
tory which shall be considered to be its metropolitan territory
for this purpose.
2.
Any High Contracting party may at tho time of ratifica
tion of this Charter or at any time thereafter, declare by
notification addressed to the Secretary-General of tho
Council of Europe, that the Charter shall extend in whole or
in part to a non-metropolitan territory or territories speci
fied in the said declaration for whose international relations
it is responsible.
It shall specify in tho declaration of the
Chapters -*r paragraphs c.f the second Part of the Charter which it
accepts as binding in respect of the territories named in the
declaration.'3.
The Charter shell extend to the territory or territories
named in the aforesaid declaration as from the thirtieth day
after one date on which the Secretary-General of the Council
of Europe shell have received notification of such declaration
ij.
In tne said territories the provisions of this Charter
shall oe applied with duo regard to local requirements.
3.
The Secretary-General shall communicate to the other
High Contracting Parties any declaration transmitted to him
in accordance with the urcsent article.

Article (g)
Any Signatory Government may propose amendments to this
Charter in a communication addressed to the Secretary-General
of the Council of Europe.
The Secretary-General shall trans
mit to the other Signatory Governments any amendments so
proposed, which shall then be considered by the Committee of
Ministers and submitted to the Consultative Assembly for
opinion.
Any amendments approved by the Committee of
Ministers shall enter into force as soon as all the High
Contracting Parties have informed the Secretary-General of
their acceptance.
Article

(h)

1.
This Charter shall be open for signature by the Members
of the Council of Europe.
It shall be ratified.
Instruments
of ratification shall be deposited with the Secretary-General
of the Council of Europe.
2.
This Charter shall come into force as from the thirtieth
day after the date of deposit of the fifth instrument of
ratification.
3.
In respect of any Signatory ratifying subsequently, the
Charter shall come into force as from the thirtieth day after
the date of deposit of its instrument of ratification.
The Secretary-General shall notify all the Members of
the Council of Europe of the entry into force of the Charter,
the names of the High Contracting parties which have ratified
it and the subsequent deposit of any instruments of ratifica
tion.
Article

(i)

1.
A High Contracting Party may denounce this Charter only
at the end of a period of five years from the date on which
the Charter entered into force, or at the end of any
successive period of two years, and in each case after giving
six months notice to the Secretory-General of the Council of
Europe, who shall inform the other parties accordingly.
Such denunciation shall not affect the validity of the Charter
in respect of the other High Contracting Parties provided
that at all times there arc not less than five such Contracting
Parties.
2.
A High Contracting Pcrty may on the terms specified in
the preceding paragraph, denounce any of the Chapters or
paragraphs of the second part of the'Charter which it has
accepted, provided that the number of Chanters or paragraDhs
binding upon that Party shall at all times not be less than
10 or 45 respectively.
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3.
Any High Contracting Party may denounce the present
Charter or any of tho chapters or paragraphs of the second
Part of the Charter, on the terms specifiod in the first
paragraph of this article, in respect of any territory to
which the said Charter is applicable by virtue of a declara
tion made in accordance with Article (d), paragraph 2.
Any High Contracting Party which ceases to be a Member
of the Council of Europe shall also cease to be a Party to
this Charter.
In witness whereof, the undersigned, being duly
authorised thereto, have signed this Charter.
Done at ...............................
this ...................... day of ................ !$?..., in
English and French, both texts being equally authoritative,
in a single copy which shall be deposited within the archives
of the Council of Europe.
The Secretary-General shall
transmit certified copies to each of the Signatories.

c.
A P P E N D I X

PART II:
Paragraph
In the event of the adoption of a Protocol to the
European Code of Social Security, the higher level of
social security referred to in paragraph 'ql of Part II
of the Charter shall be at least equal to that required
for ratification of the Protocol.
Paragraph ^2:
The words "and subject to the conditions laid down
in such agreements" in the introduction to paragraph
.j*
^
Charter are taken to imply inter alia'
tnac wibh regard to benefits of a non-contributory character,
a nigh Contracting Party may
require the completion of a
pr^scri
period of residence before granting such benefits
to nationals of other High Contracting Portias.
PANT V:
Article

(b):

ihe term "law" ic*

of the Charter s M i

^

*

* ..

-t ^

rn Article (b) 0 1 rart V

as to include ai? ^
- ^ u e r p r e t e d in a wide sense, so
cil provisions having the force of law.
Pr^ry

decisions which the Norwegian Parliament,
cnal provisions, takes in
budgJtar^'matt^rs^stali^bi considered to be covered by
a,
in Article (b) of pert V of the

th e a te r . " 10^

eA ^ ^
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CM (37) 17b"
Part D.

DRAFT EUROPEAN SOCIAL CHARTER
LIST OF RESERVATIONS'^^
PART I
Paragraph 7
1.

The Delegation of the United Kingdom declared that this
paragraph is not acceptable to she' United Kingdom as it stands.
The Uniubd Kingdom Delegation have suggested that a distinc
tion should be drawn.between children.and-young-persons, and
that_tho -provision relating to children night be strcn.gAkcnod,
since there is far greater need for the strict supervision
of the employment of children.
paragraph

2.

11

The Delegations of"D e n m a r k , Norway and Sweden made a reserva
tion on this point.
In-their view, the right to social
security should not be restricted to workers and their depen
dants.
It should cover everyone.
(Doc. CM (57) 107, para. 3$).

(1) Since the craft Social Charter as adopted by the Social
the roscr
Committee dees net include the r ight to educaticr
rations made concerning the"draft prcvfsians c c m 'erning that
right arc not reproducer in the present list.

Paragrap h id

The D c lc g a L i ens o f Ore CC3 and Ita ly rc-sorvnd t h e i r n o s i t i c n .
Jn their v i c
t h i s o r o v i sicn sno uid navc been u o rd e d as
foil owe: .
''Migr an t u o r k e r s ha v c the r ight to on U J tre a tm e n t n et
loss fa von r a b l c t ban n a t i ona
rlv ndt^p a rti
regard t o wages, conditions of work, soci al
scour'ity and soci.a l and rtedi ca f assis ta n c Q J!
(Sec Doc. CM (57) 107, para.

5 7 ).

The Delegation of the United Kingdom declared that
this paragraph is unacceptable to the United Kingdom
as it stands.
The United Kingdom Delegation say that
the existence of a right (unqualified by the grant of
permission) to engage in a gainful occupation in
another country seems open to question, and they sug
gest that the paragraph should be re-worded to take
account of this point.
PART II*

The right to work:
In connection with paragraph 2, the Delegation of Italy made a
reservation because in bheir view the closed shop practice could,
not be admitted.
(Doc. CM (57) 107, para. 6 2 ).
On the same paragraph, the Delegations of France and Italy and
the Netherlands mace a reservation on the greunes thar under
the legislation of their countries an unemployed worker could
not rofusc work offered to him without losing his unemployment
benefit and had thus not always a free choice. (Doc. CM ( 5 7 ) 1 0 7 ;
para. 6 5 ).
Moreover, the Netherlands Delegation felt that the granting
of a full and unlimited right freely to choose any available occu
pation is not desirable, i.o. because it nay affect the indus
trial peace.
Consequently the national legislation contains
some provisions which do not seem to be in line with the granting
of such an unlimited right.
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The right to just conditions of work*
7

In connection with paragraph 6 the.Delegation of Gre
a reservation concerning the possibility of acccptin
(Doc. C1I (57) 1^7;
gation regardi ng payment on public holidays.
para. 7 ^)*
The right to a fair wage;

8.

In connection with paragraphs 12 and 1 3 , the Delegations 01
Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg and Turkey made a reservation
to the*effect that these provisions should co of a binding
nature (Doc. Ch (57) 107, para. 80).
-The right.to organise;

9

nadc a re servat *)'mil
The Dolcga tions of 3 el giun, rra nee and It a iy '
in their view, the res trie ti ens to th
to paragra ph ik sine
gua rantccs previ CO d in this par agraph should only affc e 0
of the pel ice an d cf t.ho ar:00 d forces and* not non be r s Of the
hnistra t'k.cn*
(D oc . CI-1 (57) 1 0 7 , para. Op ).
The right to bargain collectively:
On paragraph 1 8 , the Delegation cf Italy mace a reserve
the grounds enat "lockout- was not" recognised in Italy.
CH (5 7 ) 1 0 7 , para . 91).

cn
(Do

The right of children and young persons to protection:
11.

-k

On paragraph 25 the Delegation of the Netherlands
made a reservation because they felt that a regular medical
control of young workers, notwithstanding the nature of
the work, is not necessary and not practical.
The regular
medical control should in their view be limited to certain
occupations regarded as dangerous or unhealthy, provided
for by national law and regulations.
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The right of employed women to protection:
12.

On paragraph 28 the Delegation of Italy made a reservation
to the effect that time off for nursing should either be
paid or covered by social security in harmony with Inter
national Labour Convention No. 10$.
(Doc. CM ($7) 107,
para. $6).
. .

13.

On paragraph 2^, the Delegations of Belgium and Norway
made a reservation because they were in principle opposed
to special protcctivo measures for women workers other
than expectant and nursing mothers. (Dee. CE/Soc (57) 30).
T h e right to vocational guidance:

lip.

The Delegation of Belgium made a reservation to the
effect that this chaprcr"should be of a binding nature.
(Doc. CM (57) 107, para. 100).
The right to protection of health:

15.

The Delegation of Sweden made a reservation to the
effect that the provisions in this Chapter should not
be in the form of sn undertaking since their implement
tion could not be effectively controlled, (Dee. CE/Soc
(57) 3 0 ).
. 'he riaht to seesi.ql security:

l6.

17

The Delegation of Franco made a reservation on paragraph
ho to the effect that ratification of/the European Cede
cT* Social Security should be required. (Doc. CE/Soc (57 50).
The Delegation of Italy made a reservat on on paragraph
h.2 on the grounds that the paragraph ci not provide
a sufficient safeguard for the social s curity rights
of migrants. (Dee. CE/Soc (57) 30).
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'j / . p n

iS.'Thc Delegations of B elgium, France, Italy and Luxembourg
mads a reservation oo Faro III on the grounds tnaa in oheir
view a minimum number of obligations common to all Contract
Forties should have been provided for.

PART IV
Article D:
The Delegation of Sweden made a reservation to th
that in its view the Cennitte
that Article was unnecessary.
(Doc."CE/Soc (5 7 )

O 'O

1<3

PART V

Article

(i), paragraphs 2 and

The Dele 6 ions
,0 t*.
the of
c
not be admittc

' Bclniun and Fi
ce naoc
cehunciavion of oh:
(Doc. CB/Sec (57) 30).
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COMMITTEE 0? MINISTERS

REPORT 0? THE SOCIAL COMMITTEE
(Proceedings of the Sixth Session)

1.
The Social Cc:nmittee held its Sixth Session
m e j.is Ol
Strasbourg from November 25th to 29th, 1957*
members and observers narticinating in the Session is ccneittee
adopted by
tained in Appendix a.
Tiit
is set out in Aooendix II.
2.
The meeting was opened by the Directo
Research of
--'"^ral cf the Council of Europe.
He rethe Secretariat-Gen
called that the main item on the Agenda was the
of the draft European Social Charter, to which
mittee of Ministers and the .Consultative Assembly attached
great importance.
He stressed the role that an instrument
of this nature could play, particularly on the background (
present day trends in economic and p
;ical devel
He then briefly mentioned the points that
re
Among then i-;as
standing in the preparation of the draft,
the drawing up cf provisions for the irr.plem nta ticn of the
Charter - provisions cf particular importan
since the r
value cf the instrument would to a large ex ena ieoena voc
the efficiency cf the system cf implementation,
In this on.
re
Resolution
nection the Director of Research referred to
25; by which the Committee cf Ministers, among others, inst.
ted the Social Committee to consider measures for the imple:
taticn cf the Social Charter such as would enable employers
and trade union organisations to assist in the supervision *
the implementation.
3.
The Director of Research informed the Committee cf the
discussion to which its last Report had given rise in tne
Committee cf Ministers and mentioned that views had been ex
pressed to the effect that the standards of the European
Social Charter should never be lower than these embodied in
international instruments on the world-wide plane, such asnarticularly in the international labour conventions.

4.
The Committee then re-elected Mr. G. C. VEYSEY, C.B.
(United Kingdom) as C.can.rman and Dr. GELLER (Federal Republic
of Germany) as Vice-Chairman.

AGENDA ITEM

0:

EUROPEAN SOCIAL CHARTER

7.
The main documents before the Committee were the second
report of the Working Group, CB/Scc (57) lo Final;
a com
plete draft text of the Charter, based on earlier decisions
of the Committee and on proposals of the Working Group,
CE/Scc (57) 1$;
a Note by the United Kingdom Delegation
concerning the imolementation of the Charmer through col
lective agreements, CE/Soc (57) 20;
a Note by the Secretariat
on the right to education, CE/Soc (57) 23, and a caper
to the acceppabiaioy
setting out the views ci delematic ;ns
so far adopted,
of certain draft provisions of the Charte
CE/Soc (57) 24 with two Addenda.
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At the proposal of the Chairman, the Committee adopter
a detailed plan of work that would enable it to complete
the drafting within the time at its disposal.
According
this, it was agreed to turn first to Doc. CE/Soc (57) 19 a
on this basis, to complete the provisions of substance
had not,hitherto been definitely adopted by' he full Com-

nittee.W?
T'he ri^ht to protection of health

G6rrT'.?.71V
The Delegation of the Federal Reoubl C
.having withdrawn a proposal for an anencn nrTbo onis Chapter
the original text was adopted, subject to minor changes of
form.
8.

9.
The Delegation of Sweden made a reservation^^) against
the binding form of the provisions of this Chapter, since^
in its view, only provisions the implementation of which
could be effectively controlled should be binding.
10.
At the proposal of the Delegation of France it was
agreed to point cut in the Report that the oexo of this
Chapter was based on a draft prepared in consultation with
the Committee of Experts on Public Health.
The right to social security
IT.
At the Fifth Session of the Social Committee, the Deigations of Belgium and Italy had put forward draft texts of^**
this-Chapter, contained respectively in Docs. CE/Soc (5 7 )
Miec. 3 and 4.;';} Subsequently, the Netherlands Government
had expressed a'preference for the Italian-draft and sug
gested that this question be referred to the Committee of
Experts on Social Security.
However, since that Committee
was'not to meet before the end of 1 9 5 7 ; the proposal was
changed so as to request the other Governments to give their
representatives on the Social Committee itself the necessary
instructions with regard to the choice of text.
As the
Committee now found itself faced with only one text, emanating
-from the Working Gro up, this proposal was withdrawn.

(l) The complete text of the draft Social Charter as
adopted by the Committee is not appended to the present
report.
It has been submitted to the Committee of
Ministers as a separate document, CM (3 7 ) 1 7 6 .
(2) It should be noted
all r eservaticns made in the
course of the preparation of the draft Charts r
been incl'uded in a list
ned to the text and submitted to the Committee of Ministers together wit'h
the latter.

4!4

12*

Paracraoh

37

of C3/Soc

(57) 19 was adopted.

13*
Paragraph 33 gave rise to considerable discussion.
The Delegation of 'France found it insufficient to require
compliance with the"conditions for ratification of the
European Code of Social Security.
A State could then
accept para. 33 without ratifying the Cede, and it would
thus not be subject to the control of implementation p r o 
vided for in the latter.
14.
It was also proposed by the Delegation of France, sup
ported by the Delegations of Belgium and Italy that para.
38 should enumerate the different branches of social security
^ the European Code.
Other Delegations were of the
covered by
opinion that this would go too far, since it could be taken
to mean that in order to accept para. 38, a State must have
a social security scheme which reaches the level of the
European Code within all the branches of the latter.
The Chairman pointed out that the views mentioned above
15.
had already been expressed and discussed within the Working
Group, and that the*text now before.the Committee represented
a compromise reached by the Group.
The Delegation of Norway
added that para. 33 must be seen in connection with para, oh*
-The idea was that in order to accept the former, a State
must be in a position to ratify the European Code, whereas
the latter provides for a further development.towards the..-,
level of the envisaged Protocol to the Code.

16 .
;t was agreed r e a d o u t the following texL which
strengthens the par:
)n somewhat and thus goes some way
to meet the view of
minority:
"to maintain the social security system at a satis
factory level at least equal to that required.fcr_
,,
ratification of the European Code of Social S e c u r i t y '*
17.
The Delegation if France made a reservation to the
effect that ratification of the European Cede should be
required.
18.
Paragraph 39 was also discussed at length.
Some Delegations found ir difficult to include in the Charter a
reference to the Protocol to the European Cede of Social
Security.
It involved, among others, the same problem
that arose in connection with the original text of para.
33, namely whether the reference to the Protocol meant
that the standards of the latter must have been reached in
all the branches of social security, or whether it would
be sufficient to fulfil the conditions for ratification.

4)5

19*
In this connection, the Delegation of Italy recalled
that the draft Cede and the draft Protocol did*not have
the sane standing, since the Committee of Ministers had
definitely instructed the experts to draw up the Code,
but it had only requested then to consider the desirability
of preparing a Protocol,
Italy could nor accepu a reference
to the Protocol.

20.
Some other Delegations preferred to maintain the refe
rence, and the Delegation of Belgium in particular insisted
that if some mention of the Protocol was not made, it could
not accept the paragraph.
This would, moreover, lead to a
confusing situation in which one might speak of three dif
ferent European levels of social security, namely uhat of
the Code;
the (undefined) level of thm Charter, and that of
the Protocol.
The Belgian Delegation was, however, ready
to accept a solution under which the reference to the Pro
tocol was made in a Annex to the Charter.
<
21.

Paragraph 39 was then adopted in the following form:
"to endeavour to raise progressively the system
of social security to a higher level" -

f

it being understood that the Annex would make it clear that
if the Protocol were adopted, the level in question should
be at least equal to that required for ratification of the
Protocol.
22.
Paragraph 40 again led to an extensive exchange of
views.
Some Delegations, including particularly those of
the Scandinavian countries could not accept a provision
for equality of treatment between the nationals of the Con
tracting Parties in the social security field without con
ditions.
In this connection reference was made to the
European Interim Agreements on Social Security, where such
conditions are defined.
It was also.pointed out that the
last sub-paragraph of para. 40, seen in the context of the
whole paragraph, night lead to a situation in which aliens
would be in a mere favourable position than nationals with
regard to payment of benefits abroad.
23*
The Delegation of Denmark also drew attention to the
wording of the second sub-para, of paragraph 40, which, in
connection with the opening, maintenance and recovery of
rights, speaks of the accumulation of insurance or employment
periods.
In order to take into account ail the different
social security systems, reference should also be made to
residence periods.
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24.
The Delegation of Italy strongly maintained the view
that- the Charter should provide for full equality of treat
ment.
The European Interim Agreements constitute a temporary
) arrangement which should be replaced by a more complete and
far-rcaching instrument for the protection of migrants''
social security rights, 3 uch as the Convention to oe estab
lished-in the framework of the European Coal and Steel Com
munity^
25.
The Delegation of Ireland suggested that in order to
maintain the princioles of para. 40 and yet meet the views
of those countries that could not fully apply tnese prin
ciples, one might reword the opening phrase of the paragraph
so as to make it clear that the agreements referred to there
might be subject to certain conditions.
26.
After a long discussion which shewed that while some
Delegations could accept the principles of para. 40 only
with limitations arising out of national legislation, ouher
Delegations saw the aim of the Charter precisely in going
beyond such limitations, the Delegation of Denmark was
basis of a
requested to prepare a new draft text as
'compromise.
This proposal, contained in Doc. CE/Scc (57)
Misc. 8 , was adopted, subject to minor amendments.
27*
It was agreed in this connection to include in the
Annex to the Charter a' statement explaining that the words
"and subject to the conditions laid down in such agreements"
imply, inter alia, that with regard to ncn-ccntributcry
benefits, a Slate may require the completion of a prescribed
residence period before granting such benefits to aliens.
28.
The Delegation of Italy made a reservation on the
grounds that the text adopted aid not provide a sufficient
guarantee for the social security rights of migrants. - The
Delegation had proposed an amendment to para. 40, contained
in Doc. CE/Scc (57) Misc, o.
The right to social and medical assistance
Para^ranhs
29*
Paragraphs 4l
41 t^ 4^
43, inclusive, were adopted without
change of substance^
Para. 43, which is intended to safe
guard the political and social rights of persons receiving
public assistance, had originally been placed in square
brackets because it had given rise to seme difficulty in
the Working Group.
The Delegation of Denmark now stated
that, although this provision did not correspond entirely
to Danish law, no reservation would be made.

.

4!7

30.
Paragraph 44 '..'as adopted, subject to an amendment tending
to ensure thac"t'ne obligations arising out of this paragraph
would be in accordance with the obligations flowing from rati
fication of the European Convention on Social and Medical
Assistance*
The righl

31.

r'
-.
1
- disabled to rehabilitation
he
C
-Jf
L* 4U
cnu r..'

This Chapter was adopted without change.
The right of the family to social and economic
nroceccion

The Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany, con
32.
erin^ the importance of this Chapter, had proposed in Doc
sidering
' Misc. .
3 , to elaborate it in some detail, indi- CE/Soc (57j
eating clearly t ^ positive measures that would be involved.
There was, however,
This proposal is :et cut in Appendix It".
it was pcinoed
a majority in fa
the original te.*
out that some of the measures proposed by t;:e German Delegation were linked up with demographic considerations that
would vary from country to country.
Moreover, the enumera
tion of certain specific measures might have the disadvantage
that it could be understood as exhaustive, thus excluding
other measures.
In these circumstances the German Dele
gation withdrew its proposal, and the Chapter was adopted
without change.
The right of mothers and children to social
.on
id eccn: .<j crv.'^
33.
The Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany having
withdrawn a proposal for amendment contained in Doc. CE/Soc
(57) Hisc. 7. (see Appendix IV), the Chapter was adopted
without change.
The right to enrrr.vo in employment in
orner
34.
It was agreed that paragraph 5 2 should be made the ini
tial paragraph, coming immediately after the introductory
phrase and being reworded so as to contain a recognition of
the right of nationals to leave the country to engage in
gainful employment in other member countries.
The intro
ductory phrase was reworded accordingly, sc that the term
"will endeavour" relates only to the original paragraphs 495 1 inclusive, which were adopted.

4)8

35*
It was pointed out tha *t bscau se of this
get the impression that the provisi ons of para
4$-51 "
related only to regulations and for:mal iti 63 cc
right to leav the country
They
uever relate to
regulations and formal:
concern ing tk e adm
foreign workers, and this should
:ould be made
de. clear in the final
checking of the text.which the Committee intends to under
take at its next Session.
The right of micrant workers to protection
and assi suance
36.
Paragraphs 53 to
t 59 ircl usive, were adopted with such
changes
icrr.i
'ould make the text cor respond more clcsely
.siens of interna tional Labour Conve nticn
No. $7*
Moreover, para. 55; which deals with equality
a i n fi elds , uas transf ormed in:to an
L o n of the a*ords "to endeaveur

it to ce
aaCj-On#

T-uo-;err.bour =r an d t:.he
>ns cf Belg iung
tt JOak ing any f crmal res e
on^ vranoec.
the Report tha u in thei r vi ew th e pr 0' of treatrnent could not app iy to a c c
Pro tecticn of women v-;crx ers

38 .
The draft text in Doc. CE/Scc (57) 19 contained a
paragraph (29 ) under this heading.
It had been drafted
by the Working Group, following a proposal made by the
Delegation of Ireland at the Fifth Session of the Committee,
but the Committee itself had not yet adopted it.
39.
Certain delegations were in principle against the in
clusion in the Charter of special protective measures for
women workers other than expectant and nursing mothers.
Them stressed that women's organisations in their countries
did net want suck measures.
40.
.Paragraph 29 was adopted, subject to the following
amendments:
In line 3, the word "specified" should be
replaced by "industrial".
Line 4 should read:
"in under
ground mining or as appropriate on other".
It was moreover
decided to attach this*paragraph to the Chapter entitled:
The right of employed women to protection.
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41.
The Delegations cf Belgium and Norway made a reser
vation on the grounds mentioned in para. 59 aoove.
The right to education

At the request cf the Committee of Ministers the Com
mittee then proceeded to draft provisions covering the right
to education, so as to provide the Ministers with a basis_
for a decision as to whether or not previsions of this nature
should be included in the Charter.
The Committee had before
it a preliminary draft prepared by the Secretariat and con
tained in Doc. CE/Scc (57) 23.
It read as fellows:
42.

"With a view to ensuring the exercise cf this right,
the High Contracting Parties:
1.

undertake to make primary education compulsory
and free;
2.

-

will take the necessary steps:
(a) to make secondary education, in its different
forms, including technical and professional
training, available to everyone at least up
to the age of l8 years and to make it increasingly free;
'*
(b) to /ao everything possible to/ ensure a oasic
education for these persons who have net re
ceived or have not completed their primary
' education;
(c) to make university and other higher education
accessible to all /who are capable of bene
fiting by it/;

3 . . will respect the right of parents to ensure such
education and teaching in conformity with their own
religious and philosophical convictions."
43.

Paragraph 1 was adopted without change.

44.
Paragraph 2,
ewever, gave rise to considerable discus
sion.
The Delegation of Italy considered that sub-para, (a)
which deals with secondary education was both too wide and
too restrictive.
It was too wide because it would make
secondary education available 00 everyone up to the age of
lo years.
It was necessary ro take into account the apti
tude for such education.
On the other hand the sub-paragraph
was too restrictive in the description of the right.
It
was not sufficient to make education as such free.
There
were many other aspects to be considered, such as the develop
ment cf sufficient facilities for education, transport
facilities, instruction material, etc.
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--------- ______ _ in the true sense cf the word
if those who '..'anted to profit from it found the way barred by
all sorts cf obstacles.
46.
The Delegation of France proposed to delete the refe
rence to technical and professional training, and this was
agreed on the condition that it be made clear that the pro
vision related to all forms of secondary education.
47. -Some Delegations objected against the age limit of 13
years.
It made the provision too rigid and did not fit
the various national systems.
Others considered this age
limit necessary.
48.
It was decided to delete sub-para, (b) which dealt
with basic education for those who had not received or
completed their primary education.
This provision was
considered unneces s?rv ini countries wnere primary educa
tion was free and compulsory.
4$.

Sub-para,

(c) was adopted in an amended form.

50.
Paragraph 3 was deleted because this point is already
covered by the European Convention on Human Rights.
It
was, however, decided to add another paragraph to ensure
the full utilisation of the facilities provided for in
paragraphs 1 and 2.
The whole cf the Chapter on educa
tion was thus adopted as set cut in Appendix V to this
Report.
51.
The Delegation of the Federal Republic cf Germany
made a reservation against the inclusion in the Charter
of previsions concerning education because in the Federal
Republic this matter was outside the competence cf the
Federal Government.

42!

52.
The Delegations of Belgium and France made a reser
vation against the omission of the age limit of 13 years
in respect of secondary education.
53*
The same Delegations also made a reservation on the
grounds that para. 3 did not to a sufficient degree
guarantee an increasingly free secondary education.
The r i d

adecuate facilities for leisure

54.
The Secretariat then suggested including in the Charte:
provisions for adequate facilities for leisure tine activi
ties.
The proposed text read as follows:
"The High Contracting Parties recognise the
necessity of providing the individual with proper
guidance with regard-to the use of leisure time
as well as with ample opportunities for spare
time activities conducive to his physical, cu l 
tural and moral.development.
They will endea
vour, in collaboration with local authorities
and private organisations to provide or promote
the prevision of adequate facilities for this
purpose."
55.
However, the Committee decided not to include any such
provision in the Charter.
'

PART I (OUTSTANDING QUESTIONS) AND PREAMBLE

56.
The Committee then settled a few outstanding points in
it was decided to delete the clause
Part 1.
appeared in square brackets in the introductory paragrapn
to Part I in Doc. CE/Scc (57) 19*
This was done on the
understanding that the principles on which this clause was
based should be embodied in a separate article in Part t of
the Charter.
The Preamble was adopted without change.
PART III
57.
Agreement was quickly reached on the principle that a
State which desired to ratify the Charter must undertake to
consider Part I as a declaration of aims which shall be
pursued by all appropriate means, and also to consider
itself bound cy a certain minimum number of the provisions
contained in Part'll.
This minimum could e ither be a
given number of Chapters or a given number of paragraphs.
It was, however, pointed out by the Delegation of the
Netherlands that the former alternative might have the
drawback that a State might be prevented from accepting
a whole Chapter because it contained one or more para
graphs that were unacceptable to that State.

53.
The main discussion turned around the question as to
whether or not he Charter should provide for a certain
mininun number f ^revisions that should be binding uton
all she Fartie
The Delegations of Belgium, France and Italy were
59.
particularly strongly in favour of cstaolisning a common
minimum of obligations.
This was in their view implied
in the very nature of the Social Charter, and it would
also prevent Governments from basing their ratification' of
the Charter upon acceptance of the least'onerous provisions
only.
It was true that under I.L.0. Convention No. 102 on
Minimum Standards of Social Security (and under the draft
European Code), Governments could select the obligations
which they wished to undertake, but those obligations were
at least all of the same basic nature since they were all
in the field of social security.
This did not apply to the
Charter.
Moreover, the obligations of the Charter were not
all of the same legal nature, since in seme cases, the
Governments had to accept real undertakings, whereas in
other cases they would only endeavour to take certain mea.sures or recognise certain rights. '
:ea of
o a ccrone
60.
The Delegations that were ______
.ished,. 1 c
minimum argued
if such a minimum were est
pj.ed that ii
must obviously
comprise some of the nest importan;t proISIY ccr.iorise
v/hich the
visions of the Charter, tut the informal
ty of
Committee had made
c vari
;ade with regard to the acceptability
establish.
shov;ad how d
difficult
wculo ce
Thus some
which cc*
States that night otherwise have ratified the Charter could
be prevented from doing so.
It was, however, the wish of
all.Delegations to create an instrument that could be widely
accepted.
The danger that Governments might select mainly
provisions of relatively small importance was not so great
if the minimum number was fixed at. a high level, and even
the provisions under which Governments would only endeavour
to take certain measures implied to some extent an obliga
tion.

61.
The Delegations of Denmark, Luxembourg, the Netherlands
and Sweden while in principle in favour of a common minimum
of obligations, would also accept the other solution, which
already constituted a compromise, since originally seme
Delegations had proposed that the whole of. Fart 11 should
be binding, while in the view of others, Governments should
be free to select certain provisions without haying to
attain a given minimum number.
The Delegation of
had made an effort to- define what might be included in a
possible
:<mmon minimum and had suggested that it should
compr'*s?' ;he following C-h,^pcers:
the rignt to worn;
one
the
right to organise; --th^ right to bargain collectively;
the
right to vocational guidance, and the ri ht to vocational
training.

62.
Agreement on a common minimum could, however, not be*
reached, and the Committee adopted Part III without chan-e,of suostance.

63 .
The Delegations of B e l g i u m , F r a n c e , Italy and
made a reservation on this point.
64.
The Committee then discussed hew the minimum to be
selected individually by each Government should be defined ;
and at which level it should be fixed.
It was decided first
to define the minimum as a given number of Chapters or para
graphs rather than as a given fraction of the total.

05 .
The Delegation of Denmar!- proposed not to fix the actual
-Ll-nJ C rnmlttee had before it a
numbers at this stage.
(Doc. CE/Soc (57) 25) indicating roughly what the possi
bilities of acceptance of various provisions were according
to statements made by some Delegations and contained in
Doc. CE/Scc (57) 24."
The enquiry had however not c o v e r s ^
all the provisions, nor had all Delegations expressed tne-viei-.'S.
The table gave therefore only a partial impressir-of the possibilities.
The Danish Delegation proposed to
^
submit the question to the Committee of Ministers and take
up again at the next Session.
66.
The Committee decided, however, to proceed immediately
to the fixing of the numbers.
A quick enquiry among tre
Delegations gave the following results, whicn, however, 1 ^
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no way would be committing their resume

Country:

Awstrie

Number of acceptable
Chapters (cut of lo)

Governments:

Number of acceptable
paragraphs (out of 62)

*,*.*.*+...*.

*
.v.i...
DenirnrYc . . . . . . . . .
15
........
Fed. Rep. of Germany..
17
..................France
(would accept the minimum- adopted)
Greece
......
Ireland
...........
13
..................
Ttrly
.
5
Luxembourg ...........
16
...v...,
1"
Netherlands-....-.......
Norway
14
..... ....
Sweden
1 5 ...i.......
Turkey
...........
United Kingdom .......
11
........... ...... ^

15

54'
^

^6

54
55
45
^5

55

47
51

51
34
45

67.
The Committee then fixed the figures at 10 Chapters
and 45 numbered paragraphs.
PART IV
65.
Article A was adopted without change.
The question
arose as to whether the reports from Governments on the
implementation of the Social Charter night wholly or partly
coincide with the reports that Governments were obliged to
submit to the l.L.C. concerning the application of certain
International Labour Conventions.
Seme Delegations thought
that the reports under the Charter would probably be of a
more general nature and that it might be confusing to
submit the reports designed to cover the International
Labour Conventions.

69.
The Delegation of Sweden pointed cut that it was
necessary to avoid any duplication of the work of national
administrative services in this field, and that it must'-be
sufficient for Governments, where appropriate under Article
A of the Charter to reproduce in whole or in part the reports
submitted to the
,.0 .
70.

Article 3 was adcnted without change.
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Article C was adopted without change.
The question
71.
_____
wnether
it
was
necessary
to
provide
that the
arose as t
national organisations to which the Governments should
communicate copies of their reports must be members of the
international organisations of employers and trade unions
tire status with the Council of Europe
t, ho wever, that this clause would be '
difficiilties in certain countries
the Swedish Delegation, that had raised the question, did
not insist.
The Delegation of Sweden also considered that since
the reports of the Governments should be communicated to the
organisations in question, the views of the latter should
always be forwarded together with the reports, and not only
if ohe organisations requested it.
It was then explained
that the Working Group had discussed this carefully, and
that the proposed text was a compromise, since some
Delegations originally held the view that the Governments
should be free to communicate or not to communicate their
reports to the organisations.
Moreover, the comments of the
latter might be of a purely formal nature, and the organisa
tions might not even always want then to be forwarded.
72.
______
Article
D gave rise to a discussion as to whether
t w o stages were really necessary for the examination of
the reports on implementation.
Certain Delegations were
not convinced of the need for the Committee of Experts
provided for in Article D, but the majority considered such
a committee of independent experts necessary.
Article D
was then adopted without change*
73*
The Delegation of Sweden,
on this point.
'

however, made a reservation

.
!

74.
Article E was adopted without change.
It was explained
that tne numoer of seven members of the Committee of Experts
had been chosen in order to assure a reasonable geograohic
representation.
,
'
'
75.

Article F was adopted without change.

76. ^ Article G. paras, (l) and (3) were adopted without
change
ge.
A discussion arose, however, ever oara. (2).
jelenati<-.--i
- - - not
_4- agree that the repre
Sweden did
sentatives of international employers' and trade union
snould have a right to be heard.
The wo,.^
ora
- shall
in ohe first line of this paragraph should therefore,
in its view, be replaced by "may".

77.
The Delegation of Belgium, supported by others, could
not accept this.
The Belgian Delegation had originally
been in favour of a tripartite or.oan to examine the reports
and conclusions referred to in Article G, but it could agree
to the present text, provided that the representatives of
the organisations in question could participate in the
meetings of the body provided for there in a consultative
capacity, in accordance with a proposal made by the Delega
tion of Italy.
7*3.
The Chairman stated that the intention of the Working
Group Had been chat the representatives cf the organisations
should only be heard at special meetings like those already
organised by the Social Committee for that purpose.
Now,
it was proposed to go further and let these representatives
attend the whole meetings of the tody in question and parti
cipate in the discussion.
79*
This latter procedure was nevertheless supported by
several Delegations, and the paragraph was then adopted in
the following form:
"Representatives of the international employers' and
trade union organisations in consultative status with
the Council cf"Europe shall be invited to be present
as observers in a consultative capacity at the
meetings of the Sub-committee."
80.
The Delegation of Sweden, without making a formal
reservation, wanted it stared in the Report that it did not
agree to this.

8 l.

Article H was adopted without change.
PART V-

82.

Article

(a) was adopted without change.

83.

New article:

As mentioned in paragraph 56 above, the Committee
decided to delete the clause which originally appeared^in^
square brackets in the introductory paragraph^ to Part I of
the Charter, on the understanding that a similar clause
should be included in a separate article in Part V.
-The
*
4*r-'--*4* preoared by the
Committee now had before it a draft
Legal Department cf the Secretariat, Dec. CE/Soc__(57)
Misc. 1 1 .

.
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84.
Certain Delegations Mould have preferred a simpler
text, such as for example. the one that is included in
Article 29, para. 2 of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights.

ti- o

8 $.
A discussion arose in connection with the proper
understanding cf the tern "prescribed by law".
It was
agreed that this should be interpreted in a nice sense, s
as to include all provisions having the force cf law.
A
the request of the Delegation cf Norway, it was further
agreed that the tarn should also be taken to cover the
plenary decisions which the Norwegian Parliament takes in
budgetary matters on the basis of constitutional provisions.
V)

86.
The proposed text was then a d o p t e d , ^ ) subject to
minor drafting changes and on the understanding that the
interpretations referred to in paragraph op above should
be included in the Annex to the Charter.
87.
It was also agreed to declare in the Report that this
text could not be taken to provide any basis for
exceptions or limitations intended generally to exclude
aliens from the rights embodied in the Charter.
88.
'8 9 .

Articles
Article

(t) and

(c) were adopted without change.

(d):

In connection with this Article, the Delegatio
Greece proposed to add the following to paragraph 2

of

"The Charter shall apply to the nen-metrepoli
European territories of all member countries which
have accepted the Charter, to the sane extent
on the same terns as it anolies to the netrep
u-<3^3.0*^territory, having due regard to the delays en u^-—
b y the necessary constitutional and administr;
formalities."

(l) See Doc. CM (57J 17^ vjhere this text has beco
. a (b) of Part V cf the Charter.
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$0.
This would make a distinction between ncn-metrcpcli
In res pecL' or t/de
>e.
territories outside and inside 1
latter, the Charter would apply rul ^nati cally, whereas in
Lts v;culd be free to a ppiy
respect of the former, the Gcvei
cut tha t nenit or not to apply it.
It was
cv.n interna 1 admin:-S unation
metropolitan territories have their own
which is competent in suck natters .s uhose Y.'iu-h which tk e
s
Charter deals.
They must thereto ! dec ide for themse:
.sh the Charter' to applv*
whether or no ^ they
91.

The Greek

of the proposal itself and
by the Delegation of Italy.

.drew the or cpcsal, it being
made in the Report oc
;o ;he fact that it was support

$2.
The Delegation of the N etherlands pointed cut that
since the Charter included the righo no engage in enploymenl
in other member countries, its application to non-metropoli
tan territories night be so interpreted as to give the wcj ^rs
of
territories the right to engage in employment in
the territories of
e Contracting Parties.
In the Common
Market Treaty there was a special provision (Article 135)
saying that the free circulation of workers of overseas
countries and territories in the territories of the MemberStates shall be governed bv subsecuent conventions which
shall require unanimity among the Member States.
93*
It was agreed to explain in the Report that under the
appropriate provisions of the Charter, the Governments were
not obliged to admit foreign workers to any of their terri
tories/
94.
Article (d) was then adopted without change, except
that the words "or accession" which appeared in brackets in
para. 1 were deleted, see under Article (g) below.
95*
Article (e) was adopted without change.
It was made
clear tnat the amendments to the Charter mentioned in that
Article must be accepted by all the Contracting Parties
before they could enter into force.
96.

Article

(f) was adopted without change

97.

Article

(s):

This Article would authorise the Committee of Ministers
to invite any Sta't; not Member of the Council of Europe to
accede to the Charter cnce the latter had entered into
force.
The Delegation of France prcoos*-*
3 delete the
Article because, if the Charter were toc bo an "open"
convention, third party States might invoke
nvexe the
oho "most
favoured nation clause".
Ike European Convention on
Establishment was a closed convention, and the same should
apply to the Charter.
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The Delegation of Italy pointed cut that the inclusion
9S.
of Article (g) raised a number of problems, sene of which
were of a procedural nature, while ethers were political.
The proposed text did not state whether a decision of the
Committee of Ministers to invite non-Member States to accede
to the Charter must be unanimous or could be taken, e.g.,
by twe-thirds majority.
Nor did it appear from the text
precisely what obligations an acceding State would undertake.
Under Article (g) the Charter would cone into force in respect
of an acceding State immediately upon deposit of its instrunen
of accession, whereas for a Signatory, it ;-.uuId only enter
o date cf the
into force as from the thirtieth day aftee
This
different
deposit of its instrument of ratification,
was not justified.

<rt- fb ,

With regard to the substance of the question, the Italian
Delegation considered that it night be useful to provide for
an extension cf the Charter to non-member States.
many cf
the provisions of the- Charter applied to all persons without
regard to nationality.
In order to obtain some degree cf
reciprocity, therefore, it would be an advantage to have the
Charter applied also by non-Member States.
But many
difficulties ,-.'culd arise.
Should, for example,
example
une nonMember States be reoresented on the various organs that won
control the application cf the Charter, including the Commi
of Ministers itself?
The Italian Delegation stressed the
political nature cf this problem and proposed to submit it to
the Committee of Ministers.
<t of the Secretariat sale
The Head. of the Leg al De
99.
that
c OJ'.OOl
ono expre ss auS view as to whether it
would be u sefu 1 to n.ahe t
=pen.
The material
cons equenc es - eule no t be m e ce one Committee cf
Mini sters V.-CUld certa inly accl;
evision like Article (s)
with censi dera ble cau ticn . * 1 ' wa
true that the inclusi on
of t.he acc essi on c].ause m ioht :
render it more likely
third party States would invoke the most favoured n
clause, but only an international court would be cc:
to decide whether or not this would be justified.
With
regard to the European Establishment Convention, the
question of accession (and of the most favoured nation
clause) played a r.T h greater role than in respect cf the
Charter , since the atter already applied to all persons,
except for the arc siens concerning access to employment
abroad, and un(rse ; evisiens did not oblige Governments
to admit migrants.
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It was true that acceding States would be entitled to
be represented on the bodies that would control the applidcly
cation cf'the Charter althcugh an exception must
be made in resrect of the Committee of Ministers.
The Head of the Legal Department then proposed certain
drafting changes which might be made in case Article (g)
were included.
100.
The Committee felt that a decision whether the
Charter should be limited t o Member Stares or open to
accession by others involve d political considerations
beyond their competence and was one for the Committee
of Ministers to take.
The Committee accordingly
^decided to delete the Artie le, but to draw the attention
of the Committee of Hinisto rs to the question.
As a
consequence, the reference to accession in Article (d)
was also deleted.

101 .

A r t icle (h) gave rise to a discussion of the
desirability or ti
u i . c GILSC.CtYS.ll'GcLge of rendering possible
a partial denunciation of the Charter.
It was explained
that a clause similar to Article (h), para. 2 existed in
the draft European Code of Social Security, but not in
the European Convention on Human Rights.

10 2 .
The Delegations of Belgium, Prance, Italy and
Luxembourg were strongly against the inclusion"of such a
clause.
They argued that in ratifying the Charter, the
Governments could themselves select those provisions by
which they would consider themselves bound, and moreover,
the new Article referred to in para. $3 above made it
ossicle to them to apply certain restrictions and limita
'tions.
If there were no possibility of partial denuncia
ticn, a State that found itself in a situation where it
was the only one not to have accepted a certain provision
of the Charter, would be under a strong moral pressure
to accept it, but this would not be the case if the State
in question knew tha t the prevision night at any tine be
-.ir sene other State.
denounced'1 T
by
The case of the European
Social Security Code could not be invc]
since the need
for flexibility was much greater in the social security
field, which was in full evolution.
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Other Delegations found it very undesirable that
10?
a State which for some reason could no longer fulfil
some of the previsions cf the Charter, or even one suen
Lve to denounce the whole instrument.
provision, would
No Government would lightly denounce a part cf the
Charter, so there was no reason to fear that this right
might be abused, but-in sene cases this procedure night
be necessary.
104.
The Delegation cf Ireland proposed to maintain the
principle of Article (h), para. 2 , but to add words to
that effect in Part 111 cf the Charter.
This Part pro
vides that a Government having ratified the Charter may
subsequently extend its ratification to cover provisions
not originally accepted.
One night envisage that the oppesit
procedure would also be possible, provided that the minimum
number of obligations was respected.
**c le (h), th
th P 2.ra. 1 of A
In ccnn action
d o n of Italy a 1 0 rai sed tlae qu est j_on uhy the
Deles
must go< out cf force n f 1 ess tha 31 five j?arti es renal:
One mi h t uel 1 ima;line tha t 1 our ?a m ,
y i t.
.glit remain bou d e

105.

^rter

106.
The question was then raised whether para. 4 of the
Article should be maintained in view cf the fact that
the provision for accession by ncn-Member States had been
deleted.
It readsas follows:
"Any H.C.P. which ceases to be a Member cf the Council
of Europe :hail also cease t- >e a Party to this
Charter."
It was pointed cut that such a provision exists also
in the European Convention on Human Rights, which is .
a closed instrument.
It was decided to maintain the
paragraph but to draw the attention of the Committee of
Ministers to this question in connection with the cognate
point mentioned in para. ICO.
Non-discrimination clause
107.
The Secretariat drew the attention of the Committee
to the following clause which is included in the draft Charter
appended to Recommendation 104 (1956) cf the Assembly:
;
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"The H.C.Pt are opposed to all ferns of discrimination
on grounds of sex. race, colour, language, religion,
propoerty, nationality, national or social origin,
or political or other opinion."
It was decided not to include such a clause, tut to mention
the question in the Report.
Implementation of the Charter ttrcnoh
collective* aoi-een e nts or o'ther"njans
108*
The Committee had discussed this question at length
at its Fifth Session end had provisionally adopted the
following formula, which appeared in the introductory para
graphs of the Chapters on the right to just conditions of
work;
the right of children and young persons to protection,
and the right of employed women to protection:
' '
.. "With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right the H.C.P. undertake in so far as such measures
are not put into effect under national schemes by
agreement between employers' and workers' organisations
or are normally carried out otherwise:"
It was clear that this formula implied a residual responsi
bility for the Governments in case the.collective agreements
or other means did not cover all workers or otherwise fell
short of the standards of the Charter.
On the other hand,
several Governments, could not, under their national practice,
undertake such a residual responsibility in these fields,
and they would thus not be in a position to accept these
provisions of the Charter.
109.
The Committee therefore made a new effort to find a
formula that would be acceptable to all.
The Delegations
of the Fatherlands and the United Kingdom had made proposals
to this effect.
The latter were included in Doc. CE/^cc
(57) 20.
The former were not circulated in the form of a
numbered document.
The idea of the United Kingdom proposal was that a
Government should be enabled to give an undertaking con
cerning previsions which must be implemented through
collective agreements, and compliance with these previsions
should be regarded as effective, if the provisions were
widely observed through such agreements.
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The Dutch proposal, which was based on that of the
United Kingdom, was to the effect that a distinction should
be made between previsions which could be implemented
through collective agreements and provisions, particularly
of a protective nature, that were of public order.
The
Charter should thus clearly indicate which of the provisions
in question would fall in each of these categories.
LlO.
After some di scussion, the Committee accepted
principle embodied in the united Kingdom proposal.
Delegation of Sweden, however, wanted it mentioned in one
Report that it was against the principle of ratification
on the strength.of collective agreements, since the imple
mentation of such provisions could not be effectively con
trolled.
111.
The Committee then proceeded to select the provisions*
of the Charter to which this principle should be applied, as
suggested by the Delegation of the Netherlands.
It was
agreed to make reference to paras. 5 ;6 , 7 ; <3 ; 9 ;2 2 and 23 of
Part II.
/
112.
The Delegation of Denmark proposed to include also
Tnis was net accepted, on
paras. 1 2 and -L )f Part Ii.
the grounds that the United Kingdom proposal was intends;
cover provisions implying undertakings on the part of the
Governments, and paras. 12 and a 3 involved only a reccgn.
tion of certain rights.
After some discussion of what should be understood by
113.
the term "widely observed" as used in the United Kingdom
proposal, it was agreed to replace this by the term "applied
to the great majority of workers".
In this connection, the
Delegation of Belgium, supported by the Delegation of France,
suggested adding a provision to the effect that the Govern
ments should in any case attempt to exercise some influence on
the labour, market partners in order to have the provisions
of the Charter complied with.
The employers' and workers'
organisations should be informed of the Charter and en
couraged to follow it
This was, however, not accepted.
114.
The Delegation of Norway pointed cut that there . . U b - t
v colle CtiV:
natters that in some countries
re dealt wi
agreements and in others by law.
Such laws need not
necessarily cover all workers, and it should therefore. be
sufficient to fulfil the obligations under the Charter
such provisions were applied to the great majority of
yorkers by law.
The Committee agreed to this and adon
n text accordingly, see Doc. CM (57) 1 7d (Article (c)
'art V . )
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Oo'fJ

Report to the Committee of Ministers
115*
The Committee decided to submit the text of the dr
Charter with the Annex and the list of reservations made
certain Delegations to the Committee of Ministers under c
of a special Report which would, draw the attention of the
Ministers to points of particular importance.
A draft of
such a Reports prepared by the Chairman - Doc. CE/Scc (57) 2$
was adopted, subject to certain amendments.
It has beenincluded in Doc. CM (5 7 ) 17 6 as Part A.
116.
The Delegation of Austria suggested that the special
Report to the Committee of Ministers should draw attention to
the following additional points:
.7 )

(i) The need for a decision concerning the convocation of a
tripartite conference in collaboration with the I.L.O. and
possibly the O.E.E.C..
(ii) The view expressed by the international trade union
federations that the Social Charter should be bi g h t in
.
The
line with certain international labour ccnventic
Charter might contain a provision to the effect thtat the
Parties to it should ratify the Conventions and
p l y the
Recommendations of the I.L.O. as scon as possibU
if they
had not already done sc.
117.
The Committee considered that it would be too late
to take up these questions now, but they might be,included
in the Agenda of the next Session.
Documentation to Representatives
Assemoiv

me

118.
It was decided that the Representatives of the
Assembly who had been elected to take part in the Joint
Meeting referred to in para. 6 above might receive Docs.
CE/Soc (57) 19 and 30 and CM (57) 107.
These papers.should be sent to them informally and confidentially for
their personal information.
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. The organisations that had been represented at the
A d Hoc Meeting referred to in para. 5 above night receive
the text of the draft Charter including the Annex., but not
the list of reservations.

?
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II

AGENDA ADOPTED BY THE COMMITTEE

1

.

Opening of the meeting.

2.

Election of the Chairman and Vice-Chairman.

3.

Adoption of the Agenda.

.) 4.

Exchange of views concerning the consultation with
workers' and employers' organisations with regard to
' the European Social Charter.

5.

Exchange of views concerning the joint meeting between
representatives of the Social Committee and Representa
tives of the Consultative Assembly.

6.

European Social Charter:
(a) Examination of the Report of the Working Group
and the complete draft text of the Charter.
(b) Examination of the draft text concerning the
right to education.
(c) Examination of the extent to which Governments
may be willing to accept the draft Charter as
binding.

7.

Other business:
(a) Oral report concerning the extension of the
Convention concluded by the Brussels Treaty
Powers on l?th April 1°50 (Exchange of Student
Employees).
(b) Future programme of work.

3.

Date and place of next session.
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A P ? E H D I X

III

SUMMARY 0? 1 E PROCEEDINGS 0? THE SPECIAL
MEETING TO E A R THE REPRESENTATIVES OF
EMPLOYERS' AND YORKERS' ORGANISATIONS

1.
The Committee first heard the Representatives
International Organisation of Employers, N. Pierre oaran^
'(President) and N. A. G. Fcnnema (Vice-President).
M. Waline made the following statement on behalf of the
European members of the International Organisation of
Employers:
The following observations relate to the most recent of
the documents communicated to us, i.e. the texts adopted by
the Social Committee at its Fifth Session (July 1$57); which,
if we understand correctly, replace the draft Articles
previously prepared by a Forking Group of that Committee.

Ci (0 .

We do not know whether the title of this document
(Appendix IV) means that it embodies only part of the pres<
Our.
night also have been differ
draft Charter.
__ comments
_______
if we had been acquainted with th report of the Working
which accompanied the text drafted oy che latuer.

With these reservations, and pending the receipt
certain clarifications or additional information, we j
called upon, in connection with Appendix IV, to make a nun: ;ejr
of general remarks which we shall illustrate with examples
from the text, though these comments on the contemplated
provisions are not given as expressing cur exhaustive or
final ooinicn.(1 )
O

(l) We were unable to consult cur members cn the dccumen
sent to us on lyth November, which we received after the
present memorandum

1.
We appreciate the generous intention which, for
years past; has inspired the Council of Europe in its a^^e..-^
...----- also arc:
to prepare a European Social Charter.
of the principles or wishes enumerated in the draft suo-^
mitted to us.
many of them, with our members' agreement;
have already been incorporated in national or internaticnaconventions or domestic legislation.
We venture, however, to express some doubt as to the
advisability of adding yet another text to those already^
existing in the same field.
We need only mention in this
''-.respect the Preamble to the Constitution of the Interna--''tional. Labour Organisation, supplemented by the Fhila- .
delphia Declaration and the Declaration of Human Rights
prepared by the United Nations. * "
- As we shall show later, there is a danger that in the
drafting, in order to avoid repetition, alternative versions
may be adopted, which may give rise to some confusion, or
an attempt may be made to insert more detailed provisions,
which may be cut of place in a solemn declaration intenoeo
to have lasting value. .
2.
Since the Council of Europe began to study the p r e 
paration of the Charter, certain new facts have changed
(or are in process of changing) the relations between a
number of the Member States.
We are thinking in particular
of the Treaty establishing the Common Market and the nego
tiations for a Free Trade Area.
Such measures cf economic
v^apprcchenent or integration will probably include clauses
^bn'the alignment cf social legislation.
Should not a
clearer view cf this development be awaited before a
European Social Charter is finally drafted?
3.
Not only in a desire for originality, but also for
reasons cf equity, the Charter should, in cur opinion,
mention duties as well as rights, at least in regard to
certain points.
Perhaps this might not have been necessary a few decades
ago, when the condition of the workers demanded unilateral
protective action, in which, incidentally, industrialists
of West European countries were the prime movers, just as
much as trade unionists, sociologists ana politicians, all
Today no
inspired by the sane ideal ci social justice,
one would dare dispute that the condition cf the wageearners has considerably improved, whevner by collective
agreements or by national legislation capped by^i.L.C.
Conventions and Recommendations.
The rights of the workers,
in most member countries of the Council cf Europe, are
amolv established and recognised.
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'easmaly no
On the other hand, events are tending
re
stress' the legal and moral obligations
.
counterrart of seme of tnese rignos.
wreeocm -.t"* 2association
for example, should net mean only the right freely to join
any trade union of one's choice, but also the obligation to
respect anycr
else's right not to join a union, if s*.*ch is
-his freely-expressed desire, without being victimised as
regards opportunities of employment,
Similarly, a
collective agreement is not merely a list of rights or
advantages granted to wage-earners;
it alio comprises an.
undertaking by the wage-earners, wno are parries ro m e
contract through the medium cf the signatories, to respect
the rules and conditions cf work therein laid down throughout
the period stipulated by the convention.
In Western Europe the trade union organisations have, in
general, acquired considerable power and stability, and
collective bargaining cn working conditions is consequently
becoming the rule, in natters affecting working conditions.
We therefore feel that a proclamation cf the essential
principles governing labcur/nanagenent relations should deal
with the duties as well as the rights cf both sides.
have, we consider,
'ight , which returns
like a refrain in each paragraph c the Preamble and in the
naro^ra'Chs — uherea
title of each of the following series
in the strict sense*
what is meant is frequently not a rig
but simely a nrincinle cf somewhat vo ..a content and no
'right co 3013 ana naa
(examples
practical bearing,
"right to v c ^ ticnal guidance";
working conditions";
"right to vocational training"...).
The drafters cf the te^

4.
While appreciating tne difficulties doubtless encountered
in crying ;c give form and
b y the authors of the craj
substance to such declarations of principle, we are obliged
to note that they have been unable tc avoid now the Scylla cf
imprecision and new the Charybdis of excessive detail.
We feel, for example, tha t we should drac* aLus;ntion to
the tenor of paraa;raph 1 8 , whi ch re cognises "t.he righ t cf
workers and employ ers to colle ctive action in cases 0 -f
conflicts cf inter*est^ sulolect only to lir.iitat-ions pr escr
.^:i
by law for re asens of national secu rity or pub lie in t
u *
What is meant by "collective a ction "?
Does it ref er tc all
types cf stri ke or lock-out?
This is in any case
noy
problem, cn which not even the Tnte:rnational Labour
Organisation, for nearly forty year s, has yet venture;
adept any tax t .
that .
it will fhu s be sc ttle
Is it hoped '
in a few vague wor cs?
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Convers-jlv.- .avid it be really appropriate to include
in a "European So cial Charter" the rules listed in the
chapter cn just c auditions of work (suck as additional paid
holidays for work ers engaged in dangerous or unhealthy
occupations); or in these dealing with the right of
children; young p arsons and women to protection (which
include a number of rules borrowed irem various international
labour convention S; some of them made even more farreaching)?
Failing any indication of the Social Committee's real
intentions; it may be wondered if it wishes the Charter
to be sufficient unto itself (in which case a great deal
of further detail would be necessary); or whether*; cn the
contrary; it intends tka'
like the oreamble to Part XIII
Traa''
of the Versailles Treaty; it shall list only the guiding
principles (which would *'ean the exclusion of many details
appearing in the text).

5.
We do not knew how far the "undertaking" to be entered
.-.into by the High Contracting Parties cn a large number of
"points should be interpreted as a strict obligation;
possibly accompanied by controls and sanctions.
We
should greatly appreciate some enlightenment in this
respect.
In any event many of cur members; having a long and
satisfactory experience of free collective bargaining;
consider that some paragraphs in the draft would entail a
serious threat of State intervention in relations between
trade organisations.
Indeed; to the extent that the State
would "undertake" - using the term found in the draft to adopt measures or apply conditions of work which; on
its territory^ are traditionally a matter for collective
agreements; it would have to bring to bear cn the nego
tiators of suck agreements a pressure which they must
reject a priori.
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We are not aware if the Committee have considered
uhis question and we therefore venture to bring it to
their attention.

6.

Finally, we have difficulty in imagining, with the
information now at cur disposal, how certain rules to be
listed in the Charter would be compatible with those
formulated elsewhere in labour conventions or treaties
ratified or adopted by the same States.
On a question
such as equal wages for men and women various formulae
are already embodied in several texts.
We consider it
essential to avoid multiplying divergencies of this kind,
which are productive of misunderstandings and disputes.

O

O

Such are the main observations which, in response to
the Council's wishes, we have set forth without further
delay.
We shall be most interested in any additional
information which it is prepared to give us, especially on
the points we have mentioned, and we remain at the Council's
disposal to inform it, in the light of such new information,
of the opinion of the European members of our organisation.

Pierre WALINE

A. G. FENNEHA
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Hie Representative of Denmark stated that Re could m a
no provision in tne arai't Social enarter una^ wcura woe
contrary to the provisions of the Common market Treaty
relating to social security or the free movement of workers,
The Charter might become a supplement to the provisions cf
the Treaty.
The CH-tipj.mH asked the representatives cf the 1.0.E.
whether in their view the preparation of the Charter
should be postponed pending the establishment cf the Common
Market and the Free Trade Area.
M. WALINE replied that there was no contradiction
)mmon Market Treaty and the Charter tut it
between one
.might seem \^fortunate that the Council of Europe should
Charter in parallel
have proceeded to the preparation of
:lating to the Treaty,
tegotiations of the Si.
would give seme experience
The entry into force of the Tre;
.al provisions which it contains,
as to the working of the social
a
ishnent cf the Social unarter nay leas
multiplicity
nature that nay be
ty of
oi texts cf
of the sane
sai
differently worded and thus lead to confusion.
Germany
The Representative cf the Federal Republic
remarked miau lL,
;ne icciai
whether or not this was the appropriate moment to draw up
the Social Charter, since it was bound by its mandate to do
so.
Although the representatives
L/he i.C.n.
yet had the opportunity to exE .ne the whole of the iraft
Charter, they would be aware ( tne iact tnat some orovisions implied real undertakings on the part
the
Governments, while others only Lnolied that the latter
would endeavour to take certain measures.
Did the reprer
l
p
sentatives
Oil I.C.E. consiaer that the Charter should
contain some previsions cf a binding nature, or did they
prefer a wholly declaratory instrument?
H. WALl'.r referred to the practice cf the I.D. 0 .
__________
according to which only texts
were absolutely precise
Otherwise, the
could take the form cf binding conventions,
form of a Recommendation would be a rcoriate.
M. FENMEMA added that the Charter seemed to contain
a mixture of statements of principle and detailed pr o 
visions.
In view cf the fact that some measure of
social harmcnisaticn will be brought about as a consequence
of the Conner Market Treaty, it night be preferable to
confine the
:cial Charter to declarations of principle.
</.
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R ^ l m t m xei'ei'xed to tne lear ex-me Renresonta^
aiine on?x :ne adoption cf different texts
pressca cy
One must take into acccunt,
might lead to confusion,
however, that while in the Common Marlret Treaty the social
provisions appeared only as a necessary corollary to measures
of an economic nature, the Social Charter was an independent
social instrument.
There would, in his view, be no con
fusion or overlapping.
He further raised the question as to
whether, in the view of the I.O.B., the envisaged Treaty cn
the Free Trade Area should contain social provisions similar
to those embodied in the Common Market Treaty.
If the
Treaty on the Free Trade Area were not to contain such
provisions, there could be no overlapping.
The Representative
of Belgium then referred to the draft provisions concerning
the implementation cf the Charter, which would, according uo
'.the mandate of the Social Committee, associate employers' and
^workers' organisations with the control of the implementation.
express any opinion
Could the representatives of the 1.0.'
on that uoint?
M. FAL1HB replied that he would like to consult his
colleagues on the question as to whether the Treaty cn the
Free Trade Area should, in their view, contain social
provisions, and also with regard to their opinion cn the
role to be played by employers' organisations in the imple
mentation of the Social Charter.

It was agreed that the 1.0.E. should be given the
rtunity,cn the basis of an examination of the enti
later stape*
.draft text cf the Charter, to give its views at

11

.
The Ccmmitte c then heard the Represen.ua u-i*,*'m of* the
1 Confederation
Regional European Organisation of the Internari-:
axe
Schevenels.
M. SCHE I?*HEELS expressed his apologies that the l.C.F ..y.U*
_________
uu- act
c t C u upon
U y U J l the
u
had been unable to
invitations previously se
.*U-n — *1 -;
to it by the Social Committee.
Having const -in,u—
in the work of the various Committees of the Consultative
'"g a
- European social
Assembly engaged in drafting
Social Charter,
I.C.F.T.U. h--' already
-T------ submitted
---1--^^---. a
- ------- cf observations
------number
to which it seemed unnecessary to revert.
Moreover, since
the Trade Union representatives had not taken part in the
work at tht
wed stage,*i.e.
i the governmeni^e Social
wcul: oe )reier able to fill that gap ^y cal!
Committee,
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a European tripartite conference, as requested by
I.C.F.T.U. in letters to the President of the Assembly in
As the curcose of the Social Charter
October 1956 and 1957*
was to protect those who needed protection, it seerr.ed
reasonable that she persons immediately concerned should be
consulted before any such Convention was concluded.
Turning to the text submitted to him for consideration
(CE/Scc (57) 19); M. Schevenels made the following observa
tions:
Preamble and Part I of the Draft:
the general aims
should conform to those envisaged in the Premable to the
I.L.0. Constitution.
It was not clear what was meant
by paragraph It, referring to ' ;6 ri Sht to engage in
gainful occupation, which afte: all also ap plied to employ
ers.
It was doubtful whether -hat was in fact a measure
of social protection.
Part II
.oh 1 '
The principle here was sound,
but he
erea wneoner c
lead to
woroang mignc n
T would be
ambiguity
o excress one
n th e form of a general provision relating
n a o iion.
In t he sane context there arose
the prcmocion
question or one
promotion or workers either on seniority
or on merit.

Pare
Lchslp and l!
The position of these two
paragraphs snculo be reversed.
Paragraphs 19 and 2 1 : -an proposing the merger cj
these cwo oar agraphs, one i.C.F.T.U. was advocating the
prohibition of any work for children below the school
leaving age and in any event below fifteen years old,
except in special cases governed by.legislation or publi;
regulations.
Paragraph 2 6 : maternity leave night be extended from
twelve to feurreen weeks, of which eight would be after
confinement.
Paragraph 27:
This provision came close to the con
cept of leave wichcut pay.
Th
ne wording ci tne rrenen
text verged on the tautological.
Paragraph 2 $ : This-was a natter which should be
more scr
tly controlled.
The I.C.F.T.U. was unanimous
in prohibiting ;ha 1 -t-ype ci work in p: .nsj. )le and was in
faveur

of

regulations

specified

enplcynent.

women's organisations affiliated to I.C.F.T.U. agreed with
that attitude.
Paragraph 3 4 : The word "dislocations" should be amended
to read "necessary re-organisation".
Paragraph 35(c): The words "at the request of his
employer" should be emitted.
Paragraph 3 6 : The I.C.F.T.U. would like this prevision
to contain special protection for the health of workers.
In general, the I.C.F.T.U. objected to the use of the_
term "Exercise of a right".
It preferred the expression "in
order to ensure this right" (the same remark applied to
para. 3 7 ).
Paragraph 5 P : Since here the primary concern was always
authorisation by the immigration country, this paragraph
might lead to misunderstanding.
Paragraph 3 5 : The term "undertake to endeavour" was
perhaps unfortunate.
It would be preferable to say "under
take to secure".
On the other hand, to guarantee accommoda
tion was perhaps going a little too far.
Part III: The choice of a specified minimum number of
obligations appeared somewhat unfortunate in a document
styled a "Charter".
Since the figures which would replace
the "X" and "Y" were still unknown, the I.C.F.T.U. would
) refrain from further criticism for the present.
Part I V :- Article (C): Copies of the reports should
preferably be submitted to the European organisations, as
part of the task of co-ordination Incumbent upon these
organisations.
Article (D): Trade Union representatives on. the Ccmmitte
of Experts would be useful, so that the Unions mi ght be able
to understand the r easons underlying the Ccmmitte e's decisions
If necessary, -their representative might attend in an advisory
capacity.
Part V :- Article (B): The words "immediately unon" shcul
be amended to read ^as from the thirtieth day after"*in con
formity with Article (F), paragraph 2.
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Article (H), (paragraph 4):
The tine-limits for the
operation of this, paragraph should be specified.
Continuing with criticisms of a general nature,
M. Schevenels stressed the need to submit the draft .Charter to a European tripartite conference.
Since
the Council of Europe was responsible for the Charter,
such conference should be convened by the Council with
the technical assistance of I.L.O;.
Co-operation
between the Council of Europe and I.L.O. should be on
the sane lines as that between the latter and O.E.E.C..
It was- O.E.E.C. that took the decisions, while using
the I.'L.O. in the capacity of an expert.
Apart form the
Social Charter, the tripartite conference could also
examine the draft European Code of -Social Security.
Lastly, the I.C.F.T.U. emphasised the economic aspects of
trade union consultation.
In the project for a Social
Charter appearing in Assembly Recommendation 1C4,
those aspects had not been sufficiently t a k e n i n t o - — account.
The CHAIRMAN thanked M. Schevenels for his observa
tions and invited members of the Committee to ask him
any questions.
Mme. GILON pointed out to H. Schevenels that a
development was taking shape in regard to the protection
of women workers, particularly within the I.L.O., where*
conventions on the subject were becoming increasingly
flexible.
Prohibitions had become very much fewer and
regulations were becoming increasingly rarer.
M. SCHEVENELS said that he had been referring only
to night worx in industry/
Admittedly, many other
forms of night work were frequently inevitable.
That
did not prevent the I.C.F.T.U from holding on to its
point of view.
Night work for women must be avoided
wherever possible.
M. CARLONI criticised the observations presented on
A.
the question of accommodation for migrant workers,
-m
distinction should be drawn
^---- between ^l) acc
------- aticn
which met the minimum standard at reasonable prices and*
(2 ) tne encouragement of workers to become home-owners.
Point (1 ) was the more important.
--- -
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M. SCFEVEUELS pointed out that foreign workers were
sometimes cffc'reS"*tetter accommodation than national workers.
In reply to a question by k. van V.ERiEiE, he explained
the attitude of I.C.F.T.U. towards uhe conciliation and
arbitration Question, for which provision was made in Part 1 1
(para. l$)"of the draft Charter.
Briefly, the I.C.F.T.U.
refused to submit ab initio to a system of compulsory arbi
tration.
M. van bBRVEKB said that that system should be carefully
distin^uiYke*tf"?rom'cases where there were conciliation
tribunals'to which the parties were obliged to have recourse,
since"the awards of such tribunals were not mandatory.
M. SC^ryvNBLS thought that the text of paragraph l 6 was
not expliclt"encugh;
it allowed of both interpretations^
Reolying to P._ DE1FEREB, he said that the.I.C.F.T.U. ^
o p p o s e ^ t n T r e f e r e n c e oo civil servants in the last senuen^e^
of*paragranh 14.
The Confederation also regretted tna^
*
was no express mention of the right to s t n x e , tncugh
was understood that the exercise of tnat rignt mign^ oc
-**b^
with carefully g raded conditions, for instance with r e g a r d
doctors, customs officers and so forth.
III.
The Committee th en h eard k. KUIAKC'.'SKi
o f th e I n t e r n a t i o n a l F ederation of Christian"
M. KULAXCW5KI said that the I.F.C.T.U. regretted tne teei.-r'tT,
p r o ce'dur
____ e""f"cr consultation laid down by the Social Comm*"
eraL.It would have oreferred an opportunity for direct c c - o y ^
with the Committee's discussions, as had been tne case --Assembly Committees.
As a preliminary question, he asked whether the Soci<^Charter had not' ceased to be topical, now that the Treaty
establishing the European Economic Community nac oeen
eluded.
The Charter unquestionably took on a.fresh i^^^g
however, in the light of the establishment of the Europe
Free Trade Area,
ion, however,
In ths.t connc^^—
^
^ the^ Social
— -- - Charter
--* would
4-,^
not fulfil its aims unless it were a common undertaking^^
ue an overall social oolicy.
Tne I.C.w.T.U.
pursue
policy.
I.C.r. T.U. L-neia-^
etted t:kt th. Social Ctasdtt..', draft did not I n c i t e
a number of common undertakings to be entered inro by a — states:
indeed,
noeeo, almost all the rights
p a rtic ip a tin g S
tates;
lent
themselves to such an u n d ere n v is a g e d in th e d r a f u
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.taking.
Some provisions
become meaningless unless
parties.
The I.C.F.T.U.
the subject to the Social
The I.C.F.T.U.
to make:

/er,
in the craft vault, more: cting
accepted by all the ccn<x
r< on
had submitted a memorano'Committee.

had the following detailed cc:

ients

Part II
Paragraph 2 9 : While agreeing with this provision,
the I.'C.F.T.U. wished to emphasise its importance.
Paragraphs 3- and 3 9 : Holding that the drait
European Code of Social Security contained no satisfactory standards, the I.C.F.T.U. would have
paragraph 39 to include a reference to the draft Pro
tocol appended to that Code.
In the paragraphs relating to the protecticn^cj.
migrant workers, a reference to political r e f u g e e s ^
should be Inserted, on the lines of the T.L.C. C o n a 
tions and the European Interim Agreements on S o c i a l
Security.
Part III
Part I could hardly be interpreted otherwise than^
as a simple declaration of aims.
It might t h e r e f o r e ^ e
wond-ered why it was necessary to return to that parL in
para. 1 (a) of Part III.
The I.C.F.T.U. also made
express reservations concerning the system of a numeri
cal minimum of undertakings stipulated in Part III,
which should be replaced by a system with a common
specified, minimum.
irt IV
Article (5):
While supporting the idea of an
expert ccmmiotee independent of governments, the
I.C.F.T.U. would like to see a more precise definition
of the experts' qualifications from the social and
economic standpoint.
The I.C.F.T.U. would also like
to be closely associated with the bodies in question.
Such association should-be organic in form, at leas'*0 so
far as the Sul -committee provided for in Article (G) was
concerned.
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Article (G):
The I.C.F.T.U. wished to make express
reservations on the composition of.the Sub-committee, more
especially as the members of the latter, being senior civil
servants entrusted with implementing national social policy,
would be Judges in their own cause.
That disadvantage
could be overcome by associating representatives of both
sides of industry with the Sub-committee, thus investing
it with a tripartite composition similar to T.L.O. bodies
which were responsible for putting labour conventions into
effect.
That result should be carefully distinguished from
another question raised in relation to the draft Charter,
namely, whether it should be submitted to a tripartite
regional conference before final adoption.
Such a
conference, which the I.C.F.T.U. supported, could also
usefully pronounce on the draft Code of Social Security
and its Frctocol.
The I.C.F.T.U. had just considered that question at a
meeting of its European Committee, and considered that con
sultation with the national employers' and workers'
associations was essential.
Sqme formula for co-operation
between the Council of Europe and I.L.O. could probably be
found.
The CHAIR'i-.H, after thanking M. Kulakcwski for his
comments, gave the floor to members of the Committee desirous
of asking questions.
M. DE1FEREE asked whether it was the view of the
I.C.F.T.U. thao the Social Charter would be likely to solve
the social problems raised by the Free Trade Area.
M. KULAX0USK1 replied that the I.C.F.T.U. had just
addressed a memorandum to O.E.E.C. on that subject.
He
thought the Social Charter was a very useful basis for
examining and defining the social impact of the Free Trade
Area.
M. CARLOHI asked whether, in the opinion cf the I.C.F.T.U.,
the tricar-vioe c- 'erence snould
framework
in accordance with the practice cf the I.L.O.
or whether coher principles should aonl**
M. KULAKOUSKI replied that that was rather a natter
for the I.L.O. representative.
He himself, however, regarded
such a conference as an ad hoc conference, implying an under
standing between the Council cf Europe
;he i.L.O..
/
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In reply to the CHAIRMAN he said that in the I.C.E.T.U.
view the draft Charter prepared by the Social Committee
.o widespread discussion, particularly
should be sub
by those when it nest closely affected, although the deci
sions of the proposed conference should bind neither the
Council of Europe nor the I.L.O., in whose eyes the con
ference's task would be merely one of consultation, for
which no satisfactory opportunity had been found during
the Social Committee's work.
In reply to H.- van LERVEXE, he said that the con
ference should ta'we"placc before ministerial and govern
mental views on the Social Charter were expressed.
M. GELIER drew 'he attention of M. Xulakowski to the
composition *cf the Sub-committee charged with implementing
the Charter.
here there no possibilities ether than that
advocated by M. Xulakowski?
M. XULAKOXSXI replied that the usual I.L.O. practices
could be adherea to, particularly the machinery for the
implementation of its Labour Conventions, which was similar
in nature to that in the Social Charter. , On the one hand,
it provided for a committee of independent experts and on
the other hand for a committee on a tripartite basis:
both
bodies worked within the I.L.O, framework.
Similarly, the
Trade Union representatives should be associated, not with
the Committee of Experts, but with the other of the two
bodies for which ^revision was made in Part iV of the draft
Charter.
There could be a choice between two methods:
(l) participation on a basis of parity, i.e
each of the groups (governments, employers' associations' and
two-fourths for .
trade unions}, and
')
the governments a: id one-fourth for each oi the two sides of
industry.
- In reply to'fine. GILON, he said that copies of the
reports, as stipulaood"in Article (C), para. 2, of Part IV,
should be sent to the rational organisations.
At that
stage, intervention by the International Confederations did
not yet appear to be called for.
The CHAIRMAN thanked M. Xulakowski for his statements
and declar-r:
r.e ad T ^ c Session of the Social Committee
closed.
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A P P B N D I X

IV

PROPOSALS MADE B Y THE DELEGATION OF THE FEDERAL
REPUBLIC OF GERMANY CONCERNING THE RIGHT
OF THE FAMILY AND OF MOTHERS AND CHILDREN
TO SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC PROTECTION

1.

The right of the family to social and economic
protection
**
Paragraph (4?) to be formulated as follows:
"With a view to ensuring the exercise of this
right the High Contracting Parties undertake:
(a) to take economic measures facilitating the
founding of hemes;

(b) to grant special protection to families with
children, especially to families with many
children, by taking into account the size of
the family when assessing direct personal
rates and taxes or public utility tariffs;
(c) to promote the building of houses for cwneroccupancy and of flats, which are suitable for
families, as well as the family recreation;
(d) to restrict the right cf the parents to the
care for and education of their children only
to the extent required by the interest cf the
child and only in accordance with legal
provisions;
(e) to assist dependants as designated by national
legislation in the recovery of maintenance."

II

The right cf methersand children to social and
economic orcoecoion
—— ——
Paragraph (43) to be formulated as follows:
"With a view to ensuring the exercise of this
right, the High Contracting Parties undertake:
/<
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(a) to prenote measures enabling mothers to devote
sufficient time to their family duties;
(b) to encourage and promote the provision of
recreation facilities for mothers;
(c) to grant special protection to homeless children
and to foster children;
(d) to establish appropriate services for juvenile
delinquents as well as for children in social
and moral danger;
(e) to ensure that every minor is provided with a
guardian, and that guardianship is regulated by
law;
(f) to take appropriate measures protecting the
interests of miners in case of adoption;
(g) to protect-juveniles against dangerous influences
in the public."
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A P P E N D I X

V

TEXT ADOPT! :D B Y THE COMMITTEE CONCERNING
THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION (1 )

The right to education:
It was decided to submit to the Committee of Ministers the
following draft texts relating to this rig h t : (2)
In Part 1 :
"Everyone has the right to education."
In Part II:
"With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of this
right, the High Contracting Parties:
(1) undertake to make primary education compulsory and free;
(2) will take the necessary steps:
(a) to make secondary education in all its forms
generally.available to those with aptitude
for i t ; (3)

.h

(l) The Committee was requested by the Committee of Ministers
to prepare such a text as a basis for a decision as to
whether or net the right to education should be.included
in the Social Charter.
! Germany made
(2) The Delegation of the Fed. Rep.
reservation against the inclusion of such a t e x m
the Federal Republic education is a matter decided upon
by the "Lander", and it is thus outside the competence
of the Federal Government.

(3)

on
The Delegations of Belgium and France made a reserv
on this point.
In their view the provisi on should
stipulate that secondary education should be made a vai-Lable at least up to the age of 18 years.

(b) to make university and ether higher education
accessible to all cn the basis of merit;
(3) to encourage the full utilisation of the facilities
provided by appropriate measures such as:

(a)

'educing or abolishing any fees or charges;

(b)

panti^^.financial assistance in appropriate

(l) The Delegations of Belgium and France made a reserva
tion concerning this paragraph because in their view
it did not to a sufficient degree guarantee an
increasingly free secondary education.
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COUNCIL OF EUROPE
CONSEIL DE L' EUROPE
COMMtTTEE OF MfNiSTERS

Strasbourg, 6th June.1957.

Confidential.
CM (57J 7^**

-

-

'

'-

SOCIAL
Organisation

Cr. Fr.

CHARTER

of a tripartite conference

(Letter from the Netherlands Delegation)

Strasbourg,

13th May 1957-

Sir
I am directed to ask you to place on the agenda for th?
next session of the Ministers' Deputies the question_of holding
a European Tripartite Conference during the year 195^ to
consider the European Social Charter the drafting of mhich,
according to paragraph 3 of Resolution (5 o) 25 of the Committee
of Ministers, is to be completed by 31st December 1937 '-t the
latest.
Such a Conference might be arranged by the International
Labour Organisation at the invitation of rue Committee - of
Ministers of the Council of Europe.
I have recently learnt that the I.L.C, mould be grateful,
should the Committee of Ministers decide to extend such an
invitation, if this could be cone before the end of next June
that preparatory arrangements nay be mace in good time.
:cn r, h

Mr. Dunstan Curtis,
'ctlng Secretary-General,
ouncil of Europe,
TRAETtUEC.

orn.d
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I should be grateful if you would kindly bring the
foregoing to tne notice of the Member Governments of the
Council Of Eurooe.
I am, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

(signed) M.Z.N. WITTEVEEN

*

4&3

OUNCJL OF EUROPE
CONSEiL DE L' EUROP
J_/

Restricted

Strasbourg; 2oth September 1957-

lAS/Por (9 ) 2.

CONSULTATIVE ASSEMBLY
STANDING COMMITTED
I.

L e t t e r

from the Chairman of the Social Committee
relating to the European Tripartite Conference

Strasbourg,

loth July

Sir.
Cn Friday, 5th July the Standing Committee discussed
possibility of convening a tripartite conference together
with I.L'O., for the purpose of examining the European Soc
Charter and reviewing the general activities of the Count!
Europe in the social field*
I feel that I should inform you of my thoughts on thi
matter.
e)

It is true that the Committee of Ministers, by its
Resolution (56) 25; of 15th December 1356, instrut cod the
governmental Social Committee to direct its work towards t
establishment of a European Social Charter, in consultaiie
with the employers' and trade union organisations..
it is also true
resolution

- ^ cf 7 t h J u l
rt . expressed
no

sidont'of't

ETWOUSSE,
Ccnuultati

the Consultative Assembly,

by

1955 embosvinr a reply to the
00 L- Af'.6

Ass6rf.bl_v
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Social Charter, before its final adoption, should be suomitted to a regional tripartite conference for its opinion.
I consider, however, that it is of the highest
importance to recall that the Assembly, in its reply to the
Second Supplementary Report of the Committee of Ministers
(Doc. 111,'lOth December 1 9 5 1 ), raised certain objections
to the Agreement between the Committee of Ministers of the
Council of Europe and the I.L.O.
These objections related
in particular to the procedure for convening and organising
tripartite conferences, as set forth in Article 3 of that
Agreement.
Paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of this Article read as follows:
"2.
Whenever the Committee of Ministers of the
Council of Europe deems it necessary to hold a
European regional meeting of a tripartite
character to deal with matters of interests to the
Council of Europe which are within the sphere of
action of the International Labour Organisation,it
shall propose to the Governing Body of the Inter
national Labour Office, in accordance with Article 2
of this Agreement, that the latter convene such a
meeting.
3.
The international Labour Organise' .on will in
vite she Committee of Ministers tc appoint'a repre
sentative of the Council of Europe to participate i:
meetings of the Governing Body at which the arrange
ments for and reports of European regional meetings
of a tripartite cnaracter,
character, as mentioneo
mentioned in the pre
ceding para;
^'--graph, are discussed.
The International Labour Organisation will inL.ne Committee of Ministers to appoint a represen^a^ivc Qp the Council cf Europe to attend
European regional meetings of a tripartite
characte
:.ar*
convened on the initiative of
[nternational
;aticn Itself
4.

Thr.
;Overning Body of I.L.O. is a done respcn s 2-c1 e
for convening and or gtnising regional trips rtioe ccnfe ren ,3es
the holding cf
ch therefore depends upon 3-Lhj good v;j_1 1 *
The participation
of
on
the Council of Europe in such con
fere nces and its p OYJ. ? cf decision in the matte r are in 110
way guaranteed.
-
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It is therefore not surprising that, in its reply to the
Second Supplementary Report of the Committee cf Ministers
already mentioned (Doc- 111, 10th l.ecenber 1951), the Assembly
after protesting at she conclusion cf the Agreement between
the Council of Europe anc l.E-O- without the Assembly having
been consulted, expressly states that it is opposed to the
procedure for convening and organising regional tripartite
meetings sen forth in Article 3 of the said Agreement.
Now, although the Agreement should, in the Assembly's
opinion, have bee: substantially revised a the time of i'
______ (1 9 5 1 ), fne need for such revision has meanwhile
conclusion
become even more imperative since a number of Eastern States,
including the U.S.S*R*, have now joined the International
Labour Organisation.
It is inadmissible, in my view, that the preparation and
holding 01 a conference to examine a European Social Charter
and she en sire policy of the Council
field s'hou Id be entirely in the hands
Governing Body includes representatives of past European
countries, more especially the U-B.S.R.

o

oo
5

GOUOticsS recall that this suggestion of a
nfcrenoe pa ve rise to discussion and criu
dative Asse mbly.
Admittedly, the 1.1.0. -LS
avour of dr aiUj.ng a Cherrer, but, for var ious
reasons which it would
go into here, it is
noa at all e n m u s i a s o i
either an Econcn i c
*s
d in the Social
snd Social Council
as ciivisc
vcerp as advoca ted by the
draft - or a Europe
Social Cham
Political Committee
m e Cons\. -b-0 live
. as a potential European
Parliament,
uld oe caking a
s
opinion, if
d.eceps ted so la rgc a
nto tion cf
C carter to an organisatiot... . .n
as the implementation
of oke
the Charter
is not solely European though 1 have the highest regard for
thel.L'O., whose technica 1 assistance on social masters seems
to me indispensable.
In conclusion, a therefore feel that before the
expeaienoy o: 'ali^m a cricorriro coui^erecce
even dis-cueen
cussed.the Aour^i! o rvurope ai
muse oe Y'Ovoseu
00 6
co-opera* .o n
tetve en ch-e eve
s on a oa sis vk i
V.'CUld *ran
equal rights in
regie r.-al triparr
arc Bheir open ca
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The political and technical problems involved in the
revision of the Agreement and the convening of a regional
tripartite conference are of such magnitude that the
Council of Europe should make a most careful study of every
factor entering into the establishment of close and enduring
co-operation between the two organisations.
For reasons implied in the foregoing, this study
should also bear upon the practical implementation of the
Social Charter.
I should be very grateful if you would kindly bring the
above considerations to the knowledge of the Committee of
Ministers.
You will surely agree. Sir, that the problems I refer
to must be solved before a tripartite conference is called.
i remain, Sir,
Your obedient Servant.

Henri HEYMAN
Chairman of the Social
Committee of the Assembly.
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II. CO.'.KENTS
.on the
of the Soc
concerning a

BY THE OFFICE OF FiE CLERK '
letter from the Chairman
al Committee of the Assembly
European Tripartite Conference

1

(Rrt-

in its Resolution 6$ adopts.:
The Assembly, on 7th July 1953
in
reply to the fourth Report of
.L.O. (2nd Part,para.(a)) surges'
ed "submitting for an Opinion the Draft Eure
an Social Char
is shortly to be drawn by the Oouncil of Europe" to a Iripar
Regional Conference.
The Kinist
;es wail examine t.a^
question during their next meeting which will start on 23rd Settenb
On the other hand. i . R e  r a n , C h a i r m a n o f t h e S o c i a l Commit
rrsao(
of the Assenbl
letter of l 6 th July addressed to the
o f Ar*
sere:
criticisms to make of the te:
of the Assenbl
Agree
of
the
he
Council
of
Europe
a
r
.
3
La bour Crganis
he requests that the Article be amerced
before any nee
European tripartite Conference .

r.T

To put in notion the procedure for amending ere Agreement just when everyone has accepted the principle of a European tripartite
Conference - would seriously compromise the chances of holding one
J&n 1 5 5 b. 1-1. Reyman himself, who is strongly in favour of holding the
Conference in co-operation with I.L.O., would certainly not wish
this to happen.
Under these circumstances the Office of the Clerk submits to
the Bureau the following suggestions which night be used as basis of
negociat.ons between the Council of Europe and T.L.O.
Convocation

Confer
Europe,
1

e Gov ei-ning R o d y of i.L.O. w o u l d call a tripartite .oacuc
-Uj n c e r Steces
limi ted to U..O
of the Council of
oa_'****'oo**"
atina that "ho C o n f e r e n c e was b e i n g h os*!
c-.u L-Ai'E .07'^.----.'

'i'nCSC '
on I C t l

ncc i.-cro e x o m n e d
l--rn

Cl
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of the Council of Europe (without specific
Article 3 of the ..greement).

'eference to

Composition of the Conference
There would be fifteen tripartite national delegations.
In addition there would bo a Council of Europe delegation, a
delegation from the Governing Boddy of I.L.O., an O.E.E.C.
delegation and delegations from European countries invited as
observers. These would have the right to speak but not to vote.
The Council of Europe delegation might consist of three members:
a representative of the Assembly appointed by the Social Committe
tive
a representative of the Committee of Ministers and a represen
of the Secretariat-General.
Settlin;

ci ncenca

The agenda would to drawn up by agreement between I.L.O.
and the Council of Europe.
It would include consideration
o Council of Europe's draft European Social Charter.
of
nenatn

Ccniorence

The Conference would last for two weeks. At the opening
ceremony statements would bu made by the- Chairman of the Govern
ing Body of I.L.O., the Chairman of the Committee of Ministers,
the President of the Consultative As sembly and th e Chairman of
the O.E.B.C. Council
Secretariat and meet ing place
The Director General of I.L.O
would be responsible for
material arrange- ncs, assisted by the Secretaries General
of the Council ci Europe and of 0.^ .E.C.
If che Ccnf
CGSt would be tr
the Council of E
Council of Euroo

ence were hold at Strasbourg, the. additional
e by the Council of Europe. In order to
iture to a minimum, the Secretary-General of
ope would place as many as possible of the
staff at the disposal of the Director General.

Conclusions of the Conference
The conclusions of the Co:
to the Council of Europe and 0
of the I.L.O.

pence would oe transmitter
E.C. o ^ the Governing Bodv

As all onoso Questions will be discussed by the
Deputies at ouoir next m e t i n g .
,'jo*u.lo so 00
d express its m i n t of *oi^w in duo time.

'S '
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III.

L e t t e r

from the Chairman of the Social Committee
on the foregoing comments by the Office of the Clerk

Brussels,

3rd September,

195"

Sir,
I have duly received the comments of the Office of
scmbly on the convocation of a European
L-no Cl ;rk of th(
Tripartite Conference, which you kindly transmitted
I personally am in broad agreement with the suggestions put
forward, which night serve as a. basis for the Council of Europe
and the International Labour Organisation.
i feel, however,

that they call for the follcwin 6

uions
1)

with regard to the composition of the Conference, it
is stated: "The Council of Europe dele gation might
consist of three members: a representa tive of the Asscmb
appointed by the Social Committee, a r
Committee of Ministers and a represent ative of the
Secretariat-General".
I would suggest that the Social Committee should be
instead of one, so th
represented by three members
the three schools of thought in the Committee may h v
voice.

2)

"If the
Further on appe ars the following comment:
Conference were held at Strasbourg the additional cost
I agree on
would be borne by the Council of Europe."

/
*/ *
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severs! grounds that the Conference should be held
at Strasbourg, one being that it was the Council
of Europe which first studied the question and
prepared the Charter.
I consider that the conclusions of the Conference
should be submitted to the Council of Europe Assembly
for approval after being examined by the appropriate
committees, particularly the Social Committee.
Lastly, it is my opinion that the holding of a
tripartite conference in l$p 8 should not prevent
consideration of the
amendments to be introduced
in Article 3 cf tha Agreement between the Council
of Europe and the International Labour Organisation.
I remain,

Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

4/ i

IV. L e t t e r
of the President of the Assembly
on the conclusions reached by the Bureau
concerning the European Tripartite Conference

Paris,

10th September, 195^*

Sir,
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your levter
of 3rd September.
I am grateful to you for commenting as 1 requested on the
note prepared by the Office of the Cl„rk concerning the Europe
Tripartite Conference (doc. AS/bur (9) 6 ).
I submitted your observations to the Bureau of the
Assembly which met in Baris today.
The Bureau was in full and unanimous agreement with your
1 t shares your view that tii€;
first and second sugge sticns.
Tripartite Conference should be held at the Seat of the Conn
of Europe.
With regard to your third suggestion, the Bureau considers
that the Social Committee nay at any time examine the con
clusions of the Conference and prepare a report thereon for
the Assembly.
m e cur^^iu expressed no particular views on your fourth
su c-e esticn.
t realises, however, that the problem is a
delicate one and that allowance should be made for the
political difficulties which the i.L.O. may encounter
in solving it.
Mr. Curtis, Acting Secretary-General, has been
instructed to bring the Bureau's attitude on these
points to the attention of the Ministers' deputies,
who will be meeting at Strasbourg from 23rd September
next.
I remain,

Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

Fernand DEHOUSSE

Monsieur Henri He-man
Cnairman of the Social Committee of
the Consultative Assembly
Apcstelstraat 1 ^.
Sint-Niklaas-tVaas (Belgium)
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COMA-HTTEE OF MINtSTERS

Strasbourg,

o

1 5 th November, 1$57-

Confidential
CM (57) 155*

EUROPEAN SOCIAL CHARTER
CONVOCATION CF A EUROPEAN TRIPARTITE CONFERENCE

Memorandum by the Secretariat General
(previous document on the'- sane subject: C K ( 5 7 ) H 5 )

iry-general, in accordance with the instructions
(60tinp of the De PU
sking icr
era 1 cf bhe I.L, b.
an isaticn 0
he org
additional information on t
the
organisation
of a Tripartite
r
Conference.
Tb**
----- and the 1
^ .L.O.'s
^ ^
----- "**^endices i
1557 are reproduced in Appendices
1 and 2 of the p r e s e m
memorandum.
Qf thi s exchang s
estimates received on the cost of holding a Tripartite Con
ference, it is now possible to give the following details which
seem to cover also certain of" the points raised by the boigian
Representative at the 52nd meeting of the Deputies (see Appendix o'*Th:

1. The Governing Tody of I.L.O. will not take any action
'eouest from the
in the matter befo:
e ecCommittee of hinis'
to such a r eor.
pr inciple to give
--r*' ""'t T7' **r-u go.
3 h o i o m g it
The Governing; Bccy
-)
2, It would be the Committee of ministers
rocue
rs alone who n
orferere e a s 3
Governing Lcdy to convene a Tripartite Confer
O..
Agreement with the I.L.O.
in
-ragrauh 2 of Article
latter, when issuin
convocations,
Governing
;oy 01
t the recue:
would mention in rnese m a r
wished to join
of the Committee of ministers.
1
the Conference as a participating organise'.:
be mentioned in the Committee of ministers!
went with the Council of O.N.E.C.

3* Under the agreement it is the I.L.O. which organises
the conference and the agenda is, in consequence, settled .
by the Governing Body.
As it has been stated in document
CM (57) U p ? page h, it is however certain that the
Governing Body would include in the agenda any questions
requested by the Council of Europe and/or the O.E.E.C.
As for other items which the I.L.O. may wish to include
there will be consultations among the participating organi
sations.
European organisations not participating in the
organisation of the conference could be invited to attend
as observers (see Appendix 2, paragraph ii).

5 . Comparative estimates of the cost of holding a
conference either in Geneva or Strasbourg have been
elaborated by the I.L.O.
The out-of-pocket expenses for
a conference in Geneva would be §3,300 and for Strasbourg
§19,000.
If a conference were convened to meet in
Geneva the I.L.O. would probably be prepared to defray
all of the out-of-pocket expenses.
In the event of a
conference taking place in Strasbourg these expenses
should be shared in equal proportions by the participating
organisations (see paragraph 5 of Appendix 2).
6. As it appears from paragraph 6 of Appendix 2',
the I.L.O. would be able to accommodate the conference
also in the month of November 1953.
Considering the
progress made until now by the Social Committee in the
drafting of the Social Charter and the forecasts for
its submitting a final text, it seems today that
November 1958 would be a more appropriate date for a
conference than next Spring.
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A P P E N D IX

I

Latter from the Doputy Secretary-General
of the Council of Europe
to the Director General of the I.L.O.

Strasbourg,

31st October 1$57

Sir,
By its Resolution ($6) 2 3 , the Committee of Ministers
of the Council of Europe instructed its Social Committee
to draft an European Social Charter taking into account
the draft appended to the Recommendation 10L of the Con
sultative Assembly.
The Social Committee was to complete
the drafting of the Social Charter by 31st December, 1$57*
As the I.L.O. has been represented by an observer at
all deliberations of the Social Committee dealing with the
European Social Charter you are of course fully informed
about the progress made.
The Social Ccmmiteee has at the
present stage adopted a number of technical articles.
It
has also held a general exchange of views concerning the
parts of the Charter which will deal with the question of
ratification and implementation.
The Committee expects to
be able to present a draft of the Social Charter by the
end of the year.
- .
, .
The question has arisen as tc what further steps
should be taken for the establishment of the final text.
An instrument like the Social Charter will, directly interest
and affect wide social groups (particularly workers and
employers) as well as certain international organisations
and particularly the I.L.O.
It would therefore seem to be
a suitable subject for discussion at a European regional
conference of a tripartite character, tc be convened in
accordance with the provisions of ArticleLe 3. raragraph 2,
the a.L.O.
of the Agreement between the Council cf Europe
Mr. David A. MORSE
Dir ectcr-General
Int ernaticnal Labcws
EVA

Organic

;icn
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The possible convocation of such' a conference was
given preliminary consideration by the Ministers'
Deputies at their recent meeting held in Strasbourg from
2^rd September to -1st October.
The Deputies had before them
certain suggestions concerning its organisation. After an
exchange Gf views of a general character they decided to
re-examine the question at their next meeting which will
be held in mid-November and they hope at that time to be
able to decide whether a request should be sent from the
Committee of Ministers to the Governing Body of I.L.O. in
accordance with Article 3 ? paragraph 2, of the Agreement
between the two Organisations.
—\
i

They have instructed me to approach you in the mean
time in order to obtain additional information on the.
following points:
(1)
There is a general feeling that if a European
Tripartite Conference were to be convened, the O.E.B.C.
should be closelv associated with it.
In that connection I would be grateful if yen would
inform me whether the agenda of the conference would be
settled by agreement between the two, and eventually
between the three, organisations concerned.
(2)
Would the rules of procedure of such a conference
permit the presence of observers of other international
organisations, e.g. E.C.S.C. and W.E.U.?

7

The Intc rnational Organisations Division of
(3)
I.L.O. has sent us , by letter of 2 5 th September 1057 (ref.
No, F h -58 -1(3)- 8) , comparative estimates of the cost of
holding a conferen ce either in Geneva or Strasbourg.
The
conclusion s of the sc preliminary estimates arc that outof-pocket expenses for a conference in Geneva would be
Would you be kind
$$,3C0 and for Str asbourg $10,000.
enough to 1 st me k new whether, in your view, these expenses
would in e ither ca so bo borne by the I.L.O. alone or
whether th ey would be shared, and in what- proportions,
with the o InGy TDO.T ticipatina organisaticn(sy.
(q_) At the Deputies' mooting some delegations wore
inclined to think that if a conference wore to oo held,
the month of November 1858 would bo the most suitable.
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I would be grateful if yon would inform me whether this
would be possible having regard to the I.L.O. calendar.
I should be happy if I could inform the Deputies of
your answers to these questions at their next meeting
on J.i^th November.
I have the honour to be,
Sir,

o

Your obedient Servant,

Dunstan CURTIS
Deputy Secretary-General.

o
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A p P E N D I X

II

Letter from the Assistant Director-General of the I.L.O.
to m*e Deputy Secretary-General of the Council of Europe

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE,
Geneva.

5 th November,.I$q7

Ref. No.: IGO 0^-102C

Sir
Thank you for your letter of $lst October,
ing the information requested by the Ministers!
garding the possibility of convening a European
conference - in accordance vith Article 3 ..para;
Agreement betueen the I.L.O. and the Council of
consider the proposed European Social Charter.

1$57, concernDeputies retripartite
"-'*a*oh 2^^ of toe
Europe - to

) p01t fn struc L'6 d by the Direct or-C-ener al to a dvise
cu rhat
2.
he .would reg arc the proposed Europ ean Soci al Cha r ter a Q a very
sui table sub ject f 0r discussion by a tripa rtite oonfer en ce of
thi s kind!, and in this connection the Dire ctor-G eneral w ould
lik:e you to ccnvc ir to the Minister s! Deput ies th 3 foil
ing
me
eting.
inf ermati.on regar ding the p-oints raised at their last
rn
ener-al concurs with the sugge sticn th a *5
Dir ector
3.
if the Eurcoean tr ioartite confers nee were to be conve ne
on are
the O.B.E .c. shor Id be closely ass ociated '
u ith it . As
awa re^ un.e D ireot or -General has ha d alreao y some urelimi nary
exo lerate r**" ciscu ss ions uith the S ecretary -Gener a 1 of th
C.E .NT.Ct reg ardin u this question.
exc 1uding from the con fer
h.
There vculd be no reascj
nis atiens. such a s uhe
observers from other Erropea!
European,Coal and Steel Ccnmuni 4--.- and the Wes tern Eur cpe an
T ON
mic Connuni ty and E
Union, and from the European Eccnoni
t the cine of one convocation ci the ccnfere n c e th esC tvo
tit u ted.
organisations nave been fully
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comer
You have enquire d whether th: expenses
'-.'nuld ;-e
Id be borne bn the _L*i'*0* oiou" or
ner
glare o. m d in what proportions, with the orner participa* 'irg
organisation^).
The Director-General has*authorised me
to say that in the event of the conference beinr convened
to meet in Geneva he would be prepared to recommend to
the Governing
that the International Labour Organi
sation should defray all of the out-of-pocket expenses.
In the event of the conference meeting outside Geneva he
would consider that the out-of-pocket expenses should be
rganisashared in equal proportions by the participating
tions.
3*

6.
I note that the view has been expressed by certain
of the Ministers' Deputies that, having regard to the
progress made to date in the preparation of the European
Social Charter, the most suitable time for holding the
conference would be in November, 1$^8.
The I.L.O. would
bo able to accommodate the conference in the course CjL
that month.

7.

(DOn

As you are aware, the Governing Body has already
agreed in principle to give sympathetic consideration to
a request from one Committee of Minis* rs for the ccnvocation by the I.L<0., in accordance with 1die Agreement
between our two organisations, of a Europe ;an tripartite
conference composed of representatives from countries
members both of the I.L.O. and of the Council of Europe
with a view to discussing the European Social Charter.
The Director-General has since had further exploratory
consultations with the Officers of the Governing Body
in regard to this matter and would be pTcpareo uo
*co
the Governing Body his views as express,cd above re-'ar din
the arrangements which should bc'madc f or this confer enc
You will readily realise, however, that action. by the
Governing Body cn this matter will dope nd on a formal
request from the Committee of Ministers,

I have the honour to to.
Sir,
Your obedient Servant;
(Signed) C.W.
Assistant Director-General.
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A P P E N D I X __ ^

EUROPEAN SOCIAL CHARTER
Tripartite Conference

Comments made by the Representative of Belgium
at the 52nd meeting of the Ministers' Deputies

Belgium is in favour of the idea of holding a tripartite
conference to which the draft European Social Cnarter would
be submitted.
The Belgian delegation considers that the Agenda of the
tripartite conference should be drawn up jointly by I.L.O.,
O.E.E.C. and the Council of Europe, before the conference is
actually convened.
The question as to which organisations are to be invited
to the conference will depend on the items included in the
Agenda.
Observers from E.C.S.C., W.E.U. and the Common Market
should be invited to the conference.
The duration of the conference will depend on the Agenda
The Director-General of I.L.O. would act as the General
Secretary of the conference.
The three organisations jcinti
would act as Secretariat.
The conference would be held preferably in Strasbourg.
Another meeting place might be chosen if it proved cheaper
than Strasbourg.

